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Abstract
Chronic health conditions are a growing global health concern and account for over half of all deaths worldwide. Finding ways
to decrease the burden of and resources allotted to chronic health conditions is of primary importance. Recent advances in
technology and insights into modeling techniques offer promising approaches, which if combined, represent a novel direction
that would further advance the prevention and treatment of chronic health conditions.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e62) doi:10.2196/mhealth.4150
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Introduction
Chronic health conditions (CHC) account for over half of all
deaths worldwide. In the United States, 1 in 4 adults and 1 in
15 children suffer from two or more CHC, with 86% of all
health care dollars spent on the treatment of CHC [1]. Obesity
alone is a major population burden, with 2 out of 3 adults and
1 out of 3 youth overweight or obese in the United States [2].
Many CHC, such as obesity, are difficult to treat due to their
complex etiologies; managing such complicated multifactorial
health conditions continues to tie up valuable health care
resources and accounts for substantial health care costs. Finding
ways to decrease the costs and resources allotted to CHC is of
primary importance. Recent advances in technology and insights
into the use of systems science are promising approaches.
Systems science is used to understand complex connections
between structure and behavior in a system over time. Mobile
health technology (mHealth) and systems science are two fields
that have separately been applied to address complex problems
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e62/
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with some success. A combined mHealth and systems science
approach would represent a novel direction that would further
advance the prevention and treatment of CHC.

mHealth
mHealth is increasingly recognized as a tool to manage CHC,
reduce health disparities, and address complex health problems
[3-5]. In part, mHealth accomplishes this by automating
processes that are currently resource-heavy. mHealth describes
an array of technologies that encompass wireless sensors,
software, and mobile phones worn and accessed by caregivers,
patients, and individuals interested in being engaged in their
own health to facilitate collecting and communicating
health-related data. The nearly universal presence of mHealth
technology throughout most areas of health care and ubiquity
of mobile phones in the population, including underserved
populations, hold great promise for increasing the integration
of empirical real-time data into clinical practice and expanding
the reaches of health care delivery, all to the benefit of patients’
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e62 | p.4
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health [3,6]. mHealth technology also offers unique advantages
by being able to collect objective, patient-generated sensor data,
such as activity and location, that are particularly important for
CHC, given the underlying importance of health habits in most
CHC [7]. Beyond using location and activity data, mHealth has
the added ability to adapt to changes in a user’s location and
activity, to changes in the user’s environment (eg, seasons), and
to adapt to users (based on continuous feedback). As mHealth
offers the power to dramatically expand access to care through
objective data collection, increased efficiency, and enhanced
data-driven practice, the next step is to embed systems science
insights from diverse fields into mHealth technology, so that
we can enhance the capability of mHealth as an effective and
scalable tool for the prevention and treatment of CHC. One
practical example of this combined approach is in obesity care;
while an abundance of obesity- and weight management-related
mHealth applications have surfaced, these applications have
yet to incorporate systems science approaches.

Systems Science
While mHealth increases efficiency through engineering
solutions, systems science provides a theory-based approach to
improve both efficiency and effectiveness. Systems science is
a particularly useful frame to understand complex relationships
that are inherent in many CHC affected by biologic, social, and
environmental factors [8]. A systems-oriented approach provides
several key techniques to change behavior-an important factor
in the outcome of most CHC-including information feedback,
ownership, collaboration, competition, accountability, and
rewards. A systems approach works by helping to identify which
“levers” to pull, and in which order, in a series of often nonlinear
complex relationships, thus allowing complicated and dynamic
relationships to be understandable, actionable, and efficient
while providing the optimal impact. There is growing interest
in the scientific community in applying systems techniques to
understand and disentangle the complex relationships and
etiologies underlying CHC, exemplified in two 2010 Institute
of Medicine reports, one on obesity prevention [9] and one on
improving population health [10].

mHealth-Systems Science
Both mHealth and systems science offer to advance solutions
for complex CHC by streamlining efforts and focusing on the
most actionable levers. The two fields are aligned naturally and
offer complementary approaches to improving the delivery of
CHC treatments. While using mHealth alone can impact
efficiency by automating steps and scaling up reach, an approach
already being employed to treat various chronic diseases
including obesity, diabetes, and tobacco addiction [11-14], it is
not sufficient to marshal mHealth resources to automatize
complex health problems. To truly impact the morbidity and
mortality associated with complex CHC, a multi-step staged
approach is required, an approach capable of identifying the
steps worth automating and those which can be omitted, an
approach that will increase data processing and data analysis
speeds, increase efficiency, and decrease human error without
impacting the desired primary outcome. The starting point in
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e62/
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this engineering approach might be to identify all the known
and anticipated steps in an intervention, including data
collection, data processing, and decision points [15]. A weight
analysis may follow, wherein the steps that are deemed to be
most salient are prioritized for automation. The exact
determination of weights may vary depending on the CHC,
intended treatment, and resources available. For example,
importance may be placed on cost, human labor, processing
time requirements, patient preference, or anticipated prevalence
of uptake. Once steps have been identified and prioritized,
sequential automation can ensue until all the steps which have
been deemed worth automating have been automated or until
available resources (eg, time, money) have been depleted. The
specific sequence and methods used for each staged approach
will vary depending on the CHC and the treatment being
delivered; however, the common goal should be to create an
automated solution that is efficient, parsimonious (using the
fewest possible resources necessary to achieve a desired
outcome), and tailored.
The extent of automation may be integrated or complete. In
integrated automation, the goal is to enhance and facilitate
human-based care; creating a complementary approach where
complex and resource-heavy programs are made more efficient
through automation to facilitate CHC treatments. In complete
automation, the goal of automation is to remove the health care
provider from the equation altogether, such that all aspects of
CHC management, including data collection, integration, and
analysis with feedback loops, are managed electronically.
Although both scenarios are achievable, this article focuses on
integrated approaches and solutions.
We recently designed, and are pilot testing, an intervention to
increase physical activity in obese adolescents with behavior
change counseling guided by providing the adolescents with
objective information on their location and activity [16]. The
intervention was proven feasible and is effective among
adolescents. The heavy manual burden and various decisions
surrounding processing steps and behavioral counseling options,
however, illustrate the complexity of promoting healthy behavior
change and reveal the study’s limited scalability in the absence
of enhanced mHealth capabilities. In this case, mHealth can be
expanded to automate key processing steps (eg, combining
objective location and activity data) and decision points, in
addition to improving communication with participants.
The capabilities of mHealth technology can be augmented by
incorporating systems insights directly within it. For example,
intervening directly on information and social feedbacks is a
central strategy in a systems approach. Obesity has been
identified as one CHC where using systems insights to tailor
feedback can be particularly impactful [17]. These feedbacks
can maximize successful behavior change in several ways: (1)
participant ownership in a health intervention can be increased
by directly allowing users to see and use their own data. In
addition, ownership can be further enhanced by allowing
participants to customize their mHealth application and design
alternative solutions for health behavior goals; (2) collaboration
can be improved by allowing study participants to be linked to
their health care provider or health coach directly via their
mHealth application and select whom they wish to have involved
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e62 | p.5
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in counseling sessions (eg, family, parents, friends, health care
providers, or health coaches). In addition, the technology
platform can also connect participants who have similar activity
goals, thus creating emergent social networks that are
goal-oriented and provide additional support to participants; (3)
competition can be further leveraged by allowing individuals
or groups to accumulate points over time, with top performers
viewable to everyone on a common mHealth application; (4)
goal-setting is often used to arrive at a personalized health
behavior goal, mutually agreed upon by the participant, parent,
and pediatrician. Accountability can be further enhanced using
ecologic momentary assessment techniques [18], by sending
reminders and connecting with participants to re-enforce
commitment to the program. Further, the technology platform
can also allow parents, health providers or other members of
participants’ online social network to directly check in with
participants when noncompliance with a goal is detected.
Rewards can be built into each system lever as incentives to
maximize the likelihood of changing behavior. Several of these
techniques, including data organization, competition, and

Oreskovic et al
feedback, have previously been proposed as part of a gaming
approach to obesity self-management [19]. Gaming traditionally
limits its focus on the use of “controlling” devices (eg, keyboard,
mouse, joystick), and involves tight but limited and inflexible
loops for the user. A combined systems-science mHealth
approach offers the ability to broaden the approach, by also
employing “monitoring” devices (eg, sensors), to collect
objective patient-generated data, and feeding this data into
feedback and counseling. A combined approach has the further
ability to tailor feedback, providing an optimized combination
of human and machine intelligence, with content and feedback
means adapted to the user.
A synergistic “mHealth-systems science” approach should be
part of the next-generation public health interventions for CHC.
Leveraging systems insights within mHealth technology can
further optimize behavior change strategies. As technology
becomes ever more affordable, this combined approach offers
a promising vehicle for scaling up systems-oriented behavior
change interventions to the whole population.
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Abstract
Technology is changing at a rapid rate, opening up new possibilities within the health care domain. Advances such as open source
hardware, personal medical devices, and mobile phone apps are creating opportunities for custom-made medical devices and
personalized care. However, they also introduce new challenges in balancing the need for regulation (ensuring safety and
performance) with the need to innovate flexibly and efficiently. Compared with the emergence of new technologies, health
technology design standards and regulations evolve slowly, and therefore, it can be difficult to apply these standards to the latest
developments. For example, current regulations may not be suitable for approaches involving open source hardware, an increasingly
popular way to create medical devices in the maker community. Medical device standards may not be flexible enough when
evaluating the usability of mobile medical devices that can be used in a multitude of different ways, outside of clinical settings.
Similarly, while regulatory guidance has been updated to address the proliferation of health-related mobile phone apps, it can be
hard to know if and when these regulations apply. In this viewpoint, we present three examples of novel medical technologies to
illustrate the types of regulatory issues that arise in the current environment. We also suggest opportunities for support, such as
advances in the way we review and monitor medical technologies.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e64) doi:10.2196/mhealth.3918
KEYWORDS
governmental regulations; health services; medical devices; mHealth; mobile phones; open source initiative; software; standards;
technology

Introduction
In recent years, there has been a rapid, major, and continued
advance in scientific discovery and technology proliferation
that provides the means to support health care in new ways. For
example, the percentage of UK adults who own a mobile phone
has risen from 39% to 51% in just 1 year [1]. The proliferation
of mobile phones and pervasiveness of health apps [2] allow
patients to manage and track their health conditions on the go,
which turns mobile phones into a tool for health-related behavior
change [3]. This means that care can be provided outside of
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e64/
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clinical settings [4,5] and technology can be used to address
growing health care demands, such as an increasing prevalence
of chronic conditions and aging populations [6].
A growing number of medical and health-related technologies
becoming available can be adapted to support personal care,
both in terms of customized hardware and software. For
example, electronic devices are not only becoming ubiquitous,
but are also easier to make; three-dimensional printers are
becoming significantly cheaper (the market is predicted to grow
by 500% in 5 years [7]). Three-dimensional printers are devices
that create three-dimensional objects based on an electronic
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e64 | p.8
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data source containing a three-dimensional model. As a result,
these printers have opened up the possibility to produce
custom-made medical devices as needed, where needed [8],
which is sometimes referred to as “hyperlocal micro
manufacturing” [9]. These types of advances will continue to
provide solutions to health care problems that seemed near
impossible to solve a decade ago, and they generate their own
unique considerations about how these technologies fit into
existing regulatory frameworks.
The need for regulation has long been established in the health
care domain and has led to manufacturers considering safety
during the design and evaluation of medical devices [10] (for
a US perspective on ethical standards, see [11]). Medical device
manufacturers often use medical device standards (eg, [12]) to
guide their design and production processes and to comply with
regulatory requirements. For example, the IEC 60601 [13] series
puts in place requirements relating to safety and effectiveness,
focusing on various aspects of the product (eg, electrical
integrity, alarms). The IEC 62366 [14] standard describes a
usability engineering process, to satisfy similar requirements,
which is linked to a risk analysis standard (ISO 14971 [15]).
Unfortunately, novel and personal medical technologies do not
always fit into the process specified in standards because they
move away from what is currently and generally accepted as
good practice to a situation in which there may be little or no
precedent for comparison. Health care technology innovation
may be hurt by the current regulatory system [16]. Sometimes
standards do not provide sufficient design and evaluation criteria
for novel technologies that differ significantly from equivalent
predecessors; sometimes regulation may stifle innovation to the
point where new technology cannot benefit the health care
system (eg, through the time or cost constraints); however,
sometimes existing systems may not be applied at all, or they
are not applicable when it comes to modern technology.
In this paper, we open a discussion about the challenges to
existing regulatory systems posed by novel and personal health
care technologies. By presenting three examples that we have
encountered as part of our research, we highlight some of the
issues. First, we describe an open source infusion pump that
raises questions about how to control the quality of custom-made
medical devices. Next, we present our research on mobile
medical devices that challenges the methods of evaluation set
out in current medical usability standards. Finally, we discuss
the design of a mobile phone app for medication adherence that
may or may not be governed by the existing regulations.
Although papers focusing on regulatory challenges have already
been published (eg, [17]), we contribute to the discussion by
introducing three case studies, outlining the issues with standards
and regulations, and proposing ways to address these issues.
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Novel Health Care Technologies
Overview
The following examples describe the tension between health
care innovation and regulation. They come from research
conducted as a part of the Computer-Human Interaction for
Medical Devices (CHI + MED) project, focusing on developing
tools to support safe and usable health technology (medical
devices). The following section presents three technologies:
open source hardware, mobile health care technologies, and
health-related mobile phone apps. It describes the regulatory
challenges that may be encountered in the development of these
kinds of devices, and identifies opportunities for addressing
these issues.

Example 1: Open Source Medical Devices
Background
Open source hardware is an emerging business model where
the design files of a product, including the circuit schematics,
source code, and physical design, are made publicly available
under a license so that anyone can study, modify, distribute,
make, and sell the design or hardware based on that design. In
recent years, three-dimensional printers have made possible a
rapid production of customized medical devices [8], from fitted
mechanical limbs [18] and mobile phone-connected microscopes
[19] to parts for syringe pumps (as shown in Figure 1). Coupled
with an open source approach, more can be achieved with less
cost, because production can occur in-house, based on a freely
available design.
Building on work of the Michigan Tech Open Sustainability
Technology (MOST) group [20], we are demonstrating the
process of building an open source syringe pump that
implements design principles and interface guidelines published
as part of the CHI + MED project. We are creating a complete
open platform for further research and development [21]. Design
files and software made public by MOST, under an open source
license, are at the core of the project. The approach not only
leads to economic savings through a reduction in the life-cycle
cost [22], but also it allows others to improve on the design,
share the improvements with others, and get rapid feedback
from the end user. This openness can benefit multiple
stakeholders and lead to effective technology and improved
patient outcomes (for equivalent arguments relating to open
source software, see [23]). It can also allow staff from hospital
departments such as medical physics and clinical engineering
to repair and customize their own devices, reducing a reliance
on external providers.
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional printing technology (image credit Gerrit Niezen; image license CC-BY).

Regulatory Challenges
The ability to modify someone else’s designs and the ease of
rapid and unique production could interfere with formal
quality-control processes, implicit in the existing medical device
regulation. Although three-dimensional printing is a tool for
prototyping and not for long-term use and reuse, it is possible
to see how this technology could be used for the latter purpose.
Existing standards may not be practical as the documentation
required for review and approval may be disproportionate when
the design is limited to a very small number of production units.
While the steps that are followed during the development and
testing of medical devices are specified and controlled by
standards (in the European Union, those listed in [12]), the
process followed during the aforementioned activities may be
ad hoc. For example, processes specified in medical device
standards were created with traditional manufacturing process
in mind. At a certain point, a design would be frozen and
considered complete. This is not the case when devices can be
continuously improved upon by the creator and others. The need
for documentation and testing that closely adheres to standards
may remove the flexibility that novel approaches bring.
Repeated design changes and the requirement for oversight from
a review body may be cumbersome on both sides. Although
there are many advantages to realizing the benefits of existing
process, systems need to be made agile and proportionate.
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Opportunities
With an open source approach, there is an opportunity to share
the rationale behind the design, the process used to derive the
design, as well as the design itself. For example, online
documentation tools such as wikis and version control software
can be adapted to provide a better overview of the development
workflow and process that has been followed. It is also possible
to share evaluation results; if a component or design has evolved
over time, knowing how and why this has happened could help
those at distance understand the constraints of a solution.
Through sharing and periodically updating these documents,
duplication of effort can be avoided. For example, it does not
always make sense for the same component to undergo the same
testing by multiple parties. Moreover, documentation can be
scrutinized by multiple specialists, without being confounded
by the proprietary nature of “closed” solutions. Therefore, rather
than requiring the same documentation as that for traditionally
manufactured devices, regulation could involve transparent
records of all components and changes made to those
components, including the rationale and assumptions. This
would help to support the quality of such devices without stifling
innovation, with the onus being on those implementing a
solution to check and review these documents.
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Example 2: Mobile Health Care Technologies and
Home Use Devices
Background
Given the need to support care outside of clinical settings,
technologies are also being developed to provide increasing
autonomy and self-care. Our research on CHI + MED
investigates how people use technology to manage their health
care needs during their day-to-day lives. One such set of
technologies includes devices used in the self-management of
type 1 diabetes, a complex chronic condition that requires
significant personal responsibility over a lifetime [24]. A
common form of diabetes technology is the glucose meter that
is used to measure blood glucose levels for everyday medication
dose calculations, as well as for identifying high and low blood
sugar levels, which are dangerous in the long term and
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potentially fatal in the short term, respectively [25]. Thanks to
advances in technology and human factors engineering, glucose
meters can be used by people with minimal or no training. They
are easier to carry, easier to use, and can store results. This
empowers people with diabetes and grants independence [26].
However, our work shows that complexities of everyday life
such as people’s work life, romantic life, friendships, hobbies,
travel, holidays [27], or whom they are with [28,29] impact on
the use of these devices (Figure 2). Understanding these factors
is incredibly complex [30], but necessary to ensure glucose
meters are reliable and meet users needs. The problem is that
the evaluation methods suggested by standards are not adequate
in addressing everyday use, as they have been developed with
a focus on technology used in clinical environments, where
there is more certainty about the characteristics of the work
place and levels of training.

Figure 2. Everyday life and a glucose meter (image credit Aisling Ann O'Kane; image license CC-BY).

Regulatory Challenges
Mobile health care technologies used for self-management, such
as glucose meters used by people with diabetes, are medical
devices and are regulated as such. Standard usability engineering
process applies, such as IEC 62366 [14], for these cases.
These personal health care devices are used in the context of
people’s everyday lives, yet the design and evaluation involves
the same usability standards as medical devices found in
hospitals. The definition of usability is the same (see [14]). The
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e64/
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focus is on the device’s effectiveness, efficiency, ease of
learning, and user satisfaction, in what is assumed to be a
controlled context. This standardized usability evaluation
practice makes it difficult to support the range of individual
needs of users outside clinical environments: in their homes,
on the go, as a part of their everyday life. This can be seen by
accounts of the application of standard usability engineering
process [31], such as IEC 62366 [14]. Although such standards
are voluntary, and the techniques are illustrative, many
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companies feel that they have little option but to adhere to their
content [32].
Although standards such as IEC 62366 [14] suggest taking
context into account using techniques such as task analysis,
contextual inquiry, functional analysis, testing in simulated
clinical environments, and field testing, how they might be
adapted or tailored to represent the unstable context of everyday
life is not elaborated on. These methods may not capture the
influences that a person’s life might have on the safe use and
adoption of these devices, outside the confines of a hospital.
Influences could include the emotional aspects of self-care or
the social impact of bystanders, when using a device in front
of others.
Likewise, it can be unmanageable to scope everyday health care
technologies, for the purposes of making assumptions about
their use. Pervasive technologies are used by all sorts of people,
in all sorts of situations, and in all sorts of contexts. Individual
differences are inevitable, and they have been shown to impact
users’ experience and challenge the design and development of
products [33]. This raises concerns for health care technologies
where differences might result in safety risks.
These concerns can be addressed by limiting the scope to a
certain user profile or context, but this may not be possible for
medical technologies designed for a particular condition, not
for a particular user group. Another approach is to configure
products based on user needs, for example, allowing
customization of the exterior shell [34] and/or allowing
configuration of the user interface. This poses a dilemma for
evaluation in that as the number of possible configurations
increases, the burden associated with management, evaluation,
and support also increases [35,36]. On the one hand, allowing
for flexibility reduces the chance of nonadoption or
noncompliance; on the other hand, complexity in the product
adds to the resource required to develop and maintain it.

Opportunities
One option would be to increase emphasis on postmarket
assessment, such as monitoring the use of equipment in context
(including self-report), alongside conducting research to
understand how users are really experiencing this type of
equipment. Exploratory qualitative methods have been applied
in other domains to focus on the situated use of interactive
devices and they are also relevant here.
For instance, diary studies [37] involve users taking note of
when, where, how, and why they use their device in their
everyday life. They avoid the invasiveness of observation.
Autoethnography, a form of self-study, is a quick and easy way
to probe the everyday use of mobile medical devices [30]. Even
though there has been progress toward using exploratory
methods to investigate the context of use [38], standards are
lacking in their treatment of situated user experience. Situated
user experience relates to the notion that the localized context
is an important factor in determining how people will experience
and interact with technology. As it has been shown that context
influences the use of pervasive health care technologies [30],
testing technology away from this context (e.g. in a laboratory)
does not anticipate how well the technology will meet the needs
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e64/
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of the user. There is therefore an opportunity for standards to
support consideration of a broader range of context, given the
mobile nature of devices, and use outside of clinical settings.
The inclusion of exploratory qualitative methods would allow
for this by probing context of use and revealing of individual
differences.

Example 3: Health-Related Mobile Phone Apps
Background
Whereas personal medical technologies can provide benefits to
those who require specific equipment, dedicated mobile phone
apps have potential to be advantageous to almost anyone. People
have access to thousands of free health-related mobile phone
apps [39,40]. They range from behavior change apps supporting
people who want to improve their health and well-being [3],
for example, apps supporting smoking cessation (eg,
SmokeFree28 [41]), or providing informed choice regarding
alcohol intake (eg, Drinks Meter [42]), to apps focusing on
specific conditions (eg, pain management [43]). They can be
used to prevent forgetfulness (eg, medication reminder apps
[44]) and general adherence support apps [45]. As people tend
to keep their mobile phones close and hardly ever switch them
off, health apps can provide useful functions at any time. They
are always at hand to help track the on-going behavior.
Another (currently unreleased) example would be a software
app to support oral contraception adherence. We are currently
researching how mobile phone apps could be used to reduce
unintentional nonadherence. This involves developing a
medication reminder app that supports the formation of
medication-taking habits and assists users as they search for the
best way to embed medication taking into their daily routine;
how this could be achieved is described in [44]. One of the
major challenges to understanding the approach required to
evaluate this type of software is the fact that it is not entirely
clear whether an app should be regulated as a medical device.

Regulatory Challenges
During our research we have identified many issues concerning
the certification of health-related apps. One example relates to
the wording that is used to describe them. Many apps make
medical claims and by doing so, could pose a serious public
health issue, especially they are if ineffective or inaccurate [40].
Regulation is required and although guidance on health-related
software and apps exists [46-49], it may not be clear whether
such apps should be covered by regulations. Moreover, when
considering the market as a whole, regulations may be bypassed
and in some cases, ignored. In the European Union, in some
cases, health-related apps fall under the control of the medical
devices directive. In this scheme, assuming the software is not
an accessory to a device, classification rules can treat medical
standalone software as a comparatively low risk [49]:
“The classification rules were not written with software in mind.
Due to the restrictive nature of Rules 9-11 of Annex IX to
Directive 93/42/EEC, a large number of software devices
therefore fall in Class I, where compliance is based on
self-declaration, ie, no third party assessment.”
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As a result, the product can be self-certified by the organization
producing it. This raises concerns about the level of peer review
and testing that this type of software receives.
In other cases, software can be used in a medical context, but
not for a medical purpose, and not considered to be a medical
device. For example, based on similar UK Medicines and Health
Care Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) advice, an app
could use an accelerometer or gyroscope to detect falls in
epileptic patients and therefore be regulated as a medical device.
However, if the same technology is used to measure steps or
detect whether an elderly person has got up from a chair or a
bed in a social care context, the regulation would not apply [47].
This is important because it impacts on the type of testing that
would apply (both in terms of usability and general safety and
performance requirements), as well as the approach to
monitoring the device in situ.
To help determine whether an app should be treated as a medical
device, the MHRA has produced the following list of keywords
and phrases that if used in the app’s description indicate that it
should be regulated: amplify, analysis, interpret, alarms,
calculates, controls, converts, detects, diagnose, measures, and
monitors [47]. Take the example of an app that aims to send
alerts to users to check whether they have taken their medication
and records how many times they say they did not. Based on
this information, it can suggest changes to the routine. Therefore,
it could be said that the app monitors users and occasionally
alarms when their behavior needs to be modified. Does it mean
the app should be certified?
If the app is labeled as a tool for supporting medication-taking
habits, then the answer is likely to be yes. However, if the
wording changes to simply habits, then even though the
functionality stays the same, does the answer become no? Such
a small change in wording could be enough to avoid device
regulations, but it might not even be needed. Some developers
simply publish their health apps without worrying about
regulations at all, whereas others add liability disclaimers to
app descriptions [40]. Based on the US guidance relating to
mobile medical applications [46], “Mobile apps that keep track
of medications and provide user-configured reminders for
improved medication adherence” are an example of “...mobile
apps for which FDA intends to exercise enforcement discretion”
[46].
Based on both US and UK frameworks, this type of app may
or may not be regulated. This problem has been covered in
recent UK media reports [50], where there are several examples
of gray areas and products that sit on the boundary. In many
respects there is not anything new about technologies that sit
on the boundary between regulated and unregulated products.
The concern is that the assumptions used to determine whether
technology is regulated as a medical device may not reflect how
the technology is actually used (eg, unregulated apps being used
in a context when a regulated app is appropriate).
Of specific concern is the quality of the software code and
process used during programming, which may be invisible once
the software has been released. Even if there is intent to follow
medical device standards, they may be difficult to realize in
practice. For example, the medical device usability standard
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IEC 62366 [14] combines evaluation of safety and usability,
which may be in opposition to each other [35]. Other standards
may be insufficient when it comes to the testing of software:
they may not require exhaustive testing, complete coverage, or
proof that a solution is correct by construction [51]. This is
evident in the number of software-related defects observed in
medical device user interfaces [52].

Opportunities
Because of the intangible nature of apps and the fact that they
can be easily updated in situ, assessment and classification at
a single point in time may not be feasible or appropriate. Obiodu
and Obiodu [40] suggest that one way to deal with the issue of
certification might be producing evidence-based guidelines for
designing health apps rather than trying to strictly regulate them.
We agree with this point, but would see an opportunity to take
this further. Rather than just relying on guidelines issued by
authorities, patient groups could produce best practice guidelines
for specific conditions and, by following the example of open
hardware initiatives, publish them openly to encourage
collaboration with other patient groups, app developers, and
mobile phone manufacturers, who are already starting to release
health care kits [53].

Conclusions
For medical technology, standards and regulations are needed
to ensure safety, protect the public, and guarantee that products
are fit for purpose. However, in the context of novel and
personal medical technologies, the current approach to
regulation is not only infeasible and difficult to enforce, but
also work against health care innovation. Given that it is
inevitable that three-dimensional-printed components, mobile
devices, and apps will be used to support and deliver health
care, as well as have impact on medical practice, regulators may
need to rethink their approach.
Based on our work, we have presented the benefits of new
technologies and personal medical devices. In many cases,
growing pressure on health services makes their introduction
inevitable. At the same time, we have outlined some of the
regulatory challenges. For example, by allowing for rapid
manufacturing of bespoke components, three-dimensional
printing raises concerns regarding quality control; the standards
underpinning the usability of personal mobile medical devices
are not enough to guarantee the “design meets users’ needs”
concept; in addition, mobile phone apps may or may not be
certified, depending on how a product is described. These
challenges open up new possibilities and encourage new ways
of thinking.
The health care domain is not the only one feeling the impact
of these technologies. The situation resembles the issues with
touch-screen tablets being used in the office environment.
Although office work and office equipment are regulated (eg,
computer workstations), the health and safety regulations are
unlikely to apply to tablet computers when it is not possible to
easily control how or where they are being used [54]. Rather
than trying to regulate them, different, more flexible approaches
are needed. For example, by shifting focus away from the
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introduction of technology, and toward educating users about
the implications of using it (eg, raising awareness of human
factors), we allow those in different environments to make sure
their technology is safe and fits their needs. Although due
diligence occurs during the design of technology, continual
research and review aims to tailor the properties of equipment
with the needs of users and characteristics of the work
environment.
The same could apply to novel and personal health care
technologies. When it comes to testing for usability, we cannot
predict every possible combination of user and usage before the
deployment of technology. The alternative is to conduct research
into how equipment is really used. We then realize that
improvement will occur when a device is in situ, and this will
be specific to a given context. As we can rapidly iterate a design,
we can continually improve and share the benefit of this
improvement. Much of the existing guidance concerning safety
and usability needs updating to accommodate this approach.
There also needs to be a consideration of how adequate levels
of safety can be guaranteed, without making it prohibitive for
small organizations to create products with relatively short life
cycles. The problem with the existing approach to regulation is
that historically, those producing technology would be likely
to stay in business for extended periods, compared with the
hobbyists and small organizations producing apps, who would
rapidly develop and release technology, but then may not be in
place to support it in the future. In the past, we had traceability
and accountability, whereas in the present we have little
recompense if something goes wrong.
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We suggest ways of addressing these challenges, such as
publishing documentation and making it openly available to
review, therefore increasing transparency; adding situated
methods to usability standards to cover people's everyday use
of personal health technology, and allowing patient groups to
review mobile phone apps, draft their own guidelines, and
collaborate with each other and with app developers. This would
help to ensure that patients’ needs are met. Realizing a code of
practice for app developers, such as PAS 277 [55], would help
to build confidence. There is also an opportunity to educate
those buying and using such technology on requirements relating
to safety and usability.
If there is a need to comply with medical device software
process standards (eg, IEC 62304 [56]), there have been recent
developments in guidance. There are now worked examples of
assessment process (ISO 33030 [57]); and support for process
tailored to the safety class of the software (IEC/TR 80002-3
[58]). There are groups such as Medi SPICE [59].
This viewpoint represents a series of observations from our own
research on the challenges of regulating health technology. We
hope to start a discussion about the obstacles and opportunities
in addressing the design of novel technologies within regulatory
frameworks. Given the need to address the increasing pressures
on health services, this discussion is urgently required. Future
research could apply a structured methodology to review this
context and a case study approach [60], to articulate practical,
balanced, and proportionate approaches in line with this
discussion.
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Abstract
Background: There is increasing interest in using smartphones as stand-alone physical activity monitors via their built-in
accelerometers, but there is presently limited data on the validity of this approach.
Objective: The purpose of this work was to determine the validity and reliability of 3 Android smartphones for measuring
physical activity among midlife and older adults.
Methods: A laboratory (study 1) and a free-living (study 2) protocol were conducted. In study 1, individuals engaged in prescribed
activities including sedentary (eg, sitting), light (sweeping), moderate (eg, walking 3 mph on a treadmill), and vigorous (eg,
jogging 5 mph on a treadmill) activity over a 2-hour period wearing both an ActiGraph and 3 Android smartphones (ie, HTC
MyTouch, Google Nexus One, and Motorola Cliq). In the free-living study, individuals engaged in usual daily activities over 7
days while wearing an Android smartphone (Google Nexus One) and an ActiGraph.
Results: Study 1 included 15 participants (age: mean 55.5, SD 6.6 years; women: 56%, 8/15). Correlations between the ActiGraph
and the 3 phones were strong to very strong (ρ=.77-.82). Further, after excluding bicycling and standing, cut-point derived
classifications of activities yielded a high percentage of activities classified correctly according to intensity level (eg, 78%-91%
by phone) that were similar to the ActiGraph’s percent correctly classified (ie, 91%). Study 2 included 23 participants (age: mean
57.0, SD 6.4 years; women: 74%, 17/23). Within the free-living context, results suggested a moderate correlation (ie, ρ=.59,
P<.001) between the raw ActiGraph counts/minute and the phone’s raw counts/minute and a strong correlation on minutes of
moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA; ie, ρ=.67, P<.001). Results from Bland-Altman plots suggested close mean
absolute estimates of sedentary (mean difference=–26 min/day of sedentary behavior) and MVPA (mean difference=–1.3 min/day
of MVPA) although there was large variation.
Conclusions: Overall, results suggest that an Android smartphone can provide comparable estimates of physical activity to an
ActiGraph in both a laboratory-based and free-living context for estimating sedentary and MVPA and that different Android
smartphones may reliably confer similar estimates.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e36) doi:10.2196/mhealth.3505
KEYWORDS
telemedicine; cell phones; accelerometry; motor activity; validation studies
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Introduction
Reduced sitting time and increased moderate-to-vigorous
physical activity (MVPA) confers an array of health benefits
[1-3]. Identifying cost-efficient solutions for tracking physical
activity passively has become an important scientific objective
[4]. Previous research on activity monitoring has focused on
devices dedicated solely to this purpose, such as the ActiGraph
accelerometer (ActiGraph, Fort Walton, FL, USA). Indeed, this
trend of dedicated activity monitoring devices has continued
with consumer devices such as the Fitbit, Jawbone UP, and
Misfit Shine, among others. There is also increasing interest in
improving physical activity detection through multiple sensors
[5,6], but these added sensors (eg, heart rate, global positioning
systems) often impact the ability to enable long-term monitoring
[4] in context.
One potentially cost-efficient and low-burden mechanism for
tracking daily physical activity is the smartphone [6,7]. The
smartphone includes a variety of advantages that make it an
excellent stand-alone device. Specifically, smartphones include
a variety of sensors, such as built-in accelerometry and global
positioning system (GPS), increasingly powerful computing
capabilities, large data capacity, wireless connectivity to other
sensors (eg, connectivity to weight scales or blood pressure
monitors), and Internet access. These technical capabilities allow
smartphones to track, process, and send physical activity
information while also functioning as a “hub” for other health
information [7,8]. Beyond these technical capabilities,
smartphones often accompany individuals throughout the day
and, thus, easily fit into an individual’s daily routine.
At present, there is relatively little systematic research exploring
how accurately physical activity can be tracked via smartphones.
Some studies have explored the utility of ecological momentary
assessment (EMA) via smartphones [9], activity recognition
using machine learning/neural network analyses [10-13], and
activity classification via an iPod Touch for older adults [14].
There remain many unresolved questions related to tracking
physical activity via smartphones. For example, although there
was a study examining tracking among older adults, the vast
majority of research is conducted among younger cohorts. The
ActiGraph is a well-validated accelerometer commonly used in
epidemiological, surveillance, and intervention research to
quantify physical activity [1,15-18]. As such, a comparison of
physical activity estimates collected via smartphone versus
ActiGraph accelerometry would provide insights into whether
a common smartphone could provide estimates of physical
activity with similar levels of accuracy to this common
field-based assessment strategy. This would be valuable based
on the large body of research linking these cut-point-based
estimates of sedentary, light, and moderate-to-vigorous levels
of physical activity to health outcomes [1,15-18]. These data
are largely absent for more advanced machine learning
techniques of activity classification; thus, comparison to
cut-point-based estimates is a scientifically important question
until the health linkages to the more advanced analytic
techniques can be made.
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The purpose of this work was to determine the validity and
reliability of Android smartphones for tracking physical activity
utilizing cut-point–based methods of activity classification. In
particular, we sought to determine the validity of Android
smartphones for categorizing physical activity into sedentary,
light physical activity, and moderate-to-vigorous levels of
physical activity in a laboratory setting. We also explored
interdevice reliability by comparing the estimates from 3
Android phones used simultaneously in the laboratory. Finally,
we sought to determine the validity of the smartphones by
comparing daily estimates of physical activity between the
ActiGraph and an Android smartphone in a free-living context.

Methods
Overview
We conducted both a laboratory-based and free-living study.
In the laboratory-based study (study 1), individuals engaged in
prescribed activities of various intensities over a 2-hour period
wearing both an ActiGraph and 3 Android smartphones (ie,
HTC MyTouch, Google [manufactured by HTC] Nexus One,
and Motorola Cliq) all worn both on the hip and in the pocket.
In the free-living study (study 2), individuals engaged in usual
daily activities that were tracked over a 7-day period via an
Android smartphone (Google Nexus One) and an ActiGraph.

Study 1: Laboratory Study
Participants
Participants were a convenience sample of 15 midlife and older
adults living in the San Francisco Bay area in California. Midlife
and older adults (ie, aged 40 or older) were chosen because they
represent an understudied population for activity classification
and because the algorithms developed were explicitly being
developed for a smartphone-based physical activity intervention
[8]. Participants were recruited via word of mouth,
advertisements, and email listservs. Participants completed the
Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q) to ensure
that they could safely engage in physical activity [19].

Procedures
The procedures for this study were similar to previously
published work conducted by the study investigators [20].
Specifically, all participants completed a written informed
consent that was approved by Stanford University’s Human
Use Committee. Participants were asked to wear an ActiGraph
GT3X+ accelerometer on their nondominant hip along with the
3 Android smartphone phones also on the nondominant hip.
Participants were asked to wear clothing to the laboratory
session that was suitable for exercise and had pockets.
The ActiGraph GT3X+ is a small, electronic, triaxial device
that is worn on the waist and measures activity “counts” (epoch
set to raw for the 3 axes for this study but converted to 1-minute
values with just the vertical axis for comparison with previously
validated cut-point calculations) [1,21,22]. The 3 smartphones
were chosen because at the time (2009) they were common
Android devices and because comparison between the 3 phones
would provide insights about reliability both within and between
manufacturers. The Android platform was chosen because it
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allowed the built-in accelerometer to run continuously and
because there is increased use of the Android phones,
particularly among lower income groups.

per participant. For some activities, particularly running on the
treadmill at 5 mph, participants were given the option to opt
out if they were not able to accomplish it safely.

We chose to include 3 different Android smartphones to gauge
the reliability and validity across manufacturers (ie, Motorola
vs HTC) and within manufacturer by using different firmware
versions of Android (ie, Nexus One vs MyTouch). After
attaching the devices, participants were asked to engage in a
series of activities while wearing the ActiGraph and the Android
phones (see Figure 1 for a list of activities). Each activity was
conducted for 5 minutes followed by a transition period to the
next activity. The overall protocol lasted approximately 2 hours

A conversion was required to translate the raw values gathered
from the smartphones into values similar to ActiGraph “counts.”
To calculate these phone-based counts, the first step was the
use of a low-pass filter to account for the effects of gravity,
followed by the calculation of an area under the curve
measurement that represented total movement detected by the
accelerometers. This technique is commensurate with previously
published work [20].

Figure 1. Phone to ActiGraph comparison across activities (laboratory study).

Data Processing
Standard data processing techniques for calculating
cut-point-derived estimates of sedentary, light physical activity,
and moderate/vigorous levels of physical activity were used for
processing the ActiGraph data based on previously published
work on meaningful cut-points among older adults for sedentary
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(<100 counts) and moderate-to-vigorous intensity physical
activity (>1951) [1]. These included setting the sampling rate
for the ActiGraph to 80 Hz and gathering raw data across the 3
axes, which was then converted into counts using ActiLife 6.1
software (ActiGraph, Pensacola, FL, USA) based on the vertical
axis. For the phone data, a custom app was developed that
allowed for raw acceleration values similar to ActiGraph counts
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to be attained. For all phones, the custom app sampled at the
maximum rate allowed for each phone (ie, 20 Hz for the HTC
MyTouch and Google Nexus One; 80 Hz for the Motorola Cliq).

Statistical Analyses
We first calculated an intraclass coefficient (ICC) reflecting the
effect of individual variability on observed counts. Our analyses
found that the within-subject variance was effectively zero
across all possible comparisons using a leave-one-out
cross-validation method for each mixed model analysis
described subsequently. Based on this and that the counts were
not normally distributed, Spearman rank order correlations were
deemed an acceptable method for determining these
associations. Mixed model analyses [23] were conducted to
create a regression equation comparing each phone to the
ActiGraph. The regression equations were validated utilizing a
leave-one-out cross-validation procedure for each subject’s
activity as has been used in previous research [21]. Because the
cut-point-based classification via the ActiGraph is known to
have difficulties with properly estimating cycling activities and
standing [24], and because phones worn in the pocket would
likely affect the phone’s counts, a variety of datasets with
different filtering criterion were explored (eg, hip-only data, no
biking and standing activities included).
As previously mentioned, we used fairly standardized cut-point
values for ActiGraph counts of sedentary physical activity (ie,
ActiGraph counts <100) [1,25] and MVPA (ie, ActiGraph counts
>1952 [26]) because they have been validated among older
adults specifically [1]. We utilized our regression equation (ie,
phone cut-point values= beta*[imputed ActiGraph cut-point
values] + intercept) to convert the validated ActiGraph
cut-points into Android phone cut-points for the phone counts.
We then utilized these derived phone-based cut-points to then
label each minute of measured data via the phones as sedentary,
light physical activity, or moderate-to-vigorous levels of
physical activity.
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Bay area aged 45 years and older who were insufficiently
physically active (ie, engaged in less than 60 minutes of
self-reported MVPA per week), self-reported typically sitting
for 10 or more hours per day, were able to participate safely in
a physical activity program based on the PAR-Q [19], and were
currently using a mobile phone but not a smartphone. In
addition, participants were excluded if they did not provide
sufficient data to complete the analyses (eg, insufficient wear
time of the phone or ActiGraph; see data processing described
subsequently).

Procedures
For this validation study, only the baseline phase (ie, the first
week when no intervention was provided) from the MILES
intervention study was used. Participants were requested to
continue with their normal physical activity during the baseline
phase. All participants (N=23) were provided a Nexus One
smartphone equipped with a custom app for tracking physical
activity via the built-in accelerometer and also wore an
ActiGraph (GT3X+), utilizing standard quality control
procedures for the ActiGraph [29]. Participants wore the
ActiGraph accelerometer for at least 7 days (our request was 7
days, but due to scheduling issues some individuals wore the
ActiGraph longer). Participants were asked to wear the
ActiGraph and smartphone at the same times during waking
hours. Participants wore the ActiGraph on their hip and were
allowed to wear the smartphone either on the hip or in their
pocket. After the baseline week, participants reported where
they wore the phone and exploratory analyses suggested that
placement did not influence any of the results (which were
in-line with our laboratory-based study as described
subsequently).

Data Processing

Study 2: Free-Living Study

Data compliance and cleaning procedures for the ActiGraph
and smartphone were consistent with other large-scale
cross-sectional accelerometer studies [25,30], such that (1) valid
hours of data consisted of no more than 60 consecutive “zero”
values (interpreted as nonwear time) and (2) a valid day was
defined as at least 10 valid hours/day for both the Nexus One
phone and the ActiGraph. We included this 10-hour stipulation
for both phones to ensure comparable wear time (note: in
separate analyses not reported, there were no significant
differences in wear time between the ActiGraph and Nexus One
phone and individuals did wear them at the same times
throughout the day). We did not include a stipulation on the
number of valid days an individual must complete to be part of
the study. Instead, we included any day that included both valid
ActiGraph and smartphone accelerometry data. The same
cut-points that were used in the laboratory-based study were
used in the free-living study for the ActiGraph [26,31] and the
phone cut-points were based on the regression equations
calculated in the laboratory-based study.

Participants

Statistical Analyses

Participants were a subsample from the previously reported
Mobile Interventions for Lifestyle Exercise and eating at
Stanford (MILES) study and, thus, recruitment procedures have
been reported previously [8]. In brief, the target population
consisted of community-dwelling adults in the San Francisco

Although ICC were originally used, we again found minimal
within-person variation. As such, Spearman rank order
correlations were calculated between the ActiGraph and
smartphone. In addition, Bland-Altman plots [32] were created

We used standard conventions for labeling the strength of our
Spearman correlations (ie, very weak=0-.19, weak=.2-.39,
moderate=.4-.59, strong=.6-.79, and very strong=.8-1.0 [27]).
Within the laboratory study, we had known activities with
known metabolic equivalent (MET) values based on the
Compendium of Physical Activities [28]. We calculated the
percentage of total observations each phone correctly classified
each activity as sedentary, light, or moderate-to-vigorous. To
support interpretation of these percentages, we utilized the
percent correctly classified by the ActiGraph minus 5% as the
range for acceptable percent classification, similar to previous
work [15]. For example, if the ActiGraph correctly classified
70% of total activities, the comparable range for the phones
would be 65% or greater.
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to compare the difference between the estimates of minutes in
each activity intensity per day between the ActiGraph and the
smartphone utilizing similar procedures reported previously
[29]. As is convention with Bland-Altman plots, a criterion level
of agreement that would be expected is required for proper
interpretation of the mean difference and variance calculation.
We assumed that a mean difference of less than 10 minutes
constituted agreement for MVPA based on national guideline
recommendations suggesting clinically meaningful activity
occurring past the 10-minute threshold [3]. There is no
consensus on what “meaningful” differences in sedentary or
light activity might be. Nonetheless, based on our own previous
work [1], we postulated that mean differences greater than 60
minutes for sedentary and light activity would suggest poor
agreement. For this study, we did not have a “gold-standard”
measure of sedentary, light physical activity, and
moderate-to-vigorous levels of physical activity but instead a
well-validated field measure, the ActiGraph. Without a
gold-standard metric, it is hard to determine what the “right”
answer should be. This is important to consider with regard to

interpretation of the confidence intervals because wide
confidence intervals could occur based on error from both the
ActiGraph and the smartphone. As such, although we report
confidence intervals in our Bland-Altman plots, we suggest
caution in overinterpretation of these confidence intervals.

Results
Study 1: Laboratory Study
There were a total of 15 participants (age: mean 55.5 years, SD
6.6, range 43-65; women: 56%, 8/15; education: mean 16.25
years, SD 1.6) who participated in study 1. A list of the activities
in the laboratory study can be found in Figure 1. Table 1 reports
Spearman rank order correlations between the ActiGraph counts
and the 3 phones. Overall, results suggest strong correlations
between the ActiGraph and the 3 phones and between the 3
phones (ρ=.90). Figure 1 is a visual representation of all
activities with color-coded labeling to identify the classification
of each activity as sedentary, light physical activity, or MVPA.

Table 1. Spearman rank order correlationsa (ρ) between raw ActiGraph and raw phone counts for the laboratory study (N=15).
Statistical model by activity monitoring deviceb

Cliq

MyTouch

Nexus One

ρ

P

ρ

P

ρ

P

.77

<.001

.82

<.001

.80

<.001

.95

<.001

.90

<.001

.90

<.001

Full model
ActiGraph
Cliq
MyTouch
No bike & standing
ActiGraph

.85

<.001

Cliq

.89

<.001

.83

<.001

.93

<.001

.88

<.001

.87

<.001

MyTouch
Hip only
ActiGraph

.82

<.001

Cliq

.86

<.001

.85

<.001

.93

<.001

.95

<.001

.93

<.001

MyTouch
Hip only and no bike & standing
ActiGraph

.81

Cliq
MyTouch

<.001

.85

<.001

.83

<.001

.92

<.001

.92

<.001

.89

<.001

a

The Spearman correlations are between counts/min derived for the ActiGraph and the 3 Android smartphones (Motorola Cliq, HTC MyTouch, and
Google/HTC Nexus One).
b

The different models correspond to different filters (ie, no bike & standing excludes bicycling and standing; hip-only excludes measures whereby the
phones were in the pocket).

Table 2 reports results of the mixed model regression equations
for each cut-point estimate. The betas and intercepts were the
values used to calculate the phone-based cut-points listed when
the ActiGraph cut-points (ie, <100 and >1952) were imputed
into the equation. Figure 2 provides estimates of the mean
differences between the predicted values from the phones and
the actual ActiGraph counts across phones and across different
modeling datasets (eg, the full dataset, to the dataset that only
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e36/
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included hip data and excluded biking/standing). Overall, there
was some instability in the overall estimate depending on the
observations included/excluded from the models using the
leave-one-out technique based on the large root mean standard
errors but that these differences were not greatly impacted by
the specific phone used or the filtering strategies. Overall, the
models were improved if data were aggregated across all phones
as opposed to using phone-specific estimates. For the remainder
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e36 | p.22
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of the paper, we only refer to the aggregated estimates of
cut-points across phones as these appeared most stable and we
continue to report both the “full model” and “no bike and

standing” models because there appeared to be improved model
fit using this filter but no improved model fit when excluding
measurements from the phones while worn in the pocket.

Table 2. Regression equations and cut-points for sedentary and moderate-to-vigorous levels of physical activity in the laboratory.
Intercepta

ba

N

Sedentary cut-pointb

MVPA cut-pointc

Moto Cliq

–260.34

6.73

169

53.54

328.72

HTC MyTouch

–304.62

7.96

169

50.82

283.46

Google Nexus One

–247.00

7.15

169

48.56

307.76

All phones mean

–270.65

7.28

50.92

305.36

Moto Cliq

–182.81

7.63

133

37.06

279.77

HTC MyTouch

–205.17

8.67

133

35.20

248.86

Goo/HTC Nexus One

–171.66

8.14

133

33.36

260.75

All phones mean

–186.55

8.15

35.17

262.47

Phone
Full data

No bike & standing

a

The betas and intercepts were developed as an aggregation of the results of the leave-one-out technique (ie, averaging the beta and intercept estimates
from all models).
b

The cut-point value imputed into the regression equation for the sedentary cut-point was <100.

c

The cut-point value imputed into the regression equation for the MVPA cut-point was >1951.

Figure 2 shows the mean difference between the predicted value
of an ActiGraph count compared to the actual ActiGraph count
(ie, predicted count – actual count). This mean difference across
different models allows for an estimate of differences across
models when using the leave-one-out strategy of model building.
Higher mean differences suggest less stable regression models
that are more influenced by individual observations in the model.
The error bars represent the root mean standard error across all
models run utilizing a leave-one-out procedure, which further
provides insights on the interpretability of the models. High
root mean standard errors suggest large variation in estimates
during the leave-one-out procedure, but also provide an estimate
of “meaningful” mean difference estimates across the various
regression models. Results suggest that the mean differences
observed did not differ by phone or data-filtering strategy used,
but that there was large variation of impact across observations,
thus justifying the use of the leave-one-out method for creating
a more stable regression model.
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Table 3 reports the percentage of time each device accurately
classified an activity into its corresponding MET classification
(ie, sedentary, light physical activity, or MVPA) [28]. Overall,
results suggest that the phones correctly classified activities at
nearly the same level as the ActiGraph. For example, when
excluding behaviors from the model that are known to be poorly
classified using cut-point estimates (ie, bicycling and standing),
the ActiGraph correctly classified 91% (108/119) of all activities
across all participants. In comparison, the phones correct
classification levels ranged from 78% (73/93; MyTouch, Full
Model) to 91% (85/93; Nexus One, no bike and standing model).
Not surprisingly, cycling activities and standing exhibited the
poorest estimated agreement (see Table 3). Interestingly, the
phones actually did better at correctly classifying the light
intensity activity of sweeping. Again, Figure 1 provides a visual
summary of these classifications on a labeled scatterplot for the
Nexus One.
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Table 3. Correct classification of activity intensity level for each device.
Activity

Placement

Correct classification,a %
Nexus One

MyTouch

No bike &

Cliq
No bike &

ActiGraph
No bike &

Full

standb

Full

standb

Full

standb

N/A

Overall

69%

73%

59%

60%

63%

65%

64%

Overall excluding behaviorsb

90%

91%

78%

80%

83%

83%

91%

Bicycling outside 10 mph

Hip

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Bicycling outside 10 mph

Pocket

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Cycling indoors 75 rpm

Hip

18%

36%

0%

0%

0%

9%

7%

Cycling indoors 75 rpm

Pocket

50%

63%

63%

63%

63%

88%

0%

Lying down

Hip

91%

91%

82%

82%

82%

82%

100%

Sitting while slouching

Hip

100%

100%

89%

89%

89%

89%

100%

Sitting with back straight

Hip

100%

100%

80%

80%

90%

90%

100%

Television (free-movement)

Hip

91%

82%

82%

73%

82%

73%

93%

Television (sitting straight)

Hip

90%

90%

80%

80%

80%

80%

100%

Standing Straight

Hip

9%

18%

0%

0%

9%

9%

0%

Sweeping

Hip

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

50%

Treadmill 2 mph

Hip

90%

80%

90%

90%

90%

90%

92%

Treadmill 3 mph

Hip

80%

100%

20%

40%

80%

90%

92%

Treadmill 3 mph

Pocket

80%

90%

90%

90%

70%

70%

91%

Treadmill 5 mph

Hip

80%

80%

80%

80%

60%

60%

80%

a

These values are the percentage of times the activity was correctly categorized according to its physical activity intensity level (ie, sedentary, light,
or moderate-to-vigorous intensity physical activity) by each of the 4 devices. For this work, we explored correct classification both using different
phones and via different cut-point algorithms based on different regression models. The cut-points used here were the average cut-point estimates across
all the phones for both the full model cut-points (ie, <50.92 for sedentary and >305.36 for MVPA) and the model generated when biking and standing
was excluded when creating the cut-point estimates (ie, “no bike & standing” model cut-points were <35.17 for sedentary and >262.47 for MVPA).
For the full model, N=132.
b

This overall estimate of correct classification excluded the following behaviors that are known to be problematic for classifying using a cut-point
strategy: bicycling outdoors, indoor cycling, and standing still (N=93).
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Figure 2. Comparison of the stability of different regression model estimates (laboratory study). The error bars represent the root mean standard error
across all models run utilizing a leave one out procedure.

Study 2: Free-Living Study
There were 23 participants who had acceptable data for
comparing the phone accelerometer to the ActiGraph (age: mean
57.0 years, SD 6.4, range 45-69; women: 74%, 17/23; body
mass index: mean 29.5, SD 5.9, range: 20.8-40.9; white: 70%,
16/23; Asian/Asian American: 22%, 5/23; bachelor’s degree or
higher: 79%, 18/23; married: 44%, 10/23; working full time:
64%, 14/23). On average, participants had approximately 5 days
of valid wear time for both the ActiGraph and smartphone
accelerometry data (days per participant: mean 4.8, SD 2.1;
total days=107). Table 4 reports correlations between the
estimated number of minutes engaged in sedentary, light

physical activity, and moderate-to-vigorous levels of physical
activity based on the Nexus One phone using the full model
cut-points derived from study 1 compared to the ActiGraph
(listed in Figure 1). Overall, results suggested moderate to strong
correlations between the direct estimates for sedentary physical
activity and MVPA (eg, raw count comparisons: ρ=.44, P<.001;
sedentary: ρ=44, P<.001; MVPA: ρ=.67, P<.001) and weak
correlations for light physical activity (ρ=.38, P<.001). These
correlations were nearly the same as the no bike and standing
correlations (eg, raw count comparisons: ρ=.35, P<.001;
sedentary: ρ=.44, P<.001; light: ρ=.34, P<.001; MVPA: ρ=.68,
P<.001).

Table 4. Free-living Spearman rank correlations between ActiGraph and NexusOne smartphone.
Actigraph

Smartphonea
Raw count

a

Sedentary

Light

MVPA

ρ

P

ρ

P

ρ

P

ρ

P

Raw count

.59

<.001

–.22

.02

.32

<.001

.57

<.001

Sedentary

–.34

<.001

.44

<.001

.11

.27

.00

.98

Light

.14

.16

–.13

.20

.38

<.001

–.07

.49

MVPA

.54

<.001

–.21

.03

.06

.53

.67

<.001

Smartphone estimates of min/day in each category are based on the “full” model average cut-points that were derived from study 1.

Figures 3-5 report Bland-Altman plots comparing the ActiGraph
and smartphones utilizing the full model cut-point estimates.
Comparison of the plots suggest good absolute mean-level
differences in sedentary and MVPA activity minutes/day
estimates (sedentary: mean difference=–26.0 min/day, 95% CI
–279.5 to 227.6; MVPA: mean difference=–1.3 min/day, 95%
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CI –38.4 to 35.8). Absolute mean-level differences for light
physical activity were outside of the acceptable range (mean
difference=–111.2 min/day, 95% CI –285.8 to –63.5). Although
not shown, we did create Bland-Altman plots for the no bike
and standing models and consistently found poorer absolute
estimates suggesting that for absolute estimates in a free-living
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e36 | p.25
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context, the full model cut-points listed in Table 2 (ie, <50.92
for sedentary and >305.36 for MVPA) were superior. Based on
the lack of a gold standard in this study, the 95% confidence
intervals are not as easily interpreted because the error likely

Hekler et al
comes from measurement issues with both devices. As such,
they are provided more for broader context but should be
interpreted with caution.

Figure 3. Bland-Altman plot comparing estimated minutes of MVPA per day between the phone and ActiGraph, full model (free-living study).
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Figure 4. Bland-Altman plot comparing estimated minutes of light activity per day between the phone and ActiGraph, full model (free-living study).
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Figure 5. Bland-Altman plot comparing estimated minutes of sedentary behavior per day between the phone and ActiGraph, full model (free-living
study).

Discussion
Principal Findings
The purpose of this work was to determine the validity and
reliability across different Android smartphones for tracking
physical activity among midlife and older adults. Overall, results
indicated (1) Android smartphone raw counts are strongly
correlated to ActiGraph counts in a laboratory-based and
free-living setting suggesting the accelerometers provide similar
estimates regardless of the activity classification algorithm used,
(2) Android smartphone raw counts were strongly correlated
with one another suggesting that different Android phones
reliably provide similar estimates before any algorithm, (3)
placement in the pocket versus on the hip both in a
laboratory-based and free-living context did not detrimentally
impact estimates suggesting that phones can reliably be worn
in either location, and (4) absolute classifications of activity
intensity between the phone and ActiGraph were comparable
both in-laboratory (based on similar correct classification
percentages of known activities) and free-living context (based
on absolute mean difference estimates via Bland-Altman plots)
for sedentary and MVPA estimates but not light physical
activity.
Results indicating that the phone accelerometers and ActiGraph
are strongly correlated have important implications for not only
cut-point-based activity classification strategies, but also any
classification strategy utilizing an accelerometer. In particular,
because the effective raw signals are providing similar
information, it is quite plausible that similar algorithm strategies
can be used between devices with similar effects, assuming
some degree of calibration. This is important because it suggests
other activity recognition strategies, such as machine
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e36/
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learning/neural network analyses [10-13], can likely provide
similar estimates from the raw accelerometer signals across
phones. This also increases confidence that estimates between
Android phones from apps that utilize the accelerometer for
activity classification will likely be comparable across phones.
Results suggesting phone placement did not impact sedentary
and MVPA estimates have important implications for usability.
Specifically, we found an almost even split in preferences related
to wearing the phone, with some desiring to wear it on the hip
and others desiring to keep it in their pockets. A phone will
likely be worn if it fits into a person’s daily life. As such,
allowing individuals to wear the device in whatever way they
so desire increases the likelihood of continuing to gather the
data in the long-term (as we did in our MILES intervention trial
[8]). Our results suggest that acceptable activity estimates can
be acquired either on the hip or in the pocket. Further work
should continue to explore ways to further improve
“wearability” of a system. This interest is evident in the
commercial sector with devices such as the Fitbit Flex, Jawbone
UP, or Misfit Shine, which are all wrist-worn activity monitors.
Finally, our results suggesting that the phones gave similar
absolute estimates of sedentary and MVPA activities to an
ActiGraph in both in-laboratory and free-living studies has
important implications for epidemiologic and intervention
research. At present, there is far more data supporting the
linkage between cut-point-derived estimates of physical activity
with health outcomes compared to the other data analytic
techniques [1,15,33]. Based on this, although it is likely the
machine learning-based classification techniques will eventually
provide better methods for classifying physical activity, at
present, there is still value in focusing on validating the
smartphone compared to the classical cut-point-derived
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e36 | p.28
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estimates from the ActiGraph. Our results suggest that the
phones can provide an acceptable alternative to an ActiGraph
for classifying sedentary and MVPA, but not light physical
activity.

Limitations
The ActiGraph was utilized as our primary comparison metric.
Although the ActiGraph is acceptable for field-based research,
it is not a gold-standard activity monitoring device. This is
particularly important to be mindful of when interpreting the
Bland-Altman plots because the Bland-Altman plots are
designed to support comparison of a new measure to a previous
gold-standard metric. The Bland-Altman plots revealed good
mean-level differences but poor confidence interval estimates
between the smartphone and ActiGraph. Because the ActiGraph
is not a gold-standard measure, it is quite plausible that the high
confidence intervals can be attributed not only to variance from
the smartphone but also the ActiGraph. As such, the confidence
intervals from the Bland-Altman plots need to be interpreted
with caution. Further, the ActiGraph cut-points utilized
incorporated only the vertical axis whereas the phones used all
3 axes, thus establishing another potential source of error
between the two.
A second limitation of our work is that we utilized a
cut-point-based strategy for activity classification rather than
newer strategies such as neural network analysis or machine
learning techniques [10-13]. Although a cut-point strategy does
not afford the level of precision that these newer techniques do,
cut-point estimates are still pragmatic to use in both
epidemiologic and intervention research. In particular, the
national guidelines for physical activity do not focus on specific
behaviors, but instead the broad classes of moderate and
vigorous intensity physical activity that we can classify with
cut-point algorithms [3]. As such, intensity classification has
utility for physical activity recommendations because it more
directly corresponds with national guidelines. In addition, there
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is also much more work linking cut-point-based estimates of
physical activity to health outcomes compared with the more
precise activity classification techniques [1,33]. As such, the
regression equations generated provide a strategy for
establishing a linkage from estimates derived from smartphones
to those health outcome linkages made via previous work that
found associations with ActiGraph estimates via cut-point
algorithms and health outcomes.
Another limitation is the brands of the smartphones we studied.
In 2009, HTC and Motorola were among the most important
manufacturers of Android smartphones, but at this point
Samsung has become the primary Android phone manufacturer.
Unfortunately, our study cannot provide any insights on the
quality of Samsung devices. Further, although the data were
comparable across our phones, it is impossible to determine if
the phone estimates would remain comparable in newer phones.
That said, based on the plethora of different Android phones
available, our data at least increases confidence that different
manufacturers and running different firmware versions of
Android may provide similar estimates of physical activity
based on the accelerometry.
Strengths of this research were that data are available from both
an in-laboratory and free-living context. Further, the samples
used to create the estimates are in-line with other physical
activity assessment/validation protocols. Finally, validation
occurred via direct observation of activities in laboratory.

Conclusions
Overall, our results suggest that an Android smartphone appears
to be an acceptable alternative for estimating sedentary and
moderate-to-vigorous intensity physical activity to an ActiGraph
accelerometer in both a laboratory-based and free-living context.
This suggests that smartphones might be an effective
mechanism, by themselves, for tracking physical activity. Future
work should explore other potential analytic techniques (eg,
machine learning) for further improving the classification.
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Abstract
Background: Childhood obesity is an increasing health problem globally. Obesity may be established already at pre-school
age. Further research in this area requires accurate and easy-to-use methods for assessing the intake of energy and foods. Traditional
methods have limited accuracy, and place large demands on the study participants and researchers. Mobile phones offer possibilities
for methodological advancements in this area since they are readily available, enable instant digitalization of collected data, and
also contain a camera to photograph pre- and post-meal food items. We have recently developed a new tool for assessing energy
and food intake in children using mobile phones called the Tool for Energy Balance in Children (TECH).
Objective: The main aims of our study are to (1) compare energy intake by means of TECH with total energy expenditure
(TEE) measured using a criterion method, the doubly labeled water (DLW) method, and (2) to compare intakes of fruits and
berries, vegetables, juice, and sweetened beverages assessed by means of TECH with intakes obtained using a Web-based food
frequency questionnaire (KidMeal-Q) in 3 year olds.
Methods: In this study, 30 Swedish 3 year olds were included. Energy intake using TECH was compared to TEE measured
using the DLW method. Intakes of vegetables, fruits and berries, juice, as well as sweetened beverages were assessed using TECH
and compared to the corresponding intakes assessed using KidMeal-Q. Wilcoxon matched pairs test, Spearman rank order
correlations, and the Bland-Altman procedure were applied.
Results: The mean energy intake, assessed by TECH, was 5400 kJ/24h (SD 1500). This value was not significantly different
(P=.23) from TEE (5070 kJ/24h, SD 600). However, the limits of agreement (2 standard deviations) in the Bland-Altman plot
for energy intake estimated using TECH compared to TEE were wide (2990 kJ/24h), and TECH overestimated high and
underestimated low energy intakes. The Bland-Altman plots for foods showed similar patterns. The mean intakes of vegetables,
fruits and berries, juice, and sweetened beverages estimated using TECH were not significantly different from the corresponding
intakes estimated using KidMeal-Q. Moderate but statistically significant correlations (ρ=.42-.46, P=.01-.02) between TECH
and KidMeal-Q were observed for intakes of vegetables, fruits and berries, and juice, but not for sweetened beverages.
Conclusion: We found that one day of recordings using TECH was not able to accurately estimate intakes of energy or certain
foods in 3 year old children.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e38) doi:10.2196/mhealth.3670
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Introduction

Methods

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), childhood
obesity is one of the most serious public health challenges of
the 21st century [1]. Therefore, there is growing interest for
interventional and observational studies already in pre-school
children (2-6 years) [2]. However, such studies are difficult to
conduct since traditional dietary assessment methods have
limited accuracy, and involve excessive effort for caretakers
and researchers [3]. Mobile phones open new possibilities since
they are readily available, enable instant data digitalization, and
contain a camera for photographing pre- and post-meal food
items. Photos using digital cameras have shown potential for
assessing dietary intake in both adults [4-6] and children [7-9].
We have developed a new tool for assessing energy and food
intake using mobile phones, the Tool for Energy Balance in
Children (TECH). The aims of this pilot study in healthy 3 year
olds were (1) to compare energy intake by means of TECH with
total energy expenditure (TEE) measured using the doubly
labeled water (DLW) method, and (2) to compare intakes of
fruits and berries, vegetables, juice, and sweetened beverages
assessed by means of TECH with corresponding intakes
obtained using the Web-based KidMeal questionnaire
(KidMeal-Q), previously validated against a 7-day food record.
The selected foods were considered as relevant markers for
good (fruits and berries, vegetables, and juice) and bad dietary
habits (sweetened beverages).

Recruitment and Protocol
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Healthy, 3 year old Swedish children (N=30) were recruited in
2010-2011 [10-12]. Their mean TEE was measured for 14 days
using the DLW method [11,12]. During this period, the
children’s intakes of foods and drinks were assessed using
TECH, and parents completed the KidMeal-Q. A complete data
collection was obtained from 30 children. The mean change in
body weight between day 1 and 14 was -0.008 kg (SD 0.317).
All children originated from a well-educated, middle-income
population. The study was approved by the Research Ethics
Committee, Linköping, Sweden. Written informed consent was
obtained from all parents.

Tool for Energy Balance in Children (TECH)
Parents and other caretakers were instructed to take pre- and
post-meal photographs of all the food items and beverages
consumed by their child during one 24-hour period using a
mobile phone provided for the study. At each meal, they also
answered 6-7 questions regarding the type of milk,
butter/margarine/oil, meat, bread, cereal, and sauce using a
JAVA-based questionnaire installed on the mobile phone (see
Figure 1). The parents were instructed to photograph the meals
from three angles, to use tableware provided specifically for
the study, and to place a matchbox in each image. Volumes of
foods were assessed from images using known sizes of the
tableware and matchbox identifications by means of the software
Paint (Microsoft, version 6.1), and converted into weight by
being multiplied by the appropriate weight per volume [13].
The energy intake was calculated from intakes of foods and
drinks through linkage to the Swedish Food Database [14].
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Figure 1. Screenshot of a TECH question and picture.

KidMeal-Q
KidMeal-Q was developed in 2008 for the LifeGene study [15].
It is an online, meal-based food frequency questionnaire
designed for children aged 3-5 years for assessing dietary intake
during previous months, and covers 42-86 food items, drinks,
and dishes, depending on the number of follow-up questions
(see Figure 2). For each child, we converted the reported
frequency for vegetables into daily intakes by multiplying them
by the reported portion sizes (using six pictures). KidMeal-Q
does not provide any portion sizes for juice, fruits, berries, or
sweetened beverages, and thus standard portion sizes [14] were
used to convert reported frequencies into daily intakes.
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KidMeal-Q was validated against a 7-day weighed food record
in 23 healthy Swedish children with a mean age of 4.6 years
(SD 1.5), weight of 18.4 kg (SD 3.7), and height of 1.09 m (SD
0.11) (data to be published). In that study, correlation
coefficients between intakes of vegetables, fruits, and juice to
sweetened beverages assessed using KidMeal-Q and food record
estimates were .45 (P=.03), .59 (P=.003), and .53 (P<.001),
respectively. These correlation coefficients are similar to those
reported for adults when comparing food-frequency
questionnaires with food records [16,17]. Therefore, although
not an established reference method, we consider KidMeal-Q
to be an appropriate reference in this first evaluation of TECH.
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Figure 2. Screenshot of a sample KidMeal-Q question.

Statistical Analyses
Values are given as means (SD). Significant differences between
mean values were identified using the Wilcoxon matched pairs
test. Correlation analyses were performed using Pearson or
Spearman rank order correlations. The Bland-Altman procedure
[18] was used to assess the agreement between methods.
Analyses were performed using Statistica Software, version 10
(STAT SOFT, Scandinavia AB, Uppsala, Sweden).

Results
The mean age of the children in the study was 3.00 years (SD
0.04), with a mean weight of 15.4 kg (SD 1.6), height of 0.96
m (SD 0.03), and body mass index (BMI) of 16.6 kg/m2(SD
1.2). Five children were classified as overweight, and none as
obese [19].

The mean energy intake, assessed using TECH (5400 kJ/24h,
SD 1500) was not significantly different (P=.23) from TEE
(5070 kJ/24h, SD 600). Figure 3 shows the Bland-Altman plot
for energy intake compared to TEE. The limits of agreement
were wide, and TECH overestimated high energy intakes and
underestimated low energy intakes.
The mean daily intakes of fruits and berries, vegetables, juice,
and sweetened beverages using TECH and KidMeal-Q are
shown in Table 1. No significant differences between the two
methods were observed. When comparing intakes of fruits and
berries, vegetables, juice, and sweetened beverages using TECH
with the corresponding KidMeal-Q estimates, the Bland-Altman
plots were similar to the corresponding plot for energy intake
(ie, they showed large limits of agreement and trends toward
an overestimation of high intakes and an underestimation of
low intakes, figures not shown). Furthermore, significant
correlations between the two methods were observed for intakes
of fruits and berries, vegetables, and juice (Table 2).

Table 1. Mean daily food intake estimated by means of TECH andKidMeal-Q (N=30).

a

TECHa

KidMeal-Qb

Intake (g/dayc), mean Range (g/day),
(SD)
min-max

Intake (g/day), mean
(SD)

Range (g/day),

Food group

min-max

Pd

Fruits and berries

89 (110)

0-309

88 (31)

37-125

.636

Vegetables

40 (52)

0-255

40 (36)

0-120

.568

Juice

50 (79)

0-240

59 (64)

0-300

.243

Sweetened beverages

95 (120)

0-320

36 (30)

0-96

.061

Tool for Energy Balance in Children

b

KidMeal Questionnaire

c

grams/day

d

P value for difference between daily intake estimated by means of TECH and KidMeal-Q using the Wilcoxon matched pairs test
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Table 2. Correlation coefficients between food intakes (grams/day) estimated using TECH and KidMeal-Q (N=30).

a

Food group

ρa

P

Fruits and berries

.46

.010

Vegetables

.43

.020

Juice

.42

.020

Sweetened beverages

.15

.424

Spearman rank order correlation

Figure 3. A Bland-Altman plot comparing energy intake estimated using TECH and total energy expenditure measured using the doubly labeled water
method in 30 healthy 3 year old children. The mean difference between the methods was 330 kJ/24h with limits of agreement (2SD) of 2990 kJ/24h
[16]. The regression equation was y=1.27(x−6312.67) (r=.73, P<.001).

Discussion
Principal Findings
This is the first study that has evaluated energy intake assessed
using mobile phones versus the DLW method in preschoolers.
The average energy intake estimated using TECH was not
significantly different from the average TEE (mean difference
+7%). However, the limits of agreement in the Bland-Altman
plot were wide, indicating low accuracy for TECH in estimating
energy intake for individuals. Furthermore, we observed a bias
where high energy intakes were overestimated while low energy
intakes were underestimated. Although we only used TECH for
one day, the mean difference and our limits of agreement for
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e38/

XSL• FO
RenderX

energy are comparable to previous validation studies for
established dietary methods in children aged 3-6 years [20-25].
In our study, part of the inaccuracy for individuals may be the
result of TECH being applied for only one day.
There is no reference method for intakes of foods and drinks.
Hence, as commonly applied, we compared TECH with another
dietary method to evaluate its relative accuracy for foods.
Despite that TECH was only applied for one day, which may
not represent habitual intakes, we obtained correlations for fruits
and berries, vegetables, and juice with KidMeal-Q (which
assesses habitual intakes in past months) that were of similar
magnitude as those commonly reported when comparing two
dietary methods [16,17]. Although the accuracy in individual
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children was low, the average intakes of fruits and berries,
vegetables, and juice assessed using TECH were comparable
to corresponding figures with KidMeal-Q. However, our results
for foods need confirmation due to the different assessment
periods.

Study Strengths and Limitations
The major strength of our study is that we compared energy
intake to TEE using the DLW method, which is the gold
standard when validating reports of energy intake [3,26]. This
is superior to using another dietary method as a reference since
all such methods are well known to be associated with
systematic errors [3,27]. The DLW method can be used as a
reference since energy intake and TEE should be equal for
subjects in energy balance during the measurement period. This
criteria is valid both in normal-weight and overweight subjects,
and was fulfilled since our children were weight stable through
the 14-day-period, and since the energy content of retained
tissue corresponds to only approximately 1% of energy intake
at this age [28,29]. A limitation is that we compared one-day

Henriksson et al
TECH data with mean TEE data from 14 days. However, this
has unlikely influenced our results since the day-to-day variation
in TEE is small [30,31].
The major limitation of this pilot study is that we applied TECH
during only one day. The reason for this is that this first
evaluation of TECH was conducted within an on-going study
and we did not want to affect the parents’ participation in the
original study by adding more assessment days. Furthermore,
our sample size was small and participating families represented
a selected group, which may limit generalizability. However,
since the accuracy of using TECH for one day was comparable
to established dietary methods, future research should evaluate
if the accuracy for TECH can be improved with more days. In
addition, identification of the underlying reasons for the
observed bias in TECH could be the topic for future studies.

Conclusion
In conclusion, one day of recordings using TECH is not able to
accurately estimate intakes of energy or certain foods in 3 year
old children.
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Abstract
Background: Alcohol use is a risk factor for the acquisition of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) among African American
men who have sex with men (MSM). Mobile phone-based ecological momentary assessments (EMA) could minimize bias due
to retrospective recall and thus provide a better understanding of the social and structural context of alcohol use and its relationship
with HIV-related risk behaviors in this population as well as other highly stigmatized populations.
Objective: We describe the study design and the implementation, feasibility, reactivity, and acceptability of an EMA study of
alcohol use and HIV-related behaviors among African American MSM in Baltimore.
Methods: Participants were recruited through flyers and word-of-mouth in Baltimore from September 2013 to November 2014.
Each participant was loaned an Android smartphone and instructed to respond to multiple prompts from the mobile app for 4
weeks. Data were collected through (1) random prompts delivered three times daily assessing participants’ location, activity,
mood, and social context, (2) daily prompts capturing drinking and sex events occurring in the past 24 hours, and (3)
event-contingent responses collecting participants’ self-reported episodes of drinking.
Results: A total of 16 participants enrolled in the study. The current analyses focused on 15 participants who completed at least
24 days of follow-up (mean follow-up time 29 days; range 24-35 days). Study participants (N=15) were a median 38 years of
age (range 27-62 years) with low levels of income and educational attainment. Ten individuals self-reported living with HIV/AIDS,
over half reported drinking alcohol at least 2-3 times a week, and a third reported binge drinking (ie, 6 or more drinks on one
occasion) on a weekly basis. Based on the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) score, nearly half were classified
as hazardous drinkers (score 8-15) and a fifth were likely dependent (score ≥16). A total of 140 participant-initiated events were
reported, and 75% of 1308 random prompts and 81% of 436 daily prompts delivered were answered. Of seven devices used
during the study, five were reported lost by participants. We did not observe strong reactivity effects, and self-reported acceptability
to study procedures was uniformly favorable.
Conclusions: This study provides evidence to support the feasibility and acceptability of using EMA methods for collecting
data on alcohol use among African American men who have sex with men living in urban settings. These data provide the basis
for future studies of EMA-informed mHealth interventions to promote the reduction of substance use and HIV risk-taking behaviors
among African American MSM living in urban settings.
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Introduction
Epidemiological data suggest the highest rates of human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection in the United States
are among African American men who have sex with men
(MSM) [1]. The 2012 National HIV Behavioral Surveillance
survey demonstrated that among HIV-infected MSM in
Baltimore, 48% were African American and less than 20% were
white. Alcohol use and its impact on HIV transmission and
treatment are major public health burdens in many parts of the
world. Reviews indicate that alcohol consumption is associated
with HIV incidence [2]; furthermore, alcohol is a potential cause
of poorer HIV outcomes [2] and is associated with lower
adherence to HIV medications [3]. African American MSM
report significantly more drinks per drinking day compared to
MSM from other race/ethnicity groups [4]. Previous research
in Baltimore found that, based on Alcohol Use Disorders
Identification Test (AUDIT) scores, 22% of African American
MSM were in the hazardous category (ie, AUDIT score 8-15)
and 21% in the high risk/likely dependent category (AUDIT
score ≥16) [5].
Most research on substance use (alcohol and illicit drugs) and
HIV has relied on self-reported information over a period of
time, which varies by study. A major limitation of this method
of measurement is that it is affected by recall bias (reliability
and accuracy), and it may not be context specific [6].
Information recall is affected by heuristics used in memory
search and reconstruction, which can systematically bias
participant responses [7,8]. Imprecise or inaccurate information
can impede the advancement of knowledge regarding alcohol
use and risky sex behaviors among highly stigmatized
populations [9]. There is a need to improve the methodologies
for behavioral data collection and to obtain a more detailed
understanding of the relationship between alcohol use and HIV
risk behaviors among key populations, especially African
American MSM.
Mobile health (mHealth) opens new avenues for research on
substance use and HIV, as ubiquitous technology allows for
more frequent and close to real-time collection of behaviors,
locations, and physiologies [10]. Ecological Momentary
Assessment (EMA), an mHealth method that utilizes mobile
technologies, such as a personal digital assistant (PDA) or
mobile phone, allows participants to record their daily activities
on the device in real time [11]. EMA minimizes biases,
specifically recall bias, by requiring participants to immediately
respond to random prompts or record specific events on a daily
basis in their natural environments [12]. EMA is an especially
suitable tool to study health behaviors, such as alcohol use,
which are discrete and episodic behaviors, and is ideal for
event-contingent recording [13]. Prior research suggests that
MSM may use alcohol to cope with internal experiences (eg,
stress associated with internalized homophobia) [14] and
situational stimuli and cues (eg, social pressure to use), making
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e67/
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EMA an excellent method to capture these fleeting states.
Empirical data from previous research of EMA have shown a
high compliance rate among diverse populations, including
homeless persons with crack-cocaine addiction [15], heroin and
cocaine users in treatment [16], ecstasy users who also engaged
in use of alcohol, marijuana, cocaine and hallucinogens [17],
and social drinkers [18]. Evidence has also shown that
intoxicated participants could enter data accurately on a mobile
device [13]. Finally, in studies assessing reactivity of
substance-use recording in EMA, the possibility that the repeated
assessments may affect the behavior under study and thus distort
the findings, have not indicated strong reactivity effects [19,20].
While EMA methods have been used successfully, there have
been few studies that employ these methods with African
American MSM in everyday, community-dwelling,
non-treatment settings. In response to this limitation, we
developed EMA methods for near real-time characterization of
alcohol use in individuals’ natural environments. In this paper,
we characterize implementation barriers and examine the
feasibility, acceptability, and reactivity of using intensive EMA
methods among African American MSM living in urban settings.

Methods
Study Participants
Study participants were recruited through flyers and
word-of-mouth in Baltimore, Maryland. Flyers were placed at
the front desk of the research facility, where several other
substance use and HIV projects were conducted. Inclusion
criteria for this study were (1) at least 18 years of age, (2)
self-reported African American race/ethnicity, (3) self-reported
male sex, (4) self-reported having had sex with a male in the
prior 30 days, (5) self-reported drinking alcohol at least once a
week in the prior 30 days, (6) reported living within the
Baltimore metropolitan area, and (7) able to understand and
follow directions on how to use the mobile phone, as assessed
by study staff in a one-on-one orientation session.

Study Procedures
Recruitment/Enrollment
Between September 2013 and November 2014, we screened 25
individuals via phone or in-person by a trained study coordinator
or principal investigator. Of those screened, 17 were eligible to
participate in our study and 16 participants provided informed
verbal consent to participate in the study. Participants were
enrolled in 6 waves of data collection (2-3 participants/wave).
Participants first completed a baseline interview at the research
facility. They were then loaned a mobile phone (Samsung
Galaxy S4), and the mobile phone was reused in each wave.
Once a phone was lost, a replacement phone was acquired. To
protect participants’ privacy, mobile phones were set back to
factory setting and therefore all personal information was
deleted. Before leaving the study office and beginning mobile
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e67 | p.41
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participants were required to show their understanding of the
mobile app by running a “demo” questionnaire.

Yang et al
with drug using populations in Baltimore [21]. The following
three types of EMA prompts were used in this study:
1.

Audio-Computer Assisted Standardized Interview
Surveys
At baseline, all participants completed an audio
computer-assisted self-interview (ACASI), which assessed
sociodemographics (eg, age, education, employment, income,
and homelessness), drug and sex behaviors (eg, self-reported
alcohol, tobacco, and illicit drug use and number of sex
partners), clinical diagnoses (eg, self-reported HIV status), and
prior experience with mobile technology. Additional data
collected at baseline included depressive symptoms assessed
using the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale
(CES-D), and past week and hazardous drinking and likely
alcohol dependence assessed via the AUDIT score (respective
cut-offs: ≥8 and ≥16). Participants returned to the research center
after 1 and 4 weeks of follow-up to complete additional ACASI
surveys that collected information about their behaviors during
the prior week (1-week assessment) or during the prior 30 days
(4-week assessment). One of the goals of the ACASI surveys
was to compare aggregated responses with real-time responses
from the EMA data collection.

Mobile App
The mobile app used in this study, emocha, was created by the
Center for Clinical Global Health Education at the Johns
Hopkins School of Medicine. EMA surveys used in this study
were adapted from prior research conducted by collaborators
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2.

3.

Random prompts: Three times daily, emocha sent an alert
to the participant’s phone between 10 a.m. and 10 p.m.
These random prompts asked about participants’ immediate
mood, surroundings, and potential environmental cues that
may trigger alcohol use. Participants answered no more
than 46 questions in each of the random prompt surveys
(including skip patterns).
Daily prompts: One daily alert at 9 a.m. was sent to
participant’s phone. This survey consisted of questions that
summarized activities during the previous 24 hours,
including alcohol, other substance use, and sexual activities.
The daily survey contained up to 98 questions, depending
the number of alcohol drinks and number of sex partners
reported during the past 24 hours.
Event-contingent entries: Participants were instructed to
initiate an electronic entry every time they finished one
episode of drinking, which was defined as a cluster of
alcohol use in one sitting. Event-contingent surveys asked
up to 40 questions concerning the location, alcohol use
expectancy, drinking partner, types, and amount of alcohol,
co-use of other substances, and current mood and stress
level (see Figure 1).

Participants had 30 minutes after being prompted to complete
surveys for both the random and daily prompts. After 30
minutes, the prompt was considered missed. Each day at 10
p.m., mocha uploaded the encrypted EMA data to a secure server
and removed the data from the device.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of emocha event-contingent survey.

Qualitative Assessment
During the week 1 and week 4 visits, participants also completed
10-minute, semistructured interviews to provide feedback on
their experience using the mobile phone and the emocha app.
The qualitative interview guides had predefined main themes,
but these guides were meant to be dynamic and allowed for new
topics to emerge during the course of the interview. Important
topics included (1) satisfaction and challenges with the study,
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(2) suggestions for future studies, and (3) ways the mobile phone
may facilitate reducing alcohol use and promoting HIV risk
reduction.
Participants received remuneration for attendance at study visits
(Table 1), for providing adequate responses to weekly random
and daily prompts, and for returning devices upon study
completion. Participants were informed at enrollment that loss
of two study devices would result in their dismissal from the
study.
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Table 1. Participant reimbursement/visit schedule (in USD).
Intake
Baseline visit

$10

ACASI

$20

EMAa

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

$20
$25/$50

Week 4

$20
$25/$50

$25/$50

$25/$50

Close out

$10

Smartphone returnb

$50/$100

Total

$30

$45-$70

Total

$25-$50

$25-$50

$105-$180

$230-$380

a

Participants were paid US $50 every week for answering 80% of their alarms or US $25 every week for answering 60% of their alarms. They received
no bonus for answering less than 60% of their alarms or if their phone was uncharged.
b

Participants received US $100 at close out for returning their original phone or US $50 for returning their replacement. They would be excused from
the proposed study if they lost their replacement phone.

The Institutional Review Board at Johns Hopkins University
Bloomberg School of Public Health approved the study protocol
and a Certificate of Confidentiality was obtained through the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.

Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to examine characteristics of
participants and study compliance (eg, days of follow-up,
random and daily prompt response rates, EMA survey
completion time, and device loss rate). Feasibility was assessed
through participant retention, days of follow-up, device loss
rate, response rates to EMA surveys, and amount of time needed
to complete each EMA survey. We also assessed the number
of questions completed in each survey.
Reactivity analysis was conducted by examining any correlation
between day of study and total number of drinks reported in
daily surveys. Repeated measures were accounted for in linear
regression models using Generalized Estimating Equations [22].
We summed the number of drinks each individual reported
consuming per day in the daily prompts and plotted this against
the day of study. We used a non-parametric lowess curve, which
is able to show a relationship between variables and any trends
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that may exist in the data. All quantitative analyses were
performed using Stata version 13.0.
For the qualitative evaluation, we identified core consistencies
and meanings in the data through careful repeated reading of
interview texts. We labeled sections of text based on themes
and particular domains of interest related to feasibility and
acceptance. Results were summarized by main themes and
reviewed by investigators continually throughout the study,
with the goal of identifying strategies to refine the emocha
design in preparation for a subsequent data collection.

Results
Baseline Characteristics of Participants
Of the 16 participants enrolled, one participant was lost to
follow-up 1 day after the baseline visit. The current analyses
focused on 15 participants who completed at least 24 days of
follow-up (median 29, interquartile range 27-31). Of these 15
participants, 5 saw the study flyers and 10 heard about our study
from other people. The baseline characteristics of 15 participants
were summarized in the Table 2.
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Table 2. Baseline characteristics of participants (N=15).
Characteristics

n (%)

Age, median (IQR)

32 (29-45)

At least grade 12 or GED education

13 (87)

Full/part time job

2 (13)

<US $10,000 income (last year)

8 (53)

Homeless (past 6 months)

4 (27)

Arrested (past 6 months)

2 (13)

HIV positive (self-report)

10 (67)

CES-D score, median (IQR)

32 (21-44)

Depressive symptoms (CES-D>20)

12 (80)

Frequency of cigarette use (past 30 days)
Never

3 (20)

Once a week

1 (7)

A few times a week

2 (13)

Every day

9 (60)

Have smoked crack/cocaine/heroin/inject drugs to get high (past 3 months)

4 (27)

Often or always smoke marijuana while drinking alcohol

7 (47)

Frequency of alcohol use
Monthly or less

1 (6)

2-4 times a month

6 (40)

2-3 times a week

4 (27)

4 or more times a week

4 (27)

Frequency of binge drinking at least weekly

5 (33)

AUDIT score, median (IQR)

9 (6-14)

Hazardous drinker (AUDIT score: 8-15)

7 (47)

Probable alcohol dependence (AUDIT score≥16)

2 (20)

Number of sex partners (past 30 days), median (IQR)

2 (1-5)

Have owned a mobile phone (past 6 months)

14 (93)

Currently using a smartphone

11 (79)

Feasibility Assessment
Overall, 15 participants provided 436 days of observation (mean
29 days; Table 3). Seven participants enrolled in the study over
4 weeks (ie, 28 days) due to scheduling. Of the 15 participants,
2 completed 4 weeks of EMA entries but failed to return to the
clinic for the 4-week visit and to return the phone. Two more
participants were unable to complete week 4 of EMA surveys
due to phone loss (n=1) and incarceration (n=1); however, both
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men completed the last clinic visit. A total of seven phones were
issued to participants, and phones were re-used for multiple
waves of data collection. At the end of the study, five phones
were either reported lost by participants (n=2) or were unable
to be retrieved by study staff due to loss to follow up with
participants (n=3). One participant reported losing his phone
on the last day of follow-up. The last phone was lost during the
fourth week of EMA data collection, but the participant did not
report the phone as lost until the last day of the study.
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Table 3. Days of follow-up and device loss (participants were enrolled in 6 waves of data collection [2-3 participants/wave]. Phone was reused in each
wave. Once a phone was lost, a replacement phone was acquired).

a

Baseline

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Days

Device

Participant 1

X

X

X

X

X

29

lost

Participant 2

X

X

X

X

X

X

30

returned

Participant 3

X

X

X

X

X

X

29

returned

Participant 4

X

X

X

X

X

X

27

returned

Participant 5

X

X

X

X

X

X

31

returned

Participant 6

X

X

X

X

X

28

lost

Participant 7

X

X

X

X

X

X

27

returned

Participant 8

X

X

X

X

X

X

31

returned

Participant 9a

X

1

lost

Participant 10

X

X

X

X

X

X

27

returned

Participant 11

X

X

X

X

X

X

35

returned

Participant 12

X

X

X

X

X

X

32

returned

Participant 13

X

X

X

X

X

24

lost

Participant 14

X

X

X

X

X

24

returned

Participant 15

X

X

X

X

X

X

35

returned

Participant 16

X

X

X

X

X

X

27

lost

Excluded from the current analyses.

Response rates, time to complete EMA survey and number of
questions completed over the 4-week study period are
summarized in Table 4. A total of 436 daily prompts, which
were initiated at 9 a.m. every day, were sent to participant’s
mobile phones. In all, 352 daily prompts were completed
resulting in an overall compliance rate of 80.7%. The
compliance rate of daily survey completion ranged from 62.5%
to 100% among all participants. Table 4 describes the peak
compliance rate in week 3 (92.4%) followed by a drop in week
4 (63.6%).
A total of 1308 random prompts were sent to participants’
mobile phones over follow-up and 968 were completed. This
represents an overall compliance rate of 74%, translating to an
average of 2.22 random-prompt responses per day per person.
Table 4 shows the compliance rate per week as steady in the
first 3 weeks, followed by a drop-off in week 4. Among all
participants, the compliance rate of random prompts ranged
from 48.1% to 98.9%.
The 15 participants of the current study reported a total of 140
drinking events over follow-up through emocha. The average
number of self-reported drinking events per person was 9,
ranging from of 2 to 32 reports over 4 weeks of follow-up. Of
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note, 40% of drinking events were reported in week 1 and the
number reported per week decreased at each week over the
course of the study.
We assessed completion time as the number of minutes elapsed
from initiation of each survey to synchronization with the server.
The average time to finish the daily survey was 1.43 minutes,
the average time to complete the random survey was 1.15
minutes, and the average time needed to complete the event
survey was 1.52 minutes. In both daily and random surveys, we
observed a trend of a learning curve so that initially participants
took longer to complete the survey. In week 4, it took the
participants an average of 1 minute to finish each survey. Taken
together, the amount of time it took to complete one daily survey
and three random surveys averaged 4.88 minutes per day plus
any additional time to fill out event surveys if drinking occurred.
We also assessed the number of questions participants completed
in different the types of surveys per week over 4 weeks. There
were no significant changes over time in terms of number of
completed questions in both random and event surveys.
Although the change was statistically significant (P=.006) in
the daily survey, the magnitude of change was from 19.33 in
week 1, 15.10 in week 2, 15.21 in week 3, and 15.91 in week
4.
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Table 4. Response rates, time to complete EMA survey, and number of questions completed.
Average response rate

Random sur-

Daily survey

Random survey

Event, n Daily survey

veya

Event survey Daily survey

Random survey Event survey

Overall

80.7%

74%

140

1.43 (0.912.53)

1.15 (0.831.60)

1.52 (1.152.10)

16.36 (9.24)

18.06 (3.15)

18.92 (1.04)

Week 1

85.7%

81.6%

58

2.64 (1.573.68)

1.48 (1.111.99)

1.97 (1.552.78)

19.33 (12.01)

17.96 (3.14)

19.14 (1.32)

Week 1

83.8%

84.8%

28

1.28 (0.892.19)

1.17 (0.831.71)

1.18 (1.061.58)

15.10 (8.98)

18.24 (3.37)

18.75 (0.79)

Week 3

92.4%

80.9%

32

1.19 (0.841.98)

1.06 (0.791.35)

1.29 (1.111.90)

15.21 (7.03)

17.75 (2.82)

18.75 (0.62)

Week 4

63.6%

52.1%

22

1.05 (0.811.84)

0.95 (0.701.24)

1.16 (0.891.55)

15.91 (7.73)

18.33 (3.24)

18.82 (0.91)

<.001

.28

<.001

.006

.18

.23

P value
a

Time to finish EMA survey in minutes, medi- Number of questions completed in each survey,
an (IQR)
mean (SD)

Data only available for ID8-ID16.

Reactivity Assessment
The median number of drinks per day per person was 2 (IQR
0-6). Cases with number of drinks per day over 30, which
represented 9% of all cases, were recoded as 30 for further
analysis. The correlation between number of drinks per day and

days of study was -.015 (P=.01). We plotted the number of
drinks per day against the day of study, and each dot represents
each individual’s self-reported number of drinks. As shown in
Figure 2, there was a trend towards decreasing alcohol use over
the course of the study, and it flattened out after 25 days.

Figure 2. Trend in reporting number of drinks in daily survey.
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Acceptability Assessment
As seen in Table 5, most participants reported that the phones
were “easy or very easy” to use and that the reporting burden
was “just right or not enough”. Comprehension of survey

Yang et al
questions was also high (85%-94% reported “most” or “all made
sense”). The majority (87%-93%) reported being mostly or
extremely confident that their privacy would be protected.
Finally, 20%-31% of participants indicated that answering
questions about drinking made them want to drink less.

Table 5. Acceptability survey.
Week 1 (n=15),

Week 4 (n=13),

n (%)

n (%)

Very easy

13 (87)

13 (100)

Easy

2 (13)

0

Difficult

0

0

Very difficult

0

0

Not enough

1 (6)

1 (8)

Just right

14 (94)

12 (92)

A little too much

0

0

Too much

0

0

None of the questions make sense to me

0

0

Some of the questions do not make sense to me

1 (6)

2 (15)

Yes, most of them make sense to me

4 (27)

5 (39)

Yes, all of them make sense to me

10 (67)

6 (46)

Extremely comfortable

14 (93)

10 (77)

Mostly comfortable

0

2 (15)

Somewhat comfortable

1 (7)

1 (8)

Not too comfortable

0

0

Not comfortable at all

0

0

In general, how easy is it to use the smartphone?

What do you think about the number of times that your alarm goes off every day?

Do the questions on the phone make sense to you?

Do you feel comfortable carrying the smartphone?

Do you feel confident that the information collected will only be seen by researchers and not used against you?
Extremely confident

12 (80)

11 (86)

Mostly confident

1 (7)

1 (7)

Somewhat confident

2 (13)

1 (7)

Not too confident

0

0

Not confident at all

0

0

Too small

1 (7)

2 (15)

A good size

14 (93)

11 (85)

Too big

0

0

Do you feel that the size of the device is:

Does answering questions about drinking make you want to drink more, less, or about the same?
More

1 (7)

1 (7)

Less

3 (20)

4 (31)

The same

11 (73)

8 (62)
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Qualitative Assessment
In qualitative interviews, participants provided positive feedback
concerning the study methods. Familiarity with the technology
seemed to have helped participants navigate the study as
participants stated “I have the same phone, so I like it”
(Participant 8) and “easy to use, similar to my own phone”
(Participant 13). Participants enjoyed the technology as part of
the research, as one participant stated “fun to answer the
questions on phone, much easier” (Participant 5). Participants
felt the mobile technology may have even increased their
engagement in the study, as participants stated “fun study which
makes people more engaged and willing to participate”
(Participant 13) and “good way to answer questions without
coming to a clinic, it is cool” (Participant 14). One participant
mentioned “The questions also make you more cognizant of
your surroundings and habits (anxiety level, seeing things
happen, amount of drinking)” (Participant 13).
Participants also expressed concerns and provided suggestions
for the study procedures and future studies. For participants
reporting that they already owned a smartphone, the study phone
may have been a burden. As one participant stated, “two phones
are too much (to carry)” (Participant 8). Another participant
suggested that in future studies, study staff should “install apps
(emocha) on my phone” (Participant 15). Participants also
reported, “the battery life dies fast” (Participant 14), “volume
is too low to hear the alarms and snooze time should be longer”
(Participant 7), “[the apps] need to be more personalized”
(Participant 13).
Participants expressed their interest in keeping the study phone
as they stated “it [study phone] can’t be kept” (Participant 12)
and “had to give it [study phone] back” (Participant 15).
Participants also suggested extending the hours of data collection
to better capture times when people are more likely to be out
drinking. For example, one participant suggested that we
“increase the time on weekends to around 1 or 2 [am]. That’s
when the clubs close and if you do that, you would get some
good data” (Participant 13), and another suggested that it “May
be a good idea to have the alarm period extended to 11-12,
people may be getting ready for parties” (Participant 14). In
addition to data collection, participants felt the “smartphone
can be a good tool to deliver health messages” (Participant 5).

Discussion
Principal Findings
To our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate the use of
a mobile app–based EMA to prospectively capture alcohol use
among African American men who have sex with men living
in urban settings. Despite challenges, this study provides
evidence to support the feasibility and acceptability of using
EMA methods for collecting data on alcohol use in this
population.
Given the highly demanding protocol in EMA, we were
particularly sensitive to participation burden. Our study protocol
included 3 random prompts and 1 daily prompt per day, which
represents a lower or moderate participant burden as compared
to previous EMA studies in substance using populations [16,21].
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e67/
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In both daily and random surveys, we observed a trend of a
learning curve, in that participants initially took longer to
complete surveys. Overall, our data demonstrate that participants
spent on average less than 5 minutes per day to compete
mandatory EMA surveys. Event-driven surveys required an
additional 1-2 minutes per drinking episode reported. The quality
of EMA data depends heavily on participants’ compliance to
prompts and timeliness of recording episodes of the desired
event (ie, alcohol use). Noncompliance leads not only to missing
data but can even introduce bias in the data collected [12]. In
the current study, participants answered 74% of random prompts
and 80.7% of daily prompts, which is comparable to response
rates reported in previous EMA studies (50%-90%) [16,23,24].
This finding is consistent with what participants reported in the
acceptability survey, as they were very clear in reporting that
study procedures were not overly burdensome. Overall, findings
from the current study represent a moderate burden to
participants enrolled in the study.
Assessing compliance through the recorded events (eg, alcohol
use) is much more challenging. There is often no way to
independently assess or verify whether participants failed to
report the events that have actually occurred. The idea of
providing incentives for reporting substance use events is
debatable and needs further evaluation. In the current study,
40% of drinking events were reported in week 1. Although the
reactivity analysis found a significant decrease in reporting of
number of drinks per day, the magnitude of decrease was minor
(-.015). Taken together, underreporting of alcohol events
through event-contingent surveys is expected in the current
study. More research should explore good participant
management procedures that can yield high compliance [13],
such as a regular reminder to participants to report their drinking
events when they have an onsite visit or through text messages
to their phones. Future studies could consider using biochemical
markers of alcohol, such as transdermal alcohol sensors as a
way to objectively validate self-reported alcohol use (and
compliance).
One of the challenges associated with EMA is exhaustion of
participants within the study period due to the highly demanding
research protocols, which can diminish the level of participation.
In our analyses of weekly response rates, we did find some
evidence of exhaustion, as the response rates to both daily and
random prompts dropped significantly in week 4. These results
may signify that further examination of the assessment windows,
such as shorter follow-up are necessary. Additionally, we had
significant loss to follow-up, which mostly occurred in week
4. In the future, studies should provide better monitoring to seek
a better understanding of exhaustion with similar populations.
We were able to find out that one participant was not be able
to complete EMA in week 4 due to a brief incarceration. African
American MSM living in urban settings may experience unique
social and structural challenges, such unemployment,
low-income status, incarceration, and community violence.
These sociostructural factors may operate independently or
together in a dynamic fashion to create a context in which they
experience challenges or inabilities to engage in prevention and
treatment programs [25]. Impacts of future mHealth research
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and programs will come from a better understanding of broader
social contexts where mHealth is implemented.
Another challenge is related to an issue that concerns all EMA
studies of substance use, namely the hours of coverage for EMA
assessments [13]. In the current study, EMA assessments
occurred between 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., in order to avoid alarming
participants when they are asleep. However, as some participants
suggested, these times of day may not be representative of hours
in which drinking occurs, particularly as alcohol consumption
tends to occur later in the night, and mood, activity, and social
settings vary by time (eg, weekdays vs weekends). Thus, it is
important for future studies to assess the full range of an
individual participant’s waking hours [26] and to possibly
provide personalized hours of coverage of EMA for each
participant. In Epstein et al’s research with cocaine- and
heroin-abusing outpatients who were being treated with
methadone, typical waking hours were programmed on a weekly
basis when participants were issued the device [16]. With
technology development, personalized EMA could be executed
remotely.
Device loss posed a major challenge in our study, as five of
seven devices issued to participants were lost. Participants were
informed at enrollment that they would be dismissed from the
study after losing two devices. There is a concern that when
using mobile devices among impoverished populations,
participants might sell the devices [21]. Therefore, we provided
an incentive (US $100) for returning the devices upon
completion of the study. However, we later realized that the
street value for the Samsung Galaxy 4 can be more than the
incentive. Several participants expressed their disappointment
at returning the study phones in qualitative interviews. Future
studies may consider the option of installing the mobile app on
participants’ own phones or letting participants keep the study
phone instead of monetary incentive or using a less well-known
brand of mobile phone. Additionally, future research could
utilize the remote inactivation feature if mobile phones are stolen
or misplaced.

Yang et al

Limitations
This is a preliminary feasibility study, and so several limitations
need to be addressed in future research. Given the small sample
size, the current study does not have enough statistical power
to detect the significant differences in sociodemographic,
behavior, or clinical characteristics between participants with
higher response rates and those with lower response rates.
Research involving larger samples is needed to explore various
factors associated with variation in compliance rates that can
be used for targeted EMA training to enhance compliance.
Despite the less restrictive inclusion criteria of our study, we
were able to enroll participants with varied alcohol use,
including 7 hazardous drinkers and 3 likely alcohol dependent.
Our limited sample size, however, may not extend to
problematic alcohol users with more intense alcohol use patterns.
Our study confirmed previous findings that did not demonstrate
strong reactivity from EMA assessment of substance use [20];
however, future research should generate more rigorous
evidence.

Conclusions
In conclusion, findings from our study demonstrate that EMA
methods are feasible and acceptable approaches for data
collection among African American men who have sex with
men. Eliminating health disparities and reversing HIV epidemic
trends will require innovative combination prevention
approaches to reduce high-risk behaviors, including substance
use, expanded HIV testing, and increased linkage to and
retention in care. The high ownership of mobile phones among
minority MSM may provide a promising platform for data
collection and the delivery of substance use and HIV risk
reduction messages to this hard-to-reach population [27]. Using
EMA data can identify individualized sets of triggers to be used
to further tailor “ecological momentary intervention (EMI)”
content and delivery [28]. These methods could reinforce the
systematic use of prevention or treatment components in
real-world settings.
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Abstract
Background: Pre-eclampsia is one of the leading causes of maternal death and morbidity in low-resource countries due to
delays in case identification and a shortage of health workers trained to manage the disorder. Pre-eclampsia Integrated Estimate
of RiSk (PIERS) on the Move (PotM) is a low cost, easy-to-use, mobile health (mHealth) platform that has been created to aid
health workers in making decisions around the management of hypertensive pregnant women. PotM combines two previously
successful innovations into a mHealth app: the miniPIERS risk assessment model and the Phone Oximeter.
Objective: The aim of this study was to assess the usability of PotM (with mid-level health workers) for iteratively refining the
system.
Methods: Development of the PotM user interface involved usability testing with target end-users in South Africa. Users were
asked to complete clinical scenario tasks, speaking aloud to give feedback on the interface and then complete a questionnaire.
The tool was then evaluated in a pilot clinical evaluation in Tygerberg Hospital, Cape Town.
Results: After ethical approval and informed consent, 37 nurses and midwives evaluated the tool. During Study 1, major issues
in the functionality of the touch-screen keyboard and date scroll wheels were identified (total errors n=212); during Study 2 major
improvements in navigation of the app were suggested (total errors n=144). Overall, users felt the app was usable using the
Computer Systems Usability Questionnaire; median (range) values for Study 1 = 2 (1-6) and Study 2 = 1 (1-7). To demonstrate
feasibility, PotM was used by one research nurse for the pilot clinical study. In total, more than 500 evaluations were performed
on more than 200 patients. The median (interquartile range) time to complete an evaluation was 4 min 55 sec (3 min 25 sec to 6
min 56 sec).
Conclusions: By including target end-users in the design and evaluation of PotM, we have developed an app that can be easily
integrated into health care settings in low- and middle-income countries. Usability problems were often related to mobile phone
features (eg, scroll wheels, touch screen use). Larger scale evaluation of the clinical impact of this tool is underway.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e37) doi:10.2196/mhealth.3942
KEYWORDS
pulse oximetry; mHealth app; predictive model; usability analysis; design methodology
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Introduction
Background
Pre-eclampsia is generally defined as the onset of proteinuric
gestational hypertension [1,2]. Pre-eclampsia remains a leading
cause of maternal morbidity and mortality, particularly in lowand middle-income countries (LMICs), in which more than 99%
of pre-eclampsia related maternal deaths occur [3]. In LMIC
settings, the difficulty in managing women with pre-eclampsia
is made greater by delays in identification of women with
pre-eclampsia and a lack of adequately skilled maternity care
providers [4]. As such, clinical tools for the identification and
monitoring of these pregnancies are required [1,5].
PIERS on the Move (PotM) [6,7] is a low-cost, easy-to-use,
mobile health (mHealth) app that has been developed to aid
frontline health workers in making decisions around
management of women with pre-eclampsia. PotM is based on
a decision model that combines accurate risk prediction of
maternal adverse outcomes associated with pre-eclampsia
(miniPIERS [Pre-eclampsia Integrated Estimate of RiSk]) with
World Health Organization (WHO) recommendations for the
management of pre-eclampsia [8].
The PotM app guides the health worker through a standardized
process of antenatal assessment, including measurement of
blood pressure, dipstick proteinuria and symptoms. The
standardization of care resulting from this guided process and
addition of blood pressure measurement as routine practice,
which is critical to diagnosis of hypertensive disorders in
pregnancy, represents a significant potential to improve clinical
care in low-resourced settings. In addition, the PotM app allows
integrated measurement of oxygen saturation (SpO2), a vital
sign previously demonstrated to have significant association
with risk of adverse maternal health outcomes in women with
pre-eclampsia [9]. The PotM app uses an integrated pulse
oximetry sensor (Phone Oximeter) to measure SpO2 [10]. The
interface and data collection techniques of PotM were designed
and developed for use by trained frontline health workers,
nurses, and midwives in Africa and South Asia where the burden
of pre-eclampsia is greatest. To ensure a user centric design and
development process we undertook two usability studies in
South Africa; one at Tygerberg Hospital, Cape Town and the
second at Frere Maternity Hospital, East London.
Previously, we have described the motivation, design, and
technical development of two versions of the PotM mobile app
for the diagnosis and management of pregnant women with
pre-eclampsia [7]. The purpose of this manuscript is to describe
the feasibility and usability evaluation process of the
development of the first version of these apps. The usability
studies allowed for iterative improvement of the app into a
version that is simple, intuitive, and easy-to-use.

The miniPIERS Model
The miniPIERS model [6] was developed to reduce adverse
pregnancy outcomes by providing community-based health
workers in low-resourced settings with an evidence-based and
low-cost tool to improve diagnosis and initial management of
pre-eclampsia. The model uses the demographics (gestational
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age at presentation), clinical signs (blood pressure and dipstick
proteinuria), and symptoms (chest pain or dyspnoea, headache
or visual disturbances, vaginal bleeding with abdominal pain)
that are more readily available in low resourced settings. Using
a threshold of miniPIERS-calculated predicted probability of
≥25% defines a high-risk population with 85.5% accuracy [6].
The risk of developing a complication of pre-eclampsia is more
than 30 times greater when the SpO2 is <93% [11].

The Phone Oximeter
The other component integrated into the PotM system is the
Phone Oximeter [10], which consists of a mobile phone app
that guides users to measure accurate instantaneous oxygen
saturation from a connected pulse oximeter. The Phone Oximeter
has been optimized for use in the PotM system as an easy and
efficient method for health care providers to perform one-minute
spot-checks of SpO2 [12].

mHealth Tools
The PotM app uses the massive health care delivery opportunity
offered by mobile devices and networks in the developing world.
Initial evaluations of mHealth programs to improve maternal
health in low-resourced settings have been positive with
demonstrated improvements in women’s levels of access of
care [13]. mHealth helps to overcome access limiting factors,
such as distance to services, social marginalization, and the
paucity of skilled medical personnel and finances. Mobile
devices are ideal for improving health care delivery. Their
popularity and near-ubiquity enables delivery of interventions
to large numbers of people, while their mobility allows advanced
mHealth apps to be available at any time and place. Open Data
Kit (ODK) is an example of a popular mhealth information
system that is freely available for download. Evaluation of ODK
has shown that mHealth tools can reduce health care costs while
increasing the quality and efficiency of care [14].
A study into the usability factors of four different mobile devices
for accessing health care information showed that the specific
device used for the app played a major role in user satisfaction
as well as efficiency [15]. The conclusion was that the future
of mHealth app design should place particular importance on
interface quality. There are other important considerations when
designing an mHealth tool, such as data security and data
synchronization. These were previously described for PotM by
Dunsmuir et al [7].

Design Considerations for the Usability of PIERS on
the Move
System Constraints
The aim was to develop and implement an app for use in
low-resourced settings where no formal health care system is
available and electricity or a reliable cellular data connection
is nonexistent. Therefore, the app was required to make onsite
treatment recommendations. Synchronization of the data with
the central server was to occur when cellular or wireless
connectivity was available.
The primary target user group was frontline care providers
(nurses, midwives, community health workers) who might
provide care for pregnant women in the community in rural
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health care facilities or in a hospital setting. The level of
education of these users can vary significantly and the system
was kept as simple as possible while still being comprehensive
to ensure usability at all levels of intended use.

Usability Testing Objectives
The usability test objectives were to: (1) exercise the app under
controlled test conditions with representative users; (2) establish
baseline user performance and user-satisfaction levels of the
user interface; (3) determine design inconsistencies and usability
problem areas within the user interface and content areas.
Potential sources of error may include: (1) navigation
errors–failure to locate functions, excessive keystrokes to
complete a function, failure to follow recommended screen
flow; (2) presentation errors–failure to locate and properly act
upon desired information in screens, selection errors due to
labeling ambiguities; (3) control usage problems–improper entry
field usage.

Methods
System Design
The PotM full system consists of a client app running on the
user’s mobile phone [7], a REDCap [16] database server running
a web data collection app, and a web-interface that allows users
or supervisors to enter additional follow-up information on
patients. The client app was the focus of the usability studies.
PotM was developed using the LambdaNative framework, which
allows rapid prototyping of the developed apps to run on either
Google Android or Apple iOS operating systems [17].

Hardware Specifications
For the usability studies, the app was installed on iPod Touch
(4th generation model; Apple Inc, Cupertino, California, United
States) and iPhone 3GS (A1303 model; Apple Inc) devices. The
device was hardwired via a serial connection to the dock
connector of a US Food and Drug Administration certified 16-bit
OEM NoninXpod (Nonin Medical Inc, Plymouth, Minnesota,
United States) pulse oximeter processing module. The Xpod
pulse oximeter module provides the photoplethysmograph (PPG)
waveform and the processed trend values for the SpO2 and heart
rate (HR).

User Interface
PotM supports the ability to input, view, and edit the patient
history, clinical information, and current symptoms. The app
also allows for the viewing of past evaluations and the
monitoring and viewing of prescribed medications. All entries
are logged with timestamps to ensure data consistency. The
expected date of delivery is calculated from ultrasound
measurements, last menstrual period or fundal height, in order
of reliability when available.
The user interface enforces one minute measurements of oxygen
saturation from the pulse oximeter using a color-coded signal
quality indicator and progress bar, repeated measurements of
blood pressure (2 measurements if consistent or 3 if inconsistent)
and dipstick urine protein measurement [7].
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e37/
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Usability Evaluation
The evaluation of the basic interface functionality, workflow,
and navigation was conducted in a series of participatory design
groups that included investigators, research staff, and potential
end-users. From these design groups, we created the initial
prototypes for formal usability evaluation. Two usability studies
were performed with the potential end-users. Each step in the
development process used the findings of the previous, thus
iteratively improving on the design and features available in
the app: usability study 1: evaluation by advanced midwifery
students at Tygerberg Hospital (Cape Town, South Africa);
usability study 2: evaluation of the next iteration by maternal
nursing staff at Frere Maternity Hospital (East London, South
Africa).
After institutional ethics approval, subject participants were
recruited at each of the sites. All nurses and midwives involved
in maternity care at the participating sites were invited to
participate and the final selection of participants was based on
availability on the day of study. Our general pool of potential
subjects was chosen as they would be representative of the future
end-users of the app; nurses and midwives. Participation was
voluntary and participants provided written informed consent.
A minimum of 10 participants were selected for each usability
evaluation; the suggested sample size for usability testing [18].
The evaluation of the device was performed in a quiet
environment (closed room with no distractions). Participants
completed a demographic questionnaire (gender, age range, use
of mobile phone/personal computer). A facilitator was seated
next to the participant and directed the interaction with the
hardware and app. All the sessions were videotaped with the
camera positioned such that only the hands of the participant
and the devices were visible. The facilitator introduced the list
of tasks to be completed. Participants were instructed to delay
exploratory behavior outside the task flow until after the specific
tasks were completed. Time-on-task measurement began when
the participant started each of the specified tasks and at the end
of each task; an observer recorded the duration of each task.
The facilitator instructed the participant to think aloud [19]
during the task and encouraged expression of thought processes
during the task performance. The observer entered the user
behavior, user comments, and system actions on paper-based
data logging forms.
A post-task questionnaire and interview was used to elaborate
on the task session. A computer system usability questionnaire
(CSUQ) [20] was completed by the participant at the end of the
session. Each question was evaluated on a scale of 1 to 7, where
1 and 7 respectively correspond to “strongly agree” and
“strongly disagree”.

Metrics
Scenario completion success rates, time-to-completion of the
tasks, specific user comments, error rates, and subjective
evaluations were collected for each task.
Each task emulated a typical step in using the PotM platform
and required that the participant obtain or input specific data.
The tasks were considered complete when the participant
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indicated that the task’s specific goal was obtained (whether
successfully or unsuccessfully) or the participant requested and
received sufficient guidance to score the scenario as either “help
required” or “critical error”.

Usability Tasks and Evaluation

Lim et al
functionality of the system as well as with the assistance of
subject-matter experts. Due to the range and extent of
functionality provided in the app, and the time limitations of
the participants, the tasks consisted of the most common and
more complex of the available functions.

The usability tasks (provided as a paper script) (Textbox 1) were
derived from test scenarios developed from the specific
Textbox 1. Usability tasks performed.
1.

Start the PIERS on the Move app

2.

Log into the system

3.

Enter contact details

4.

Enter patient characteristics

5.

Enter clinical history

6.

Start a new evaluation

7.

Enter symptoms

8.

Enter blood pressure

9.

Record pulse oximetry and heart rate

10. Enter patient outcomes
11. Record management advice provided
12. Enter medications
13. End evaluation
14. Search for the existing patient
15. Enter new patient data as provided
16. Log out of the system

Early Usability

Following additional input from the design team and users, the
prototype was implemented in the software framework and
tested to ensure it met the required specifications.

Participatory sessions involved the generation of a series of
wireframe mock-ups using Balsamiq (Balsamiq Solutions, LLC,
Sacramento, California, United States) with the basic input
variables and forms for each module (Figure 1). Once the
mock-ups had been evaluated and optimized, full technical
specifications and a final prototype were created (Figure 1).

The majority of participants were between 31 and 50 years of
age (31 of 37 subjects) and were frequent users of cellphones
with a minority using mobile phones. There were fewer
participants in Study 1 than Study 2 who had never used a
mobile phone (n=2 and n=8) or personal computer (n=0 and
n=5). All of the participants were female.

Results
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Figure 1. Evolution of the pulse oximetry module.

Usability Study 1 – Tygerberg Hospital
Fifteen volunteers participated in the first study. There were a
total of 212 errors in Study 1 (Figure 2).
Errors caused by the on-screen keypad and date wheels were
the most common complaint. Participant feedback on the use
of the keypad were directed to the layout of the keys and
included: “keys are too small”, and “wrong button keeps getting
pressed”. Whereas feedback concerning the date wheels were
typically physics-based and included: “wheels are too sensitive”,
and “I don’t understand how to change the numbers on the
wheels”. Based on this feedback, both the keypad and date
wheels for the app were redesigned. The keypad was enlarged
to make all keys easier to press (Figure 3).
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e37/
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In addition, the interaction technique of the date wheels was
adjusted to make the date selection easier. Originally, it was
only possible to change the value on a date wheel by dragging
your finger up or down and the speed of this drag determined
how quickly it rotated. The speed of the rotation was faster than
the actual drag in order to reach values faster and without
multiple dragging of the finger. Once the finger was lifted, the
rotation of the wheel stopped. This was found to be confusing
and the interaction technique was redesigned. In the redesigned
date wheel, the wheel turns at the same speed as the drag but
when the finger is lifted, it keeps turning and then gradually
slows to a stop. This enables the user to use a quick flicking
motion to start the wheel spinning and they can potentially stop
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it early by touching it again. This more closely matches the

Lim et al
physics of a real world spinning wheel.

Figure 2. Number of errors obtained during Study 1 & Study 2.

Figure 3. Redesign of the on-screen keypads: (a) & (b) two evolutions of the number pads; (c) & (d) two evolutions of the keypad.

Usability Study 2 – Frere Maternity
Evaluations were done by 22 nurses and midwives working at
Frere Maternity Hospital (East London, South Africa).
The majority of errors were due to the learning curve required
to master the use of a mobile phone or touch screen device for
the first time. Typical errors included “why are the keyboard
keys in that layout”, or “how do I move up and down on a touch
screen”. These errors were quickly corrected once the participant
was shown how to perform the function.
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Errors were also evaluated in relation to the specific tasks they
affected. A summary of the errors for Study 1 and Study 2 can
be found in Table 1.
One recurring error was that the date wheel was “too difficult
to use” (as seen in the increase in errors compared to Study 1
for Task 4). This occurred frequently even after redesign of the
interaction technique of the wheel. This was mainly due to the
participants (who are also our target end-users) in rural settings
not being familiar with operating smart devices with touch
screens and rotating wheel date selectors. The date wheels were
subsequently removed, and replaced by up and down arrows to
select day, month, and year. The arrow buttons can be held
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e37 | p.58
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down to enable faster cycling of values, although this cycling
is at a set speed. The arrow buttons do not enable as quick date

selection as the wheels, but they were easier to understand for
new mobile phone users.

Table 1. Errors in Study 1 and Study 2: Navigation errors–failure to locate functions, excessive keystrokes to complete a function, failure to follow
recommended screen flow; Presentation errors–failure to locate and properly act upon desired information in screens, selection errors due to labeling
ambiguities; Control usage problems–improper entry field usage.
Errors

Study 1

Study 2

Navigation errors

36

5

36

5

84

45

Could not locate data entry feature–missed it 57

33

Feature did not appear how user expected it
to

15

5

Reason for feature not understood

12

7

92

92

Had trouble using data entry feature

85

80

Entered data in wrong location

5

10

Data entry was not done as user would like
it to be

2

2

Program crashed

0

2

Total errors

212

144

Could not locate or use navigation button
Presentation errors

Control usage errors

CSUQ Results
The overall satisfaction with the use of the PotM app as
measured by the CSUQ was good (lower values are better) and
improved in the subsequent study; Study 1 and Study 2 median
(range) values are 2 (1–6) and 1 (1–7), respectively. For
example, CSUQ statement “I can effectively complete my work
using this interface” had a mean of 3.7 in Study 1 and 1.9 in
Study 2. “I feel comfortable using this interface” had a mean
of 2.7 in Study 1, and 1.6 in Study 2.

Time on Task
There were marked improvements in almost all of the task times
with subsequent iterations. Although the average technology
proficiencies of the participants in Study 2 were lower than
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those in Study 1, the participants of Study 2 demonstrated a
25% improvement in scenario completion time (Study 1 had a
mean of 37 min 41 sec [SD: 9 min 7 sec], Study 2 had a mean
of 30 min 07 sec [SD: 6 min 25 sec]) (Figure 4).
The largest decrease in time taken was seen in Task 3: Enter
Contact Details, which was the biggest use of a keypad for
entering (non-numeric) text. The increase in time taken to
complete Task 7: Enter Symptoms and Task 13: End Evaluation
was due to the additional functionality added on the screens at
this stage of the study. For Task 7, the Symptoms screen had
been redesigned to be more ergonomic and to produce an error
message if the form was not fully complete. For Task 13 a
detailed summary of why the specific treatment recommendation
was given at the end of each evaluation.
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Figure 4. Comparison of Study 1 & 2 time-on-tasks.

Clinical Trial
The feasibility of using the app clinically was evaluated by
considering the time taken for data entry, the amount of missing
data, the number of incomplete observations, and subjective
feedback from a research nurse who performed all of the
observations. The clinical study consisted of collecting patient
data using the PotM app using a research nurse at Tygerberg
Hospital over the period of November 2012-December 2013.
Two hundred two women were recruited and enrolled in the
study. The nurse performed multiple evaluations of each patient
presenting with pre-eclampsia who met the necessary study
inclusion criteria. The nurse was blinded to the recommendations
given by the app.
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e37/
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Two secondary objectives of the clinical study were to assess
the predictive ability of the miniPIERS model in this new cohort
and to test if updating the miniPIERS model to include SpO2,
a variable that had not been available in the original study,
improved predictive ability. Blinding was necessary to ensure
clinical care was not affected by the recommendations of the
model, which would prevent us from properly meeting these
secondary objectives. Results of the miniPIERS model
evaluation and updating have been published separately [9].
The average time taken to perform an evaluation (equivalent to
Tasks 6-12 in the usability studies) was collected from data logs
stored automatically by the PotM platform. In total more than
500 evaluations were performed on more than 200 patients. The
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median (interquartile range) time for an evaluation was 4min 55
sec (3 min 25 sec to 6 min 56 sec).

Discussion
Principal Findings
We conducted usability tests to optimize the design of an
integrated mHealth tool for use by nurses and health care
providers to evaluate the risk of developing adverse outcomes
of pre-eclampsia. The PotM system integrated the Phone
Oximeter and the miniPIERS predictive score and facilitated
the collection of patient demographic information, symptoms,
and clinical observations with a high degree of completeness
in an average of less than 5 minutes in a clinical setting.
Nurses and midwives who participated in our study rated the
usability high for the integration of these technologies.
The ease of use of mHealth tools is vitally important to the
perception and uptake by the community health workers [21].
It would seem the largest barrier during the testing was the
general unfamiliarness of using mobile devices with touch
screen technology, and the associated functionality (eg, scroll
wheels, on screen keyboards). It should be noted that these
typical features in most mobile phones actually seem to be
common problems for new users and were the cause of the
usability problems. Once these features were explained and/or
modified, users were able to complete the functions and tasks
much more quickly. In Study 2 and then again for the clinical
study, these common data entry features were improved and
task times decreased. Even though the user subjects in Study 1
had a greater familiarity with mobile phone use, the CSUQ
results demonstrate an overall improvement in usability even
with less experienced mobile phone users in Study 2. This may
have been caused by the improvements we made to the app
between the two studies. Overall, the users we worked with
were satisifed with the app and thought it would help their
fieldwork. The use of the Phone Oximeter was of particular
interest to the midwives as that device could be used in many
different clincial settings.

Limitations
The results should be interpreted with caution as we did not test
the device with front line health workers in rural setting who
may have very limited education or access to technology. The
nurses and midwives in our test population were relatively
well-educated. Furthermore, the clinical feasibility study
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involved a single health care professional using PotM at one
health care center, which may limit the generalizability of the
findings.

Future Plans
In the Community Level Interventions for Pre-Eclampsia (CLIP)
trial [22], community health care workers (CHWs) are using a
version of the PotM app during their regular antenatal and
postpartum visits to pregnant women. More than 500 CHWs
will use the app to assess over 40,000 pregnant women
throughout their pregnancies over the next two years. The CLIP
PotM version is simplified for ease of use by those who have
less medical training than the users of the original version of
PotM. Feedback during the training of these CHWs and during
the trial itself has led to further updates to the app. For example,
we are displaying the PotM recommendations and record
whether the pregnant woman accepted each recommendation.
The recommendation summary page contains a short description
and image for each appropriate recommendation such as
“Transport to the hospital within 4 hours” with a pictogram of
an ambulance and hospital. Each pair of image and text was
meant to be clicked to go to the page containing the accepted
or rejected checkbox (and reasons for rejection). Unfortunately
this step was often skipped. Thus we redesigned the summary
page to make each recommendation description text appear on
a button, making it obvious that it could be clicked and adding
a popup to warn users if they try to advance without
accepting/rejecting each recommendation. Changes like this are
easy to implement and can lead to much more accurate and
thorough use of the app.
Our future plans include integrating a full health record for
pregnant women during antenatal, intrapartum, and postnatal
care including the identification and management of postpartum
hemorrhage.
Finally, the Audio Phone Oximeter [23], which consists of a
pulse oximeter sensor connected directly to the audio port of a
phone, is an innovative solution to pulse oximetry on a mobile
device. This eliminates the pulse oximeter processing module,
which is expensive hardware that performs the processing of
the pulse oximeter signals. Instead, the processing required to
extract the HR and SpO2 from the PPG waveform will be done
directly on the mobile device. Additional sensors such as a
semi-automated blood pressure cuff and a temperature sensor,
which also connect to the audio port of any mobile device, are
being developed.
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Abstract
Background: mHealth apps are deployed with the aim of improving access, quality, and experience of health care. It is possible
that any mHealth intervention can yield differential impacts for different types of users. Mediating and determining factors,
including personal and socioeconomic factors, affect technology adoption, the way health workers leverage and use the technology,
and subsequently the quality and experience of care they provide.
Objective: To develop a framework to assess whether mHealth platforms affect the quality and experience of care provided by
frontline workers, and whether these effects on quality and experience are different depending on the level of technology adoption
and individual characteristics of the health worker. Literacy, education, age, and previous mobile experience are identified as
individual factors that affect technology adoption and use, as well as factors that affect the quality and experience of care directly
and via the technology.
Methods: Formative research was conducted with 15 community health workers (CHWs) using CommCare, an mHealth app
for maternal and newborn care, in Bihar, India. CHWs were first classified on the level of CommCare adoption using data from
CommCareHQ and were then shadowed on home visits to evaluate their levels of technology proficiency, and the quality and
experience of care provided. Regression techniques were employed to test the relationships. Out of all the CHWs, 2 of them
refused to participate in the home visits, however, we did have information on their levels of technology adoption and background
characteristics, which were included in the analysis as relevant.
Results: Level of technology adoption was important for both quality and experience of care. The quality score for high users
of CommCare was higher by 33.4% (P=.04), on average, compared to low users of CommCare. Those who scored higher on
CommCare proficiency also provided significantly higher quality and experience of care, where an additional point in CommCare
proficiency score increased the quality score by around half a point (0.541, P=.07), and experience score by around a third of a
point (0.308, P=.03). Age affected CommCare user type negatively, with an increase in age increasing the likelihood of belonging
to a lower category of CommCare adoption (-0.105, P=.08). Other individual characteristics did not affect adoption or the predicted
values estimating the relationship between adoption and quality and experience of care, although illiteracy was able to affect the
relationship negatively.
Conclusions: mHealth technology adoption by frontline workers can positively impact the quality and experience of care they
provide. Individual characteristics, especially literacy and age, can be important elements affecting technology adoption and the
way users leverage the technology for their work. Our formative study provides informed hypotheses and methods for further
research.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e61) doi:10.2196/mhealth.4047
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Introduction
Background
Mobile health, or mHealth, platforms are currently in use in
various programs around the world to facilitate health care
delivery where frontline health workers play an important role
in providing health services in resource-poor settings. While
the number of programs using mobile technologies in health
care is increasing globally, there exists a significant gap in
knowledge regarding its impact on health outcomes, as well as
intermediary factors like access, quality, and experience [1,2].
Increased access, quality, and experience of care are known to
contribute toward improved health outcomes. Traditionally, the
impact of any health intervention is assessed by investigating
changes in the relevant health outcomes that the intervention is
targeting. Improvements in quality, access, or experience are
rarely the focus of study, and how and whether the intervention
is leading to improvements in these indicators is usually not
investigated in detail.
Regardless of their impact on health outcomes, improvements
in quality and experience of care are legitimate goals for any
health intervention. Not only are they the intermediate outcomes
for better health from an equity perspective, they can be seen
as end goals of health interventions, whereby everyone has
access to a high quality and experience of health care [3]. Mobile
health interventions can target all three of these factors—access,
quality, and experience—leading to improvements in health
outcomes [2].
It is possible that any mHealth intervention can yield differential
impacts for different types of users. The quality and experience
of care provided by community health workers (CHWs) can
depend on individual characteristics like literacy, education, or
age; social factors like the perception of CHWs by their target
communities; or health system factors like receiving adequate
support and essential materials needed to do their job [4]. In the
case of mHealth, novel individual factors can also come into
play, including those that affect technology adoption, such as
perception of technology relevance and self-efficacy in utilizing
the tools [5]. Mediating and determining factors include personal
and socioeconomic factors affecting technology adoption [5],
the way the CHWs leverage and use the technology, and
subsequently the quality and experience of care they provide.
Additionally, adoption and usage of the technology can directly
impact the quality and experience of care provided by CHWs,
while personal factors can also have a direct impact on the
quality and experience of care.
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With this in mind, Dimagi, in collaboration with CARE India,
conducted formative research in Bihar, India, to better
understand how the use of mHealth platforms affect the quality
and experience of care provided by different types of CHWs.
Our aim is to develop a framework to analyze the effects of
mHealth technology adoption on the quality and experience of
care, and to provide greater understanding of the personal factors
affecting (1) mHealth technology adoption and (2) CHWs’ use
of the technology to support their work.

Research Objective
Our objective is to develop a framework to assess whether
mHealth platforms affect the quality and experience of maternal
and newborn care provided by CHWs, and whether these effects
on quality and experience are different depending on the level
of technology adoption and individual characteristics of the
CHWs. We identified literacy, education, age, and previous
mobile technology experience as individual factors that affect
technology adoption and use, as well as factors that affect the
quality and experience of care via the technology. Literacy and
education were also identified as potential factors which can
directly affect the quality and experience of care provided. Our
formative work also offers some insight into factors that may
affect technology adoption, and provides some field observations
for comparisons between quality and experience of care
provided by those using and not using the technology.
We expect to find better quality and experience of care among
CHWs with higher levels of adoption and usage of mHealth
tools. We also expect different effects on quality and experience
based on individual characteristics, in addition to the level of
technology adoption and usage.

The Setting
The study was conducted in Saharsa district in Bihar, India.
Bihar is one of the more underdeveloped states in India. Most
socioeconomic and mother-and-child health indicators in Bihar
are considerably lower than the national average, including
per-capita income, public expenditure on health, literacy rate,
immunization rate among pregnant women and newborn
children, institutional delivery rate, and malnutrition among
children [6]. Nearly half of the population in Bihar is living
under the poverty line [6]. Table 1 presents data on some
socioeconomic and health indicators, as well as health
infrastructure and human resource availability in Saharsa and
Bihar. The low level of socioeconomic indicators adversely
affects the health status of, and utilization of health services by,
the population [6].
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Table 1. Socioeconomic, health, and health infrastructure indicators for Saharsa and Bihar.
Indicators

Saharsa,

Bihar,

n or %

n or %

Total literacy [7], %

53.20

61.80

Male literacy, %

63.56

71.20

Female literacy, %

41.68

46.40

Total population [7], n

1,900,661

104,099,452

Urban population, %

8.24

11.29

Rural population, %

91.76

88.71

Socioeconomic indicators

Health indicators
Crude birth rate (number of live births in reference period/mid-year population x 1000) [8] 31.2

26.1

Crude death rate (number of deaths in reference period/mid-year population x 1000) [8]

7.4

6.8

Infant mortality rate (number of infant deaths [less than 1 year of age]/number of live births 55
during reference period x 1000) [8]

48

Neonatal mortality rate (number of infants dying before 29 days per 1000 live births) [8]

37

32

Postneonatal mortality rate (infants dying between 29 days and 1 year per 1000 live births) 18
[8]

16

Under 5 mortality rate (per 1000 live births) [8]

82

70

Maternal mortality ratio (maternal deaths per 1000 live births) [8]

33

30

Institutional deliveries, %

33.5 [9]

22.0 [10]

Full immunization in children, %

52.4 [9]

39.8 [11]

Number of doctors, n

53

N/Aa

Number of Auxiliary Nurse Midwives (ANMs), n

225

N/A

Number of c (ASHAs), n

1242

N/A

Number of Aganwadi Workers (AWWs), n

1367

N/A

District hospitals, n

1

N/A

Referral hospitals, n

0

N/A

Primary health centers (PHCs), n

10

N/A

Additional primary health centers (APHCs), n

15

N/A

Health sub-centers (HSCs), n

152

N/A

Blood banks, n

1

N/A

Health infrastructure and human resources [10]

a

Not applicable (N/A). The data for Bihar were unavailable.

Figure 1 describes the health system structure in place in Bihar’s
districts including Saharsa. Each state in India has its own health
care delivery system. The backbone of the system is a three-tier
delivery system comprised of a tier one health sub-center (HSC),
a tier two primary health center (PHC) and community health
center (CHC), and a tier three district hospital. The Integrated
Child Development Services (ICDS) provides immunization,
health checkups, referrals, nutrition, health education, and
preschool education to children below 6 years of age and women
of reproductive age at the village level. Aganwadi Workers
(AWWs) are at the center of the ICDS. AWWs run an Aganwadi
center in each village, where the ICDS services are available to
the population. However, the availability of health infrastructure
and resources is still inadequate and the quality of services is
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e61/
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poor. In order to improve the quality and access to services,
especially in rural areas, the Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare introduced the National Rural Health Mission (NRHM).
India announced and started implementing the NRHM with the
goal of improving public health outcomes through
community-driven approaches in 2005 [12]. The NRHM aims
to improve access, affordability, accountability, and
effectiveness of health care facilities available to the poor and
vulnerable segments of the population. As part of the mission
to bridge the gap in rural health services, the mission has created
a cadre of community health workers, or Auxiliary Nurse
Midwives (ASHAs), who are tasked with providing maternal
and child health services to the communities that they are a part
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of. The ASHA program is a cornerstone of the NRHM, and it
involves selecting, training, and supporting a locally recruited
community-based health worker and change agent for every
1000 individuals in the community. The primary role of ASHAs
is to create awareness and behavior change in health practices
and improve utilization and accountability of the existing health
systems, leading to stronger primary health care systems and
services. ASHAs are trained to provide basic care, health
information, and guidance, and to make referrals when
appropriate. Community-led initiatives have been strikingly
successful in improving health outcomes, and actions taken by
households and families can prevent over 30% of child deaths
[12].
CHWs, like ASHAs, have a vital role to play when it comes to
influencing household and family choices that contribute to
better health. In Bihar, where literacy levels are low, a majority
of the ASHAs are from poor and low-literacy backgrounds [12].
ASHA training and support often involves content that requires
more than basic literacy to grasp, which affects their
effectiveness and performance. Working in remote, isolated
settings, they can suffer from low morale and motivation.
Capacity building using innovative training techniques suited
for low-literacy adult learning, and equipping ASHAs with the
resources to impart the knowledge, such as pictorial materials,
radio access, or mHealth platforms, are some interesting
strategies which are currently being deployed or being tested
for their effectiveness to improve ASHA knowledge and skills
[12]. ASHAs are complimented by AWWs, both of whom are
supervised by an Auxiliary Nurse Midwife (ANM). The ANM
runs village-level camps for maternal and child health services,
which includes immunization of mothers and children, tracking
nutritional status and growth, providing antenatal and postnatal
checkups, and making referrals to the facilities when necessary
[13].
There are some important challenges that need to be addressed
in the health sector in Bihar. There are substantial gaps in health
infrastructure, including primary health centers and community
health centers. There are also gaps in the essentials required for
effective functioning of the health facilities, including in drugs,
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consumables, equipment, and manpower [12]. Immunization
coverage is low, there are high levels of malnutrition in children
and mothers, and fertility rates are high [12]. Low quality of
care provided at the district level down to the community levels,
perpetuated by a lack of technical knowledge and skills, as well
as gaps in health infrastructure and essentials, is also an
important gap that needs to be addressed. Research on the
challenges faced by ASHAs has identified a lack of support
from PHC staff, a lack of adequate training, unclear incentives
policy, and poor clarity in how to collaborate with the ANM
and AWW as the main barriers to improving the quality of
services they provide [14].
CARE India, in collaboration with the Ministry of Health and
Ministry of Social Welfare, with the support of the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation, is implementing CommCare, an
mHealth platform targeting maternal and newborn care, with
600 ASHAs and AWWs in four blocks of the Saharsa district
in Bihar. The deployment is part of a randomized controlled
trial (RCT), which is implemented by CARE India with other
consortium partners, and which will be evaluated by
Mathematica Policy Research. The RCT compares health
outcomes in different catchment areas where CHWs are (1)
using CommCare or (2) using paper-based job aids. While our
study is not associated with the broader RCT, the design of the
intervention provides an ideal setting to better understand how
mHealth platforms affect the quality and experience of home
visits by CHWs. Both groups of ASHAs received content and
capacity-building training facilitated by CARE at a fixed
platform through an ANM, which means that CommCare
ASHAs did not systematically receive more supervision and
support than non-CommCare ASHAs. Additionally, the ASHAs
using CommCare were randomly selected from the four blocks,
which means that there was no bias to consider during the
selection of our sample, which was drawn from the RCT’s
sample of ASHAs using CommCare. We are able to observe
differences in the performances of CHW’s using mHealth and
those not using the technology and be more certain that any
differences in visit quality and experience can be attributed to
CommCare.
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Figure 1. Public health system structure in India. The manpower available at each tier and administrative level of each type of health facility are shown.
Each tier acts as a referral unit for the tier below. The district hospital services the facilities below with necessary support, resources, and essentials.
Halka is a collection of villages, and Block is a collection of Halka.

Ethical Considerations
We have taken all measures possible to ensure that our study
follows research governance and ethical protocol necessary for
such research. The study benefits the participating ASHAs and
the larger community where they work by understanding
whether the mHealth platforms they are already using improve
the quality and experience of the health services they provide
to their communities. All ASHAs were informed about the
nature of the study, and their consent was required prior to the
researchers accompanying them on any home visits. Since our
research does not involve patients or patient outcomes, it did
not require any approvals from the Internal Review Board (IRB).
Conflicts of interest that could arise due to the researchers
having been employed by either Dimagi, who makes
CommCare, or CARE India, who is implementing CommCare
in Saharsa, have been mitigated by taking an unbiased view of
CommCare in the study.

Analytical Framework
mHealth Technology Adoption and Improvements in
Quality and Experience of Care
The level of technology adoption and usage can significantly
affect the quality and experience of care provided by CHWs
using mHealth platforms. CHWs are using CommCare to record
and track pregnancies, newborns, and children up to 2 years of
age. CHWs use CommCare to register pregnancies, provide
counseling to the mother and families on safe pregnancies and
newborn care, register births and deaths, and track immunization
histories for both mother and child. CommCare provides
decision support; a reproductive health checklist to ensure
comprehensive care; multimedia, including images, audio, and
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e61/
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video to enhance behavioral change communication; and
features to aid with work planning and scheduling. Data from
CommCare is reported to a central database, which helps
supervisors provide targeted supervision to the CHW. These
features aid the CHW in providing better access, quality, and
experience of care to her clients [2,15] by addressing the gaps
in medical information and skills [1], increasing adherence to
protocol and guidelines [16], and improving engagement of the
client with the rich multimedia components of the app to help
with behavior change [17].

Factors Influencing Technology Adoption
Rogers’ Diffusion Model identifies different users that adopt
technology at various stages [18]. Other models of technology
adoption identify demographic and individual characteristics,
such as gender, age, technology advancement, technology
readiness, technology experience, and self-efficacy, as mediating
factors that affect technology adoption [5,19-21]. Demographic,
socioeconomic, and individual factors can affect deterministic
factors that affect technology adoption [5]. Perceived ease of
use and perceived usefulness of technology are seen to affect
attitudes and behaviors that influence the adoption and use of
technology [5,20,21]. Social and program factors are also
deemed important, but these are not the focus of our study
[19,22,23].
CHWs are at various stages of technology adoption in our
setting. Some CHWs have fully adopted the technology, others
have not adopted the technology at all, while the remaining
CHWs have only adopted certain features of the app.
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Individual Factors and Their Effects on Community
Health Workers’ Utilization of the Technology and
Quality and Experience of Care
We identified age, education, literacy, and previous mobile
experience as individual factors that can affect the way CHWs
leverage the technology. Literacy and education can also have
a direct impact on the quality and experience of care provided
by the CHWs, regardless of their influence on the CHWs’ ability
to leverage the app effectively.
The Ministry of Health (MOH) had imposed a minimum
education criterion of 8 years to be eligible to work as an ASHA.
However, not all ASHAs are educated to this level. Utilizing
technology like CommCare effectively places additional
cognitive demands on the CHWs’ attention and abilities [24],
and it is possible that levels of literacy and education are
important factors affecting quality and experience of care
provided by the CHWs [25].
Partners implementing CommCare often cite low literacy and
education among CHWs as a major challenge. In order to
register patients and understand counseling messages in
CommCare, CHWs require some level of comfort with reading
and entering text into the app. If the CHWs are not literate, it
is anticipated that they will be slow, require additional
supervision and support, or be unable to adopt CommCare to
facilitate their work. The quality of care they provide may also
be lower since both CommCare and ASHA content training
require that CHWs be able to read and write. CHWs with more
years of education are able to better grasp the health information
provided during the training.
CommCare includes audio prompts, images, and video to
facilitate usage by lower-literacy users. An ASHA who is unable
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to read is still able to play the audio messages in order to
understand the questions and to input appropriate responses.
As such, she may be able to provide higher quality and
experience of care compared to those not using or utilizing the
technology effectively.
While previous mobile experience and age are not deemed to
impact the quality or experience of care directly, as in the case
of literacy or education, they can influence self-efficacy and
perceived relevance and usability of the technology, mediating
technology adoption and usage [26-28]. The impact on quality
or experience of care is via the CHW’s ability to use and
leverage the app. To facilitate technology adoption, all ASHAs
are trained in the use of mobile phones, as well as in the app
and its content by CARE.
Figure 2 describes the analytical framework used in our study.
This framework is adequate to study whether different levels
of technology adoption and usage lead to differential effects of
mHealth technology on quality and experience of care provided
by the CHW. It is important to note that low adoption and usage
of the technology, and low literacy and education, do not
necessarily translate into low quality or experience of care. As
long as the CHWs are able to leverage and adapt the technology
to suit their skill set, they can provide high quality and
experience of care even if they have low literacy and education
levels, or are limited adopters and users of the technology.
Social, cultural, and program factors are also important for
mHealth technology adoption. Although these are not the focus
of our study, our proposed model can benefit from including
social, cultural, and program-wide factors, which also influence
technology adoption and usage, and quality and experience of
care.
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Figure 2. Analytical framework. The flowchart shows the relationship between mHealth technology adoption and usage, and quality and experience
of care. The level of technology adoption can affect the quality and experience of care provided by CHWs because of the design and content of the app.
Individual factors, including literacy, education, age, and previous mobile experience, are seen as mediating factors for mHealth technology adoption
and usage. They influence the quality and experience of care by affecting the way CHWs leverage the technology to do their jobs. Literacy and education
can also directly influence the quality and experience of care delivered by the CHW.

Methods
Overview
We assessed the quality and experience of home visits of 13
ASHAs who are at different stages of CommCare adoption and
use. We also assessed six home visits of 3 ASHAs who are not
using CommCare, in order to better understand the effects of
the mHealth platform on quality and experience of care. The
ASHAs not using CommCare were selected based on availability
and their proximity to CARE’s offices in Saharsa. We collected
field observations from these visits to further inform our
findings.
Tools to (1) assess home visit quality and experience for the
client, and (2) measure CommCare proficiency were developed
as part of the study. An additional survey was administered to
all the ASHAs to collect information on their background
characteristics, including literacy, education, age, and previous
mobile experience. The assessment tools underwent iterations
after two rounds of field testing. We then shadowed each ASHA
on a home visit to observe and score her visit for quality and
experience. We also shadowed 3 ASHAs who were not using
CommCare, in order to collect observations on how home visits
are conducted without the tool, and to note any differences in
quality and experience of these visits.
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Data and Indicators
A total of 15 ASHAs were sampled and were classified as low
(n=5), middle (n=5), and high (n=5) users of CommCare based
on the number of forms submitted to CommCare’s central
database in the past 90 days. Home visits of 14 ASHAs were
observed to assess whether ASHA literacy, CommCare
proficiency, and CommCare user type—low, middle,
high—affected the quality and experience of care provided.
There were 2 ASHAs, both low users of CommCare, who
refused to participate in the home visits, although we were able
to collect their background information. We had a total of 13
ASHAs in our sample, and we shadowed 1 ASHA, a low
CommCare user, on two home visits, which means we had a
total of 14 home visits for our analysis.
The specific indicators are discussed in Table 2. Continuous
variables, including CommCare proficiency score, visit quality
score, visit experience score, age, and previous mobile
experience were classified as low, middle, or high in order to
test for measures of association with the categorical variables
literacy, education, observed visit quality, and CommCare user
type. The number of form submissions in the last 30, 60, and
90 days was used to classify the type of CommCare user, which
was used as a measure for technology adoption.
CommCare proficiency was measured directly during the home
visit assessment as a composite score based on whether the
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e61 | p.70
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ASHA could perform certain tasks in CommCare, and whether
or not she used certain features of CommCare. We identified
the following as features that measure CommCare proficiency
and use: (1) navigation within the phone and within the app,
(2) ability to select the client from a list of registered patients,
(3) use of all the forms listed for the visit, (4) entering accurate
answers, (5) entering text, dates, and numbers, and (6) the ability
to play audio and video.

frequency, (2) video usage frequency, (3) frequency of showing
images, (4) whether all of the people present were addressed,
(5) whether the ASHA spoke clearly and loudly with confidence,
and (6) the duration of the visit, where a visit under 10 minutes
scored 1, 10 to 20 minutes scored 2, and over 20 minutes scored
3. The rationale for measuring visit experience in this way is
based on the finding that the use of multimedia increases the
quality of the visit [17].

The quality of the home visit was measured through a quality
score generated by scoring the visit based on (1) whether all the
forms listed were used during the visit, (2) whether the visit
included counseling, and (3) the number of counseling topics.
For each topic, scoring was also based on (1) whether complete
and accurate information was provided, (2) whether the client
asked questions, and (3) whether the ASHA verified that the
messages were received. Experience of home visit was measured
directly during the home visit assessment. It is a composite
score, generated by adding scores regarding (1) audio usage

Previous mobile experience was scored by asking whether
AHSAs were able to perform a set of tasks on the mobile phone
prior to using CommCare. A composite score was based on
whether the ASHA (1) used a mobile phone, (2) owned her own
phone, and (3) whether she could answer the phone, place calls,
use the contact list, send and receive short message service
(SMS) messages, play music, take photographs, change the
phone’s date and time, check her balance, and charge the
phone’s battery prior to using CommCare.
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Table 2. List of indicators and their descriptions.
Indicators

Descriptions

CommCare user type
Low

Users who have not submitted any forms using CommCare in the last 90 days. We selected the 5 ASHAs who submitted the least
number of forms in the last 90 days for this sample.

Middle

Users who fell into the 50th percentile in terms of forms submitted in the last 30, 60, and 90 days. Those who fell between the 50th55th percentiles for form submissions in the last 30, 60, and 90 days were the preferred middle users. In our sample, 3 users fell into
this range for all three time periods and 2 fell into this range in the last 30 and 90 days.

High

Users with the highest number of form submissions in the last 30, 60, and 90 days. In our sample, 3 users had the highest number of
form submissions in all three time periods, and 2 ASHAs had the highest number in the last 30 and 60 days.

CommCare proficiency a
Low

ASHAs in the lowest 25th percentile of the CommCare proficiency score were categorized as low.

Middle

ASHAs within the 25th to 75th percentile of the CommCare proficiency score were categorized as middle.

High

ASHAs above the 75th percentile of the CommCare proficiency score were categorized as high.

Quality of home visit b
Low

ASHAs in the lowest 25th percentile of the visit quality score were categorized as low.

Middle

ASHAs within the 25th to 75th percentile of the visit quality score were categorized as middle.

High

ASHAs above the 75th percentile of the visit quality score were categorized as high.

Observed visit A second measure for visit quality based on the researcher’s perception of the home visit was included. This was a subjective measure
quality
of the visit quality, classified again as low, middle, or high, based on the researcher’s perception.
Experience of home visit c
Low

ASHAs in the lowest 25th percentile of the visit experience score were categorized as low.

Middle

ASHAs within the 25th to 75th percentile of the visit experience score were categorized as middle.

High
Literacy level
Illiterate

ASHAs above the 75th percentile of the visit experience score were categorized as high.
d

The ASHA cannot read at all.

Low Litera- The ASHA can read with difficulty, or can read some of the sentence.
cy
Literate

The ASHA can read easily.

Education level e
Low

The ASHA was educated up to 8th standard.

Middle

The ASHA was educated up to 10th standard.

High

The ASHA was educated up to, or higher than, 12th standard.

Previous mobile experi-

a

encef

Previous mobile experience was classified as low, middle, or high based on the percentile, where those under the 25th percentile
score were low, 25th-75th percentile were middle, and above the 75th percentile were high.

Ageg

Age was classified as low, middle, or high based on the percentile, where 25th percentile and below were low, 25th-75th percentile
were middle, and above 75th percentile were high.

ASHAs could earn a maximum of 22 points for their CommCare proficiency score.

b

ASHAs could receive a maximum of 22 points for their quality of home visit score.

c

ASHAs could receive a maximum of 16 points for their visit experience score.

d

A literacy test was administered as part of the background interviews to assess the literacy levels, where ASHAs were asked to read a sentence in Hindi
out loud.
e

Education was self-reported by the ASHA during the interview.

f

ASHAs could score a maximum of 18 points for previous mobile experience.

g

Age was self-reported by the ASHA during the interview.
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Limitations of the Indicators
The tool to measure the visit quality and experience had not
been rigorously tested prior to the formative work, and our
measure of the visit quality and experience has room for
improvement. Currently, the quality score is mostly dependent
on the number of counseling topics, where if an ASHA counsels
on three topics she will have a larger possible score even if the
counseling is not necessarily of high quality, than if she counsels
on one topic. Although it is likely to be more comprehensive,
it is not necessarily the case that a larger number of counseling
topics equals higher-quality visits. The scoring system for
quality and experience of visit can also be changed so that most
important aspects are weighted accordingly. Another possibility
is to assess the components of quality and experience
independently, without creating a composite quality or
experience score. Along this line, it may also be beneficial to
create a single score for both quality and experience combining
the different elements into one single indicator. Despite the
shortcomings, we are confident that the tool captures the quality
and experience of the home visit without bias.

Empirical Strategy
The empirical strategy adopted below will be supplemented by
field observations to understand four specific elements of our
analytical model.

1. Does mHealth Technology Adoption Affect Quality
and Experience of Care?
We will start by using both of the indicators of adoption,
CommCare proficiency and usage, as well as CommCare user
type based on form submissions to understand the effects of
technology adoption on quality and experience of care. We will
use the quality and experience scores as our dependent variables
since the observed visit quality measure is more subjective.
We first estimate how CommCare adoption measured by
CommCare user type affects the quality and experience of care
provided by the ASHA using a simple linear regression model.
Qualityij
=
β0+β1COMMCAREuser-type1ij
+β2COMMCAREuser-type3ij+ ij (1.1)
Experienceij
=
β0+β1COMMCAREuser-type1ij
+β2COMMCAREuser-type 3ij+ ij (1.2)
We estimate two different specifications for equations 1.1 and
1.2 and include two out of the three different categories of
CommCare user type in each specification, which allows us to
compare all three groups of users against each other. The
coefficient for β1 and β2 estimate the difference in quality and
experience score for that CommCare user type against the
CommCare user type excluded from the specification.
We then estimate specifications 1.3 and 1.4 using CommCare
proficiency as the indicator for CommCare adoption. We again
use a linear regression model to estimate specifications 1.3 and
1.4. β1 estimates how a 1-point increase in CommCare
proficiency affects quality/experience of care.
Qualityij = β0+β1COMMCAREProficiencyij + ij (1.3)
Experienceij = β0+β1COMMCAREProficiencyij + ij (1.4)
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2. Do Accredited Social Health Activist Characteristics
Affect Adoption of CommCare?
We aim to see the effects of ASHA characteristics, namely
literacy levels, education level, age, and previous mobile
experience, on CommCare adoption and usage by estimating
the following two models. Model 2.1 estimates how the ASHA
characteristics affect their categorization of CommCare user
type using an ordered probit model, while model 2.2 estimates
how these characteristics affect their CommCare proficiency
using a multivariate regression model. For education and
literacy, we create binary variables. Since our sample for
illiterate is small, we estimate specification 2.1 with illiterate
and low literacy users combined into one group, and those with
low and middle education levels combined into one group, and
compare results against literate and highly educated users. We
also follow this method for specification 2.2.
CommCare user-typeij =
+β4PrevMobileExpij+ ij (2.1)

β0+β1Litij+β2Eduij+β3Ageij

CommCareproficiencyij
=
+β4PrevMobileExpij+ ij (2.2)

β0+β1Litij+β2Eduij+β3Ageij

We also estimated the relationship for all three categories of
education, without combining the low- and middle-educated
users into one category. However, this did not change our
results.

3. Do Accredited Social Health Activist Characteristics,
Namely Literacy and Education, Affect Quality and
Experience of Care Directly?
We focus on literacy and education since age and previous
mobile experience likely do not have any direct association with
quality and experience of care. We estimate specifications 3.1
and 3.2 using a linear regression model. We estimate 3.1 and
3.2 with the illiterate and literate users combined into one group,
and those with low and middle education levels combined into
one group, and compare results against literate and highly
educated users due to the small sample of illiterate users.
Qualityij=β0+β1Litij +β3Eduij + ij (3.1)
Experienceij=β0+β1Litij+β2Eduij + ij (3.2)
We also estimated the relationship for all three categories of
education, without combining the low- and middle-educated
users into one category. However, this did not change our results
and they are not presented in this paper.

4. Do Accredited Social Health Activist Characteristics
Matter for the Relationship Between CommCare
Adoption and Quality and Experience of Care Identified
in the First Model (1.1-1.4)?
ASHA characteristics can affect their ability to leverage the
technology. We estimate how ASHA characteristics affect the
relationship between CommCare adoption and quality and
experience of care by using the predicted values for quality
score and experience score from equations 1.1 and 1.2 as our
dependent variables. These predicted values estimate the
relationship between quality/experience of care and CommCare
user type, a measure for adoption in our study. Using these
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predicted values as our dependent variables will allow us to
gauge whether the relationship between quality/experience of
care and technology adoption is affected by individual
characteristics.
Using predicted values from equations 1.1 and 1.2, respectively,
we estimate models 4.1 and 4.2 treating these as a system of
equations. The dependent variables are predicted values from
models 1.1 and 1.2, which estimate the relationship between
quality/experience of care and CommCare user type.
Quality'ij = β0+β1Litij+β2Eduij+β3Ageij +β4PrevMobileExpij+ ij
(4.1)
Experience'ij
=
+β4PrevMobileExpij+ ij (4.2)

β0+β1Litij+β2Eduj+β3Ageij

Using predicted values from equations 1.3 and 1.4, respectively,
we estimate equations 4.3 and 4.4. The dependent variables are
predicted values from equations 1.3 and 1.4, which estimate the
relationship between quality/experience of care and CommCare
proficiency, a second measure for technology adoption in our
study.

Quality'ij = β0+β1Litij+β2Eduij+β3Ageij +β4PrevMobileExpij+ ij
(4.3)
Experience'ij
=
+β4PrevMobileExpij+ ij (4.4)

β0+β1Litij+β2Eduij+β3Ageij

Results
Descriptive Statistics
Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics of the individual
ASHA characteristics informing the study, and Table 4 presents
the descriptive statistics for the ASHAs' home visit quality and
experience scores for different levels of CommCare adoption.
CommCare user type was positively and significantly correlated
with CommCare proficiency, with a correlation coefficient of
.771 (P=.001), significant at the 99% confidence level. There
was also significant positive correlation between our two
measures of quality with a correlation coefficient of .787
(P<.001), also significant at the 99% confidence level.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of ASHA characteristics.
ASHA characteristics

Mean (SD) or n (%)

Age in years (n=15), mean (SD)

31.60 (5.86)

Previous mobile experience (n=15), mean (SD)

8.25 (4.23)

CommCare proficiency and use (n=14), mean (SD)

8.78 (4.84)

Education (n=15), n (%)
Low, n (%)

5 (33)

Middle, n (%)

4 (27)

High, n (%)

6 (40)

Illiterate, n (%)

1 (7)

Low Literacy, n (%)

6 (40)

Literate, n (%)

8 (53)

Low, n (%)

5 (33)

Middle, n (%)

5 (33)

High, n (%)

5 (33)

Low, n (%)

3 (21)

Middle, n (%)

7 (50)

High, n (%)

4 (29)

Literacy (n=15), n (%)

CommCare user type (n=15), n (%)

CommCare proficiency (n=14), n (%)
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics for quality/experience of home visits for different levels of CommCare adoption.
ASHA CommCare
adoption (n=14)

n (%)

Quality score,

Experience score,

mean (SD)

mean (SD)

Perception of visit quality

Mean (SD)

Low,

Middle,

High,

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

5 (36)

4 (29)

5 (36)

3 (21)

1 (7)

1 (7)

4 (29)

3 (21)

2 (14)

1 (7)

3 (21)

CommCare visits
(n=14)

14 (100)

7.92 (5.24)

5.57 (2.59)

2.00 (0.88)

Non-CommCare visits
(n=6)

6 (100)

9.17 (4.75)

4.33 (1.37)

1.50 (0.84)

Low

4 (29)

4.25 (0.50)

3.25 (0.96)

1.00 (0)

4 (29)

Middle

5 (36)

7.20 (6.38)

5.80 (2.39)

2.00 (0.71)

1 (7)

High

5 (36)

11.60 (4.16)

7.20 (2.59)

2.80 (0.45)

Low

3 (21)

4.33 (0.58)

3.67 (0.58)

1.00 (0)

3 (21)

Middle

7 (50)

8.00 (6.22)

5.71 (3.14)

2.00 (0.82)

2 (14)

High

4 (29)

10.50 (4.43)

6.75 (1.89)

2.75 (0.50)

CommCare user type

CommCare proficiency

The mean age of the ASHAs was 31.60 years (SD 5.86) and
most self-reported having 8 years of education. Out of the 15
ASHAs, only 1 (7%) was classified as illiterate in the sample,
while 6 (40%) were low literacy, and 8 (53%) were literate. The
mean visit quality score for ASHAs using CommCare was 7.92
(SD 5.24), while the mean experience score was 5.57 (SD 2.59).
We only had 3 ASHAs that were not using CommCare included
in the study, and we observed two home visits for each of these
3 ASHAs for a total of six home visits. Their visit quality and
experience scores were modified versions of the CommCare
visit quality and experience scores, excluding the mobile
technology components. As such, the quality and experience
scores are not entirely comparable across the two groups of
ASHAs. However, we can look at the score for perception of
visit quality as an unbiased indicator capturing the quality of
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the visit for both CommCare and non-CommCare ASHAs.
Based on this indicator, the perception of visit quality was higher
for ASHAs using CommCare compared to those not using
CommCare. Similarly, mean quality and experience scores for
ASHAs with higher levels of CommCare adoption were higher
compared to those with lower levels of CommCare adoption
using both measures of adoption.
ASHAs who were literate had a higher mean for the experience
score compared to those that had low literacy or were illiterate,
as seen in Table 5. However, means for quality and experience
did not seem to increase along with increases in the levels of
education, literacy, and previous mobile experience. Older
ASHAs had lower visit quality and experience means compared
to their younger compatriots.
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Table 5. Quality and experience scores by ASHA individual characteristics.
ASHA characteristics
(n=14)

n (%)

Quality score,

Experience score,

mean (SD)

mean (SD)

Perception of visit quality

Mean (SD)

Low,

Middle,

High,

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

Literacy
Illiterate

2 (14)

4.00 (0)

3.50 (0.71)

1.00 (0)

2 (14)

Low literacy

6 (43)

8.67 (6.53)

5.67 (3.44)

2.00 (0.89)

2 (14)

2 (14)

2 (14)

Literate

6 (43)

8.50 (4.64)

6.17 (1.83)

2.33 (0.82)

1 (7)

2 (14)

3 (21)

8

6 (43)

7.33 (6.25)

5.50 (2.51)

1.83 (0.98)

3 (21)

1 (7)

2 (14)

10

3 (21)

5.67 (2.89)

3.67 (2.08)

1.67 (0.58)

1 (7)

2 (14)

≥12

5 (36)

10.00 (5.15)

6.80 (2.68)

2.40 (0.89)

1 (7)

1 (7)

3 (21)

Low

5 (36)

7.00 (5.61)

5.40 (2.30)

2.00 (0.71)

1 (7)

3 (21)

1 (7)

Middle

6 (43)

9.17 (5.95)

6.33 (3.01)

2.17 (0.98)

2 (14)

1 (7)

3 (21)

High

3 (21)

7.00 (4.36)

4.33 (2.51)

1.67 (1.15)

2 (14)

Low

3 (21)

6.00 (5.20)

5.67 (2.31)

2.00 (1.00)

1 (7)

1 (7)

1 (7)

Middle

7 (50)

10.43 (5.80)

6.86 (2.61)

2.43 (0.79)

1 (7)

2 (14)

4 (29)

High

4 (29)

5.00 (2.00)

3.25 (0.96)

1.25 (0.50)

3 (21)

1 (7)

Education in years

Previous mobile experience

1 (7)

Age

Correlation Coefficients and Regression Results
1. Does the Level of mHealth Technology Adoption
Affect Quality and Experience of Care Provided by
Accredited Social Health Activists?

CommCare user type is significantly associated only with
perception of the visit quality, CommCare proficiency and use
is significantly correlated with all three response variables:
quality score, experience score, and perception of visit quality.

Table 6 presents the correlation coefficients between CommCare
adoption and quality and experience of health care. While
Table 6. Correlations between CommCare adoption and quality and experience of care.
Variablesa

χ2 or rb

P

Quality score and CommCare user type, χ22

4.6

.33

Experience score and CommCare user type, χ22

2.5

.65

Perception of visit quality and CommCare user type, χ24

14.3

.006

Quality score and CommCare proficiency, r

.50

.07

.57

.03

9.3

.06

Experience score and CommCare proficiency, r
2

Perception of visit quality and CommCare proficiency, χ 2
a

We transformed quality and experience scores into categorical variables in order to test for association with CommCare user type, which is also a
categorical variable.
b

We performed chi-square tests to look for measures of association between categorical variables, and pairwise correlations (r) for continuous variables.

We found that the level of technology adoption is important for
both quality and experience of care. High users of CommCare,
as identified by CommCare user type, provided significantly
higher scores for quality and experience of care than low users
of CommCare for both measures of quality. The quality score
for high users of CommCare was higher by 7.35 (P=.04), on
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average, compared to low users of CommCare, which is a
difference of 33.4%, significant at the 95% confidence level.
Those who scored higher on CommCare proficiency also
provided significantly higher quality and experience of care
scores, where an additional point in the CommCare proficiency
score increased the quality score by around half a point (0.54,
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P=.07), and experience score by around a third of a point (0.31,
P=.03). This amounts to a 2.5% increase in quality score, and
a 1.9% increase in experience score for each additional point

in CommCare proficiency, both significant at the 95%
confidence level (see Table 7).

Table 7. Relationship between CommCare adoption and quality and experience of care.
ASHA characteristics (n=14)

Quality score,

Experience score,

Quality scorea,

Experience scoreb,

mean (t13)

mean (t13)

mean (t13)

mean (t13)

5

6

0.541

0.308

(2.00)

(2.43)

1c

2

3

4

CommCare user type
Low

-2.950

-2.550

(-0.96)

(-1.74)

Middle

High

2.950

2.550

(0.96)

(1.74)

4.400

7.350

1.400

3.950

(1.51)

(2.38)

(1.01)

(2.70)

CommCare proficiency

Constantd
a

7.200

4.250

5.800

3.250

3.172

2.866

(3.50)

(1.85)

(5.94)

(2.98)

(1.18)

(2.28)

The increase in quality score as a result of a 1-point increase in proficiency.

b

The increase in experience score as a result of a 1-point increase in proficiency.

c

The numbers 1 to 6 in this row represent the specifications that were run for the model.

d

The constant is the value for β0 in our model, or when all the variables are estimated at 0.

2. Do Individual Characteristics Matter for mHealth
Technology Adoption and Usage?
Age is the only factor that was correlated with CommCare
proficiency and usage as seen in Table 8. When we combined
illiterate and low literacy users and compared with literate users,
we did not find any significant differences in CommCare
adoption using both measures.
Age affected CommCare user type negatively, with an increase
in age increasing the likelihood of belonging to a lower category
of CommCare user type (-0.105, P=.08). Age also affected the
CommCare proficiency score negatively, with each additional
year decreasing the CommCare proficiency score by 0.4 points
(P=.09), but only when low and middle levels of literacy and
education were combined into one variable. Based on these
results, we can hypothesize that although illiteracy could
influence adoption, in general, lower literacy, education, and
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previous mobile experience do not affect CommCare adoption,
while age can be an influencing factor for adoption.
Further analysis, not presented here, compared CommCare
proficiency and usage scores for low-literacy ASHAs and the
illiterate ASHA. The illiterate ASHA had lower CommCare
proficiency and usage scores, with illiteracy decreasing the
CommCare proficiency score by 41% compared to lower
literacy. Compared to literate ASHAs, the illiterate ASHA had
a CommCare proficiency score that was 51% lower. Both these
results were significant at the 95% confidence level. However,
as we only had one illiterate ASHA in our sample, who we had
observed during multiple home visits, we cannot treat this single
ASHA as a category and these results cannot be the basis to
conclude that illiteracy affects CommCare proficiency and
usage. Hence, these results are not presented in this paper. Table
9 shows the relationship between CommCare adoption and
ASHA characteristics.
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Table 8. Correlations between CommCare adoption and ASHA characteristics.
Variablesa
2

CommCare user type and age, χ 2

χ2 or rb

P

4.8

.31

CommCare user type and literacyc, F

.54
2

CommCare user type and education, χ 2

2.5

.65

CommCare user type and previous mobile experience, χ 2

6.2

.19

CommCare proficiency and age, r

-.5137

.06

CommCare proficiency and previous mobile experience, r

-.2700

.35

2

CommCare proficiency and literacy, F

.001

CommCare proficiency and education, χ22

6.3

.18

a

We transformed continuous variables, age and previous mobile experience, into categorical variables in order to test for association with CommCare
user type, which is also a categorical variable.
b

We performed chi-square tests to look for measures of association between categorical variables, and pairwise correlations (r) for continuous variables.

c

We used Fisher’s exact test (F) for literacy since we only have one observation for illiteracy.

Table 9. Relationship between CommCare adoption and ASHA characteristics.
ASHA characteristics

Specification 1

Specification 2

CommCare user typea

CommCare proficiencyb

(n=16), mean (t15)

P

(n=14), mean (t13)

P

Illiterate plus low literacy

0.127 (0.17)

.87

-1.963 (-0.67)

.52

Education (low plus middle)

-0.969 (-1.21)

.23

-2.616 (-0.85)

.42

Previous mobile experience

-0.0968 (-1.24)

.21

-0.139 (-0.47)

.65

Age

-0.105 (-1.77)

.08

-0.402 (-1.90)

.09

_cut1c

-5.093 (-2.32)

N/Ad

_cut2c

-4.055 (-1.92)

N/A
25.86 (3.71)

.005

Constante
a

The ordered probit model was applied for this analysis.

b

Ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression was used for generalized linear modelling.

c

_cut1 and _cut2 are ancillary parameters and do not have associated P values. The coefficients show the estimates for the cutoff points chosen by the
model for our categorical dependent variable.
d

Not applicable (N/A).

e

The constant is the value for β0 in our model, or when all the variables are estimated at 0.

3. Do Levels of Literacy and Education Affect Quality
and Experience of Care Directly?
We did not find any association between literacy levels and
quality and experience of care, or education levels and quality
and experience of care provided by the ASHAs. Table 10 shows
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the correlations between the quality and experience of care and
ASHA characteristics. The results from Table 11 estimating
effects of literacy and education on quality and experience of
care also did not show any significant effects of literacy or
education on quality and experience of care.
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Table 10. Correlations between quality and experience of care and ASHA characteristics.
χ2a

Correlated variables

P

b

Quality and literacy , F

.32

Experience and literacy, F

.14

Observed quality and literacy, F

.48

Quality and education, χ22

7.22

.13

Experience and education, χ 2

5.33

.26

Observed quality and education, χ22

4.55

.34

2

a

Chi-square tests were used to look for measures of association between categorical variables.

b

Fisher’s exact test (F) was used for literacy since we only have one observation for illiteracy.

Table 11. The effect of literacy and education levels on quality and experience of care.
ASHA characteristics

a

Specification 1

Specification 2

Quality scorea

Experience scorea

(n=14), mean (t13)

(n=14), mean (t13)

Illiterate plus low literacy

1.085 (0.31)

-0.010 (-0.01)

Education (low plus middle)

-3.849 (-1.06)

-1.906 (-1.08)

Constantb

9.783 (3.89)

6.802 (5.57)

Ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression was used for generalized linear modelling.

b

The constant is the value for β0 in our model, or when all the variables are estimated at 0.

4. Do Accredited Social Health Activist Characteristics
Matter for the Relationship Between CommCare
Adoption and Quality and Experience of Care?
Most ASHA characteristics also did not seem to affect the
relationship between CommCare adoption and quality and
experience of care. Literacy level did not seem to affect the
quality of the visit by leveraging the way that ASHAs are able
to use the technology, and had no direct impact on quality or
experience of care. Combining illiterate and low literacy users
together, we did not find any significant effect of literacy levels
on the relationship between quality/experience and CommCare
proficiency and CommCare user type (see Table 12).
However, other analysis (not presented here) showed that
predicted values estimating the relationship between CommCare
proficiency and quality of care were negatively affected for the
illiterate user compared to lower literacy users (-4.95, P=.09).
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Similarly, predicted values estimating the relationship between
CommCare proficiency and experience of care were also
negatively affected for the illiterate user compared to lower
literacy users (-2.815, P=.09). These findings indicate that
illiteracy does seem to affect the relationship between
CommCare proficiency and quality score, as well as the
relationship between CommCare proficiency and experience of
care. These results are not presented here due to the small
sample size of illiterate ASHAs, and should be seen as an
informed hypothesis for further study. Table 13 shows the effect
of ASHA characteristics on the relationship between CommCare
user type and the quality and experience of care.
Age also negatively affected CommCare proficiency and usage.
Predicted values estimating the relationship between CommCare
proficiency and quality/experience of care were both negatively
affected, while there was no such effect for CommCare user
type.
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Table 12. The effect of ASHA characteristics on the relationship between CommCare proficiency and quality/experience of care.
ASHA characteristics

Specification 1

Specification 2

Quality’a (n=14),

Experience’a (n=14),

mean (t13)

P

mean (t13)

P

Illiterate plus low literacy

-1.063 (-0.67)

.52

-0.605 (-0.67)

.52

Education (low plus middle)

-1.417 (-0.85)

.42

-0.806 (-0.85)

.42

Age

-0.218 (-1.90)

.09

-0.124 (-1.90)

.09

-0.0751 (-0.47)

.65

-0.0427 (-0.47)

.65

17.17 (4.55)

.001

10.83 (5.05)

.001

Previous mobile experience
Constant

b

a

The dependent variable is the predicted value from the first model estimating the relationship between CommCare proficiency and quality and experience
of care.
b

The constant is the value for β0 in our model, or when all the variables are estimated at 0.

Table 13. The effect of ASHA characteristics on the relationship between CommCare user type and quality/experience of care.
ASHA characteristics

Specification 1

Specification 2

Quality’a (n=14),

Experience’a (n=14),

mean (t13)

P

mean (t13)

P

Illiterate plus low literacy

0.831 (0.42)

.69

0.227 (0.22)

.83

Education (low plus middle)

-2.270 (-1.12)

.29

-0.793 (-0.74)

.47

Age

-0.230 (-1.59)

.14

-0.113 (-1.50)

.16

Previous mobile experience

-0.143 (-0.70)

.50

-0.147 (-1.38)

.20

Constantb

17.02 (3.62)

.004

10.52 (4.25)

.001

a

The dependent variable is the predicted value from the first model estimating the relationship between commcare proficiency and quality and experience
of care.
b

The constant is the value for β0 in our model, or when all the variables are estimated at 0.

Field Observations
Observations of Non-CommCare Users
We observed six home visits of ASHAs who were not using
CommCare. Most visits without CommCare were short and
incomplete. The visits focused on the immediate state of the
baby or mother, rather than assessing their health since the last
visit, and the information provided was targeted only to the
current situation of the mother or child. For example, during a
visit with a mother and her newborn who had a cough/cold, an
ASHA only counseled the mother to take the child to the doctor
and did not address other aspects of newborn care. In another
instance, we visited a day-old newborn. The ASHA passed on
inaccurate information, wrapping up the child in a blanket and
advising the mother to hold him against herself, enclosed in a
blanket, for skin-to-skin contact. From these visits, we can
suggest that CommCare increases the comprehensiveness of
home visits, and decreases instances of inaccurate counseling.

Observations of CommCare Users: Stages of Adoption
Low and middle CommCare users tended to use CommCare as
a reporting tool by filling out the checklists in the app without
providing counseling or elaborating on the messages. For these
users, the accuracy of their reporting can be brought into
question as they can simply press “yes” for all questions without
asking the client for a response. Reporting “yes” for everything
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e61/
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would bring down an ASHA’s CommCare proficiency and visit
quality scores, because certain questions, counseling prompts,
and videos are only displayed based on the answers input for
previous questions.
High users of CommCare seemed to understand the design and
purpose of CommCare, and were able to move beyond using
CommCare as a reporting tool. They tended to elaborate on the
messages and provide more thorough counseling to the client.
This may be because users first concentrated their efforts on
learning how to use the app, and then moved on to grasping the
content and design. ASHAs first focused on using CommCare
as a reporting tool before using it as a job aid to support them
during home visits, to plan their schedules, and provide targeted
information to the clients. Using CommCare appropriately
increased the quality of home visits, the accuracy of information
passed on to the clients, and the experience of home visits for
the client.
For the middle users, we believe that CommCare can play an
interesting role in increasing the quality and experience of care.
CommCare in Bihar had been deployed for around 6 months at
the time of this study. The middle users were mostly focused
on using CommCare as a reporting tool. At this stage, the
multimedia in CommCare plays a key role in increasing the
quality of the visit. Playing the audio and video and showing
images means that the client is getting some information about
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e61 | p.80
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a comprehensive range of topics, even if the ASHA is not
providing any counseling.
If the low and middle users, initially providing low-quality care,
do not use the media in CommCare, the quality of the home
visit will remain poor, as the ASHA is entirely focused on filling
out the checklist, sometimes without asking the client any
questions. In this case, the quality of the home visit is much
higher without CommCare, as in that case the ASHA would at
least pass on some messages to the client, however incomplete.
The reasons we uncovered for low CommCare use are
idiosyncratic, depending on attitude, training, literacy, and
age/health. Of these, attitude and training seemed to be the most
influential, and it is most likely that high users were providing
a high level of care without CommCare, and the low users were
providing a low quality of care without CommCare. Our
observations showed us that the high users were more dynamic,
confident, and capable in their roles as ASHAs, while low users
were less dynamic and comfortable in their roles as
ASHAs. However, their attitudes and dynamism did not seem
to be significantly correlated with education or literacy.
Although our research tools did not include any way to measure
attitude, it is possible to discern the variety of attitudes present
from the ASHAs’ behavior. For example, two ASHAs who
were low users of CommCare refused to perform a home visit
for the study, though they were literate and had higher levels
of education.

Discussion
Limitations of the Study
Our formative study had some important limitations. First, our
sample size was too small to establish conclusive evidence to
describe the relationships we were testing. Second, we only
studied differences between using mHealth tools and not using
mHealth tools for quality and experience of care qualitatively
via field observations. Third, social and program factors that
can affect technology adoption and quality and experience of
care directly and via the technology were not analyzed and were
outside the scope of the study. Lastly, simply observing the
ASHAs’ home visits could have had an effect on performance
leading to biased indicators. Observing the ASHAs can
potentially induce better performance due to the perception of
a supervisor or outsider being present, or can induce worse
performance due to a feeling of pressure or nervousness.

Kaphle et al

Conclusions
Based on our findings, we identified two levels of CommCare
adoption. The first level of adoption was where the ASHAs
were still learning the design and content of the technology,
and used it as a tool for reporting. The second level of adoption
was where they were more proficient in using CommCare,
understood how the tool is designed, and used it appropriately
as a job aid for reporting, as well as for counseling during home
visits. ASHAs in the first stage of adoption had lower quality
and experience of home visits, compared to those in the second
stage of adoption. Though the causality from proficiency to
adoption is not clear, and adoption affects proficiency and vice
versa, it was demonstrated that higher proficiency leads to higher
adoption, and to quality and experience of care. Individual
characteristics, other than illiteracy, did not seem to affect
proficiency nor adoption, and further research is required to
reach concrete conclusions about the effects of illiteracy on
proficiency and adoption of mHealth tools.
A higher level of CommCare adoption was significantly
associated with higher quality and experience of care, although
it is possible that these users were already providing higher
quality and experience of care. While individual characteristics,
including education and previous mobile experience, studied
here did not affect the stages of adoption nor the quality or
experience of home visits, illiteracy can affect the quality and
experience of care by influencing CommCare adoption, as can
the way ASHAs leverage the technology to provide care. Using
multimedia effectively was more prominent in those that
displayed higher levels of CommCare adoption. Low literacy
users were still able to use mHealth technology to provide higher
quality and experience of care, however, illiterate users do need
more support and training to understand the design and
workflow of mHealth apps, and to accrue the benefits of the
technology.
The small sample size in our study means that our results should
be taken as informed hypotheses for further study. The
relationship between levels of mHealth technology adoption
and quality and experience of care can be established with a
larger sample size using the methods presented in this paper.
Any further research should include a reliable sample of literate,
lower-literacy, and illiterate users to test the model for mHealth
technology adoption and quality and experience of care
presented in this paper.
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Abstract
Background: ClinicalConnect, a federated clinical viewer for South West Ontario, Canada, launched a mobile interface in June
2012.
Objective: The aim of the study was to assess usability of the mobile interface and the perceived impact on productivity of
health care providers and quality of healthcare delivery.
Methods: A survey was conducted using the System Usability Scale (SUS) and questionnaires designed to measure productivity
and quality based on Canada Health Infoway's Benefits Evaluation framework.
Results: The mean SUS score was 67 based on 77 responses. The mean scores for productivity and quality were 3.37 (N=74)
and 3.62 (N=71), respectively, on a 5-point Likert scale where 3 was neutral.
Conclusions: Users perceived the mobile interface of ClinicalConnect as useful but were neutral about the ease of use.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e35) doi:10.2196/mhealth.4011
KEYWORDS
mHealth; health information exchange; ClinicalConnect

Introduction

North America. A mobile version of ClinicalConnect was
developed and deployed in June 2012.

Mobile devices are rapidly becoming a part of everyday life as
both communication and information tools. Recent studies
indicate that this is true in the case of health care providers as
well. Health care providers often use their mobile devices to
access educational material, pharmaceutical compendiums,
practice guidelines, clinical pathways, and electronic medical
records [1].

Health care providers often fail to realize the intended effects
of their eHealth systems due to inadequate usability [4]. Despite
the widely held belief that the computerization of health
information systems contributes to improved quality of patient
care and care management, studies have found medical staff
attitudes toward computerization to be negative [5]. In order to
discern whether the ClinicalConnect mobile version was meeting
user requirements, an evaluation survey was conducted in
November 2013. A range of survey tools was used for the
assessment with a focus on usability, and the perceived impact
of the mobile version on the quality of patient care and
productivity of health care providers.

Electronic health information exchange (HIE), in which patients’
clinical data is efficiently shared between care delivery settings,
is expected to produce a number of quality improvements and
cost savings [2]. ClinicalConnect is a federated clinical viewer
that provides health information exchange between health
services and care providers of South West Ontario [3]. It is
considered to be one of the largest federated HIE models in
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e35/
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Methods
Tools
The System Usability Scale (SUS), a nonproprietary validated
survey tool [6], was used to assess the usability of the
ClinicalConnect mobile interface. SUS includes 10 statements
presented on a 5-point Likert scale, which results in an overall
score from 0 to 100 that indicates the perceived usability of the
interface.
Canada Health Infoway published a Benefits Evaluation
Indicators Technical Report in 2006 that was subsequently
updated in 2012 to provide guidance for benefits evaluation
planning related to information and communications technology
(ICT) in health care [7]. The framework proposes the indicators
that could have an impact on productivity and quality of health
care. Based on these indicators, productivity and quality
questionnaires using a 5-point Likert scale [8] were designed.
Productivity and quality questionnaires had 8 (Table 1) and 10
questions (Table 2), respectively.
The SUS, productivity, and quality survey tools were hosted
and administered using SurveyMonkey [9].

Participants
Five hundred and four health care providers who expressed
interest in participating in periodic evaluations while signing
up for the HIE service were sent an e-mail with a link to the
survey. A second reminder e-mail was sent if no response was
received from a provider. One hundred and ten providers

Eapen & Chapman
responded to the survey, though some surveys were incomplete.
Seventy-seven responses were obtained for SUS. On
productivity and quality scores, we received 74 and 71
responses, respectively.

Analysis
Results of the SUS questionnaire were recoded and normalized,
and the mean SUS score and the standard deviation were then
recorded. The Likert-type questions for productivity and quality
were independently tabulated. Since all questions within each
category measure a single concept, the values were combined
into a composite score by calculating the mean and standard
deviation. Scores for negatively worded questions (fifth question
in the productivity matrix and second and third questions in the
quality matrix) were normalized prior to the calculation of the
composite score.

Results
Eighty-five (77%) of the respondents were physicians. The
mean SUS score was 67 (SD 14.4) with a percentile score of
46.9 [10]. This means that the mobile version of ClinicalConnect
can be considered more usable than 46.9% of all products
evaluated with the SUS instrument.
Table 1 depicts the responses to the productivity-related
questions and Table 2 summarizes the quality questions. The
mean productivity score was 3.37 (SD 1.06) and the mean
quality score was 3.62 (SD 0.99), with 3 being neutral on the
5-point Likert scale.

Table 1. Productivity questions and summary of responses (N=74).
Answer options

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

Accessing patient/client test results and information on my mobile device has decreased time spent tracking down or waiting for these reports

15(20)

27(36)

17(23)

13(18)

2(3)

Using a mobile device allows me to spend more face-to-face time with my patient/client

5(7)

19(26)

31(42)

18(24)

1(1)

I have more portability as I can now access ClinicalConnect with a mobile device

19(26)

47(64)

4(5)

3(4)

1(1)

The “New Results” feature draws my attention to results quickly

10(14)

34(46)

22(30)

6(8)

2(3)

It is difficult to view patient information on my mobile device screen

6(8)

21(28)

22(30)

21(28)

4(5)

I can access information faster on my mobile device than on a desktop computer

3(4)

18(24)

20(27)

17(23)

16(22)

Treatment decisions are made faster now that I can access patient/client information 8(11)
on my mobile device

20(27)

32(43)

14(19)

0(0)

Access to patient information on my mobile device allows for better communication 14(19)
between health care providers

31(42)

22(30)

7(9)

0(0)
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Table 2. Quality questions and summary of responses (N=71).
Answer options

Strongly
agree

agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

Education activities are enhanced when the patient/client can view their results on 7(10)
my mobile device with me

16(23)

33(46)

14(20)

1(1)

There is high risk that a mobile device can be the source of a nosocomial infection 3(4)

11(15)

24(34)

24(34)

9(13)

Current results are not easy to access on a mobile device

5(7)

16(23)

16(23)

25(35)

9(13)

A mobile device allows faster access to vital patient information facilitating
quicker consultation, diagnostic tests, and interventions

14(20)

29(41)

17(24)

11(15)

0(0)

Access to patient/client information anywhere, anytime enhances consultations,
referrals, and handoffs

17(24)

38(54)

10(14)

5(7)

1(1)

I am more confident that my mobile device is cleaner than the desktop computer
that is used by multiple people

11(15)

24(34)

23(32)

8(11)

5(7)

I can better prioritize my actions to follow-up on test results with the “New Results” 6(8)
feature

29(41)

31(44)

4(6)

1(1)

I feel more confident in care decisions because I have the information I need at my 15(21)
fingertips

30(42)

22(31)

3(4)

1(1)

I am less likely to order a duplicate test because I have easier access to current results 15(21)

36(51)

16(23)

3(4)

1(1)

HCPs should have access to their patient’s/client’s health information no matter
where they are

29(41)

7(10)

2(3)

0(0)

Discussion
HIE is the process of sharing electronic health information
between different providers and organizations. As in most other
health information systems, mobile devices are increasingly
becoming popular as an HIE platform [11].
The SUS consists of 10 alternating positively and negatively
worded statements scored on a 5-point Likert scale. The mean
SUS score for 2324 surveys about usability conducted over a
10-year period was 70.14 with a median score of 75 [6].

33(46)

their productivity and quality. Anywhere, anytime access to
patient information on mobile devices was perceived as an
important factor in faster consultations, referrals, and handoffs,
and in improved communication between health care providers.
However, information access on mobile devices was not
considered faster than the desktop counterpart, and there was
no consensus on whether mobile devices allow more face-to-face
time with patients. This corroborates previous studies that
showed that physicians consider improvements in the quality
domain as the overarching benefit of HIE [15].

Inadequate usability is a major cause of failure of eHealth
systems [4], especially of mobile platforms. Our data show that
health service providers perceive the mobile interface of
ClinicalConnect as useful, but are neutral about the ease of use.
This pattern has been noticed before in other mHealth
interventions [12]. The ease of use can be affected by factors
beyond mobile user interface such as ergonomic and social
aspects [13].

Though HIE programs have demonstrated clinical value in some
situations such as emergency departments [16], a consistent
empirical proof of value is lacking [17]. In a study, emergency
physicians reported workflow disruptions from HIE use [18].
Our study suggests that mobile access to integrated health
records is perceived as beneficial, especially to the quality of
patient care. However, our sample size may be insufficient and
not representative enough of the health care roles for us to
statistically draw a precise conclusion.

HIE is vital for improving efficiency and quality of health care.
It has been demonstrated that perceived usefulness is a stronger
predictor of the use of an eHealth technology than the perceived
ease of use [14]. Most of our respondents agreed that
ClinicalConnect on mobile devices had a positive impact on

It is important for HIE system implementations to be integrated
into the care practice improvement process [4]. The study shows
that bringing data from disparate health care systems to the
point of care via mobile HIE systems has a perceived potential
for improvements in patient care.
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Abstract
Background: For health care providers, mobile image viewing increases image accessibility, which could lead to faster
interpretation/consultations and improved patient outcomes.
Objective: We explored the technical requirements and challenges associated with implementing a commercial mobile image
viewer and conducted a small study testing the hypothesis that the mobile image viewer would provide faster image access.
Methods: A total of 19 clinicians (9 radiologists, 3 surgeons, 4 neurologists, and 3 physician assistants) evaluated (1) a desktop
commercial picture archiving and communication system (PACS) viewer, (2) a desktop viewer developed internally over 20
years and deployed throughout the enterprise (ENTERPRISE viewer) and (3) a commercial Food and Drug Administration class
II-cleared mobile viewer compatible with Web browsers, tablets, and mobile phones. Data were collected during two separate
7-day periods, before and after mobile image viewer deployment. Data included image viewer chosen, time to view first image,
technical issues, diagnostic confidence, and ease of use.
Results: For 565 image-viewing events, ease of use was identical for PACS and mobile viewers (mean 3.6 for all scores of a
possible 4.0), and significantly worse for the enterprise viewer (mean 2.9, P=.001). Technical issues were highest with the
enterprise viewer (26%, 56/215) compared with the mobile (7%,19/259, P=.001) and PACS (8%, 7/91, P=.003) viewers. Mean
time to first image for the mobile viewer (2.4 minutes) was significantly faster than PACS (12.5 minutes, P=.001) and the enterprise
viewer (4.5 minutes, P=.001). Diagnostic confidence was similar for PACS and mobile viewers and worst for enterprise viewer.
Mobile image viewing increased by sixfold, from 14% (37/269, before the deployment) to 88.9% (263/296, after the deployment).
Conclusions: A mobile viewer provided faster time to first image, improved technical performance, ease of use, and diagnostic
confidence, compared with desktop image viewers.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e45) doi:10.2196/mhealth.4271
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mHealth; Pilot projects; Radiology; Telemedicine; Teleradiology
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Introduction
From educating to ordering tests, reporting, consulting,
rounding, and sharing with patients, innovations in mobile
technology are enhancing the way medicine is practiced in the
21st century. Emphasis has been placed on the availability of
apps with the potential to benefit radiology residents [1,2] and
staff [3,4]. The suggested toolbox of apps can contain eBooks,
medical journals, note-taking apps, cloud data services, and
audience polling tools, for example. The selection of a mobile
image viewing solution, however, is much more complicated,
requiring integration with picture archiving and communication
systems (PACSs) and radiology information management
systems, establishing secure logins, etc. As a result,
incorporating mobile image viewers into the clinical context
has been somewhat slow. Implementation has generally occurred
for specific urgent care settings such as stroke or emergency
medicine, rather than for general radiology use [5,6]. In this
paper, we explored the technical requirements and challenges
associated with implementing a commercial mobile image
viewer and conducted a small study to test the hypothesis that
the mobile image viewer would provide faster image access.

Methods
Selection
Several apps for diagnostic reading are currently available.
Székely et al [3] identified 11 including ResolutionMD (ResMD,
Calgary Scientific, Calgary, Canada) and Centricity Radiology
Mobile Access and Siemens syngo.via WebViewer, now

Zwart et al
“ResolutionMD Mobile” (white-labeled versions of ResMD)
[3]. The selection of ResMD for our pilot project was based on
several factors, including the following: (1) Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) class II clearance for diagnostic reads of
all digital imaging and communication in medicine (DICOM)
3.0 imaging modalities (except mammography) on desktop Web
browsers, iOS, and specific Android devices. FDA class II
clearance indicates that the platform may be marketed for
diagnostic use when traditional PACS workstations are not
readily available. Each specific software, mobile device, and
modality combination requires explicit class II clearance. (2)
Vendor agnostic PACS connections—multiple PACS can be
configured to connect simultaneously. (3) A client-server
architecture with a “zero-footprint” client-side implementation.
(4) Health Information Portability and Accountability Act
compliance. In brief, this indicates that unencrypted protected
health information is not stored on the mobile device after a
viewing session terminates. (5) The ability to open specific
series and examinations using a systematically built URL. The
ability to systematically build URLs that simultaneously open
the viewer and navigate to a specific series or examination has
several utilities in research, conferences, and education. (6)
Built-in features for advanced virtual collaboration. Advanced
virtual collaboration utilities enable users to send an invitation
link through email and have their viewing session streamed to
both their device and that of the collaborators. All collaborators
can scroll through images, window, and level, and point out
features with visible cursors (Figure 1). (7) License costs were
covered with a research agreement with Calgary Scientific, Inc
(CSI). Additional information on the system architecture is
provided in a previous study [6].

Figure 1. Overview of the ResMD interface and collaboration feature. A single ResMD session running simultaneously: in a desktop web browser
(left) and as an application on an Apple iPad (top right). Interactions performed in either view are displayed interactively on both. Collaboration sessions
are controlled via a collaboration window (bottom right). The collaboration window allows the “controller” to send invitations (via email), monitor who
has joined the session, control the degree of interaction allowed by each user, and limit the display of patient information.
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Rationale
Those desiring a mobile image viewer included radiologists
who are frequently on call, especially neuroradiologists and
interventional radiologists, and wanted a faster and more reliable
method to review cases for imaging consulting if not at the
hospital or at home. In addition to radiologists, the stroke team,
which included neurologists and neurosurgeons, desired to have
rapid access to view acute head computed tomography scan
images. The primary perceived benefit of a dedicated mobile
image viewer was more rapid image access, which allows for
faster communication of imaging findings, more rapid formation
of treatment plans, leading to better outcomes and lower patient
care costs.
The goal of our pilot implementation of a mobile image viewer
was to collect data to determine whether long-term employment
of such a mobile technology was warranted. We focused on
quantifying the potential speed advantages of a mobile image
viewing option and collecting clinician feedback on viewer
performance and preferences.

Institutional Review
We obtained Institutional Review Board approval to evaluate
the chosen mobile image viewer (MOBILE) in comparison to
our GE PACS workstations and a desktop viewer developed
internally over 20 years and deployed throughout the enterprise
(ENTERPRISE) [7].
Institutional policy mandating radiologists’ use of PACS during
work hours (7 am to 6 pm weekdays, excluding holidays) was
not modified for this study; radiologists recorded image access
data after work, when any viewer could be used. All cases were
officially interpreted and dictated by radiologists using the
PACS workstation and digital dictation system. If preliminary
reports were given by a radiologist using a mobile device, these
were subsequently reviewed by the same radiologist on PACS
for final interpretation. Any discrepancies noted by the dictating
radiologist between the initial non-PACS and final
interpretations were recorded.

Evaluation
Our initial evaluation team of 19 clinicians included 9
radiologists (5 interventional radiologists and 4
neuroradiologists), 4 neurologists (all vascular neurologists and
neurohospitalists), 3 physician assistants (2 orthopedic and 1
radiology), and 3 surgeons (2 neurosurgeons and 1 orthopedic
surgeon). All participants had over 2 years’ experience with
institutional desktop image viewers. The 4 neurologists
collectively had viewed fewer than 50 cases using the mobile
image viewer (as part of an independent telestroke pilot study).
None of the other 15 clinicians had prior experience with the
mobile image viewer. Before the implementation of the mobile
image viewer, mobile access to images was accomplished using
screen-sharing or remote-desktop apps.
Users manually recorded their radiology image viewer activity
during two separate periods for 7 days each (before and after
mobile viewer implementation) on a standardized datasheet.
Preimplementation baseline data collection occurred when users
could choose only between the two desktop viewers.
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e45/
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Postimplementation data collection occurred 3 months after the
implementation of the mobile viewer, when users could choose
among the PACS desktop, ENTERPRISE, or a mobile viewer.
Data collection focused on which of the 3 viewers was selected
most often. Because institutional policy mandated the use of
PACS during work hours (7 am to 6 pm weekdays, excluding
holidays), radiologists recorded image access data after work,
when any viewer could be used. Nonradiologist clinicians
typically do not have access to PACS workstations, and thus,
recorded all image access events both during and after work.
Data recorded for each image access event included date, time,
location (inside or outside the hospital), device used (mobile or
desktop), system used (PACS, ENTERPRISE, or mobile), time
to first image, purpose of image access, and technical issues.
For the self-selected viewer system, diagnostic confidence and
ease of use were graded on a Likert-type scale (1, poor; 2, fair;
3, good; and 4, excellent). For each image event, data were
recorded only for the chosen viewer. The same examination
was not evaluated using other viewers.
The time to first image was recorded because it does not vary
by examination type or complexity. It was defined as the time
from when the clinician received a request to review images
(ie, verbally or via a text page) to when the first image appeared
on the screen. For desktop viewers, it included the time required
to get to a workstation (including drive time, if necessary), to
login to the workstation, and to display the first image. For the
mobile viewer, it included time to login to the virtual private
network, to launch the app, and to display the first image.
Participants self-recorded time to first image using the stopwatch
function on their telephone or wristwatch. An electronic survey
was also distributed to participants at the end of the study period
to collect data regarding their user experience.
XLSTAT (Addinsoft Inc, Brooklyn, NY, USA), a statistical
analysis application for Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Inc,
Redmond, WA, USA), was used to conduct the statistical testing.
For all statistical tests, P<.05 was considered statistically
significant. For continuous sample data (eg, access time),
one-way analysis of variance was conducted to measure whether
mean values differed significantly among viewers. When
significant differences were found (ie, P<.05), the Tukey
(honestly significant difference) method was used to conduct
pairwise comparisons among the three systems. For ordinal
sample data (eg, diagnostic confidence and ease of use, rated
as 1, poor; 2, fair; 3, good; and 4, excellent), a Kruskal-Wallis
test was conducted to determine whether measurements from
the three viewers came from a single distribution. When
significant differences (P<.05) were found, the Dunn method
was used to conduct pairwise comparisons among the three
systems. For nominal sample data (eg, technical issues, rated
as 0, none; 1, difficulty logging in; 2, slow scrolling speed; 3,
could not load all images; and 4, other), the chi-square test was
conducted.

Technical Details
Supporting the mobile image viewing frontend was a dedicated
computer server running Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.5
(RHEL6.5, Raleigh, NC, USA). It had two Intel Xeon E5-2643
processors (3.3 GHz, 4 physical, 8 virtual cores), 64-GB random
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access memory, 2-TB raided disk space, and two NVIDIA
Quadro 6000 graphics cards.
Installation of the server requires a static Internet protocol
address and an assigned hostname in the domain name system
lookup table. Our server uses RHEL6.5 installed using a boot
disk provided by CSI. Deploying the server is facilitated by
RPM package manager and YellowdogUpdater, Modified.
For use within our hospital environment, the server was
configured to connect to two systems, namely, a lightweight
directory access protocol (LDAP) server to provide login
authorization and a PACS. The LDAP and PACS systems were
configured to accept this connection. These connections and
configuration steps required participation and assistance from
hospital information technology and radiology informatics staff.
We used a dedicated LDAP pool fed by the enterprise system
to determine which hospital personnel had access to the mobile
image viewing server without having to maintain usernames
and passwords.
The DICOM standards facilitate configuring the server to
communicate with PACS. The server functions as a DICOM
network node and any PACS can be configured to allow query
and move operations to it. Depending on institution procedures
and preferences, the server can be configured to search the
PACS directly for images based on patient name, patient ID,
modality, scan date, and/or accession number. A c-move
operation is used to pull images from PACS directly to the
server random access memory. The server then performs
rendering operations in response to user interactions on one or
more client systems. The resulting two-dimensional images are
then streamed interactively to one or more client devices (eg,
tablets). In cases where the radiological reports are included in
the PACS as a structured report object, the report will come
through and be displayed as well. Alternatively, the server can
be configured to pull reports from a Mitra reports broker (Mitra,
Waterloo, ON, Canada) or using a plug-in to the Softek
Illuminate reports interface (Softek, Prairie Village, KS, USA).
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It is also possible to run the viewer (ie, view images only)
without a reports connection; we did this out of necessity for
the first 2years of our pilot before implementing the Softek
solution. Advanced users can use the Web or mobile interface
to perform three-dimensional reconstructions, measurements,
image markup, and screen captures, which can be pushed back
to the PACS if your institution allows it. Our facility has chosen
for the flow of images to be one way (from PACS).

Results
Clinical Experience
Data before and after mobile viewer implementation were
collected from all 19 clinicians, for a total of 565 data points
(269 preimplementation and 296 postimplementation): 259
using MOBILE, 215 using ENTERPRISE, and 91 using PACS
viewers. Because radiologists collected data only when on call,
most of their data points were collected outside the hospital
(87.7%, 142/162). Most data from other clinicians were collected
within the hospital (76.7%, 309/403) and during work hours
(78.6%, 308/392). Mobile devices used were iPad2, iPad3, and
iPhones, and Wi-Fi or 3G was used to connect to the Internet;
desktop devices included laptops and clinical desktops (personal
computers) connected via Ethernet or Wi-Fi. The relative device
usage is shown in Figure 2.
Table 1 summarizes the scores for diagnostic confidence, ease
of use, and overall technical issues by user group. Diagnostic
confidence was rated good to excellent for all three viewing
techniques but slightly higher scores were provided for PACS
(mean 3.8), compared with mobile (mean 3.7) or ENTERPRISE
(mean 3.4) viewers. The difference in diagnostic confidence
between PACS and mobile viewers was not statistically
significant (P=.08). Diagnostic confidence with ENTERPRISE
was significantly lower (P=.001) than with the other two
systems. No discrepancies were reported by radiologists between
preliminary interpretations using the mobile viewer (n=71) and
final interpretations on PACS. Preliminary interpretations were
not rendered for other cases.
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Table 1. Mobile radiology image viewers compared with conventional desktop viewers: qualitative results by user group.
Data points, n

Diagnostic confidence

Ease of use

Fraction of cases with
technical issues, n (%)

PACS

91

3.8

3.6

7/91 (7.7)

ENTERPRISE

215

3.4

2.9

56/215 (26.0)

MOBILE

259

3.7

3.6

19/259 (7.3)

PACS

89

3.8

3.6

7/89 (7.9)

ENTERPRISE

2

3.0

3.0

0/2 (0.0)

MOBILE

71

3.4

3.5

8/71 (11.3)

PACS

0

N/A

N/A

N/A

ENTERPRISE

29

3.6

3.4

6/29 (20.7)

MOBILE

41

3.9

3.8

3/41 (7.3)

PACS

0

N/A

N/A

N/A

ENTERPRISE

43

3.0

2.6

27/43 (62.8)

MOBILE

27

3.6

3.8

0/27 (0.0)

PACS

2

3.0

2.0

0/2 (0.0)

ENTERPRISE

91

3.2

2.5

14/91 (15.4)

MOBILE

120

3.6

3.5

8/120 (6.7)

All users

Radiologists (n=9)

Neurologists (n=4)

Surgeons (n=3)

Physicians Assistants (n=3)

The PACS and mobile viewers had identical ease-of-use ratings
(mean 3.6), which were significantly superior to the
ENTERPRISE rating (mean 2.9, P=.001). Technical issues were
reported more frequently with CUSTOM (26%, 56/214) than
with PACS (8%, 7/91, P=.003) or mobile viewers (7%, 19/259,
P=.001). The mobile viewer also had significantly less frequent
technical issues than PACS (P=.007). The most common
technical complaints were slow scrolling speed through images
(ENTERPRISE, 28/56), inability to load images (mobile, 11/19),
and log-in problems (PACS, 5/7). All of these technical issues
impeded the ability of the user to evaluate the study efficiently.
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Although slow scrolling was inefficient, it did allow examination
review unlike the other issues.
The average time to first image was fastest with mobile viewers
at 2.4 minutes (ENTERPRISE, 4.5 minutes and PACS, 12.5
minutes; Table 2). The average time to first image was
significantly faster with mobile viewers, compared with PACS
(P=.001) and ENTERPRISE (P=.001). ENTERPRISE, however,
was significantly faster than PACS (P=.001). For the mobile
viewer, the average time to first image remained less than 3
minutes, regardless of time of day or location. Time to first
image for both ENTERPRISE and PACS was influenced by
delays in getting to a usable workstation.
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Table 2. Time to first image in minutes by type of image viewer.

a

Time/location

PACS

ENTERPRISE

MOBILE

All data points

12.5

4.5

2.4

Inside hospital

11.4

3.9a

2.7b

Outside hospital

12.7

7.9a

2.0b

During work hours (weekdays 7 am to 6 pm)

9.6

4.3a

2.2b

After work hours

12.9

5.3a

2.5b

P=.01 vs PACS

b

P<.01 vs PACS and ENTERPRISE custom viewer

The predominant purpose of image access before and after the
implementation of mobile viewer was for decision making
(67.6%, 200/296). Once the mobile viewer became available,
image use for patient education increased from 18% (48/268)
to 29% (86/296). Following its implementation, most patient
education episodes were conducted with the mobile viewer
(99%, 85/86).
At baseline, the most commonly used image viewer by
nonradiologists was ENTERPRISE (180/182), whereas by
radiologists, it was PACS (85/87). However, following its
implementation, the mobile viewer became the most commonly
used viewer by both nonradiologists (85.1%, 188/221) and
radiologists (95%, 71/75). The use of mobile devices for image
viewing increased more than sixfold from baseline to
postimplementation (from 14%, 37/269, to 88.9%, 263/296,
respectively).

Of the 19 users, 18 completed the poststudy survey (8
radiologists and 10 nonradiologists). Most users reported that
they used the mobile viewer a few days each week (10/18, 56%).
The remainder of users reported daily use (3/18, 17%), use only
when on call (3/18, 17%), or rare or infrequent use (2/18, 11%).
Overall, the mobile viewer was the preferred program for image
viewing outside the hospital (11/18, 61%), preferred by more
nonradiologists (7/10) than radiologists (4/8). Inside the hospital,
nonradiologists preferred ENTERPRISE (5/10), whereas
radiologists preferred PACS (7/8). Overall, the desire to
permanently implement the mobile viewer was rated as moderate
(n=7) or high (n=8) by most users (15/18, 83%), with the
remaining users rating it as mild (n=2) or neutral (n=1). None
of the respondents reported a preference to not implement the
mobile image viewer (n=0).

Figure 2. Usage counts are shown broken down by device and Internet connection type.
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Discussion
Clinical Experience
One of the major benefits we found was the two to six times
faster time to first image (ie, 2-10 minutes faster) using the
mobile image viewer, compared with either of the desktop
programs. Time to first image was defined as the time from a
request to review images to when the image first appeared on
the screen. We focused on time to first image as a metric that
would be useful to compare different systems and be consistent
regardless of the examination size or complexity. The longer
times with desktop viewers were likely due to the following
two main factors: (1) desktop viewer access often required travel
time to the hospital or home especially after work hours and (2)
both desktop viewers, unlike the mobile viewer, simultaneously
launched other programs (eg, dictation system), which consume
time. The perceived benefits of more rapid image access
included faster communication of imaging findings, more rapid
formation of treatment plans, and improved outcomes leading
to lower patient care costs.
Although the ability to quickly access images is important,
image viewers must also provide high-quality images. Overall,
the study demonstrated comparable diagnostic confidence
between mobile and PACS viewers. In addition, although this
study was not designed to address diagnostic accuracy,
radiologists found no discrepancies in 71 studies interpreted
with both mobile and PACS viewers. Further studies designed
to directly assess the diagnostic quality of mobile viewing
options in specific clinical contexts (eg, [8]) would be necessary
before modifying diagnostic read protocols to include mobile
options.
Since our initial trial period we have provided access to 277
users, comprising hospital staff and physicians including all
radiologists and fellows. We make use of custom software to
parse the system-generated log files to evaluate usage statistics
by user, time of day, and day of week. We also continue to
survey our user base both formally and informally.

Technical Experience
Our experience with installing and integrating the back-end
infrastructure necessary for a mobile image-viewing platform
has been largely positive. We used hardware that closely
resembles the high-end CSI-recommended servers and supports
our current user base of nearly 500 (we generally have fewer
than 5 simultaneous users). Servers can vary in price
significantly (from US $5,000 to over US $15,000) depending
on the number of simultaneous users accessing the system and
whether or not advanced (three-dimensional) visualization
capabilities will be enabled. The specific hardware needs of an
organization would be based on the volume and intensity of the
expected user base and may necessitate multiple servers.
The specific software installation and configuration process was
relatively straightforward for a system administrator with basic
Linux experience and greatly simplified by utilizing vendor
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suggestions for server configuration and operating system.
Connectivity with enterprise and radiology informatics and
computing services (LDAP and PACS) is essential.
Our PACS and RIS store images and reports separately, and as
a result, our initial implementation did not include the radiology
reports. Users consistently identified this as the largest
shortcoming of the pilot. Our recent introduction of reports via
the Softek interface has been an important step in increasing
nonradiologist, nonemergent use of the app. By contrast, virtual
collaboration is routinely touted as the largest benefit of the
product (beyond rapid and mobile access) and is fully facilitated
and enabled by the software. Maximizing the potential of this
feature still requires active effort to integrate its use into the
clinical routine.

Challenges
Although the mobile image viewer is now available to all
clinicians, it is still used by only a minority of the staff. We
attribute this to several factors. One is the current lack of
integration with more commonly used mobile apps such as the
mobile electronic medical record (EMR). Having the mobile
image viewer embedded into the mobile EMR would make it
more easily accessible to users and not require them to have
multiple apps open when evaluating the patient. In addition, the
interface is different than the custom desktop interface used
currently, requiring the user to learn a new method. Finally,
even infrequent experiences of technical difficulties as
significant as failing to load images (the most common issue
seen with the mobile image viewer) are sufficient to sour users
on use of the mobile image viewer in their clinical practice.
Based on our clinical demonstrations, younger users including
residents and fellows seem more interested and less intimidated
by this technology and we believe that focusing on trainees for
more widespread use could be beneficial. In this way, the
knowledge could travel “up” to more senior clinicians. Finally,
user support is currently limited to a few people in our
department. We are currently involved with efforts to have this
technology accepted and supported by institutional resources,
which could provide round-the-clock support.

Future
We believe that mobile viewing technology with virtual
collaboration technology has the potential to improve the speed
and quality of care we deliver. Our future efforts are focused
on integrating this system with the EMR and obtaining
institutional support for more widespread implementation.

Conclusions
The technical implementation and upkeep of the system are
manageable but a significant and successful pilot or a roll out
of this type of platform, or both, requires a dedicated team to
train the user base and support workflow integration. Our initial
clinical experiences suggest that user perceptions and
quantifiable speed benefits afforded by a mobile image viewing
option support the long-term adoption of such a platform.
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Abstract
Background: Patients in health systems across the world can now choose between different health care providers. Patients are
increasingly using websites and apps to compare the quality of health care services available in order to make a choice of provider.
In keeping with many patient-facing platforms, most services currently providing comparative information on different providers
do not take account of end-user requirements or the available evidence base.
Objective: To investigate what factors were considered most important when choosing nonemergency secondary health care
providers in the United Kingdom with the purpose of translating these insights into a ratings platform delivered through a consumer
mHealth app.
Methods: A mixed methods approach was used to identify key indicators incorporating a literature review to identify and
categorize existing quality indicators, a questionnaire survey to formulate a ranked list of performance indicators, and focus
groups to explore rationales behind the rankings. Findings from qualitative and quantitative methodologies were mapped onto
each other under the four categories identified by the literature review.
Results: Quality indicators were divided into four categories. Hospital access was the least important category. The mean
differences between the other three categories hospital statistics, hospital staff, and hospital facilities, were not statistically
significant. Staff competence was the most important indicator in the hospital staff category; cleanliness and up-to-date facilities
were equally important in hospital facilities; ease of travel to the hospital was found to be most important in hospital access. All
quality indicators within the hospital statistics category were equally important. Focus groups elaborated that users find it difficult
to judge staff competence despite its importance.
Conclusions: A mixed methods approach is presented, which supported a patient-centered development and evaluation of a
hospital ratings mobile app. Where possible, mHealth developers should use systematic research methods in order to more closely
meet the needs of the end user and add credibility to their platform.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e65) doi:10.2196/mhealth.3808
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mHealth; patient choice; mobile phone; hospital ratings
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Introduction

This paper describes how established research methods can be
used in the development of new mHealth apps.

Background

Objectives

Patient choice has come to prominence in the United Kingdom
with the advent of the National Health Service (NHS) Choose
and Book and representation in key health policies such as
Choice Matters [1] and High Quality Care for All: NHS Next
Stage Review [2]. Patients in many countries (including the
United Kingdom, Netherlands, and the United States) can now
vote with their feet and choose health providers that fit best
with their preferences and needs [3]. Providing choice is thought
to be important in promoting competition between providers,
with the goal of improving both the quality and efficiency of
care [4]. While the actual evidence supporting the contribution
of patient choice to cost control and quality of care is mixed
[5], improving patient choice and shared decision making
remains a stated objective of different health systems worldwide.

The aim of this study was to generate a list of quality indicators
from the general public that were deemed important when
choosing nonemergency secondary health care services along
with the rationales for these choices, with the intention of using
the findings in a new mHealth hospital ratings platform. Further,
we aimed to illustrate the importance of rigorous research
methodologies to underpin the development of mHealth
technologies. The study was considered as part of a service
evaluation, and ethics approval was not required. The study was
conducted in London between November 2011 and June 2013.

Service users trying to select between different health providers
can use information from a variety of sources. Increasingly,
patients are using websites that provide information about the
comparative quality of health care from different providers [6].
For example, patients can compare hospitals using a wide range
of quality and performance indicators such as waiting times,
staffing, and patient safety on the website of the Care Quality
Commission, the independent regulator of health care in England
[7]. Service users are also turning to information based on the
experiences of other patients when making a choice of provider.
While patients have long used the experiences of friends and
family in choosing hospitals, service users can now more
systematically access collected information on patient
experience (eg, Consumer Assessment of Health care Providers
and Systems reports in the United States [8] and NHS Choices
in the United Kingdom [9]). There is evidence that information
based on patient experience is considered at least as important
by service users choosing between different providers as
different performance indicators provided by hospitals or
reporting bodies [10].

As the first part of a mixed methods approach to identify which
factors were considered most important to people when choosing
nonemergency secondary health care providers in the United
Kingdom, a review of existing literature (both academic and
grey literature) was conducted. Publications were included only
if they described patient choice in the United Kingdom health
system so as to avoid confounding factors in the context of other
health systems. For example, although there are many relevant
articles from the United States, the differences between the
largely privately funded United States and publicly funded
United Kingdom systems may influence what users consider
important when choosing a hospital. Patient choice did not
feature prominently in national health policy until more recently
[1,2]. A pilot literature review revealed a dearth of high quality
research formally investigating patient choice in secondary
health care prior to 2005. The patient choice agenda was first
investigated when Lewis began studying patients’ attitudes
towards choice of hospital in the context of waiting times for
cardiothoracic surgery [19]. Studies were therefore excluded if
they had been carried out prior to 2005.

An interesting recent development is the advent of patient rating
websites such as PatientOpinion [11] and IWantGreatCare [12]
(United Kingdom) and Rate MDs [13] (United States and
Canada), where patients express views about the care they have
received in much the same way as they might rate a hotel on a
travel website. Users rating and commenting on the health care
they receive is only set to increase with growing access to the
Internet (particularly through increasingly ubiquitous mobile
phone and tablet devices) [14]. Our research team has previously
shown that online discretionary patient ratings can be useful in
providing reliable information about health care quality [15,16].

Survey

This paper describes the process that was undertaken in the
development of a hospital ratings platform for a consumer health
care app. The aim to incorporate the best available evidence
lies in sharp contrast to the majority of health related apps [17].
By working with patients and members of the public, we also
sought to meet end-user needs often overlooked [18]. To develop
the hospital ratings service, research was undertaken to
determine which factors were considered important to
individuals when choosing a nonemergency health care provider.
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Methods
Literature Review

The aim of the questionnaire was to formulate a ranked list of
quality indicators. The survey was completed by participants
with a member of the research team at hand to explain any terms
or answer questions. Care was taken to ensure that facilitators
did not directly ask questions to avoid leading or influencing
participants choices. A power calculation [20] for a study
comparing the attitudes regarding choosing secondary health
care between two groups (general public and out-patients
attending clinic appointments at the hospital) determined a target
total sample size of 400 (population of London, 2001: 7,172,091
[21]; standard of error 0.05), thus two groups of approximately
200 participants. Members of the general public were recruited
(n=201), and the data are presented here. Data collected from
the second group (patients at the hospital) are beyond the scope
of this manuscript. An initial pilot questionnaire was conducted
on 20 individuals prior to its wider use to identify and correct
any unforeseen problems. Quota sampling was used to estimate
size of target groups to ensure accurate representation of ages
and genders [22]. Four age categories were formed by
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e65 | p.99
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combining existing categories from 2001 United Kingdom
national census data [21]; target proportions for each age
category were based on urban population proportions from the
same census. Due to time and resource constraints, convenience
sampling was then used to collect data, with checks to ensure
collected data approximated the census age proportions. A
higher proportion of people aged 18 to 35 years were included
compared to people 60 years and older to account for lower
usage of mHealth apps in the latter age group as described by
previous investigators [23].
Inclusion criteria were English-speaking adults (18 years and
older) UK residents. In order to ensure data collection was
feasible under time and resource constraints, convenience
sampling was then employed to recruit participants in six
separate locations in central and greater London to provide
greater geographical spread and wider generalizability of the
data. Questionnaire collection ceased once the number of
participants in each demographic group approached the
estimated targets.
Informed consent was obtained for each participant completing
the questionnaire. Participants were asked to provide
demographic information and rank a predetermined list of
quality indicators in order of importance. An ordinal scale was
used, where respondents were asked to rank the factors in order
of importance, first within their categories and then the
categories themselves. This allowed us to assess the relative
importance of the factors, as opposed to absolute importance
[24]. Data were collated using Excel (Microsoft Corporation);
SPSS (IBM Corporation) was used to undertake statistical
analysis. Differences in mean ranks within categories were
determined using the Friedman test, with P<.05 considered to
be statistically significant.

Focus Groups
Focus groups were used to discuss the rationales behind the
quality indicators considered to be important. Convenience
sampling was used to recruit participants due to time and cost
constraints, and referrals from initial recruits were used for
further recruiting. We sought to recruit an equal representation
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of genders and ages in order to increase the generalizability of
the results. Due to resource and time constraints it was not
possible to match the age stratification of focus group
participants with questionnaire respondents. The median age
of participants at pilot focus groups was 40 years; therefore,
participants were stratified by age and gender using this as a
marker of division (males under 40 years, females under 40
years, males over 40 years, females over 40 years) to enable
timely data collection and efficient analyses. Four focus groups
were conducted, each comprising 6 individuals, with a gradual
shift from broad open questions to narrow, focused questions
[25]. Written consent was gained from each participant in
advance. A final script of questions for the focus groups was
confirmed following a restructuring of a preliminary script that
had been piloted. Each focus group lasted for approximately 90
minutes and was led by one researcher acting as an impartial
facilitator and one as an assistant moderator. All recordings
were transcribed verbatim, and thematic analysis [26] was used
to identify common themes.

Results
Characteristics of Quality Indicators
Literature Review
The full findings of the literature review are beyond the scope
of this manuscript but we include key details pertinent to
subsequent survey and focus group development. Searches of
the grey literature were included due to a paucity of
peer-reviewed publications. Five publications were identified
for critical review [24,27-30]. Regular surveys commissioned
by the UK Department of Health regarding the subject of choice
in health care were also examined. A summary of included
literature is presented in Textbox 1. From these, a list of choice
factors important to patients selecting a health provider was
devised. The factors identified in the literature review were
separated into four categories of quality indicators: hospital
statistics, hospital staff, hospital facilities, and hospital access
(Textbox 2). These categories formed the questionnaire and
informed the discussion topics for focus groups.
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Textbox 1. Summary of the literature review: key factors guiding patient choice.
Understanding Patients’ Choices at the Point of Referral [28]
Areas of investigation
•

Factors influencing patients when choosing hospitals

•

Developing an algorithm to predict demand for particular services

Key findings
•

Views provider quality as extremely important: 80%

•

Values low mortality rates, infection rates, and readmission rates: 90%

•

Views waiting times as important: 55%

•

Views primary care provider influence as important: 60% (most important factor: 2%)

•

Views travel as important: 30% (most important factor: 15%)

•

Preference for lower travel costs was observed

Patient Choice: How Patients Choose and Providers Respond [24]
Areas of investigation
•

Patient considerations when choosing health care

•

Primary care provider response to the notion of patient choice and subsequent support of patient choice

Key findings
•

Considers personal experience: 41%

•

Judges primary care provider advice as important: 36%

•

Factors identified in order of importance (graded out of 3):
•

Cleanliness (2.6)

•

Quality of care (2.5)

•

Standard of facilities (2.1)

•

Friendliness (2.1)

•

Waiting time (2.1)

•

Experience (2.0)

•

Proximity (2.0)

•

Waiting room (1.8)

•

Convenience of appointment time (1.8)

•

Consultant of choice (1.7)

•

Fixtures and fittings (1.5)

•

Accessibility (1.2)

•

Food (1.2)

•

Travel Cost (1.0)

Report on the National Patient Choice Survey [30]
Area of investigation
•

The single most important factor patients consider when choosing a secondary health care provider

Key findings
•

Rates proximity to home/work as single most important factor: 38%

•

Factors reported as being most important:
•

Previous experience of the hospital: 12%
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•

Waiting times: 10%

•

Previous good experience: 6%

•

Quality of care: 5%

•

Accessibility: 5%

King et al

Choosing a High Quality Hospital: The Role of Nudges, Scorecard Design, and Information [29]
Areas of investigation
•

Information important to patients when choosing a hospital

•

How presentation of information affects decisions

Key findings
•

Values information relevant to the patient (eg, their consultant, condition)

•

Format of information plays a role in its interpretation (ie, only patients with high levels of numeracy can interpret mortality ratios)

•

Factors deemed important: waiting times, MRSA rates, quality of service, doctors’ expertise, cleanliness, distance, being treated with respect

London Patient Choice Project Evaluation: A Model of Patients’ Choices of Hospital from Stated and Revealed Preference Choice Data. [27]
Areas of investigation
•

Factors used by patients when deciding to accept alternative treatment

•

Weighing the relevant factors

•

Trade-offs patients make when considering different factors

Key finding
•

Less likely to take up offer of quicker treatment elsewhere if the alternative hospital has a worse reputation or the appointment involves increased
travel time, results in patient paying for transport or requires nonlocal follow-up care.
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Textbox 2. Quality indicators identified by the literature review.
Hospital statistics [24,28-30]
•

MRSA infection rates

•

Readmission rates

•

Mortality rates

•

Wound infection rates

•

Waiting times

Hospital staff [24,29]
•

Friendliness

•

Respectfulness

•

Competence

Hospital facilities [24,29]
•

Cleanliness

•

Hygiene

•

Availability of single-sex wards

•

Quality of food

•

Standard of facilities

Hospital access [24,27-30]
•

Distance from home

•

Cost of travel

•

Time to travel

•

Car parking availability

Questionnaire
Members of the general public completed the questionnaire (93
male, 108 female, n=201). The age spread of the sample
compared to 2001 population proportions can be seen in Figure
1. Respondents ranked quality indicators in order of importance
within their specified categories (ie, 1 through 5 with 1 being
the most important). Based on mean rankings, the quality
indicators were arranged in order of preference within respective
categories (Table 1). Similarly respondents were asked to rank
the overall categories (statistics, staff, facilities, and access)
(Table 2). The Friedman test was used to determine the statistical
significance of the differences between the mean ranks obtained
for the quality indicators within and between categories to
determine the true order (Multimedia appendix 1). Final ranked
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order of quality indicators and categories was determined after
statistical analyses (Table 3).
While three of the categories (statistics, staff, facilities) were
deemed equally important, quality indicators under the category
of access were considered to be of less importance. Within each
group some indicators were seen as being more important than
others. Regarding staff, competence was seen as being
significantly more important than friendliness and
respectfulness. In terms of facilities, up-to-date facilities and
the cleanliness of the premises were seen as equally important
but more so than the other factors. In the category of statistics,
infection rates, mortality rates, complication rates, and waiting
times were of equal importance; statistics regarding readmission
rates were seen as less important. Regarding access, ease of
travel was more important that the cost and availability of car
parking.
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Table 1. Mean rankings of quality indicators within each category.
Categories

Quality indicators

Mean rankings

Hospital statistics

Infection rates

2.2

Mortality rates

2.8

Waiting times

3.0

Complication rates

3.2

Readmission rates

3.8

Competence

1.3

Friendliness

2.3

Respectfulness

2.3

Clean premises

1.8

Up-to-date equipment

2.0

Good food

4.1

Disabled facilities

4.2

Single sex wards

4.4

Appealing appearance

4.5

Ease of travel

1.8

Cost/availability of car parking

2.1

Hospital staff

Hospital facilities

Hospital access

Table 2. Mean rankings between categories.
Overall groups

Mean rankings

Hospital facilities

2.2

Hospital staff

2.3

Hospital statistics

2.5

Hospital access

3.1
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Table 3. Overall rankings of quality indicators within and between categories.
Categories

Ranking of quality indicators

Hospital statistics
More important

Infection rates, mortality rates,
complication rates, waiting times

Less important

Readmission rates

More important

Competence

Less important

Friendliness, respectfulness

More important

Clean premises, up-to-date equipment

Less important

Good food, disabled facilities,

Hospital staff

Hospital facilities

single sex wards, appealing appearance
Hospital access
More important

Ease of travel

Less important

Cost/availability of car parking

More important

Hospital statistics, staff, facilities

Less important

Hospital access

Overall categories

Figure 1. Age spread of questionnaire respondents compared with 2001 United Kingdom census respondents.

Focus Groups
Four focus groups were used to explore the rationales behind
rankings formulated from the questionnaire. Thematic analysis
was conducted by performing manual coding [26], from which
a collective list of codes was assembled. Overarching subthemes,
and subsequently themes, were identified and reviewed. The
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themes, subthemes, and codes for different preferences
established during the analysis are presented in Table 4 and are
visually represented in Figure 2. The findings from both the
quantitative and qualitative methodologies were mapped to each
other under the four categories identified by the systematic
literature review.
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Table 4. Themes, subthemes, and codes from focus groups.
Theme

Subtheme

Codes

Hospital reputation

Multifaceted nature of reputation

Important because it encompasses everything
Important because it reflects the facilities at the hospital
Important because it reflects the competence of the hospital staff

Hospital statistics

Rationale for choosing various statistics

Infection rates are important because they are frequently reported
to the media
Waiting times are important because being treated quickly is my
main concern
Waiting times are important because they reflect the hospital’s efficiency
Departmental statistics are more relevant because they are specific
to the situation
Waiting times are important because I do not want to spend too
much time at the hospital
MRSA rates are important because of the risks faced by visitors
Mortality rates may not be the best indicators because better hospitals
may undertake more challenging cases

Negative perceptions of statistical descriptors

Not relevant in the context of routine procedures
Not important because they can be manipulated
Not important because they are negatively exaggerated in the media

Hospital staff

Positive perceptions of statistical descriptors

Important because they are true facts about hospital quality

Competence of hospital staff

Seeing specialists is important because they are more skilled
Competence is the most important because my main aim is being
treated properly
Important because I want to be treated correctly, regardless of
friendliness
Important because it reflects staff experience
Most important because I would travel further to ensure it
Important because it encompasses interpersonal skills too

Staff interpersonal skills

Important because I expect to be treated fairly
Important for nurses because they are responsible for making you
comfortable
Important because I feel more reassured with doctors and nurses
that I know
Important because they have an impact on recovery rates

Doctors’ experience

Younger doctors are not good because they are inexperienced
Qualifications are important because they reflect competence

Hospital facilities

Modernity of equipment and cleanliness of hospital

Important for outpatients because there is only a limited time to experience it
Not important because it is assumed to be equally up-to-date at all
hospitals
Cleanliness of the hospital is the most important factor for outpatients
because they are only there for a short time

Aesthetic features and amenities of patient comfort

Important because it reflects the comfort of the hospital
Not important because it is assumed that all hospitals are equally
clean
Important because poor aesthetics can lead to depression
Not important because they do not affect health care
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Subtheme
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Codes
Not important so long as staff is competent
Important because I would like to see the hospital before choosing
to be treated there
TV facilities are important because one might be staying at the
hospital for an extended time
Facilities are not important because they are subject to individual
experience

Facilities for visitors

Food and drink facilities are important to ensure comfort for visitors
Visiting times at the hospital should be flexible because the convenience of visitors is important
Overnight facilities for visitors are important so they can spend
longer time with the patient

Hospital access

Parking at and around the hospital

Parking charges are important because the may affect my visitors
Not important because I do not have a car
Availability is important because I drive

Proximity of the hospital

Not important because I am willing to travel further if other factors
are better satisfied
More important so that visitors can visit me easily
Important because I do not have a car

Public transport

Important because parking at/around the hospital is too expensive

Figure 2. Thematic map of qualitative data from focus groups.
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Interpretation of Data
Hospital Statistics
Qualitative analyses of the focus groups showed that people
consider a wide range of statistical descriptors. Participants
reasoned that information regarding infection rates was an
important consideration, mainly due to the extensive media
coverage: this may account for why infection rates were ranked
joint highest in this category during the quantitative analyses.
Elsewhere, the qualitative data disagreed with the survey
findings, asserting that readmission rates were also considered
to be important by the focus group participants because people
felt the rates reflected the success of a specific treatment or
condition. Furthermore, unlike the survey respondents, the focus
group participants did not feel that mortality rates were a
valuable quality indicator because it was reasoned that a hospital
may undertake more challenging cases, which could inflate
mortality rates despite the hospital faring well on other indicators
such as staff competence. Participants also speculated that in
many cases departmental statistics may be more meaningful
than those describing the hospital overall due to the variation
between departments within a hospital, leading to potential
misrepresentation of the overall hospital statistics. This
interesting finding was not captured by the quantitative analyses
and highlights a potential avenue for future research.

Hospital Staff
Staff competence was identified to be the most important factor
by the quantitative analyses, followed by friendliness and
respectfulness equally. Qualitative analyses were in agreement,
with participants confirming the importance of receiving
treatment by competent staff, with some even stating that they
would travel further than their nearest hospital in order to secure
treatment by a competent doctor. However, the focus groups
identified that there is no single measure by which the public
could judge competence. Rather competence was defined as a
compound of experience, qualifications, place of education, or
even the possession of excellent interpersonal skills.

Hospital Facilities
The quantitative analysis identifies cleanliness and modernity
of equipment as the two highest ranked indicators. Rationales
elicited from the focus groups shed light on why this may be
the case. Members of the focus groups felt cleanliness to be
very important in hospitals but did not necessarily seek out data
about it when making a choice of hospital. It was suggested that
this was a consequence of the assumption that cleanliness is the
same in all hospitals. There was less consensus regarding the
importance of modern equipment, although some certainly felt
access to the latest technologies to be important.

Hospital Access
The quantitative analyses showed that this category was less
important than the other three. Within this category, ease of
traveling to the hospital was significantly more important than
parking and cost of travel. Focus groups revealed that the
proximity of the hospital to home or work was an important
consideration. However, this is very much dependent on the
severity of illness and the availability of treatment, with
participants expressing that they may be willing to travel beyond
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e65/
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their most proximal hospital in order to benefit from a higher
quality of care. Therefore, it appears that the importance of this
indicator may depend on the context of the decision.

Discussion
Key Findings and Recommendations
Service users across many health systems are now offered a
wider choice of health care providers and increasingly have at
their disposal a wide variety of factors to consider when making
these decisions. The rapid adoption of mobile phones and tablet
devices has enhanced access to information about different
hospitals by making it possible for patients to view and share
this information at any time and while on the move [31].
This study collates the existing literature regarding which factors
are considered important for consumers in this context,
contributes a categorized and ranked list of quality indicators,
and reconciles the rationales underpinning these decisions.
Furthermore, this study demonstrates how this information can
be harnessed in the context of developing a robust
user-generated ratings platform for use on mobile
communication technologies.
Although mobile technologies are frequently put forward as a
solution to challenges in health informatics, there is often a lack
of rigorous research underpinning their development and
evaluation. This project illustrates the importance of sound
research methodology when developing these strategies by
employing a mixed methods approach to reconfigure the ratings
service based on factors that the public held to be important in
choosing nonemergency health providers.
Findings included that staff competence was the most important
factor within the hospital staff category, with participants
asserting that they would travel further than their nearest hospital
to secure treatment under a doctor they perceived to be more
competent. However, the qualitative analyses revealed that there
is no single measure by which competence could be judged;
rather it was a compound of many factors including amount of
experience, qualifications, place of education, and interpersonal
skills.
Cleanliness and modernity of equipment stood out as the two
most important hospital facilities. This is concurrent with
previous reports that people consider information about
cleanliness when researching a hospital [32,33]. Qualitative
analyses discovered that while this was a factor deemed to be
highly important, it was not widely sought after. Participants
suggested this might be due to a commonly held assumption
that hospitals are of equal cleanliness, therefore only those
hospitals with a remarkably poor reputation for cleanliness may
be of note. This was also the case for modernity of equipment.
Future mHealth developers should reflect on this subtlety in
order to include factors that are not only important but also
highly sought after to avoid information overload for users.
Participants could not differentiate level of importance between
various types of hospital statistics. Hospital-wide statistics may
be of limited use to users who would be more interested in
department-specific statistics. Moreover, users appreciate that
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overall hospital statistics may not be an accurate representation
of an their department of interest due to interdepartmental
variation. Conversely it may be argued that an inability to
compare the importance of statistical descriptors may reflect
that they are poorly understood by users. This may explain equal
significance attributed to individual statistics within this category
and highlights the need for the careful inclusion of statistics
that are relevant to the user’s individual health encounter in
mHealth platforms (See Figure 3). Care must be taken by
developers to ensure that presentation of statistics, including
color coding or a glossary of terms, aids user interpretation.
These subtleties may not be appreciated without formal research
methods informing these strategies.

King et al
The fact that the categories of hospital staff, hospital facilities
and hospital statistics were deemed equally important illustrates
that users’ demands for information about hospitals are extensive
and varied. mHealth developers should aim to provide
information about these categories equally in order to reflect
and satisfy these demands. Adequate provision of these varied
factors requires an equally varied presentation of information.
For example, participants asserted that graphs and percentages
provided objective evidence of statistical measures, whereas
past users’ reviews were more useful in capturing complex
domains such as staff competence. Therefore we recommend
that mHealth developers include a range of formats as this study
illustrates that each caters to different, and equally important,
categories of quality indicators.

Figure 3. Screenshot of Wellnote ratings platform.

Limitations
An important limitation of the study is that the questions were
asked outside the context of mobile phones and mHealth. This
was a purposeful decision as it was felt that doing so may lead
to reduced applicability of this research. Further research is
required specifically investigating whether the information
consumers want in the context of an mHealth app is any different
from the factors that are important when choosing secondary
health care in general. The original study was adequately
powered for a comparison between patient groups and the
general public; the analyses included here may therefore by
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e65/
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underpowered due to resource constraints. This study was unable
to match age stratification between quantitative and qualitative
stages. We recommend that future investigators attempt to do
so to allow closer mapping of the two datasets.

Conclusion
The huge interest in developing apps for mobile phone and
tablet platforms to enhance health outcomes and service
delivery—widely termed mHealth—has led to an “enthusiastic
proliferation of untested methods” [17]. An evidence base needs
to be developed to make this field credible and address the needs
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of the end-user. More attention needs to be paid to structuring
app development in theory or best practice [34].

understanding statistics may be removed by use of graphs and
percentages.

This study used a mixed methods approach to find that
information about hospital staff, hospital facilities and hospital
statistics are equally important to people when choosing a
hospital. Information about getting to the hospital is least
important. Staff competence is most important regarding hospital
staff, which is a multifactorial domain best captured by past
users’ reviews; cleanliness and modernity of equipment are
most important regarding hospital facilities but are not actively
sought after. People find it difficult to compare relative
importance between various hospital statistics. Barriers to

Users of health care demand a wide and varied range of
information about hospitals. mHealth developers must determine
which information is most relevant to their users’ needs and
provide this in an accessible format. Less important information
must be identified and removed to avoid information overload.
A sophisticated appreciation of the complex needs of mHealth
users is possible when these strategies are underpinned by
rigorous research methods. This study demonstrates how a
mixed methods approach can enhance mHealth solutions.
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Abstract
Background: The etiquette surrounding the use of mobile devices, so-called "mobiquette," has been previously identified as a
barrier to use in an educational context.
Objective: To investigate the influence of mobile device use on patient and staff opinions in the trauma and orthopedics
department at a teaching hospital in Wales.
Methods: A survey of patients at the bedside and staff in their work environment was undertaken. Data included age, frequency
of observed use, suspected main reason for use, and whether doctors’ use of a mobile device positively or negatively influenced
participants' opinions of them as a professional and as a person.
Results: A total of 59 patients and 35 staff responded. The modal age range was 40 to 54 years old. Most patients (78%) never
see doctors using mobile devices in the workplace, compared with 3% of staff. The main reason for use was thought to be
"communicating with colleagues" (48%) followed by "Internet use/applications for work reasons" (40%). Approximately 40%
of patients' opinions of doctors were positively influenced by device use, compared with 82% of staff. This difference between
patient and staff opinions was statistically significant for both professional (P<.001) and personal (P=.002) opinions.
Conclusions: Patients are likely to have a negative opinion of doctors using mobile devices in the workplace. This can be
balanced by the more positive opinions of colleagues. We advise doctors to remember "mobiquette" around patients.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e71) doi:10.2196/mhealth.4122
KEYWORDS
education, medical; cell phones; patient-physician relationship

Introduction
Mobile technology is being used with the intention of enhancing
the learning of medical students and doctors in the workplace
and the evidence of its value is growing [1,2]. What remains
under-researched is the opinions of patients and colleagues
regarding doctors’ use of mobile devices for learning on the
ward. The term “mobiquette” was coined by Ellaway and
Masters in 2008 [3] to describe the etiquette of mobile device
use and appropriate mobiquette has been identified as a
challenge to device use in the workplace [1,2]. Even if there
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e71/
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was consensus about what is considered “appropriate,” there is
concern that learners’ (eg, students and trainees) interactions
with devices will be misinterpreted. Without looking over a
user’s shoulder, we cannot know if the mobile technology is
being used for professional, educational purposes or personal
reasons (ie, texting, social media, or Internet browsing). Beyond
the etiquette issue, another concern is the fear of superficial
learning [4] and the erosion of the traditional practice of
internalizing knowledge, replacing it with an ability to locate
information in “the cloud.” If the concept of “I may not know
the answer, but I know where to find it” becomes more prevalent
in medicine, it may require a change in both doctors’ and
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patients’ perceptions of practice. Given these negative
associations, it would be reasonable to have measures in place
to ensure that mobiquette is observed by those using mobile
technology in a clinical environment. The iDoc project [1], for
example, advises its participants to inform their colleagues that
they will be using mobile devices to retrieve clinical information
and to reassure them that their use is work related. When using
a mobile device in front of patients, trainees are advised to
inform them what they are doing and to potentially involve
patients in the process by sharing a view of the information on
the screen. However, importantly, users need to exercise
judgement around patients [5]. Professionalism, which includes
establishing and maintaining partnerships with patients and
colleagues [6], extends to the various situations faced by a
doctor, including judgements about whether and how to share
information from a mobile device.
Too readily assumptions are made about mobile technology, its
users, and people’s opinions about device use. Doctors now in
training are mainly in their 20s and early 30s and can be
included in the demographic group known as “millennials” [7]
or the “net generation” [5], but it should not be assumed that
they have the technical skills or attitudes to use mobile
technology appropriately around other people. Age may also
be unrelated to the opinions people form about mobile device
use. Part of the purpose of the research we report here was to
explore these assumptions by examining the relationship
between patient and staff ages and their opinions of mobile
device use.
Our primary research question was, “Does mobile device use
influence patient or staff opinions of doctors?” Our null
hypothesis was that across our respondents as a whole, mobile
device use would not influence group opinions either positively
or negatively and that there would be no difference between
patients’ and staff members’ views. Our secondary research
question was, “Is there a relationship between what patients and
staff believe devices are being used for and age?”

Methods
Overview

Blocker et al
Appendix 1) was issued face-to-face by OB (who surveyed
staff) and LH (who surveyed patients) on 1 day in September
2013. The respondents completed the questionnaire in front of
the doctor-researcher and were given an opportunity to clarify
any questions.

Setting and Sample
The setting was a trauma and orthopedics department at a
teaching hospital in Wales where the authors (OB and LH) were
doctors in training. Participants were a convenience sample of
inpatients on 2 adult orthopedic wards and the staff working in
various environments in the orthopedics department of the same
hospital. These environments included the operating theater,
fracture and elective outpatient clinics, inpatient wards, and
secretarial and management departments. There were practical
reasons for the discrepancy in the environments for the patient
and staff populations: patients on the ward are easily sampled
in reasonably large numbers and usually have time to talk to
doctor-researchers. In the theater environment the majority of
patients are anaesthetized and undergoing an operation, and it
was judged inappropriate to survey patients in the orthopedics
clinic. There was a high patient-to-staff ratio on the ward and
ward staff comprised 2 main groups (nursing and therapy staff).
Therefore, to ensure adequate staff numbers on the study date
and to expand the variation of staff groups, the surveyed staff
population was extended to junior and senior grades of all health
care professionals in the multidisciplinary team found
throughout the orthopedics surgery department. The exception
to this was doctors who had completed their training, as the
survey was related to opinions of doctors currently in training.

The Survey Instrument
Data on age, frequency of observed use, and main reason for
device use were collected. Age was presented in 15-year ranges
from “less than 25 years” to an upper age range of “85 plus
years.”
Frequency of observed use was classified as regularly,
occasionally, and never. Suspected main reason for device use
was a single tick box from a selection of 6 options (see Textbox
1).

We used a survey of patients at the bedside and staff in their
work environment. A hard copy questionnaire (Multimedia
Textbox 1. Suspected main reason for mobile device use given as options in the questionnaire.
Suspected main reason for device use:
1.

Communicating with friends

2.

Social media/Facebook

3.

Gaming

4.

Internet use for personal reasons

5.

Communicating with colleagues

6.

Internet/electronic textbooks/medical apps for work reasons

The first 4 options cover common uses for connected, mobile
devices for nonwork reasons (the hospital in this survey had
open-access Wi-Fi for both patients and staff). We recognize
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e71/
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that options 1-3 are a subset of option 4 (“Internet use for
personal reasons”). We purposefully sequenced these items so
that option 4 would pick up other forms of personal Internet
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use, such as shopping. Device use for professional education
includes using electronic textbooks stored on a device, mobile
applications (eg, a medical calculator), or accessing
Internet-based medical information (eg, UpToDate).
Communication with colleagues using a connected mobile
device (ie, one that’s connected to the Internet via Wi-Fi or a
mobile telephone network) could include use of messaging
systems.

Opinion Questions
To determine a respondent’s opinion regarding a doctor using
a mobile device in their presence, 2 questions were asked:
1.
2.

How does a doctor using a phone at work/the bedside
influence your opinion of them as a professional?
How does a doctor using a phone at work/the bedside affect
your personal opinion of them?

These were closed questions with the response options of
“positively” or “negatively.” The 2 questions therefore addressed
potential differences in interactions—between the professional
(views on the trainee as a doctor) and the personal (views on
the trainee as a person). A “don’t know” option was not
included. While we appreciated that this may have forced
respondents to express an opinion that they did not hold, we
assumed that the sample population (ie, patients over the age
of 16 and staff members over the age of 18) would certainly
have encountered mobile devices and would have some opinion
about their use around other people. The literature on research
methodology would suggest that data quality is not enhanced
by the inclusion of a “don’t know” option [8].

Analysis

Blocker et al
(Chi-square and Fisher’s exact) were used to test difference
between patient and staff responses. Correlation was tested
using Pearson’s 2-tailed test of significance.

Ethical Considerations
Using the National Health Service’s (NHS) Heath Research
Authority online decision tool [9], we determined that this
project was not classified as research so approval to conduct
the survey was sought from and granted by the trauma and
orthopedics department. The data were collected from a
volunteer sample. All participants were assured of
confidentiality and anonymity. Verbal consent to participate
was obtained. Privacy was enhanced by using a paper
questionnaire on a clipboard that could be closed over,
concealing their responses from others in the room.

Results
There were 94 respondents in total; 59 patients and 35 staff
members. Five patients and 9 staff members required
explanation of the opinion questions.
The modal age range for all respondents was 40 to 54 years old.
For patients, the modal range was 70 to 84 years old (27% of
patient respondents). There were 4 patients over age 85, 2 who
were 90 years old, and 2 who were 91 years old. The modal
range for staff was 40 to 54 years old (60% of staff respondents).
There were no staff members over 69 years old.
The results for the frequency of observed use by patients at the
bedside and staff in the work environment are shown in Table
1.

All data were analyzed in SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics for
Macintosh, Version 20.0). Statistical tests of significance
Table 1. Results for frequency of observed use of devices in the workplace/bedside by patients and staff.
Frequency of observed use

Patient % (n)

Staff % (n)

Total % (n)

Regularly

2% (1)

46% (16)

20% (17)

Occasionally

20% (10)

51% (18)

32% (28)

Never

78% (40)

3% (1)

47% (41)

Missing data

8

0

8

The results for observed frequency of use were notably different
for the 2 groups: 78% of patients compared with 3% of staff
never saw doctors use mobile devices, and 2% of patients
compared to 46% of staff regularly saw doctors using mobile
devices in the workplace. These results were significantly
different (Chi-square, P<.001).
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For all respondents, the top suspected main reasons for use was
thought to be “communicating with colleagues” (48%) followed
by “Internet use/applications for work reasons” (40%) (Table
2). There were no significant differences between patient and
staff groups for the suspected main reason for use (Chi-square,
P=.335). Neither patients nor staff suspected that doctors were
using social media or games on their devices.
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Table 2. Patients’ and staff members’ suspected main reason for mobile device use in the workplace.
Perceived main reason for use

Patients% (n)

Staff% (n)

All respondents% (n)

Communicating with colleagues

47% (27)

52% (17)

48% (44)

Internet/electronic textbooks/ medical apps for work reasons

43% (25)

33% (11)

40% (36)

Internet use for personal reasons

9% (5)

6% (2)

8% (7)

Communicating with friends

2% (1)

9% (3)

4% (4)

Social media/Facebook

0

0

0

Gaming

0

0

0

Missing data

1

2

3

Overall, 42% of patients’ opinions of doctors as a professional
were positively influenced by device use, compared with 82%
of staff (Table 3). Of total respondents, their professional (57%,
n=53) and personal (56%, n=52) opinions of doctors were

overall positively influenced by mobile device use. There was
strong correlation between the results for the 2 opinion questions
(Pearson’s correlation 2-tailed, P<.001); only 1 respondent gave
differing answers.

Table 3. Influence of opinion of doctor results, by group.
Group

Influence opinion of doctor as a professional

Influence opinion of doctor as a person

Positively

Negatively

Positively

Negatively

Patient

42% (25)

57% (34)

44% (26)

56% (33)

59 (0)

Staff

82% (28)

18% (6)

76% (26)

24% (8)

34 (1)

Totals

57% (53)

43% (40)

56% (52)

44% (41)

93 (1)

The opinions of staff and patients differed greatly, with
significantly more patients than staff being negatively influenced
by mobile device use. This was true for both patient and staff
opinions of doctors as professionals (57% vs 18%, Fisher’s
exact test 1-sided, P<.001) and their personal opinions of doctors
(56% vs 24%, Fisher’s exact test 1-sided, P=.002). Age and
opinions were investigated, but due to the difference in the
modal age ranges for patients and staff, these ranges were
collapsed into 2 groups; under 55 years old and 55 years old
and older. The patients’ split between these 2 groups was
relatively balanced (44%, n=26, in the under age 55 group). In
contrast the majority of staff were in this group (89%, n=31).
No significant differences were found in the combined patient
and staff group for professional (Fisher’s exact test 1-sided,
P=.063) nor personal opinions (Fisher’s Exact test 1-sided,
P=.087). We repeated the analysis for the patient-only group,
and no significant relationships were found (Fisher’s exact test
1-sided, for professional opinion P=.398; for personal opinion
P=.291). We did not repeat this analysis for staff due to low
numbers in the over age 55 group.

Discussion
Principal Findings
It would appear from this study that most patients in the
orthopedics wards are not observing doctors in training using
mobile devices at the bedside, whereas staff members on the
wards and in other work environments are seeing them used
regularly. This would fit with the concerns that doctors have
about using mobile devices in front of patients [1] and also the
workplace environment, which means that staff members,
including doctors, share the same nonclinical work spaces where
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e71/
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mobile devices are commonly used. When they do see mobile
devices being used, the majority of both patients and staff
believe that their use is for work-related communication (48%)
or educational reasons (40%). It was encouraging that no
respondents thought mobile devices were being used for gaming
or social media, but it is important to remember that the uses
were suspected or perceived by the respondents and not actual,
observed use. Unless mobile device use is being directly
observed in close proximity (such as looking over a user’s
shoulder) it is almost impossible to tell if a Web browser is
showing Facebook or an online textbook. This result would
suggest that when both patients and staff members do see
doctors using mobile devices, they assume that their use is
work-related. The authors suspect that in real life, this may not
always be the case.
While for approximately 40% of patients their opinion of the
doctor was positively influenced by mobile device use, this
result was half that of the staff group (82%). In this study, the
majority of patients’ opinions were negatively influenced by
device use. Compared to staff, patients were significantly more
likely to have their opinions of doctors both as professionals
and as people negatively influenced by mobile device use. The
patient group was more heterogeneous than the staff group, who
as health care professionals were more likely to be using mobile
devices in the workplace for the same reasons as doctors. They
may have greater insight into how mobile devices can support
doctors’ work and, therefore, would be less likely to form
negative opinions of their use.
The relationship between the influence of device use on the
respondents’ opinions of doctors as professionals and as people
would suggest that these opinions are similar. The negative
influence of device use on patients’ opinions is countered by
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e71 | p.116
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the more positive influence it has on the opinions of colleagues.
The lack of significant relationships regarding age and opinion
is noteworthy; it debunks an assumption that opinions regarding
mobile device use are age related.

Strengths
One of the strengths of this study is that it is rare for patients’
opinions to be sought on these matters. Much of the current
research is focused on doctors’ use of mobile technology
[1,2,10,11]. This is 1 of few, if any, known studies to investigate
patients’ (and other health care professionals’) opinions. The
study is suitably powered; it is generally accepted that Fisher’s
exact test requires samples of 30 in the groups being compared.
A retrospective power calculation was performed on the
approximate combined differences between patient and staff
responses for the opinion questions, using the formula devised
by Lehr [12]. If the power of the proposed hypothesis test is
fixed at 80% and the level of significance of the 2-tailed test
set at 5%, the number needed in each group is 25.

Limitations
The limits of this study are the narrow population group; 1
department in 1 hospital in Wales and a convenience sample of
both groups. It would be inappropriate to extrapolate the results
to all patients and all doctors in the NHS in the United Kingdom.
There is also an element of researcher bias, as a result of the
face-to-face distribution of the survey. The researcher (OB) was
known to all staff participating in the study. Bias was minimized
by emphasizing that there were no right or wrong answers and
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ensuring confidentiality and anonymity. Five patients and 9
staff members required explanation of the opinion questions.
The most common comment on the survey instrument was about
the lack of a “don’t know/no opinion” option. While there were
no refusals to participate among patients, not all staff members
in each environment visited on the study day were available to
participate, and 1 staff member refused to answer the opinion
questions.

Conclusions
Observing doctors using mobile devices was viewed negatively
by a majority of patients, but positively by most staff members.
Yet the majority of respondents thought that the main reasons
for mobile device use was for work-related information retrieval
and communication. No respondent thought doctors were using
devices inappropriately for gaming or social media. Given the
perception of appropriate mobile device use, it is interesting
that this did not positively influence the opinions of patients.
These opinions about device use showed no relationship to the
age of the respondent. This is important. It reinforces the danger
of making age-specific assumptions.
Doctors are using mobile devices at work but not in front of
patients. Does the discrepancy between perceived appropriate
use of devices and negative influence on patient opinions mean
that patients need a better understanding of mobile technology
in the workplace? Can doctors play a role in this? We
recommend that doctors continue to be advised to be mindful
of the etiquette regarding mobile device use in front of patients
and colleagues.
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Abstract
Background: Headaches are prevalent among teens and young adults. Self-monitoring is essential for managing headaches and
can be accomplished with the help of electronic headache diaries. An increasing number of electronic headache diaries exist, yet
the absence of quality standards compromises their use for research and clinical purposes.
Objective: Our goal was to develop and test the usability, feasibility, and psychometric properties of an electronic diary iPhone
application for self-monitoring by adolescents and young adults with headaches.
Methods: We used an iterative participatory design to develop and test our electronic headache diary. Participants aged 14-28
years old with recurrent headaches were recruited internationally. Screening and consent were conducted online. Following
completion of an online pre-questionnaire, participants downloaded the diary to use in their natural environment for 14 days. An
online post-questionnaire was completed following testing. The diary’s usability and feasibility were tested first and determined
to be complete when improvements to the diary did not result in a statistically significant impact on indicators of feasibility and
adherence. Interviews were conducted with participants of usability and feasibility testing. The psychometric properties of the
diary were then tested, and a case study analysis of one participant was completed.
Results: Three cycles to test the usability and feasibility were conducted. Each cycle included 11-19 unique participants ranging
in age from 16 to 28 years. Following the testing period for each cycle, 15% to 25% of participants took part in the post-cycle
interview. Participants perceived the final version of the diary as useful, easy to learn, and efficient to use. Psychometric properties
were then tested with a sample of 65 participants (6 aged 14-17 years old; 59 aged 18-28 years old). All items in the diary had
substantial between- and within-subjects variability (percent of variance for the two participant groups ranged from 20.64 to
75.60 and 23.74 to 79.21, respectively). Moreover, the Migraine Disability Assessment (MIDAS) included in the diary had
adequate between-subjects reliability (R1F=0.66, RKF=0.98), but low within-subjects reliability (RC=0.51). Critical elements
of the diary demonstrated adequate convergent and concurrent validity, particularly in the older age group (18-28 years). The
validity of some critical elements of the diary could not be explored in the younger age group due to the small subgroup size.
The case study provides an example of the potential utility of the diary.
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Conclusions: Our electronic headache diary was shown to be a usable and feasible self-monitoring tool when used by adolescents
and young adults with headaches for 14 days. This study provides preliminary support of its psychometric properties. Our diary
has the potential for helping users to better understand their headaches and, consequently, to change behaviors to improve
self-management of their headaches. Its effectiveness as a component of an intervention will be the focus of future research.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e39) doi:10.2196/mhealth.3879
KEYWORDS
headache; diary; smartphone; feasibility; psychometric properties

Introduction
Tension-type headache (HA) and migraine are ranked as the
second and third most common diseases in the world, affecting
20.8% and 14.7% of the world population, respectively [1].
Migraine is ranked as the eighth leading cause for disability [1].
Due to the burden of these conditions, effort toward improving
care is warranted.
Consistent with the International Headache Society guidelines
[2], health care professionals often advise diary use to
self-monitor headaches [3,4]. Self-monitoring enables
recognition of temporal behavior patterns, allows individuals
to become informed and actively self-manage headaches,
facilitates treatment decision-making and treatment tailoring,
and offers a measure of treatment efficacy [5]. Self-monitoring
is particularly useful for people with recurrent headaches, whose
episodes usually occur in response to unrecognized triggers [6].
Diaries can help individuals understand headache patterns and
identify triggers [7], which is a basic treatment strategy for
headaches [8,9]. Behavioral management of these triggers can
result in fewer headaches [10]. Findings from meta-analyses
indicate that behavioral interventions, usually including
self-monitoring, are also effective at reducing headaches [11].
In addition to the clinical advantages of self-monitoring with
headache management, diaries also have research benefits.
Diaries allow researchers to test hypotheses of within-subject
relations over time as an extension of prior cross-sectional
research (eg, finding whether headache episodes more likely to
occur in the context of a putative trigger) [12,13].
While paper diaries have long been used for self-monitoring
headaches [14], advances in technology have afforded
widespread use of electronic diaries (e-diaries) [10,15-18].
E-diaries offer several advantages, including increased
adherence, accuracy, acceptability, and efficiency [14,18-21].
Two recent systematic reviews identified 5 e-diaries used in
research [22] and 38 in Canadian mobile app stores for iOS and
Android platforms [23]. The quality of these self-monitoring
tools is questionable in the absence of any existing standards.
Current headache e-diaries have several limitations, including
not using a participatory design [24], recording insufficient data
to provide understanding of headache patterns, lacking evidence
that demonstrates feasibility and psychometric properties, and
lacking research on the impact of these diaries on health
outcomes [11,22].
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Our overall goal was to create a usable, feasible, and
psychometrically sound electronic headache diary for people
aged between 14 and 28 years old who have recurrent headaches
that also overcame some of the identified weaknesses of existing
diaries. The specific objectives of this study were to: (1) test
and improve the usability and feasibility of a new iPhone-based
diary in terms of adherence, learnability, acceptability,
efficiency, and accuracy through the use of iterative cycles; (2)
test the psychometric properties (eg, reliability/convergent and
concurrent validity) of this diary when used for assessment
purposes; and (3) illustrate its potential utility with a case study
analysis.

Methods
Overview
Participants were eligible if they self-identified as: (1) being
aged 14-28; (2) having proficiency with English speaking,
reading, and writing; (3) having a headache frequency of 2 or
more episodes each month for the last 3 months; and (4) owning
an iPhone with a data plan or wireless Internet access.
Participants were excluded if they self-identified as having: (1)
cognitive and/or developmental delays; (2) not visited a
physician to exclude an organic disorder or traumatic injury as
the cause for their headaches; and/or (3) significant visual
impairment or blindness. Participants who consented but did
not complete the pre-assessment questionnaire were also
excluded.

Concept and Development Process of the Electronic
Headache Diary
Several steps were taken to create our electronic headache diary
application (see Figure 1). Once diary items and features were
well-defined, an iterative process that involved 3 cycles of
designing, testing, reviewing, and refining the e-diary app was
followed. Initially, low-fidelity paper diary prototypes, followed
by high-fidelity software-based diary prototypes, were tested
with volunteers in the lab. Potential end users were then involved
in 3 iterative cycles of testing high-fidelity, software-based diary
prototypes in participants’ natural environments. The final
high-fidelity prototype was used to test the psychometric
properties of the diary. The evaluation of the diary with potential
end users during the iterative cycle phase is the focus of this
manuscript.
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Figure 1. Defining the concept of myWHI diary.

Evaluation of the Usability, Feasibility, and
Psychometric Properties of the Diary
Participants involved in usability/feasibility testing and
psychometric properties testing followed the same procedure
unless indicated. Participants were recruited internationally
through online advertisements on social networks, classified
ads, and mailing lists. We used an automated Web-based system
for efficient online screening and consent that closely mimicked
the electronic signup process that will be followed when the
application is released to the public. Potential participants were
asked screening questions by the automated system. Those
identified as eligible were automatically asked to provide online
consent (assent and parent authorization if between 14-16 years
old). If consent was provided, an online pre-questionnaire was
completed. The researcher then emailed each new participant
with instructions for downloading the iPhone application along
with the request to use the diary for 14 days. After this testing
period, an online post-questionnaire was completed and 15%
to 25% of participants involved in the usability/feasibility testing
were randomly selected for a 45-minute, end-of-study interview
via phone or Skype. Participants involved in psychometric
testing were not interviewed. Participants were reimbursed for
their time. This study was approved by the IWK Health Centre’s
Research Ethics Board.

Measures

to help users become more aware of headache symptoms and
patterns. It tracks temporal, sensory, and affective aspects of
headaches, and headaches’ impact on daily life, potential
triggers, and coping behaviors. The diary incorporates ad-hoc
and validated paper measures (ie, MIDAS/PedMIDAS and
NRS-11). It includes outcome measures recommended by
IMMPACT, PedIMMPACT [25-27], and guidelines for both
pharmacological and behavioral clinical trials of headache
[28-30] to facilitate use of the diary in a scientific trial context.
The diary encourages users to complete a headache entry for
every headache. First, users report occurrence by specifying
start time, initial intensity, starting location, potential trigger(s),
and prior symptoms (Figure 2.1). At the end of the headache,
users are encouraged to report ending time, headache quality,
highest pain intensity, level of unpleasantness, associated
symptoms, change in headache location, and medication taken
or strategies utilized to cope with the headache. At the end of
each day, regardless of whether they had a headache, users are
asked to enter additional information into the daily diary (eg,
overall mood, hours and quality of sleep; see Figure 2.2). In
addition, participants record headache impact on daily activities
if a headache occurred that day. As all items are optional, users
can keep track of information most relevant to them. The diary
provides visual graphs of headaches over time in terms of
occurrence, intensity, duration, and level of headache-related
interference in daily functioning. To highlight potential causal
relationships, users can also see how these parameters are related
with the tracked potential triggers (Figure 2.3).

Electronic Headache Diary
Our electronic headache diary was called the myWireless
Headache Intervention diary (myWHI diary). It was designed
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Figure 2. Screenshots of the myWHI diary interface. 2.1 Headache entry 2.2 Daily diary entry 2.3 Reports.

Pre-questionnaire
A closed-ended questionnaire gathered demographics, iPhone
usage, and headache characteristics. Based on headache
characteristics and considering the International Headache
Classification (IHC) criteria [31], participants were classified
as having migraine-like headaches, tension-like headaches,
mixed headaches (meeting criteria for both migraine-like and
tension-like headaches), or unclassified headaches.

3.

4.

Post-questionnaire
A closed-ended questionnaire was administered to participants
of usability/feasibility testing and psychometric testing. The
questions posed to the 2 testing groups were different, as
explained below.

Post-Questionnaire for Usability/feasibility Testing
This questionnaire evaluated the diary in terms of helpfulness,
usefulness, efficiency, visual appeal, and ability to be understood
through ad-hoc questions.

Post-Questionnaire for Psychometric Testing
This questionnaire included the following standardized tools:
1.

2.

The Numerical Rating Scale (NRS-11): An 11-point
self-report pain intensity scale commonly used. It has been
psychometrically tested in children aged 8 years and above,
adolescents [32], and adults [33,34].
The Mental Health Inventory-5 (MHI-5): A 5-item
self-report measure to assess psychological distress during
the past month [35]. A higher score indicates better mental
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5.

health. MHI-5 has repeatedly been shown to be valid and
reliable in adolescents and adults [36,37].
The Patient Reported Outcomes Information Measurement
System (PROMIS) Short Form—Sleep Disturbance (adult
version): A measure developed to assess the qualitative
aspects of sleep. Its psychometric properties have been
shown to be valid for adults [38]. This scale was
administered to participants aged 18 years and over.
The PROMIS Short Form—Pain Interference (adult
version): An 8-item self-report measure to assess
pain-related interference with: (1) physical functioning, (2)
psychological functioning, and (3) social functioning. It
has been tested in adults [39]. This scale was administered
to participants aged 18 years and over.
The Sleep/Wake Behavior Problems Scale of the Sleep
Habits Survey, a scale that evaluates erratic sleep/wake
behaviors [40], and the PROMIS Pediatric Short
Form—Pain Interference (child version), an 8-item
self-report measure to assess pain-related interference with
functioning [41], were administered to participants between
age 14 and 17 years old. However, this information was
not used in our analyses due to the reduced number of
participants between the ages of 14 and 17 years old (see
results).

End-of-study interview
A semi-structured interview administered to 15% to 25% of
participants involved in each cycle of usability/feasibility testing
was facilitated by one researcher guided by a script. The
questions focused on the participants’ experiences using the
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diary, including barriers, usefulness, burdens, goals, and
suggestions for improvement.

Data Analytic Strategy
Usability and Feasibility Testing of the Diary
Analysis was exploratory in nature. Using SPSS 20 predictive
analytics software, descriptive statistics (median and range)
were calculated for pre- and post-assessment data. Usage of the
diary was automatically collected from the system.
Mann-Whitney U and Chi-square tests were used to evaluate
differences between consecutive testing cycles for continuous
and categorical variables used as indicators of feasibility and
adherence. We used non-parametric methods and report the
median (mdn) instead of the mean because of our small sample
size. Qualitative data collected through end-of-study interviews
were transcribed, coded, and analyzed using an inductive
thematic analysis [42].

Psychometric Properties Testing of the Diary
We hypothesized that the diary would be reliable and the most
essential components of the diary would be valid. We
hypothesized that convergent construct validity would be
supported by high correlations between the data derived from
the items of the diary that assess headache occurrence, intensity,
unpleasantness, mood, and sleep and headache impact, with
data obtained through questions asking for the same information
retrospectively mostly using well-established single-point
measures. We also hypothesized that if the most essential parts
of diary had concurrent validity then a good number of variables
collected through the diary would be correlated with other
single-point measures that assess related constructs. Specifically,
we hypothesized that the total number of headache episodes,
total headache time, highest headache intensity, and
unpleasantness of headaches would be moderately to strongly
related to levels of pain-related interference, sleep-related
impairment, and emotional functioning as assessed
retrospectively through well-established single-point measures.
Reliability of most variables measured by the diary was assessed
using generalizability theory analysis. Following Cranford et
al [43] we used generalizability theory to decompose the
variance of daily variables and to calculate reliability estimates
using VARCOMP procedures in SPSS 20. For single-item
variables, variance was decomposed into person, day, and
person-by-day components. The person component represents
the between-subjects portion of the variance that remains stable
across all 14 days, and the person-by-day component represents
the within-subjects component that varies by day. Thus, a
variable with a high proportion of person variance is highly
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stable over time, which is analogous to having high test-retest
reliability. Because MIDAS/PedMIDAS, which measures the
impact of headache on the subject’s daily functioning, is a
multi-item measure, the variance was decomposed into person,
day, item, person-by-day, person-by-item, day-by-item, and
error variability. This information is used to calculate 3 estimates
of between- and within-subjects reliability [43]. R1F is equivalent
to calculating Cronbach’s alpha for each of the 14 days
separately, and taking the average of all 14 alphas. RKF values
are equivalent to averaging all 14 days of data into a single
composite index, then calculating Cronbach’s alpha once. RC
values represent within-subjects reliability, which represents
the precision of the measure for measuring systematic variance
from day-to-day.
The convergent construct validity and criterion validity of the
diary were assessed by correlating several items of the diary
with well-established 1-point measures. Because diagnostics
(ie, kurtosis, skewness, histograms, P-P plots) suggested many
variables were non-normally distributed, we used Spearman’s
rank-order correlation coefficient (rs). Cohen’s criterion (small
= 0.10; medium = 0.30; large = 0.50; Cohen et al [44]) was used
to interpret effect sizes. Variables from the diary were combined
across all 14 days into a single value per participant using
various functions (eg, sums, averages, maximum value) to
facilitate comparison with variables measured only once. A full
list of all convergent and criterion validity tests can be found
in Table 7. The minimum required sample size to achieve 80%
power assuming to find at least medium-to-large effect size
(rs=0.40) and an alpha of 0.05 was 46 people.

Case Study Analysis
A representative example of a participant of psychometric
properties testing was selected.

Results
Table 1 provides the descriptive statistics of the participants
involved in evaluation of the diary. In the usability/feasibility
testing cycles, the majority of participants were young adult
females with median ages of 24 to 25 years old (range, 16-28
years). The most frequent type of headache was migraine-like
headache. In psychometric testing, the median age was similar,
22 years old (range, 14-28); only 6 of the 65 participants were
14 to 17 years old, and 59 were 18 to 28 years old. As in
usability/feasibility testing, the majority of participants were
female and the most common type of headache was
migraine-like headache.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of participants involved in the evaluation of the myWHI diary.
Usability/Feasibility testing

Psychometric testing

(n=43)

(n=65)

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

(n=11)

(n=19)

(n=13)

Median years (range)

25 (16-28)

24 (16-28)

25 (20-28)

22 (14-28)

Males

1

4

1

9

Females

10

15

12

56

Migraine-like headache

9

14

11

46

Tension-like headache

0

0

0

3

Mixed headache

0

0

0

0

Unclassified headache

1

1

0

1

>1 headache diagnosis

1

4

2

8

Age

Gender

Headache diagnosisa

a

Migraine-like headache: Headache with at least 2 of the following: (a) unilateral location, (b) pulsating quality, (c) moderate or severe pain intensity,
(d) aggravation by or causing avoidance of routine physical activity. And during the headache, experiencing one of the following: (a) nausea and/or
vomiting, (b) photophobia and phonophobia. Tension-like headache: Headache with at least 2 of the following: (a) bilateral location, (b) pressing or
tightening (non-pulsating) quality, (c) mild or moderate intensity, (d) not aggravated by routine physical activity such as walking or climbing stairs.
And during the headache experiencing both: (a) no nausea or vomiting, (b) no more than one of photophobia or phonophobia. Mixed headache: Headache
meeting all criteria to be classified as both migraine-like and tension-like headache. Unclassified headache: Headache that does not meet all clinical
categories outlined in the IHC criteria and defined above to classify headaches.

Figure 3 shows the flowchart of participation in the evaluation
of the diary. Results of usability/feasibility testing are based on
participants who used the diary application at least once during
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Cycle 1 (n=11), Cycle 2 (n=19), and Cycle 3 (n=13). Results
of psychometric testing are based on participants who completed
the post-questionnaire (n=65).
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Figure 3. Flowchart of participation in the evaluation of the myWHI diary.

Usability and Feasibility Testing of the Diary
Adherence
Table 2 shows indicators of adherence. In Cycle 1, headache
entries tended to be entered a long time after reported start time
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(mdn=13.59 h; range, 1.73-101.28 hours). Headaches were often
not recorded on the actual day that the episode was reported to
have occurred. However, most important headache items were
answered with each entry. A minority of participants completed
all 14 daily diary entries (18%, n=2) or 75% of the 14 daily
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diary entries (18%, n=2). The items encouraged to be answered
every day were usually entered the day that the daily entry was
made. Following Cycle 1, changes were made to the diary to
make the application clearer, which we expected would increase
adherence. The most significant changes are shown in Table 4.
In Cycle 2, statistically significant improvements in adherence
with headache entries were found following refinements to the
first prototype. Participants in Cycle 2 completed their headache
entries closer to the time pain began than did participants in
Cycle 1 (Cycle 2 mdn=3.83 h; range, 0.09-19.92 hours, vs Cycle
1 mdn=13.59 h; U=32.00, z=-3.01, P=.003). Adherence with
the daily diary entries also improved, but did not reach statistical
significance (26% of participants, n=5, completed all 14 daily
entries in Cycle 2 vs 18% of participants, n=2, in Cycle 1;
χ2(1)=0.26,P=.69; 53% of participants, n=10, completed 75%
of the 14 daily diary entries in Cycle 2 vs 18% of participants,
n=2, in Cycle 1; χ2(1)=3.44,P=.12). As observed in Cycle 1,
participants in Cycle 2 also tended to answer all of the items
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when completing a headache or daily entry (see Table 2).
Following Cycle 2, minor changes were made to the diary
primarily to increase adherence (see Table 4).
In Cycle 3, the level of participant adherence utilizing the diary
for headache entry remained acceptable with no statistically
significant differences found between Cycle 2 and Cycle 3 (see
Table 2). As observed in Cycle 2, the majority of participants’
headache entries during Cycle 3 were made on the same day
that the episode occurred. Once participants created the headache
entry, they tended to report initial information about their
headache right away. The level of adherence of participants
utilizing the diary for entering the daily diary entries was not
statistically different from Cycle 2. Participants completed the
majority of daily entries in real-time with only a minority of
daily entries entered retrospectively. Because significant
improvements in feasibility indicators of the diary were not
observed in Cycle 3, we decided not to make further changes.
This was the final version of the diary used to test the
psychometric properties.
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Table 2. . Median level of adherence with the myWHI diary for Cycles 1-3a.
Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

(n=11)

(n=19)

(n=13)

57%

100%c

82%c

(0%-100%)

(23%-100%)b

(31%-100%)c

100%

100%

100%

Headache (HA) entries
HA entries made the same
day that HA was reported to
happen, per participant
Times that the following
items were answered when
entering an HA episode, per
participant

Initial intensity

Start location

Potential triggers

Highest intensity

(56%-100%)

(0%-100%)

100%

100%

c

(50%-100%)c
100%

(56%-100%)

(25%-100%)

99%

100%

c

(0%-100%)c
85%

(50%-100%)

(0%-100%)

100%

100%

c

(0%-100%)c
100%

(56%-100%)

(50%-100%)

42.8%

78.57%

c

(50%-100%)c

Daily diary entries
85.71%

Daily diary entries made

(0%-100%)

(21.43%-100%)

Daily entries made retrospectively for another day, per
participant

22%

0%

(0%-50%)

(0%-50%)

100%

100%

c

(0%-100%)c
14%

c

(0%-73%)c

Times that the following
items were answered when
entering a daily diary, per
participant

Hours of sleep

Sleep quality

Overall mood

Pain interference

Pain unpleasantness

Pain qualities
a

100%

(20%-100%)

(86%-100%)

100%

100%
(79%-100%)

100%

100%
(77%-100%)

61%

75%

100%

100%

c

(29%-100%)c

(29%-100%)c
100%

c

(56%-100%)

(50%-100%)

100%

100%

(56%-100%)

c

100%

(100%-100%)

(0%-100%)

(29%-100%)c
100%

(80%-100%)

(0%-100%)

c

(50%-100%)

(50%-100%)c
100%
c

(40%-100%)c
100%

c

(50%-100%)c

Reported values are the median percentage values across Cycles. The ranges of all reported values are presented in parentheses.

b

Difference between values for consecutive Cycles (Cycle 1 vs Cycle 2; Cycle 2 vs Cycle 3) is statistically significant (P<.05).

c

Difference between values for consecutive Cycles (Cycle 1 vs Cycle 2; Cycle 2 vs Cycle 3) is not statistically significant.

Usage of Diary Features
Table 3 summarizes how participants used the features of the
diary.
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Table 3. Usage of diary features for Cycles 1-3.
Cycle 1 (n=11)

Cycle 2 (n=19)

Cycle 3 (n=13)

% (#) visited reports

N/A

0% (0)

0% (0)

% (#) disabled reminders

9% (1)

5% (1)

7% (1)

% (#) modified reminder time

36% (4)

47% (9)

31% (4)

Range of reminder time

5:00pm-10:30pm

9:00pm-11:00pm

7:00pm-10:00pm

73% (8)

58% (11)

54% (7)

3.62 (2-21.5)

3.67 (2-9.2)

Stressed: 100% (19)

Stressed: 85% (11) a

Web reports

Reminders

Customizable list of potential triggers to record daily
% (#) edited default trigger list

Mdn # (range) of potential triggers concurrent- 2 (0-4.2)
ly recorded, per participant
Top 5 most common selected triggers per
Cycle: % (#) of participants who tracked each
trigger
Stressed: 91% (10)

Tired/fatigued: 83% (9) Tired/fatigued: 100%
(19)

Tired/fatigued: 77%
(10)

Period: 37% (4)

Period: 74% (14)

Period: 77% (10)

Lack of sleep: 27% (3)

Computer use: 21% (4)

Caffeine, less than usu- Missing meal/ hunger:
al: 27% (3)
21% (4)
Comments section

a

% (#) of participants who used the headache 45% (5)
comments

50% (9)

46% (6)

Mdn % (range) times the headache comments 22.22%
section used
(14.29%-50%)

40%

50%

(16.67-100)

(9.09-60)

% (#) of participants who used daily diary
comments

45% (5)

58% (11)

64% (7)

Mdn % (range) times daily diary comments
section used

33.33%

27.27%

14.28%

(14.29%-100%)

(7.69%-80%)

(7.14%-50%)

For Cycle 3, there were only 3 top triggers.

Learnability, Acceptability, and Efficiency
Information Collected Through the Online
Post-Questionnaires
Figure 4 shows participants’ opinions on attributes of the diary.
In Cycle 1, 7 of 11 participants completed the
post-questionnaire. In terms of acceptability, all participants
reported that they would recommend this diary to others. Five
participants (71%) expressed interest in continuing to use the
diary (eg, for 6 more weeks). Six participants (55%) continued
using the diary for 2 weeks following their 14-day trial, with 3
(27%) continuing to use it beyond that. This behavior occurred
in the absence of any incentives or encouragement. In terms of
efficiency, the headache diary item that was repeatedly reported
to be the most difficult to complete was “potential triggers”
(n=4, 57%).
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In Cycle 2, 17 of 19 participants completed the
post-questionnaire. Participants’ opinions on the feasibility of
the diary remained positive and improved when contrasted with
opinions in Cycle 1 (Figure 4). The levels of acceptability and
efficiency between the first 2 cycles were not statistically
different, with the exception of fewer participants reporting
trouble recording “potential triggers” for headache entries during
Cycle 2, the item with the most problems for participants in
Cycle 1 (Cycle 1: 57%, 4 of 7 participants vs Cycle 2: 0%, 0 of
19 participants; χ2(1)=11.66, P<.001). For learnability,
participants in Cycle 2 reported the diary to be easier to learn
how to use than did participants in Cycle 1 (z=-2.22, P=.03).
In Cycle 3, 12 of 13 participants completed the
post-questionnaire. The learnability, acceptability, and efficiency
of the diary remained as positive as users’ experience during
Cycle 2, and no statistically significant improvements were
found (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Participants’ feedback on attributes of the myWHI diary (mdn values). aNo participant used the paper-format diary in Cycle 1.

Information Collected Through the End-of-Study
Interviews
In Cycle 1, 4 participants were interviewed. Thematic analysis
revealed 3 distinct themes:
1. Poor understanding: Many participants neglected to use
features of the diary because they either did not know how the
features worked, or were unaware that they existed (eg,
participants were unaware that they could customize the triggers
tracked on a daily basis). This lack of understanding was the
prevailing message of the first cycle. As a potential solution,
participants suggested the addition of tutorials.
2. General endorsements, likes, and dislikes: Participants felt
satisfied with the diary and perceived it as useful because it
taught them what to pay attention to; helped increase awareness
of headaches, identification of triggers, and effectiveness of
medications; helped guide self-care behaviors; and helped in
reporting headaches to physicians and family. Participants felt
that the diary was easy to use overall, but identified some
difficult and confusing situations, such as: setting the start and
end time of headaches as wake and sleep times, respectively;
including not applicable items (eg, symptoms before and after
the headache) for those with constant headache; having to
develop the habit of using the diary; identifying potential
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e39/
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headache triggers within the diary’s hierarchical presentation;
and the slowing of the application due to network connections.
3. Suggestions for improvement: To improve ease of use,
participants suggested: setting default answers to daily items,
allowing participants to remove unused items, adding more
reminders to complete either ongoing headache entries or daily
entries, and providing the most frequently entered options at
the top of lists to expedite data entry. They also suggested
providing additional reports and adding the ability to export
diary data.
In Cycle 2, 3 participants were interviewed with 3 distinct
themes identified:
1. Good understanding: Participants demonstrated a good
understanding of the functionality of the application. They found
the tutorials that were added after Cycle 1 to be clear and useful.
2. General endorsements, likes, and dislikes: Participants found
the application easy to use, relevant, and useful. They reported
that using the application gave them a more accurate idea of
their headaches (ie, type of pain, intensity, and potential
triggers). However, they did not speak highly of some sections
or functionalities, such as: no interviewed participant reported
using the Web-based reports that were added after Cycle 1,
instead emphasizing the convenience of reviewing reports on
the phone and indicating that they were likely to consult the
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e39 | p.129
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reports more often after using the diary for a longer period of
time. They did consult the iPhone reports, but not frequently.
Participants also disliked being unable to enter daily diary entries
retrospectively, being unable to enter daily entries that extended
past midnight without starting a new day, or having to enter
day-long headaches for constant headache.
3. Suggestions for improvement: For ease-of-use improvements,
participants suggested: adding the ability to be reminded about
incomplete items in headache entries and the ability to see the
day of the week when entering dates.
In Cycle 3, 2 participants were interviewed and the following
theme was identified:
1. General endorsements, likes, and dislikes: Both participants
liked the application, reporting that it was clear, easy to use,
and useful. Despite their satisfaction with the overall application,
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a few features were not always perceived as useful. Whereas 1
participant used the comment section throughout headache
episodes to track perceived changes, the other reported that the
section was not useful. While 1 participant found the reports
appealing and easy to interpret, the other found them confusing.
Other aspects that were raised as a source of dissatisfaction or
not used were: the loading time, the difficulty deciding what
daily triggers to track due to the large number of available
options, and the Web-based reports. They expressed again that
access to the reports from within the mobile application would
be more beneficial than accessing them through the Web.

Summary of Diary Changes
As part of the iterative design process, the diary was refined
following Cycles 1 and 2 based on participant feedback. Table
4 summarized the most important changes made.

Table 4. Most important changes made to the diary during testing.
Reason for change Change made
Cycle 1
To improve learnability

•
•
•
•
•

To improve efficiency

•
•
•

Added automatic help/instruction slides to explain how the application works when the user first launches the application.
Added help buttons to the headaches, daily diary, and reports tabs to view the help/instructions slides again at any time.
Moved the feature that allows users to customize the list of potential triggers from the settings area to the daily diary entries
to make it clearer that the list can be modified at any time.
Added detail text (ie, “This is a default”) to the triggers setup as a default for tracking daily exposure, so that users can
easily recognize the suggested default triggers.
Added a “More” button to the reports tab to explain accessing the Web-based reports. MyWHI 2.0 is the first version of
the application with Web-based reports.
Added a “Frequently used” category containing the 5 most-reported triggers.
Updated the order of medications to include the most recently used at the top, followed by those never taken ordered alphabetically.
Modified several lists of answer options to be sorted alphabetically.

To improve accura- •
cy

Modified the date selection to disallow selection of future dates and times.

To improve accept- •
ability
•

Added more PC-accessible-only reports to provide the user with more information from their entered data.
Added question text for “Potential triggers” to the top of the screen when searching for the appropriate response option
within the hierarchical tree structure to help users to keep the question of what might trigger a headache in mind.

Cycle 2
To improve adherence

•
•
•
•

Added a badge to the headaches tab to indicate ongoing headaches.
Added an alert message to remind participants to create subsequent daily diary or headache entries sooner, if a diary entry
is created for a previous day or a headache is entered more than 3 hours after the reported start time.
Added an alert to the “Duration” item, which is automatically reported by the system once the user has entered “Start time”
and “End time.” The item turns red if the headache duration is a negative value.
Added a reminder message that shows up if headache duration exceeds 24 hours. The message reminds the participant that
headaches lasting more than 1 day should be recorded as a separate headache for each day.

•

Added a reminder for the user to look at the reports. This shows up after the 5th, 10th, 15th, etc. daily diary entry is added
until the user views reports.

To improve accept- •
ability
•

Removed the restriction on creating a diary entry if one already exists. This was preventing users from adding diary entries
for previous days.
Revised the date format in headaches and daily diary entries to “Monday, June 6” instead of “June 6.”

To improve learnability

To improve efficiency

•

To improve accura- •
cy

Changed medication search to prioritize medications that contain the search string at the beginning (eg, searching “ty”
brings up “Tylenol” rather than “Atyopanex”).
Fixed bugs (eg, fixed a bug that caused an error when saving empty MIDAS responses).
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Psychometric Properties Testing of the Diary
The 65 participants completed a mean of 10.32 daily diary
entries (SD=4.94) during the 14-day period. A total of 33
participants (65%) completed all 14 daily diary entries and 44
(67%) completed more than 75% of the daily diary entries.
Generalizability theory results for single-item measures recorded
using the NRS-11 scale are located in Table 5. The largest
portion of variance for headache start intensity, maximum
intensity, and duration was explained by person variability
(62.79% to 75.60%) suggesting that these variables are highly
stable across individuals across 14 days. In contrast,
unpleasantness, amount of sleep, quality of sleep, and mood
was primarily characterized by person-by-day variability
(60.27% to 79.21%) suggesting that these variables tended to

vary substantially from day to day. However, all variables had
substantial person and person-by-day variability suggesting that
these variables capture both trait-like individual differences and
state-like daily fluctuations. Reliability for PedMIDAS was not
calculated due to the small sample size of users between the
ages of 14 and 17 years old. Generalizability theory results for
MIDAS (Table 6) shows that MIDAS has substantial person
and person-by-day variance, but also has a substantial amount
of measurement error. The various estimates of reliability were
excellent (RKF=0.98), adequate (R1F=0.66), and somewhat low
(RC=0.51), depending on the measure used. These results
suggest that MIDAS has good reliability if data from all 14 days
are aggregated to create a single estimate for a person, but may
not be suitable for measuring day-to-day variations in headache
impact.

Table 5. Variance components for single-item measures of the diary.
Persona

Dayb

Person-by-dayc

Totald

0-10 NRS

2.495

0.077

1.234

3.806

% overall variance

65.55%

2.03%

32.42%

100.00%

0-10 NRS

3.076

0.128

1.694

4.899

% overall variance

62.79%

2.62%

34.59%

100.00%

Difference between
starting and ending
time (in minutes)

102,960.884

891.587

32,333.475

136,185.946

% overall variance

75.60%

0.65%

23.74%

100.00%

0-10 NRS

2.387

0.005

3.627

6.019

% overall variance

39.654%

0.075%

60.27%

100.00%

Hours of sleep

0.969

0.007

3.332

4.207

% overall variance

20.64%

0.16%

79.21%

100%

0-10 NRS

1.276

0.000

3.486

4.762

% overall variance

26.80%

0%

73.20%

100%

0-10 NRS

0.955

0.002

3.023

3.980

% overall variance

23.99%

0.06%

75.95

100%

Source of variance
Start intensity

Highest intensity

Duration

Unpleasantness

Amount of sleep

Quality of sleep

Mood

a

Person = variance due to between-person differences across all days.

b

Day = variance due to differences between days across all persons.

c

Person-by-day = variance due to between-person differences at different days.

d

Total = sum of all variances.
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Table 6. Variance components for multi-item measures of the diary.
Headache impactMIDASa

% overall variance

0.060

27.91%

Dayc

0.002

0.93%

Itemd

0.017

7.91%

Person-by-daye

0.034

15.81%

f

0.005

2.33%

Day-by-itemg

0.000

0.00%

Errorh

0.097

45.12%

Total

0.22

100.00%

Between Subjects Reliability (R1F)i

0.66

Between Subjects Reliability (RKF)i

0.98

Within Subjects Reliability (RC)i

0.51

Source of variance
Person

b

Person-by-item

a

PedMIDAS measure was not explored due to the small sample size that completed this measure.

b

Person = variance due to between-person differences across all days and items.

c

Day = variance due to differences between days across all persons and items.

d

Item = variance due to responses to scale items across all persons and days.

e

Person-by-day = variance due to between-person differences at different days across all items.

f

Person-by-item = variance due to between-persons differences in responses to scale items across all days.

g

Day-by-item = variance due to differences between days in responses to scale items across all persons.

h

Error = Person x Day x Item interaction plus random error (unknown sources of variance).

i

R1F, RKF, and RC are forms of internal consistency calculated using formulas from Cranford et al (2006) [43].

Table 7 summarizes the correlations used to validate several
sections of the diary. Although we administered The Sleep/Wake
Behavior Problems Scale of the Sleep Habits Survey [40] and
the child version of the PROMIS Pediatric Short Form—Pain
Interference [41] this information was not used in our analyses
due to the reduced number of participants between the ages of
14 and 17 years old (n=6). All convergent construct validity
correlations were statistically significant, and 4 of 5 had large
effect sizes (rs>|0.50|). These correlations ranged from -0.26
(average sleep quality recorded with the PROMIS Sleep
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Disturbance scale) to 0.81 (highest headache pain recorded on
the diary with retrospective recall of highest intensity). A total
of 8 of the 12 concurrent validity correlations were statistically
significant with medium to large effect sizes, ranging from -0.22
(average headache unpleasantness and MHI-5 emotional
functioning) to 0.55 (highest headache pain intensity on the
diary and the adult PROMIS Pain Interference scale). Due to a
very small sample of adolescent participants (n=6), 10 planned
correlations using adolescent measures (for participants between
14 and 17 years old) were omitted.
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Table 7. Convergent and concurrent validity Spearman rank-order correlations for sections of the diary.
myWHI diary variables

Convergent construct validation

Concurrent validation

How it was calculated

Post- questionnaire measures

myWHI diary criteria

Post- questionnaire measures

rsa

Pain interferencea

PROMIS Pain Interference

0.293c (n=59)

Emotional functioning

MHI-5

-0.196 (n=57)

mentb

PROMIS Sleep Disturbance

0.165 (n=59)

Pain interferenceb

PROMIS Pain Interference

0.422d (n=51)

MHI-5

-0.360d
(n=56)

mentb

PROMIS Sleep Disturbance

0.192 (n=51)

Pain interferenceb

PROMIS Pain Interference

0.549d (n=52)

Emotional functioning

MHI-5

-0.341d
(n=52)

mentb

PROMIS Sleep Disturbance

0.369d (n=52)

Pain interferenceb

PROMIS Pain Interference

0.519d (n=50)

Emotional functioning

MHI-5

-0.221 (n=55)

mentb

PROMIS Sleep Disturbance

0.430d (n=50)

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

rsa

Headache entries
Occurrence

Total number of recorded Recall of number of HA
HA episodes
episodes in past 14 days

0.630e
(n=63)

Sleep-related impair-

Duration

Emotional functioning
Sum of all headache durations in minutes
--

Sleep-related impair--

Highest pain

Recorded worst pain intensity ratings

Recall of worst pain intensi- 0.809e
ty on a NRS-11
(n=57)

Sleep-related impair-

Unpleasantness

Average of the unpleasantness ratings

Sleep-related impair--

--

Daily diary entries
Sleep qualityb
Average of sleep quality
ratings

-0.264c
PROMIS Sleep Disturbance (n=56)

Overall mood
Average of overall mood
ratings

MHI-5

0.652e
(n=62)

PROMIS Pain Interference

0.693e
(n=45)

Headache impactb
Average of MIDAS
scores
a

Coefficients represent Spearman rank-order correlations (rs).

b

Only participants aged between 18 and 28 years old were considered for these analyses.

c

P<.05

d

P<.01

e

P<.001

Case Study Analysis
A case study analysis of 1 participant of psychometric properties
testing was conducted. The results are presented to illustrate
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e39/
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how it is possible to improve the quality of self-reported data,
consequently helping users and health care professionals to
better understand headaches and improve health care decisions.
Figure 5 shows screenshots of the Web-based reports of a
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e39 | p.133
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21-year-old female participant. This participant experienced
migraine-like headaches, and recorded 6 episodes mainly of
moderate headache pain over the 14 days. Most episodes lasted
less than 1 hour, 2 episodes lasted around 2 and 8 hours,
respectively, and caused mild to moderate interference in her
life. The participant reported symptoms such as dizziness or
hearing changes before the onset of half of the episodes, and
often reported accompanying symptoms such as vomiting and
light or noise sensitivity. The participant daily kept track of
potential triggers, including: menstrual period, stress, and
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tiredness. There may be relationships between her stress and
the occurrence of headache episodes, but it is too premature to
extract conclusions from these limited observations. Besides
taking ibuprofen on 2 occasions, which did not seem to help
ease the pain in a timely manner, the participant reported
different strategies to cope with her headache episodes, and
perceived eating breakfast, rest, and sleep as the most effective.
However, because of the limited duration of using the headache
diary, again no conclusions about the effectiveness of these
strategies can be drawn, however, this may be clinically helpful.

Figure 5. Screenshots of the Web-based reports of one of the participants.

Discussion
Principal Results
After 3 iterations of designing, testing, reviewing, and refining,
we created a feasible electronic headache diary. At the end of
this iterative process, young adults with headaches perceived
the application as useful, easy to learn, and efficient to use.
Although adherence with the final version evaluated in Cycle
3 was not perfect, most participants made active use of the
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e39/
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application throughout the testing period. The option for
participants to omit items when completing the diary could have
had drawbacks to this research by threatening maintenance of
internal consistency while diminishing the usefulness of the
diary in clinical settings. However, participants typically
provided an answer to each item included in the diary when
either completing a daily entry or recording a headache episode
during the testing period. Moreover, most participants completed
a majority of the daily entries and recorded most headache
episodes on the day they occurred. Substantial differences have
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e39 | p.134
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been observed in levels of adherence with electronic headache
diaries, with rates of 75%-98% [22]. There is no consensus on
the acceptable minimum adherence level in self-monitoring
systems. The ultimate goal when developing a diary such as
this is to provide individuals with headaches (and their health
care providers) with the greatest insight into their condition
while imposing minimum time and effort on maintaining a diary.
This delicate balance poses a challenge. It is possible that the
comprehensiveness of our application, although recognized as
a strength by most participants, may have reduced adherence
due to the time and effort required to complete all of the items.
However, it may also take time to develop a habit of using the
diary. We found that 35% of participants were still creating
diary entries 2 weeks after the conclusion of their 14-day
participation, and 18% created more diary entries after the study
period than they had within it. This suggests that level of
adherence with the diary may be maintained or even improved
over time. This is most apparent with the Web-based reports,
which can provide enhanced value after regular use of the
application over time. It is challenging to motivate users to
regularly enter data when the benefits are uncertain and
meaningful reports may be weeks or even months away.
Therefore, despite the possible issues with the time and effort
required due to the comprehensiveness of our application, we
do not plan to simplify this application, mainly because
simplicity does not automatically imply that this will help
patients improve adherence, and most importantly, we do not
know the minimum level of adherence required to achieve better
outcomes. In addition to the observed levels of participant
adherence when filling in the diary, we also observed that the
features incorporated in the diary (ie, the reminders, the
comment sections, and the customizable list of potential triggers
for the users to track their exposure on a daily basis and explore
their potential relevance) were commonly used by the
participants, with the exception of the Web-based report
generation system that was external to the application.
We assessed reliability of measures included in the final version
of the diary using generalizability theory analyses. For
single-item measures, these analyses revealed that headache
intensity and duration measures were primarily trait-like
variables that were highly stable over time. In contrast, headache
unpleasantness, amount/quality of sleep, and mood measures
were more state-like, and varied considerably from day-to-day.
The MIDAS had excellent internal consistency when all 14 days
are combined together into a single composite variable; however,
it does not appear to be a good measure for reliably measuring
variability in headache-related interference from day to day.
This said, poor within-subjects reliability is typical of many
measures that otherwise have excellent psychometric properties
[43]. Consequently, we recommend that patients and health care
providers who use the diary not to examine day-to-day
fluctuations in MIDAS scores. Instead, they should calculate
an overall index of headache-related interference by averaging
MIDAS scores across many measurement occasions and look
for changes over longer periods of time using small-N, A-B-A
designs. Finally, we also explored convergent and criterion
validity for some critical elements of the myWHI diary,
especially when used by the oldest subgroup.
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Strengths and Weaknesses of the Mywhi Application
The myWHI diary overcomes several drawbacks identified in
the electronic diaries described and used in the scientific
literature [22] or available on the market [23]. It allows users
to track information for both headache and headache-free days,
and has undergone formal usability, feasibility, and
psychometric testing. Unlike the myWHI diary, the usability,
feasibility, and reliability of current headache diaries are often
unknown. Available diaries have been fundamentally designed
to only log headaches and the main variables associated with
them (ie, intensity, duration, and timing). Diaries often do not
collect information in the absence of headaches, as they are
event-contingent, making it difficult for the user (or health care
professionals) to understand what is precipitating the headaches,
and what strategies may prevent new headaches; the digital
headache diary (DHD) is one exception [45]. The myWHI diary
meets the criteria, which our team defined a priori, for an “ideal”
diary application; it is intended to help individuals with headache
to better understand and manage their headaches, while
providing relevant data to health professionals [23]. The myWHI
diary was created with the help of headache experts, it measures
clinically relevant headache variables, it allows customization
to make the application clinically relevant to the individual user,
and it generates reports displaying relationships between
variables.
Despite the high levels of satisfaction with the application, we
also identified weaknesses. There were weaknesses with our
Web-based report generation system that is external to the
application, which was not used by the participants.
Incorporating a robust set of reports directly in the mobile
application is something to consider. The relatively slow
responsiveness of the application influences user experience;
we stored data on a remote server for research purposes, which
introduced delays users are not accustomed to when using
mobile apps. This could be resolved in a new version of the
application that stores data locally, with the potential for a data
synchronization system to maintain availability of usage data
to researchers. We acknowledge the need to adapt the diary for
other mobile phone platforms or Web-based application. Finally,
taking into account that the MIDAS scores seem inappropriate
for day-to-day reporting, it would be desirable to replace this
measure with a new one that could examine daily changes.
However, more psychometric work is required to develop a new
measure.

Limitations of the Study
This study has some limitations. First, participants across a wide
range of ages were included. We encountered recruitment
difficulties for participants between 14 and 17 years old, which
limits generalizability of our psychometric findings to this age
group. Second, introducing a routine such as using this diary
every day is neither easy nor fast. When testing usability and
feasibility of the diary, we offered participants a prototype
version of the diary to use for 14 days. With this time period,
which is shorter than the 28-day period that is often
recommended for assessment in headache studies [28,29,46],
the use of the diary was not effortlessly adapted as daily routine.
This could have negatively affected use of the diary, quality of
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e39 | p.135
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the suggestions, and even bias modifications taken as result of
the collected data. A longer trial duration could have minimized
these problems and provide a more accurate picture of feasibility
data when this diary is used as consistently recommended in
the literature. Third, findings from interviews conducted in each
cycle of usability/feasibility were not representative of the
participating sample in each cycle as only 15%-25% of
participants were involved in the interviews. Despite this
inherent characteristic of qualitative research, the data helped
to provide richer insight of some participant experiences using
the diary. Similarly, the case study is not generalizable; however,
it provides an example of how this diary may be helpful. Finally,
allowing participants to freely omit some items on the
questionnaire may result in greater levels of missing data. In a
clinical context, practitioners should work with patients closely
to determine which questionnaire items are most important to
track on a case-by-case basis.

Conclusions and Next Steps
This research represents the necessary first steps toward creating
a feasible and psychometrically sound electronic diary for young
adults with headaches. Users should be continuously involved
during the design of applications [47] and we involved users
from the onset [48]. The application was evaluated using formal
testing cycles with participants once we had a high-fidelity and
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fully functional prototype of the application to provide an
accurate and realistic setting for evaluation, following Prinz’s
recommendations [49]. This diary may be useful not only for
individuals with headaches but also for medical doctors who
want to collect accurate and thorough information. Without a
diary, medical doctors may be forced to make care decisions
on the basis of limited retrospective information collected during
brief and sporadic encounters. They will now have an accurate
picture of their patients’ headaches in order to tailor headache
treatments to each patient, which ultimately may improve
treatment outcomes. The diary records of frequency, severity,
duration, location, qualities of headaches, the level of disability,
and its associated symptoms can help to consolidate headache
diagnosis. The exposure to potential triggers and perceived
precipitating factors can help identify headache triggers, and
its records of frequency of analgesic use and other coping
strategies can help to determine the best methods for managing
pain.
Since there is still no evidence indicating the multiple potential
benefits of electronic diaries in the field of headache [50] our
plan for the future is to evaluate the impact of this diary at
multiple levels (eg, does the use of myWHI save clinician time?
does it facilitate diagnosis? does it improve patient outcomes?).
The authors plan to make this diary publically available soon
at the myWHI website.
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Abstract
Background: The number of pregnant women with a body mass index (BMI) of 30kg/m2 or more is increasing, which has
important implications for antenatal care. Various resource-intensive interventions have attempted to assist women in managing
their weight gain during pregnancy with limited success. A mobile phone app has been proposed as a convenient and cost-effective
alternative to face-to-face interventions.
Objective: This paper describes the process of developing and pilot testing the Eating4Two app, which aims to provide women
with a simple gestational weight gain (GWG) calculator, general dietary information, and the motivation to achieve a healthy
weight gain during pregnancy.
Methods: The project involved the development of app components, including a graphing function that allows the user to record
their weight throughout the pregnancy and to receive real-time feedback on weight gain progress and general information on
antenatal nutrition. Stakeholder consultation was used to inform development. The app was pilot tested with 10 pregnant women
using a mixed method approach via an online survey, 2 focus groups, and 1 individual interview.
Results: The Eating4Two app took 7 months to develop and evaluate. It involved several disciplines--including nutrition and
dietetics, midwifery, public health, and information technology--at the University of Canberra. Participants found the Eating4Two
app to be a motivational tool but would have liked scales or other markers on the graph that demonstrated exact weight gain.
They also liked the nutrition information; however, many felt it should be formatted in a more user friendly way.
Conclusions: The Eating4Two app was viewed by participants in our study as an innovative support system to help motivate
healthy behaviors during pregnancy and as a credible resource for accessing nutrition-focused information. The feedback provided
by participants will assist with refining the current prototype for use in a clinical intervention trial.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e44) doi:10.2196/mhealth.4071
KEYWORDS
pregnancy; mobile phone; antenatal care; maternal obesity; intervention

Introduction
The proportion of overweight and obese pregnant women is
increasing, which has important implications for antenatal care
[1-3]. Of particular concern is that, compared to women who
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e44/
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have given birth previously, young first-time mothers have a
greater likelihood of gaining excess weight during pregnancy
and many are entering pregnancy with a high BMI [4,5]. One
recent Australian study reported that 43% of pregnant women
were overweight or obese [6]. Maternal obesity and excessive
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GWG have well-documented associations with adverse
outcomes for the woman, such as increased risk of gestational
diabetes, and for the baby, such as higher risks of hypoglycemia
and macrosomia [3]. High GWG has been independently
associated with an increased risk of childhood obesity,
suggesting that influences occurring in the fetal environment
are contributing to obesity onset [7].

nutrition advice for pregnancy; and (2) identify any usability
problems with the app and determine participant satisfaction
with the product.

Various resource-intensive interventions have attempted to
assist women to manage their weight gain during pregnancy
with varied success. One systematic review and meta-analysis
of randomized and nonrandomized controlled trials (RCTs)
suggested that dietary interventions during pregnancy may be
effective in decreasing total GWG. A trend toward reduced
prevalence of gestational diabetes in overweight and obese
women was also reported [8]. Another systematic review of
RCTs concluded that the effect of providing antenatal dietary
interventions for overweight or obese pregnant women on
maternal and infant health outcomes remains unclear [9].
Qualitative studies show health professionals struggle to support
women to manage their weight gain in pregnancy due to a
paucity of resources, concern over raising the sensitive issue of
weight, the fact that weighing women in pregnancy is not
routine, and a lack of high level guidance [10].

The overall content and usability for the Eating4Two app was
shaped by qualitative investigation and supported by an
evidence-based approach. The study team first met in August
2013 to discuss the project plan and an IT specialist was
employed shortly after to write the software program for the
app. It was decided that an Android 2.1 and higher platform be
used as this was the most cost-effective choice [17]. The study
team met on a weekly basis in order to resolve issues and review
the progress of the project. A simple, visual graphing function
that allows the user to configure their start BMI, estimate due
date, and weigh in throughout the pregnancy and that provided
real-time feedback was developed as part of the app. The
opening screen of the app requires users to agree to the statement
that the app does not replace the care and advice provided by a
health professional. In order to progress to the app functions,
the user must indicate that they agree with the statement.
Alternatively, they are given the option to exit. Once the “I
agree” tab has been pressed, users enter the configuration screen
shown in Figure 1. Gestation (in weeks) is calculated by setting
a date (usually provided by ultrasound), from first day of last
menstrual period, or by current gestational week. The next step
requires input of weight and height in either metric or imperial
units. To appeal to a broad range of potential consumers, BMI
is automatically calculated and appears on the screen (BMI is
the division of weight in kilograms by height in meters squared).
Once the “Save” tab has been pressed, the recommended GWG
is calculated to align with Institute of Medicine guidelines based
on BMI at conception. This function allows the user to check,
at any time during their pregnancy, where they are positioned
on the graph in terms of weight gain (see Figure 2). Numbers
on the graph were purposely omitted to reduce weight-related
stress as appropriate trends within each participant’s
recommended weight gain range were felt to be more important
than numbers aiming for an exact weight.

More recently, a systematic review examined new
communication technologies and their potential to support
lifestyle interventions during pregnancy [11]. The authors
concluded that there is a paucity of data and RCTs examining
the effectiveness of communication technology with pregnant
women, particularly among those who are overweight and obese.
A mobile phone app has been proposed as one such convenient
and cost-effective approach to maternal obesity interventions.
Mobile phones are ubiquitous in Australia, with an estimated
8.67 million users. Mobile app downloads increased by 85%
over a 12-month period from 2.42 million users downloading
a mobile app in June 2011 to 4.45 million in June 2012 [12].
A wide range of apps are available that focus on general weight
management. Hebden et al developed and qualitatively evaluated
a series of apps aimed at modifying lifestyle behaviors
associated with excess weight gain in young adulthood [13].
Lee et al developed a mobile phone-based diet game for weight
control [14] and Bexelius et al formulated an app for monitoring
physical activity [15]. Hearn et al developed a mobile phone
app and accompanying website for perinatal women to help
track their weight, diet, physical activity, emotional well-being
and sleep patterns [16]. After careful review of both Android
and iPhone apps, the researchers identified very few that focused
specifically on weight management in pregnancy and none, to
our knowledge, that contained a visual graphing function for
women to input and follow their GWG. The aims of this study
were to: (1) develop an app providing real-time feedback on
gestational weight gain progress and credible, up-to-date
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Methods
Development of the Eating4Two App

Another function, the “Library” tab, contains information about
nutrients, foods, menus, behaviors, and symptoms especially
relevant to pregnancy (see Figure 2). This information was
drawn from the Commonwealth Government of Australia’s
National Health and Medical Research Council [18,19], the
Dietitian’s Association of Australia [20], and Food Standards
Australia and New Zealand [21]. Photographs demonstrating
recommended food portions provide a visual guide of what a
“standard serving” looks like; for example, a half a cup of green
peas [22] (see Figure 3). All 5 food groups are represented
[18,19].
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Table 1. Dietary information contained in the Eating4Two app library.
Topic

Information under this topic

General dietary in- Healthy eating advice (eg, dieting while pregnant discouraged). However, there is no need to eat double than usual.
take
Alcohol

The potential risks of consuming alcohol during pregnancy are outlined. There is no known completely safe level of alcohol
consumption during pregnancy.

Energy

During the first trimester, energy (kJ) intake should remain about the same as it was prior to pregnancy. Second and third trimester
energy (kJ) should increase by about 600 kJ/day. Practical examples of how to achieve this were provided.

Iron

During pregnancy, requirements for this mineral are elevated. It is recommended that women consume approximately 27 mg/day.
Practical dietary examples of how to achieve this were provided.

Folate

During pregnancy, requirements for this vitamin are elevated. It is recommended that women consume approximately 600
mcg/day (plus a 400 mcg supplement/day). Practical dietary examples of how to achieve this were provided.

Calcium

During pregnancy, requirements for this mineral are elevated. It is recommended that women consume approximately 1,000
mg/day. Practical dietary examples of how to achieve this were provided.

Iodine

During pregnancy, requirements for this mineral are elevated. It is recommended that women consume approximately 200
mcg/day. Practical dietary examples of how to achieve this were provided.

Zinc

This mineral is widely available from a variety of foods, making it possible for pregnant women to achieve their requirements
through a balanced diet alone.

Nausea

Commonly experienced in the first trimester. Always discuss symptoms with health care provider. Nutrition-related information
to relieve nausea (eg, eat small amounts of food often) was provided.

Heartburn

Commonly experienced in the third trimester. Always discuss symptoms with health care provider. Nutrition-related information
to relieve heartburn (eg, stay upright after eating) was provided.

Constipation

May occur at any stage during pregnancy. Always discuss symptoms with health care provider. Nutrition-related information
to relieve constipation (eg, drink plenty of fluids) was provided.

Tiredness

May occur at any stage during pregnancy and for some women may be ongoing. Nutrition-related information to assist women
(eg, suggestion to make a batch of meals all at once and have a ready supply in the freezer) was provided.

Listeria

A bacterium that can contaminate food and cause listeriosis. It’s a rare infection, but it’s very serious if contracted during pregnancy. Dietary information was included on what to avoid.

Mercury

Fish is an important part of a healthy diet. Some types of fish may contain mercury. Practical examples of what and how much
fish is ideal to eat during pregnancy were provided.

Cravings

May be driven by hormonal changes. Unlikely to be the body’s way of indicating a nutrient deficiency exists. Discuss unusual
or inappropriate cravings with health care provider. Healthy tips on dealing with cravings (eg, cravings for ice cream may be
satisfied by eating frozen berries) were provided.

Serving sizes

Photographs of recommended serving sizes (eg, nuts, lean meat, bread) were included.
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Figure 1. Configuration screen.

Figure 2. Gestational weight gain calculator screen.
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Figure 3. Example of nutrition library screen.

Stakeholder Review
A stakeholder group was established at the end of August 2013
to further inform development. This group included the
researchers, an obstetrician, and 4 women of child-bearing age.
In mid-September 2013, the stakeholder group met and reviewed
existing dietary and antenatal care apps plus a preliminary draft
of the Eating4Two app. Stakeholders provided invaluable
feedback on the app’s content and functionality. The first version
of the app was finalized in November 2013.

Pilot Testing the Eating4Two App
Ethical approval for the evaluation of the app was sought and
obtained from the University of Canberra Human Research
Ethics Committee (ref: 13–173). An Eating4Two study
information flyer was circulated via the university intranet and
on a local mother’s group Facebook page. Women were eligible
to participate if they were at no more than 30 weeks gestation,
had a singleton uncomplicated pregnancy, were 18 years or
older, and were able to attend meetings at the university. Ten
pregnant women were recruited and invited to attend an
Eating4Two introductory session at the University of Canberra.
The first part of the session included both verbal and written
information explaining the background and objectives of the
study. Women were then invited to provide signed consent. The
second part of the session involved downloading the app to each
woman’s mobile phone and providing a practical demonstration
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e44/
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on how to use it. All women owned and regularly used mobile
phones. However, 50% of the study participants had access to
an iPhone. The University of Canberra supplied these women
with a prepaid Huawei Ascend Y300 (powered by Android) for
the duration of the 6-week evaluation period. Participants were
asked to weigh themselves at the same time every day and on
the same day each week (ie, Friday morning at 7) using the
same bathroom scale for each weigh-in and to insert the result
immediately into the app. No more than 1 weigh-in per week
was recommended since researchers wanted to prevent angst
and weight-related stress. Once weight was measured, women
were encouraged to insert this immediately into the app. They
were encouraged to view the nutrition information as desired.
Participants were provided with contact technical support in the
event they required assistance. Women began using the app
from late November 2013 to early January 2014. We provided
each participant with a AUD $100 gift voucher to compensate
them for their time. Women were not informed of the gift
vouchers until after they had agreed to participate in the study.

Evaluation process
An online survey that focused on usability was emailed to all
participants midway through the evaluation period. The first 2
questions were:
1.

Have you found it useful to graph and monitor your weight
change with the app?
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What do you think about the nutrition information contained
in the app?

missed. Sessions were audio recorded and supported by written
notes. The focus group discussions and the individual interview
were transcribed verbatim and entered into a word processing
document.

Participants were asked to provide responses on a 5-point Likert
scale [23] where 1 means very unhelpful and 5 means very
helpful.

The open-ended comments from the survey and transcripts were
analyzed using inductive thematic analysis, which allows
findings to emerge from those that dominate in the raw data.
The primary aim of this type of analysis is to establish clear
links between the research objectives and the research findings
and to ensure these links are both transparent and justifiable
[25,26].

Questions 3, 4, and, 5 were open-ended and asked:
1.
2.
3.

What do you like best about the app?
What do you like least about the app?
Have you any additional comments regarding the mobile
phone app?

At the end of the evaluation period, 2 focus groups (FG) [24]
and 1 individual interview were conducted. FG1 (n=6), FG2
(n=3), and individual interview (n=1) were held in January,
February, and March 2014, respectively. A facilitatory style
was employed, which included the use of verbal and nonverbal
cues and sought not to influence answers. Each focus group and
the individual interview gave participants the opportunity to
add any information relating to the topic that may have been

Results
Participants
Ten women living in or close to Canberra, Australia, participated
in the pilot. Participants were 18 years of age or older with a
singleton, uncomplicated pregnancy. All participants provided
signed consent and were given unique numbers to ensure
anonymity (see Table 2).

Table 2. Demographic information of participants at the beginning of the 6-week pilot study.
Participant identification
No.

Gestation, No. of weeks

Parity

Prepregnancy BMI

1

17

0

Not provided

2

19

0

Not provided

3

19

1

20.5

4

30

0

23.8

5

13

0

24.5

6

15

0

Not provided

7

17

0

23.9

8

22

1

23.3

9

30

1

22.1

10

19

1

26.1

Survey
For the first question, 70% (n=7) of participants reported finding
the app a helpful tool to graph and monitor their weight change,
20% (n=2) found it neither helpful nor unhelpful, and 10% (n=1)
found it unhelpful (mean=3.6; median=4). For the second
question, 10% (n=1) of participants reported finding the nutrition
information contained in the app very helpful, 50% (n=5) found
it helpful, 30% (n=3) neither helpful nor unhelpful, and 10%
(n=1) found it unhelpful (mean=3.6; median=4). Women
acknowledged that the Eating4Two app is a motivational tool
that is generally simple to use. Women reported that they would
have liked scales or other markers on the graph to demonstrate
exact weight gain and that the nutrition information should be
formatted in a more user friendly way.

Focus Groups and Individual Interview Findings
Overview
Participants provided very similar feedback to the online survey.
Women found the Eating4Two app to be a motivational tool
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e44/
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but would have liked more explicit feedback regarding their
GWG. They liked the nutrition information, which included
food photos demonstrating portion sizes. However, participants
felt that the food photos should be clearer with labels attached
and that the nutrition library should be made easier to navigate.
Overall, 3 themes relating to user experience and acceptability
were identified and are presented below.

Theme 1: Functionality Is Important When Navigating
an App.
Most participants described the Eating4Two app as “very user
friendly” [FG1, P6] and viewed its function as being an efficient
and convenient way to monitor GWG. As 1 woman stated:
It takes 3 seconds to input the data every couple of
days. . . . I suppose I am looking at the effort verses
reward, which is actually quite good [FG1, P1]
Whereas other women expected the app to require less user
input, saying:
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It takes 2 presses on the screen to bring the numbers
up when you type your weight in . . . once to click in
the box and another to bring up the numbers. It would
have helped to have the numbers come up
automatically. [FG2, P9]
Women expressed a desire to know exactly how their weight
was tracking. One participant commented:
I would have at least liked scales on the graph—that
would have been good. [FG2, P7]
This was supported by another woman, who said:
A little feedback from what I was putting in would
have been helpful . . . so you know what the number
range is in the projection that it gives you because
you have no concept of whether you are 1 kilo below
the line or 2 or 5 or 10. [FG1, P3]
The written and visual information regarding quantity and type
of foods to eat during pregnancy was seen to be an important
inclusion. One woman commented that “the serving sizes . . .
having that information really helped” [FG1, P6] and another
woman described this function as a unique feature, saying:
I haven’t seen another app or even just literature that
describes usually what a standard serving size is
supposed to look like . . . to see it, I thought was really
good. [FG2, P8]
However, other participants questioned the clarity of photos,
with 1 saying:
I didn’t actually find them that easy to gauge the
serving sizes or sometimes what food I was looking
at. [FG1, P3]
Participants suggested that the nutrition component could be
improved by inserting a label under each photo stating quantity
and type of food and by presenting the information “in
categories and on different pages” [FG1, P1] instead of in 1
scroll-down sheet. Participants suggested additional functions
that may improve the usability of the Eating4Two app; for
example, a routine pop-up message “as a reminder of the day
to weigh in” [FG2, P7] or a prompt to bring up conversations
with a health care provider about any weight- or nutrition-related
issues.

Knight-Agarwal et al
This woman emphasized that the app not only motivated her to
make healthy food choices but also provided her with
reassurance that the choices she did make were appropriate.
Despite maternal obesity being a growing problem, health care
practice has moved way from weighing pregnant women in
recent years [10].The participants confirmed this, stating that
they were not weighed as part of routine antenatal care. Using
the app motivated them to self-monitor their weight progress
and, for some, the app encouraged them to initiate conversations
with their health care providers regarding their gestational
weight gain, with 1 woman saying:
When I noticed there wasn’t any gain for ages . . . I
had occasion to raise it [FG2, P8]
One woman commented on the variability of weight over a day
and its influence on when she weighs in, saying:
The time of day I weigh myself really affects whether
my weight is in the recommended range. So I find
myself cheating, like weighing myself first thing in
the morning more often to feel better about my weight
so it is in the normal range. . . . My weight will easily
fluctuate 2-3kg a day based on fluid retention
[Individual interview, P10]
This participant offered the suggestion that weight gain results
may be more helpful if they were color-coded according to
morning, noon, or night measures.

Theme 3: How Far Can an App Go?
Pregnancy is a time when many women develop a strong desire
to learn as much as they can about keeping healthy for the sake
of themselves and their unborn baby [27]. Nevertheless, there
is a huge amount of pregnancy-related information available,
particularly via the World Wide Web, which can sometimes be
confusing and contradictory. As 1 participant commented:

Women expressed motivation to stay healthy during pregnancy.
TheEating4Two app was viewed as a type of support system to
help promote motivating behaviors, as 1 participant stated:

I have put myself on a self-imposed, strictly no
googling policy. . . . I have a sore finger, I have a
brain tumor . . . that is the sort of thing Google will
tell you. All my information about diet and things has
come from a 1-page printout that my GP gave me . .
. and from what’s in the [Eating4Two] app. [FG1,
P1]
This comment raises the issue of credibility. Some women felt
more comfortable obtaining information from sources deemed
reputable—such as from their doctor, midwife, or
university—rather than from “other apps” or websites where
little or no information is provided regarding authorship or
institution of origin, etc.

I think it was really good as it encouraged me to keep
on track. [FG1, P3]
The plethora of dietary information available was seen as
confusing, but the app simplified this process. For 1 woman
this was especially true, she said:

Other participants were happy to access a wide variety of
different resources. One woman admitted to trying out a number
of pregnancy apps in addition to the Eating4Two app. Apart
from ours, the apps she continued to use had certain features
that she found engaging, such as:

I think I most struggle with things I can’t eat. People
present you with food like ahhh, can I eat that? So I
found that [app function] quite handy [FG1, P5]

One app doubles the quiz for you each week . . .
questions are dependent on what week [of pregnancy]
you are at so it will be like, oh, this week is really
important that you do this. . . . It will say, “Hey you

Theme 2: the Eating4two App Helps Motivate Women
to Be Healthy During Pregnancy.
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can improve your score this week if you do this much
extra exercise.” [FG1, P4]
Some women felt that the information contained in the
Eating4Two app was not comprehensive enough and needed to
include more direct reference to the peer review literature and
commentaries from experts in the field, saying:
Personally, I need a lot more information in there to
be able to recommend it to someone else. . . . [I]f
there is sort of references . . . to professionals in the
area, a lot more detail then yes, you know, I would
recommend it. [FG1, P2]
Nevertheless, most women expressed a desire to continue using
the Eating4Two app post-evaluation. Participants enjoyed using
the Eating4Two app and felt it was a valuable adjunct to routine
antenatal care, but that it required some refinements in order to
improve usability and make the information it contains more
informative. One woman stated:
The information provided could have related a bit
more to where you were on the [weight] scale. So, if
you were a bit under, then there could be a section
on evaluat[ing] your eating or something that could
link the information with the graph. [FG2, P7]
Participants acknowledged that the Eating4Two app should be
used in conjunction with traditional modes of antenatal care.
However, there were differing views regarding the type and
quantity of information that a maternity app should contain and
what functions it should or shouldn’t claim to deliver. One
participant felt that such apps had the potential not only to
provide clinical input but should be personally reassuring, she
commented:
When someone is pregnant they want reassurance .
. . the fact that someone may be a bit or way over the
line for me means nothing, but it would mean a lot
more if there is backup. [FG1, P2]
Others recognized that every woman is different and that each
pregnancy has its own unique challenges. However, they were
very clear in their beliefs that front-line advice should be
obtained from a doctor or midwife. One woman stated:
I think you still have to appreciate that it is an app
and it can’t possibly replace health care advice [from
a health professional]. [FG1, P1]

Discussion
Overview
Evaluation of the usability of mobile phone apps is crucial for
success, so developers can adapt and improve them in the rapidly
changing world of mobile technology. However, very few
studies have been published which focus on the development
and use of mobile phone apps for individual dietary change or
weight gain monitoring. None to our knowledge have reported
on pregnancy apps though a number of studies testing the
efficacy of mobile phone apps are currently in progress [27,28].
Hebden et al developed and tested 4 mobile phone apps aimed
at improving nutrition and physical activity lifestyle behaviors
during young adulthood. Qualitative feedback provided little
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suggestion for content change in these apps, with the major
concerns being slow running speed and requirement to log in
to the apps [13]. In another qualitative investigation, Dennison
et al reported that healthy young adults displayed some interest
in using health care apps that support behavior change.
Legitimacy, effort required, and immediate effects on mood
emerged as important influences relating to app usage [29].
Our study reinforced these results plus found that women were
interested in not only learning new information but in recording,
and having as a reference, the exact details of their gestational
weight status. Wennberg et al described pregnant women as
having an eagerness to learn everything about pregnancy and
seeking that information from multiple sources including health
care providers, friends, magazines, and the Internet [30]. Some
participants in the Eating4Two pilot test accessed information
from only a few sources, whereas others admitted to accessing
many. Interestingly, women in the current study expressed a
desire for the Eating4Two app to contain more prompts as a
reminder to undertake certain activities such as weighing in and
pop-up messages that provide support but include
action-oriented dialogue when it is required. In contrast,
Dennison et al and Hebden et al both reported in that users of
mobile phone apps often expressed irritation at receiving alerts
and some became demotivated by viewing records that showed
they were not meeting a goal [29,30].
Tripp et al emphasized that mobile phone apps have the potential
to influence health behaviors in expectant women by providing
almost-anywhere, at-any-time interactive and often personalized
information at the push of a button. Due to the increasing
popularity of apps, particularly among women of child-bearing
age, they acknowledge that traditional antenatal services need
to accommodate the use of such technology [31]. The
participants in our study reported that they were not weighed
as part of routine antenatal care, so the Eating4Two app provided
them with the opportunity to self-monitor GWG. The fact that
this led some women to initiate conversations with their health
care providers regarding appropriate GWG and
pregnancy-related nutrition, suggests that the app has the
potential to improve nutrition related quality of care.
Dennison et al reported that users of behavior-change apps may
lose motivation over time and engage in only transient use.
Whether this view is applicable to pregnant users remains to be
seen [29]. There is evidence that pregnant women are motivated
to keep healthy not only for themselves but their unborn baby.
Verbeke and De Bourdeaudhuj found that pregnant women had
higher intakes of fruit and dairy products and reduced
consumption of foodstuffs deemed to have elevated safety risks
than nonpregnant women [32]. A study by Szwajcer et al
concluded that pregnancy could indeed be a life-changing event
leading to increased nutrition awareness and could influence
future dietary-related behaviors [33]. Conversely, Shub et al
found that women in their study had poor knowledge of GWG
recommendations and the complications associated with excess
weight gains [34]. The sensitive nature, and sometimes
avoidance, of weight-related discussions between a client and
their maternity caregiver has been suggested as 1 reason for this
lack of knowledge [10]. As a result, opportunities for healthy
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lifestyle education, at what is an opportunistic time for many
women, are missed.
Bridging gaps in knowledge is an important step toward
improving outcomes for both women and offspring. Encouraging
the use of apps like Eating4Two is 1 way this may be achieved.
In saying this, Tripp et al has acknowledged that the proliferation
of health apps may reduce pregnant women’s reliance on health
care professionals for advice [31]. There are obviously potential
risks with this scenario. It is at this point that we should provide
a rationale for our choice of data collection methods. Both focus
groups and individual interviews are techniques relying on
qualitative methodology. Focus group discussions allow multiple
perspectives to be heard and participants may feel encouraged
to share their experiences in a homogenous group [35]. While
we would have preferred only to use focus groups, 1 participant
was unable to attend either focus group discussion. Rather than
miss out on her feedback, we used the identical protocol to
interview her individually. During the analysis stage, we were
careful to consider any potential differences between responses
provided by members of the focus group discussions and the
individual participant interviewed. No new themes arose from
the data collected from the individual participant, thus 1 method
corroborated the other. Even though it was not initially planned
this way, the use of both methods (and resulting corroboration)
does serve as a form of triangulation [24,25,35].
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Limitations
There are some limitations that must be acknowledged. This
study contained only a small sample size of women, thus
limiting the validity of results. Their views may not reflect those
of pregnant women elsewhere. The pre-pregnancy BMIs we
obtained were self-reported and are only an estimate of weight
status. We did not collect participant’s age or educational status,
which is a potential limitation of the study. However, the aim
of our research was to test usability of the Eating4Two app in
women of childbearing age. Therefore, regular use of a mobile
phone and being pregnant were deemed to be the most useful
demographics to collect. It is also important to point out that
the Eating4Two app has been designed as an adjunct to usual
maternity care and in no way should replace the individual
advice provided by a health professional.

Conclusion
TheEating4Two app was viewed by the majority of participants
in our study as a support system to help motivate healthy
behaviors during pregnancy and as a credible resource for
accessing information, with the GWG graphing function
perceived as a unique and useful feature. However, women
wanted the Eating4Two app to display absolute figures rather
than ranges, to include more comprehensive pregnancy-related
resources, and be formatted in a more user friendly fashion.
This feedback will assist with the refinement of the current
prototype and will be used as part of a pilot RCT of pregnant
women.
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Abstract
Background: Observing behavior in the natural environment is valuable to obtain an accurate and comprehensive assessment
of a child’s behavior, but in practice it is limited to in-clinic observation. Research shows significant time lag between when
parents first become concerned and when the child is finally diagnosed with autism. This lag can delay early interventions that
have been shown to improve developmental outcomes.
Objective: To develop and evaluate the design of an asynchronous system that allows parents to easily collect clinically valid
in-home videos of their child’s behavior and supports diagnosticians in completing diagnostic assessment of autism.
Methods: First, interviews were conducted with 11 clinicians and 6 families to solicit feedback from stakeholders about the
system concept. Next, the system was iteratively designed, informed by experiences of families using it in a controlled home-like
experimental setting and a participatory design process involving domain experts. Finally, in-field evaluation of the system design
was conducted with 5 families of children (4 with previous autism diagnosis and 1 child typically developing) and 3 diagnosticians.
For each family, 2 diagnosticians, blind to the child’s previous diagnostic status, independently completed an autism diagnosis
via our system. We compared the outcome of the assessment between the 2 diagnosticians, and between each diagnostician and
the child’s previous diagnostic status.
Results: The system that resulted through the iterative design process includes (1) NODA smartCapture, a mobile phone-based
application for parents to record prescribed video evidence at home; and (2) NODA Connect, a Web portal for diagnosticians to
direct in-home video collection, access developmental history, and conduct an assessment by linking evidence of behaviors tagged
in the videos to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders criteria. Applying clinical judgment, the diagnostician
concludes a diagnostic outcome. During field evaluation, without prior training, parents easily (average rating of 4 on a 5-point
scale) used the system to record video evidence. Across all in-home video evidence recorded during field evaluation, 96% (26/27)
were judged as clinically useful, for performing an autism diagnosis. For 4 children (3 with autism and 1 typically developing),
both diagnosticians independently arrived at the correct diagnostic status (autism versus typical). Overall, in 91% of assessments
(10/11) via NODA Connect, diagnosticians confidently (average rating 4.5 on a 5-point scale) concluded a diagnostic outcome
that matched with the child’s previous diagnostic status.
Conclusions: The in-field evaluation demonstrated that the system’s design enabled parents to easily record clinically valid
evidence of their child’s behavior, and diagnosticians to complete a diagnostic assessment. These results shed light on the potential
for appropriately designed telehealth technology to support clinical assessments using in-home video captured by families. This
assessment model can be readily generalized to other conditions where direct observation of behavior plays a central role in the
assessment process.
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Introduction
Background and Motivation
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
the prevalence of autism in the United States has been increasing
dramatically, from 1 in 150 to 1 in 68 children between 2000
and 2010 [1,2]. Over the same period, the median age of
diagnosis remained relatively stable, around 53 months [1,2].
One key challenge with respect to diagnosing autism is the
significant time lag (20-60 months) between the age at which
parents first become concerned about their child’s development
and the age at which the child receives a diagnosis from a
qualified professional [3-5]. Moreover, many ethnic minorities,
low-income families, and rural communities lack access to
health care professionals with autism-specific expertise, resulting
in delays in diagnosis [6-9]. Even in urban communities where
services are more widely available, timely access to diagnostic
services is often hampered by long waiting lists. Delays in
diagnosis can lead to delays in early intervention services that
have been shown to improve future learning capabilities and
developmental outcomes [10-13].
Another key challenge with respect to diagnosing autism is that
although clinical professionals acknowledge that observing
behavior in the natural environment (eg, the home) is preferred
for a comprehensive assessment, in practice behavioral
observations are limited to a single in-clinic observation
[10,11,14]. There are various barriers to more widespread use
of home-based observation [14-18]. It is time consuming and
resource intensive for clinicians to travel to each family’s home
to conduct an observation, and impractical to do so for remotely
located families. Even when home visits are feasible, the
presence of an unfamiliar observer may cause children to alter
their behavior due to their awareness of being observed. Such
reactivity poses a threat to the validity of any data that are
collected. In addition, child behaviors of interest may not occur
during the short span of a clinician’s home visit.
In this paper, we consider the opportunity of designing a
telehealth solution to support remote diagnosis of autism through
parent-recorded behavioral evidence of child suspected to have
autism in the home. Telehealth technology can connect families
with clinicians and accelerate the diagnostic process. Indeed,
such technologies have recently been investigated as a means
of supporting the delivery of treatment for individuals with
autism spectrum disorder, including remote coaching of
parent-implemented early intervention programs [19-21],
behavioral assessments [22,23], and professional development
[24]. Few attempts have been made at exploring the potential
for such technologies to support diagnostic assessments [25,26].
Most current telehealth technologies support a real-time
interaction between a remotely located clinician and a caregiver
or patient. By contrast, “store-and-forward” telehealth systems
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support video recordings of live events, which are subsequently
shared with a clinical expert for review and assessment. The
latter asynchronous approach, which we have adopted, offers
several key advantages particularly relevant to the case of remote
diagnosis of autism. It enables families to record videos in their
home, in the course of their day-to-day activities, which ensures
the capture of natural expressions of child behavior that are
widely acknowledged as crucial to making an accurate and
comprehensive diagnostic assessment [10,11,14]. Moreover,
because home recordings can be carried out over the course of
several days, they may mitigate some of the consequences of a
single clinic-based or live telehealth assessment. These include
the child’s reactivity, child’s current mood or level of fatigue,
or the likelihood that low-frequency behaviors may not be
observed. From a practical standpoint, it minimizes the need to
coordinate schedules with a clinician, and reduces the need for
remotely located families to travel long distances to a clinic.

Research Questions and Contribution
Our research addresses two key challenges in designing a system
for remote autism diagnosis using home videos. Perhaps the
most important challenge is how to enable parents to easily
record clinically relevant video evidence of their child’s
behavior. Diagnostic assessments are typically designed to
enable the diagnostician to observe the child under more or less
structured periods and different situations for a rich sampling
of the child’s behavior. Parents can record and share their
concerns about their child, but may not know the specific types
of situations and behaviors the diagnostician needs to observe.
Thus, the first research challenge is how the parent-recorded
video can be turned into meaningful clinical evidence through
the use of the right kind of technology and the design of the
right user experience with that technology. This paper
summarizes our work on identifying and evaluating specific
design features that contribute to ease of use of the in-home
recording system and clinical validity of parent-recorded video
evidence. The second challenge involves supporting
diagnosticians in completing the remote autism diagnosis. This
involves enabling diagnosticians to review the videos in a
systematic and structured way so that they can map the situations
and behaviors that they observe in the video to the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) diagnostic
criteria [27,28]. In other words, the parent-recorded video of
child behavior must produce observations that become evidence
to support clinical judgment. This paper summaries our work
on identification and evaluation of specific design features that
support diagnosticians in completing a remote diagnostic
assessment.
The system that resulted from this work includes two
components: NODA smartCapture and NODA Connect. NODA
smartCapture is a mobile phone-based application that enables
parents to easily record clinically relevant prescribed video
evidence of their child’s behavior. It supports recording and
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uploading 4, up to 10-minute long naturalistic observation
diagnostic assessment (NODA) scenarios, that were chosen
based on pilot research on video-based diagnosis of autism [29].
These scenarios include (1) the child playing alone, (2) the child
playing with a sibling or peer, (3) a family mealtime, and (4)
any behavior that is of concern to the parent. The first 3
scenarios provide opportunities for typical social communication
and play-based behaviors, whereas the last scenario allows
parents to share evidence of a behavior that is of particular
concern to them. The NODA Connect is a Web portal for
diagnosticians to direct in-home video collection, access the
child’s developmental history, and conduct a remote diagnostic
assessment by linking evidence of behaviors tagged in the videos
to DSM criteria. Relying on clinical judgment, the diagnostician
renders an opinion about the child’s diagnostic outcome.

Paper Outline
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We first describe
interviews with relevant stakeholders about our system concept,
that is, “remote assessment based on in-home video evidence.”
Next, we outline the iterative design of NODA smartCapture
and NODA Connect. We then describe an in-field evaluation,
in which 5 families used NODA smartCapture in their homes
to collect prescribed behavioral evidence and 2 diagnosticians
reviewed videos from each family and independently performed
an autism diagnosis using NODA Connect. We report results
on ease of use of NODA smartCapture, clinical validity of
recorded evidence, and NODA Connect’s support for
diagnosticians in completion of a remote diagnostic assessment.
We conclude with a discussion on the utility and limitations of
the system, potential design enhancements, our vision for
adoption of the system within current autism diagnostic
practices, and how such a prescription, collection, and
assessment model can be generalized to other clinical
applications.

Methods
Overview
First, interviews were conducted with parents of children with
autism and clinicians to seek input from these key stakeholders
about the overall concept of the system. Next, NODA
smartCapture was iteratively designed, informed by experiences
of families using it in a controlled experimental home-like
setting. The NODA Connect was designed using a participatory
design process involving a collaborating diagnostician with 20
years of experience in autism diagnosis and a domain expert in
autism. Finally, an in-field evaluation was conducted with
families and diagnosticians.

Stage 1: Insight from Stakeholders
We conducted a series of structured one-on-one interviews,
each lasting 2 hours, with parents (n=7) of children with autism
and clinicians (n=11) who work with this population. These
interviews allowed us to gather input from these key
stakeholders about the overall system concept of “remote
assessment based on in-home video evidence,” and about its
feasibility and potential utility. During the interview, a mock-up
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design based on previous studies [29,30] was presented to elicit
feedback from stakeholders. The mock-up design included a
mobile phone-based recording application to record the NODA
scenarios and a Web-based assessment portal to review the
videos and tag behaviors for assessment.

Stage 2: Iterative Development
smartCapture Iterative development
The NODA smartCapture application resulting from stage 1
was iteratively improved, informed by the experiences of
families using it in a home-like experimental setup. Our goal
was to identify specific design features that would enable parents
to easily record clinically valid video evidence by analyzing
the usage pattern of the recording application in a controlled
setting. Families (n=8) and their child with autism as well as
any siblings (n=18) visited the Georgia Tech Aware Home [31]
for 2 hours, 1 family at a time. The Aware Home has the look
of a single-family home (fully equipped kitchen; living room,
bedrooms, and bathroom; furniture; TV, etc) except there are a
number of cameras installed throughout, enabling both recording
and viewing a live feed of interactions happening in different
parts of the home (Figure 1).
Parents were asked to use the NODA smartCapture to record
the 4 NODA scenarios, for up to 10 minutes each. Before the
study, the Aware Home was set up with toys and items for the
snack (to simulate the family mealtime). Ceiling-mounted
cameras allowed us to observe the family from another room
live as they were using NODA smartCapture, and to record the
whole session for subsequent review.
After the video recording, each parent completed an interview
and was asked to rate the ease of use of the system on a scale
ranging from 1 (not easy to use) to 5 (very easy to use). In
addition to this feedback from parents and the video evidence
recorded by them using NODA smartCapture, video recordings
from the fixed ceiling cameras were reviewed to gain further
insight into how parents used the system.
The collaborating diagnostician was asked to rate each
parent-collected video, for its clinical validity, on a scale of 0-2
and give a justification for the assigned rating. A rating of “0”
means that the video is not clinically valid for conducting
assessment whereas a rating of “2” indicates that the video is
clinically valid. A rating of “1” indicates that the video is
clinically valid but an additional video might be required to
fully assess the associated scenario. By analyzing the
collaborating diagnostician’s reasons for the assigned rating,
we identified specific issues that lowered the clinical value of
a video evidence.
After the first 4 of the total 8 families completed their
participation, the design of NODA smartCapture was revised
based on initial findings about ease of use and issues lowering
clinical utility. The revised system was tested with the remaining
4 families. Once all families completed participation, NODA
smartCapture was subsequently improved based on findings
from the experience of the last 4 families.
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Figure 1. Aware Home setup for families to experience NODA smartCapture.

NODA Connect Iterative Development
The NODA Connect Web portal was designed, through an
iterative design process, for diagnosticians to direct in-home
video-collection process and conduct remote diagnostic
assessment. Our goal was to identify specific features that would
support diagnosticians in completing the diagnostic assessment
for autism based on parent-collected videos, developmental
history information, and their clinical judgment. The initial
design of NODA Connect was informed by previous pilot
research [29] and feedback from stakeholders solicited during
the Stage 1 interviews about the system concept. However,
major design contributions came from a participatory design
process involving a collaborating diagnostician who had 20
years of experience in conducting autism diagnosis and a domain
expert in autism. Participatory design is a common method in
the technology design community whereby the designer works
closely with the target user to collaboratively iterate on the
design of a technology [32]. Before the in-field evaluation in
the final stage of the research, the design of the NODA Connect
platform was further improved based on findings from a pilot
assessment conducted via NODA Connect by the collaborating
diagnostician.

Stage 3: In-Field Evaluation
The iterative design process described in Stage 2 resulted in a
final design of the remote autism diagnostic assessment system
that was then evaluated in the field. During this evaluation, the
parents used NODA smartCapture in their homes to record
behavior evidence and the diagnosticians used NODA Connect
to review and tag the videos, and to complete a diagnostic
assessment. We recruited 4 families with at least 1 child with
a previously confirmed diagnosis on the autism spectrum and
1 family with a typically developing child. Children were
between 2 and 6 years of age (average 4 years). Parents were
not given any prior training on NODA smartCapture. They were
hand-delivered a kit that included NODA smartCapture
preinstalled on an iPod touch and a tripod for mounting the
iPod. During an in-home deployment that lasted an average of
2 weeks, each family was asked to complete a brief child
developmental history online and use the NODA smartCapture
application to record and upload the 4 10-minute NODA
scenarios. The collaborating diagnostician remotely guided the
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e68/
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in-home evidence-collection process by reviewing the videos
as they were uploaded and sending alerts to the family as needed
to request that they rerecord a particular scenario.
We recruited 3 diagnosticians experienced in autism diagnosis
and unfamiliar with our system to complete the independent
diagnostic assessments via NODA Connect. Each family’s
videos were reviewed by at least 2 diagnosticians, who were
blind to the diagnostic status of the child. After completing each
diagnostic assessment via NODA Connect, the diagnosticians
concluded whether the child had autism or was typically
developing. They were prompted to assign confidence ratings
to the diagnostic outcome: “How confident are you that the
child has autism?” and “How confident are you that the child
is typically developing?” on a scale from 1 (not confident) to 5
(extremely confident). Including both of these ratings allowed
diagnosticians to indicate diagnostic uncertainty in cases where
they were confident that the child does not have autism but also
did not think the child was typically developing. Other than the
child’s age, no other information was disclosed to the
diagnosticians about the child’s developmental history until
they completed the diagnostic assessment via NODA Connect
and reached a decision about the child’s diagnostic outcome.
At the end of this process, a follow-up interview was conducted
for the diagnosticians to reflect on their experience of remote
diagnostic assessment. The child’s previous diagnosis and
developmental history were revealed during the interview.
Data analysis of the in-field evaluation of NODA smartCapture
consisted of assessing its ease of use based on parent ratings,
the quality of the videos recorded by parents, and the system
log about parents’ reliance on help menu and navigation patterns
though NODA smartCapture. The collaborating diagnostician
rated the clinical utility of parent-recorded videos using the
same scale as described earlier for Stage 2. Data analysis of the
in-field evaluation of NODA Connect consisted of analysis of
how diagnosticians completed diagnostic assessment by tagging
videos and completing DSM checklist through NODA Connect.
To conduct this analysis, videos of screen capture when
diagnosticians were conducting assessment through NODA
Connect were examined. In addition, for each child, we
compared the outcome of the assessment between the 2
diagnosticians, and between each diagnostician and the child’s
previous diagnostic status.
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Results
Ease of Use of NODA smartCapture
Based on experiments in the controlled home-like setting in
Stage 2, three main features were added to NODA Connect to
facilitate ease of use. First, icons on the home screen clearly
depict each of the 4 NODA scenarios parents are being asked
to record (Figure 2). Second, clear and redundant cues for the
recording status were added so that a parent would know
whether a video is being recorded or not, and how many minutes
of recording have elapsed (Figure 2). Third, in addition to the
“Stop Recording” button, an autostop feature that automatically
stops the recording after 10 minutes was included to enable
one-click recording. Once video recording is completed, parents
can upload it directly or save it on the device to review the video
first before uploading it.
These features were implemented based on results from the first
4 participating families of the controlled experiment. Before
these features were implemented in NODA smartCapture, the
first 4 participating parents gave an average ease-of-use rating

Nazneen et al
of 3 on a 5-point scale, and the number (4 recordings, 1/scenario)
and length of recorded videos (maximum 10 minutes) were not
consistent with the instructions that were given. Once these
features were implemented, the next set of 4 parents gave an
average ease-of-use rating of 4, which was also maintained in
the field evaluation. The second set of 4 parents who participated
in the controlled experiment and the 5 parents who participated
in the in-field evaluation all collected the right number of videos
of appropriate length according to the given instructions. In
addition, the log analysis confirmed that parents were able to
use NODA smartCapture easily during the in-field evaluation.
Parents did not rely much on the help menu even without any
prior training for using NODA smartCapture. Log analysis
showed that only 2 families of the 5 accessed the help menu, 1
and 2 times, respectively. In addition, on average 73% (22/30)
of the time, parents took the shortest path from selecting a
recording scenario to starting a recording. Because there could
be reasons other than complexity of the NODA smartCapture
that can contribute to stopping a recording and not completing
it, analysis of the workflow focused only on scenario selection
to starting a recording.

Figure 2. NODA smartCapture. (1) Home screen showing 4 NODA scenarios, as well as status of ones recorded. (2) Each scenario has recording
instructions for parents as prescription. Pressing “Ready” proceeds to recording interface. (3) Recording mode with clear time-elapsed status and a green
boundary to reinforce recording mode.

Clinical Utility of Video Evidence
Based on data analysis from the controlled experiment in a
home-like setting in Stage 2, we identified two key features that
increase the clinical utility of the recorded videos. These include
an embedded prescription feature and a notification feature.
While rating the clinical utility of videos recorded by parents
in the controlled experiment, the collaborating diagnostician
identified two sets of issues that negatively influenced utility.
The first set related to the set up of the recordings. The most
common set-up-related issue was incorrect field of view. For
example, parents often captured videos where the face of the
child with autism, the relevant toys, or the person that the child
was interacting with were not clearly visible on camera, either
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e68/
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because of the way the camera was set up or mounted, or
because it was too zoomed in or zoomed out. In some cases,
parents followed the child around while holding the camera,
which was both distracting to the child and prevented the parent
from actively playing with the child during the recording. Other
times, parents would not set up the camera in advance of
recording and would start recording while they are still setting
up the camera on the mounting device. The second set of issues
related to the frequency and quality of interaction between the
child and the parent. Some parents interacted with the child
excessively, preventing the clinician from observing what the
child does naturally when left alone. Other times there was
insufficient interaction between the parent and the child, and
the diagnostician wished to observe how the child might react
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to the parent’s attempts to interact with him/her or whether the
child would direct his/her attention to something. Thus, both
excessive and insufficient interaction between the parent and
the child can make it difficult for a diagnostician to reliably
assess the child’s level of functioning.
In response to these two sets of issues, and in consultation with
the collaborating diagnostician, we embedded explicit
instructions within the NODA smartCapture interface. This
clinical prescription (Figure 2) included specific instructions
for the parent about how to set up and frame each recording
(staging), and how to interact with the child during the recording
(social presses). These instructions were intended to maximize
the likelihood that the parent records the right kind of video
evidence of their child’s behavior from the diagnostician’s
perspective. For each of the 4 recording scenarios, we
established a set of directions to improve the staging of the
recording and a set of social presses that the parent was asked
to present to the child. Staging instructions covered the set up
of the camera and the environment, such as (1) making sure the
child’s face and relevant objects and social partners are in the
field of view of the camera; (2) suggestions for appropriate play
items, such as toys and books; and (3) across all scenarios,
parents were asked to set up the camera ahead of time, and to
use a mounting device (tripod). Instructions for social presses
included specific actions the parent needed to take during the
recording, such as calling the child’s name, pointing to an object
to see whether the child will look toward it. These actions
represented the types of social presses that a diagnostician might
use while assessing the child in person.
In addition to the explicit directions embedded within the NODA
smartCapture interface, we realized (through our discussions
with the diagnosticians) that diagnosticians may want to guide
parents during the in-home recording process. For example, the
diagnostician may wish to ask the parent to rerecord a scenario
because the lighting conditions were poor, or because they want
the parent to try a social press again. Therefore, a notification
system was included in the system (added before the in-field
evaluation) whereby the diagnosticians could send notifications
to NODA smartCapture from the NODA Connect Web portal.
This feature was not intended to support real-time messaging;
rather, it was intended to enable the diagnosticians to review
the videos uploaded by a parent for appropriateness in advance
of the video being used for the diagnostic assessment, and ask
for additional recording as needed.
After incorporating these prescription and notification features,
the clinical validity ratings of the parent-collected videos
increased from 81% (13/16) in the experimental controlled
setting to 96% (26/27) in the in-field evaluation. In total, 10
notifications were sent to families during the field study. Six of
these notifications were about instructions for parents to include
particular social presses and 4 messages were about confirming
the status of recording. Utilization of the notification system
reflects its usefulness. Furthermore, the participating
diagnosticians in the field evaluation were also asked to rate
the usefulness of the videos after they completed remote
diagnostic assessment on a 5-point scale (1 indicates “not useful”
to 5 indicates “very useful”). Diagnosticians’ rating and
qualitative feedback during the follow-up interview confirmed
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that the videos collected by parents during the in-field evaluation
were clinically useful (average rating of 4) for conducting
remote diagnostic assessment.

Completion of Diagnostic Assessment via NODA
Connect
The iterative design process of NODA Connect in Stage 2
helped finalize features that support diagnosticians in completing
a diagnostic assessment based on the videos recorded by parents.
These include the following: (1) a set of predefined tags that
the diagnostician can use to flag specific child behaviors in the
videos; (2) an integrated DSM checklist where each tag assigned
by a clinician is mapped to the relevant DSM subcriterion; and
(3) access to the child’s developmental history entered by the
parent into the system.
Once diagnosticians receive appropriate video recordings, they
can review them and begin tagging them with behaviors relevant
to diagnosing autism (Figure 3). The NODA Connect has a
built-in set of tags representing specific behavioral markers such
as “no eye contact” or “repetitive play,” which were created
based on the diagnostic criteria for autism within the DSM. The
list of tags was compiled by the collaborating diagnostician and
the autism domain expert, and vetted through conversations
with several other clinical experts. In total, there were 66 tags
included in NODA Connect. These tags included both atypical
(n=57) behavior tags (representing atypical development) and
typical (n=9) behavior tags (representing typical development).
The goal of the tagging step is to have the diagnostician watch
the videos for any evidence of atypical or typical behavior, and
flag moments in time when that behavior occurs, without yet
considering specific DSM criteria.
Once all the videos for a child are viewed and tagged, the
diagnostician can review the DSM diagnostic checklist (Figure
4). At the time this research study was conducted, the DSM-IV
was still in use, and thus, formed the basis of the diagnostic
checklist in the NODA Connect assessment portal. Subsequent
to the release of the DSM-V, tags and the diagnostic checklist
were updated to reflect the new framework.
The DSM checklist contains categories of symptoms, with
specific subcriteria for each category. The DSM-IV included
the following diagnostic categories: (1) qualitative impairments
in social interaction; (2) qualitative impairments in
communication; and (3) restricted, repetitive and stereotyped
patterns of behavior, interests, and activities. Each of these 3
categories included 4 subcriteria. Within NODA Connect, each
tag inserted in the videos by the diagnostician during the video
review step is automatically mapped to the relevant subcriterion,
and shows up as a video snippet (Figure 4).
Within the DSM checklist, the diagnosticians can review the
tags and then check a Yes/No box to indicate whether, based
on the tags and their clinical judgment, the child meets that
specific criterion. Once the entire DSM checklist is filled, the
diagnostician makes a determination about the child’s diagnosis
of autism based on the DSM criteria, developmental history,
and clinical judgment. Note that within NODA Connect the
diagnosticians have access to the child’s developmental history
that parents fill during the in-home video-collection phase,
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although during our in-field evaluation we restricted access to
this checklist so that diagnosticians would remain blind to the
child’s true diagnostic status.
Results from the in-field evaluation confirmed that NODA
Connect features support diagnosticians in completing a
diagnostic assessment. Overall, in 91% of assessments (10/11)
via NODA Connect, diagnosticians reached a decision about
diagnostic outcome that matched with the child’s previous
diagnostic status.

Nazneen et al
time taken to complete tagging and filling the DSM checklist
by different diagnosticians. Across all assessments, the total
time taken to complete tagging all the videos of a child and
filling out the DSM checklist was on average 62 minutes (SD
14.8 minutes). Diagnosticians spent the least amount of time
(average 37 minutes) completing the assessment for the child
who was typically developing. After removing the two
assessments for this child from the analysis, the average time
spent tagging videos and completing the DSM checklist was
even more consistent (average 68 minutes, SD 8.3 minutes).

Analysis of the NODA Connect usage pattern during the in-field
evaluation showed that there was not much variability in the
Figure 3. NODA Connect: Web-based assessment portal video tagging.

Figure 4. NODA Connect: Web-based assessment portal showing the DSM checklist screen.
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Comparative Results of Diagnostic Outcomes
The main focus of the work presented here was to iteratively
develop and evaluate the design of the two systems, NODA
smartCapture and NODA Connect. In addition, given that during
the in-field evaluation the diagnosticians assigned a diagnosis
to the child upon completing the assessment, we were able to
compare the diagnosis conducted through NODA Connect with
the child’s previous diagnosis as indicated in the child’s medical
record. For 4 of the 5 children (3 children with a previous
diagnosis of autism and 1 typically developing child), both the
remote diagnosticians independently arrived at the same
diagnostic decision, and in agreement with the child’s actual
diagnostic status. For the fifth child (with a previous autism
diagnosis), one diagnostician matched the diagnosis in the
child’s record but the other did not, although the latter indicated
with high confidence that the child was not typically developing.
A third diagnostician independently reviewed this case via
NODA Connect and also confirmed the diagnosis in the child’s
medical record. Overall, in 91% of assessments (10/11) via
NODA Connect, diagnosticians reached a decision about
diagnostic outcome that matched with the child’s previous
diagnostic status.

Discussion
Principal Findings
The iterative design approach undertaken in this study enabled
us to identify specific features of a store-and-forward telehealth
platform that supports remote diagnosis of autism using videos
recorded by families in their homes. The results of the in-field
evaluation of NODA smartCapture and NODA Connect
demonstrated that our system design allowed parents to easily
capture clinically useful evidence of child behavior, and
diagnosticians to complete a diagnostic assessment of autism
with high confidence. See Multimedia Appendix 1 for the most
recent version of NODA Capture and Connect resulted from
this work.
This section discusses the perspectives of the various
stakeholders on the perceived utility and limitations of the
system, potential design enhancements, our vision for the
large-scale adoption of the system within current autism
diagnostic practices, and how our prescription, collection, and
assessment model can be generalized to other clinical assessment
applications.

Perceived Utility and Limitations
During initial stakeholder interviews in Stage 1, parents and
clinicians considered the concept of video collection and sharing
of in-home behavioral evidence potentially valuable for a variety
of reasons. They reported that this approach can allow clinicians
to observe otherwise inaccessible behaviors (eg, less-frequent
behaviors, behavior triggers at home) in their natural context,
and to view family-child interactions. Moreover, it can
efficiently connect parents and clinicians for timely assessment
of the child as, unlike current practice, clinicians can have
immediate access to the behavior evidence. However, during
the same interviews, parents and clinicians also highlighted
several potential barriers to the adoption of an in-home
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e68/
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video-recording system. The most commonly mentioned
concerns were system complexity, privacy concerns, and child’s
reactivity. Parents suggested that having explicit data capture
and sharing policies, and control over data collection and sharing
would alleviate privacy concerns. They also indicated that they
would be willing to sacrifice some privacy concerns to get help
with a more timely diagnosis for their child. Parents and
clinicians also highlighted that the recording device may cause
the child to react differently than he or she would otherwise.
However, clinicians reported that for them, the child’s reactivity
to being recorded would not necessarily invalidate the clinical
utility of the video evidence, as such reactivity happens during
clinic-based observations as well. Parents and clinicians
appreciated that the recording application could be installed on
mobile phones and tablets because these are everyday objects
that children are used to seeing and the reactivity effects would
thus likely be minimal.
During the in-field evaluation, diagnosticians appreciated that
the system helped them conduct an autism diagnosis based on
naturalistic behavioral evidence. They also highlighted that,
unlike direct observation, video observation would allow them
to go back in time to review and verify certain observations, if
required. Among the 3 participating diagnosticians in the in-field
evaluation, 2 had no previous experience with video observation.
These 2 reported that before the study they were reluctant and
skeptical about the value of in-home video recording for
diagnostic assessment. The third diagnostician had previously
participated in other research efforts that involve video
observation for assessment and interventions of children with
autism and had previously found these methods valuable.
However, all the diagnosticians, irrespective of their initial
biases, reported that using the remote diagnosis system left them
feeling it was extremely valuable and effective for remote autism
diagnosis. However, the diagnosticians also identified potential
situations when in-home behavior evidence along with a brief
developmental history may not be sufficient to complete a
diagnostic assessment of autism. These situations included (1)
when the child is too young (<2 years old); (2) when the child
has very subtle characteristics of autism; and (3) when the
child’s level of functioning is very limited. According to the
diagnosticians, in all these cases it may be difficult to make a
judgment about the child’s overall development level, which is
required for comparison with the child’s social profile. In such
cases, supplementary evidence in addition to video evidence
would be required, which, depending on the situation, could be
a parent report, a standard developmental assessment, or even
direct observation of the child.

Technology Enhancements
Advanced technology features can be incorporated into the
existing NODA smartCapture and NODA Connect for built-in
intelligence. For example, there are a number of factors
associated with staging (lighting conditions, audio quality, field
of view, whether the child’s face is in view, etc) that a recording
system could automatically detect during the recording and alert
parents to rerecord without the need for the diagnostician to
review the videos first. In addition, results from the in-field
evaluation indicated that on average tagging videos took 84.6%
(52.5/62 minutes) of the total time spent on completing 1
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diagnostic assessment via NODA Connect. The amount of time
spent on tagging could be significantly reduced if the Web-based
assessment system were to include an automated tagging
process. For example, certain detectable behaviors such as
response to name call, a smile, giving or taking an object, eye
contact, stereotypical behaviors are reasonable candidates to be
automatically detected within collected video evidence, given
the recent advances in automated video analysis [33-35].
Because these recognition techniques would not be perfect, the
system could suggest potential tags in the video timeline and
allow the diagnosticians to confirm or reject them. As another
example, the assessment system could learn the diagnostician’s
tag assignment behaviors and highlight the most frequently
assigned tags so the diagnostician could quickly locate them.

Diagnostic Workflow and Field Adoption
An open question for future research is to explore a feasible
workflow for wide-scale adoption of our remote diagnostic
system. One workflow that we envision involves a referral
mechanism for remote diagnostic assessment like any other
laboratory tests. Pediatricians are often the first medical
professionals to identify children as potentially showing early
signs of autism, and are responsible for referring families to a
specialist for further assessment. In the proposed workflow, the
pediatrician can refer the family for a remote diagnostic
assessment. Upon connecting with the remote assessment
service, the parents download NODA smartCapture directly to
their mobile phone. A diagnostician at an affiliated diagnostic
center can then guide the in-home evidence-collection procedure
and complete the diagnostic assessment through NODA
Connect. Finally, an electronic diagnostic report summarizing
diagnostician’s video observation, DSM checklist, and
diagnostic outcome can be shared with the pediatrician, who
then shares it with parents.
Overall, this workflow has two potential benefits. First, it
engages pediatricians, which is beneficial because research
suggests that pediatrician involvement in the referral and
diagnostic process can result in more timely diagnosis
[23,36-39]. A pediatrician sees children at regular intervals
during the early years of development and is in the best position
to note early warning signs and take appropriate timely action.
Second, this workflow model may allow autism diagnostic
centers to serve more families by remotely assessing children
for the purposes of triage. Children whose diagnostic outcome
is not clear through this remote procedure can be seen in person
for a more comprehensive diagnostic assessment.

Generalizability of Our Approach
Our remote diagnostic assessment system is based on a
prescription, behavior specimen collection, and assessment
model. Analogous to traditional medical specimen collection
and assessment process, this model involves (1) a clinician’s
prescription for behavior specimens (in the form of short videos)
to be collected; (2) in-home collection of behavior specimens
by parents; and (3) the assessment of behavior specimens by a
remotely located clinician.

Nazneen et al
of behavior by a professional is key to the clinical assessment.
Any condition or situation in which observation of behavior in
the natural environment is of value, and for which those
behaviors can be specified to ensure relevant examples are
recorded, is a candidate use case. During stakeholder interviews,
the participating clinicians suggested a number of potential use
cases where this model could be applicable and valuable. One
such use case is to sort and prioritize families on waiting lists
for clinical services to expedite the intake process. Sorting and
prioritizing the waiting list is crucial, because timely access to
diagnostic and intervention services is often hampered by long
waiting lists at centers and clinics. In addition, a system based
on such a model may be valuable for providing treatment and
follow-up services to remotely located patients who do not have
easy access to the clinic. Another use case is parent training,
such as those involving clinicians training parents to implement
an intervention at home.
Although the prescription, collection, and assessment model
along with its high-level design features (embedded prescription,
guided capture through notification feature, tagging, video
observation, assessment based on mapped tags) are both generic,
it must be customized within the context of its end-use-case
scenario. For instance, the embedded prescribed instructions in
the recording application can be contextualized through a new
prescription writing pad feature within the Web-based
assessment portal. One example of successful transfer and
customization of our approach is the use case of medication
management. In-home behavior specimens captured and shared
through the mobile phone-based system allow physicians to
monitor medication side effects and note any improvements in
symptoms between office visits using the Web-based assessment
portal. In a preliminary evaluation, physicians highlighted that
this medication administration system assisted them in
monitoring patients with autism spectrum disorder more
comprehensively and accurately than using subjective reports
provided by caregivers during office visits [40].

Conclusions
The in-field evaluation demonstrated that the system’s design
enabled parents to easily record clinically valid evidence of
their child’s behavior, and diagnosticians to complete a
diagnostic assessment for autism. These results shed light on
the potential for appropriately designed telehealth technology
to support clinical assessments using in-home video captured
by families. This assessment model can be readily generalized
to other conditions where direct observation of behavior plays
a central role in the assessment process.
The results of this paper are not a final statement on the clinical
validity of diagnostic outcome; rather, this paper reports on the
design of the remote autism diagnosis system that resulted from
an iterative design process and has shown a promising
conclusion from an evaluation in the field. The next step is to
validate the diagnostic outcome through a clinical trial in which
a large sample of children would be assessed via both remote
autism diagnosis system and standard in-person diagnostic
assessments for comparison.

This is a generic model that is transferable, beyond remote
autism diagnosis, to other clinical situations where an analysis
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Abstract
Background: A dramatic rise in health-tracking apps for mobile phones has occurred recently. Rich user interfaces make manual
logging of users’ behaviors easier and more pleasant, and sensors make tracking effortless. To date, however, feedback technologies
have been limited to providing overall statistics, attractive visualization of tracked data, or simple tailoring based on age, gender,
and overall calorie or activity information. There are a lack of systems that can perform automated translation of behavioral data
into specific actionable suggestions that promote healthier lifestyle without any human involvement.
Objective: MyBehavior, a mobile phone app, was designed to process tracked physical activity and eating behavior data in
order to provide personalized, actionable, low-effort suggestions that are contextualized to the user’s environment and previous
behavior. This study investigated the technical feasibility of implementing an automated feedback system, the impact of the
suggestions on user physical activity and eating behavior, and user perceptions of the automatically generated suggestions.
Methods: MyBehavior was designed to (1) use a combination of automatic and manual logging to track physical activity (eg,
walking, running, gym), user location, and food, (2) automatically analyze activity and food logs to identify frequent and
nonfrequent behaviors, and (3) use a standard machine-learning, decision-making algorithm, called multi-armed bandit (MAB),
to generate personalized suggestions that ask users to either continue, avoid, or make small changes to existing behaviors to help
users reach behavioral goals. We enrolled 17 participants, all motivated to self-monitor and improve their fitness, in a pilot study
of MyBehavior. In a randomized two-group trial, investigators randomly assigned participants to receive either MyBehavior’s
personalized suggestions (n=9) or nonpersonalized suggestions (n=8), created by professionals, from a mobile phone app over 3
weeks. Daily activity level and dietary intake was monitored from logged data. At the end of the study, an in-person survey was
conducted that asked users to subjectively rate their intention to follow MyBehavior suggestions.
Results: In qualitative daily diary, interview, and survey data, users reported MyBehavior suggestions to be highly actionable
and stated that they intended to follow the suggestions. MyBehavior users walked significantly more than the control group over
the 3 weeks of the study (P=.05). Although some MyBehavior users chose lower-calorie foods, the between-group difference
was not significant (P=.15). In a poststudy survey, users rated MyBehavior’s personalized suggestions more positively than the
nonpersonalized, generic suggestions created by professionals (P<.001).
Conclusions: MyBehavior is a simple-to-use mobile phone app with preliminary evidence of efficacy. To the best of our
knowledge, MyBehavior represents the first attempt to create personalized, contextualized, actionable suggestions automatically
from self-tracked information (ie, manual food logging and automatic tracking of activity). Lessons learned about the difficulty
of manual logging and usability concerns, as well as future directions, are discussed.
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Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02359981; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02359981 (Archived by WebCite
at http://www.webcitation.org/6YCeoN8nv).
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e42) doi:10.2196/mhealth.4160
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Introduction
In 2010, the World Health Organization (WHO) attributed 63%
of deaths to noncommunicable diseases that are largely
preventable [1]. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) estimates that in the US nearly 200,000 deaths annually
could be prevented based upon modifications in diet, exercise,
and obesity [2]. Obesity alone affects more than one-third of
the adult population [3] and burdens the US with an estimated
US $190 billion annually in health care costs [4].
A rapid rise has occurred in the development of mobile phone
apps and wearable devices to address diet and physical activity.
While empirical data is lacking for some commercial apps and
sensor-based technologies [5,6], a number of scientific studies
have explored the impact of novel technology-supported
behavior change strategies on physical activity [7-9]. For
example, Weegen et al [10] applied behavior change theories
to design a mobile app that visualized a summary of physical
activity logs and gave clinicians feedback to support their
promotion of physical activity. Food logging has proved to be
more difficult, burdensome, and time consuming than tracking
physical activity. Recent work, however, has attempted to use
image-based systems to decrease burden and enhance accuracy
in food tracking with some success [11-13]. The ubiquity and
ever-presence of mobile phones gives them the potential to
perform assessment and intervention in the right place at the
right time.
Although these methods show promise, they continue to fall
short by not providing context-specific, relevant, personalized
help at the moment when the individual needs it to make
healthier choices. The science of how to present daily physical
activity and dietary intake data back to users also has been at a
suboptimal state. To date, feedback has been limited to one of
three categories: (1) overall numeric summaries [7,8,14] (eg,
step counts), (2) tailored suggestions that only adapt to personal
characteristics (eg, age, gender) and overall behavior (eg, daily
calories consumed and burned) [15], and (3) visualizations that
incorporate little processing [16]. Simple goals are offered, but
without actionable insights on when, where, and how to achieve
them. Visualization of large amounts of minimally processed
data produces a related problem—information overload without
clear steps to behavior change. Providing personalized,
in-the-moment, actionable guidance that prompts smaller, but
more frequent, changes in existing behavior has potential for
greater impact. A deeper look into physical activity and dietary
intake data can reveal patterns of both healthy and unhealthy
behavior that could be leveraged for personalized feedback.
With current technologies, this can be achieved automatically,
without human interpretation.
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Given these observations, MyBehavior was created to address
some shortcomings of current mHealth interventions.
MyBehavior uses a machine-learning model—multi-armed
bandit (MAB)—to automatically create contextualized and
personalized suggestions based on the individual’s physical
activity and dietary intake data collected solely from a mobile
phone. Moreover, MyBehavior is one of the very few mHealth
apps designed on the basis of established behavioral theory. As
such, the system reflects and incorporates the contemporary
state of the behavioral science knowledge about how to foster
healthful change. Based on effective behavior change principles,
MyBehavior provides low-effort suggestions that request small
changes to users’ existing repeated behaviors. To the best of
our knowledge, MyBehavior is the first mHealth app that
encourages healthy behavior change by automatically providing
low-effort suggestions based on the user’s context and personal
information.
The objective of this study was to evaluate a new behavior
change technology—MyBehavior—using a mixed-method
approach as suggested by others [17]. We focused on (1)
whether the users intended to follow the automated MyBehavior
suggestions, (2) early indications of behavior change empowered
by automated suggestions, and (3) participant feedback that
could inform user experience and guide future design of
automated health feedback systems.
The outcomes from this study will be used to further refine the
features and messages of MyBehavior to optimize its effect on
physical activity and dietary intake.

Methods
Study Procedure
To evaluate the feasibility of MyBehavior, a small 3-week,
two-group randomized control trial (RCT) was conducted. The
team that supervised the trial included the builders of the
MyBehavior app and authors of this paper. This team recruited
participants through advertisements placed around the Cornell
University campus. In the advertisement, we invited participants
to test a new mobile app to help them stay on track for physical
activity and food intake. Recruitment was restricted to
participants who owned an Android mobile phone and had an
interest in fitness. Prior to the study, the investigators arranged
face-to-face meetings with the participants and acquired their
informed consent. Participants also completed a brief survey to
provide demographic data and information about their prior
experience with mobile technologies and weight loss/fitness
apps. All participants attended a training session, where they
installed MyBehavior on their primary mobile phone and
received basic instructions, including how to enter their gender,
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e42 | p.164
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height, and weight and how to set up a weekly weight goal (ie,
lose weight, maintain weight, or gain weight). During the first
week, users received a daily summary of their activities and
food intake. This baseline week was intended to resemble many
modern mobile health apps [5,6] without suggestions on what
behaviors to change.
After the first week, the experimenters conducted an in-depth,
semistructured interview with participants about their experience
to date and then randomized participants into control and
experimental groups. A random number generator was used for
randomization. Assignment was single blind, as the study
participants did not know their condition, while experimenters
had full knowledge about the assignments.
We provided MyBehavior’s personalized context-sensitive
suggestions to the experimental group, while the control group
received generic prescriptive recommendations generated from
a pool of 42 suggestions for healthy living, such as “walk for
30 minutes” and “eat fish for dinner.” A certified fitness
professional created these generic suggestions after following
National Institutes of Health resources [18,19]. An external
nutrition counselor also reviewed the suggestions to ensure that
they were both healthy and achievable. The list of these 42
suggestions is included as Multimedia Appendix 1 in this paper.
For the following 2 weeks, participants continued to log
behaviors and receive their respective suggestions on their
mobile phones. During the entire study period, we asked
participants to complete Web-based daily diaries to better
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understand their experience in following the suggestions
provided. At the conclusion of the 3-week period, all participants
were asked to complete a brief survey about the suggestions
provided and were interviewed again face-to-face about their
experience with the app.
This study was approved by Cornell University Institutional
Review Board (1302003617) and a protocol was registered
retrospectively at ClinicalTrails.gov (NCT02359981).

Participants
We recruited 18 participants, 17 of whom completed the study.
Of the 17 participants, there were 13 students (76%), 4
professionals (24%), 8 females (47%), and 9 males (53%), and
all were between the ages of 18 and 49 (mean 28.3, SD 6.96,
lower quartile [q25]=22, median [q50]=26.3, upper quartile
[q75]=36). All participants reported low-to-moderate levels of
physical activity. The majority of participants were experienced
mobile phone users—9 participants (53%) had previous
experience using a food diary, and 6 participants (35%) had
previously kept an exercise log. After the randomization,
participants in the groups were similar in terms of level of active
lifestyle and experience with using mobile-based
self-management tools. Our sample size was determined based
on earlier literature [17,20,21] that suggested that small studies
(n≥4) are more suitable to test early feasibility of novel behavior
change technologies like MyBehavior. See Figure 1 for the flow
of participants in the trial.
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Figure 1. Flow of participants in the MyBehavior trial.

MyBehavior Mobile App
Overview
MyBehavior is comprised of five key modules: (1) physical
activity tracking, (2) food logging, (3) life-log generation, (4)
physical activity and food clustering, and (5) suggestion
generation.

Physical Activity Tracking
MyBehavior uses the accelerometer and the Global Positioning
System (GPS) sensor inside the mobile phone to continuously
keep track of an individual’s physical activities. A number of
statistical features (eg, mean, variance, zero-crossing rate) are
extracted from the sensor data and a machine-learning
model—Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [22]—is applied to
map the extracted feature values into the four most common
daily physical activities—walking, running, stationary (sitting
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e42/
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or standing), and driving. The technical details of this mobile
sensing framework can be found in our previous work [23]. For
physical activities that cannot be automatically recognized,
MyBehavior provides users with a list of about 800 different
physical activities from the compendium of physical activities
[24]. Users can manually select the specific physical activity
from the list and record the start and end time for the activity.
In addition to tracking physical activities, MyBehavior calculates
the calories expended during these activities based on the
standard Metabolic Equivalents of Task (METS) [25].

Food Logging
Users select food items from a database and enter the consumed
quantity to get the corresponding calorie intake. The United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) [26] maintains this
database, containing more than 8000 types of food.
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MyBehavior provides several features to make the food logging
experience easier for users. First, users can take photos of their
food. These photos serve as a memory aid when users are
prompted to input their food information at 9:30pm every night
(see Figure 2). Second, to facilitate entry of frequently repeated
food choices, MyBehavior allows users to input food which
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reuses a prior meal (eg, add yesterday’s breakfast) and prioritizes
food items that were selected previously. Finally, MyBehavior
provides users with an option to directly input calorie
information taken from the label of prepackaged foods (eg, a
soft drink can or yogurt cup).

Figure 2. MyBehavior app screenshots: (a) taking photo of a food item, (b) searching for foods from the USDA database, and (c) Life Log, a chronological
list of activity and food log events.

Life-Log Generation
MyBehavior generates as a “life log,” a chronological list of
activity and food log events, as shown in Figure 2. The log
includes food, automatically sensed physical activity, and
manually logged exercise entries as life events. To create concise
and meaningful activity entries, MyBehavior processes the data
into two stages.
In the first stage, activity predictions, which happen every 1
second, are aggregated every minute and labeled automatically.
In the second stage, the contiguous activities having the same
label are combined into a single entry. For example, if a user is
stationary for 50 minutes, MyBehavior will generate a
“stationary” activity entry into the life log with a 50-minute
duration. Other common life events include a sequence of
different activities that happen within a short time interval (ie,
15 minutes). An example might be the following: walk to the
bus stop, wait for a few minutes, ride the bus, and walk to the
office after exiting the bus. In this example, MyBehavior
generates a “mixed” activity entry in the life log (eg, taking the
bus from home to work) by combining the multiple activity
sequences that happen within a 15-minute window.

Physical Activity and Food Clustering
To enable suggestion generation delivery to the experimental
group only, MyBehavior used the life logs to cluster similar
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physical activities and similar food items. The food similarity
matching process follows a simple logic—food is clustered
based on similar food ingredients. For example, MyBehavior
will detect if a user is repeatedly having high-calorie burgers
with similar ingredients and form the cluster “burger” that
groups together the same or similar types of burgers.
Regarding clustering physical activities, manually tracked
activities are clustered based on the type of activities similar to
food clustering. Automatically tracked activities, tagged with
location information, are clustered by places they occur. Clusters
are found using unsupervised machine-learning techniques to
identify similarity. As indoor localization is often accurate up
to 150 meters, any stationary activities that fall within 150
meters of each other are clustered together. For example, a
user’s stationary activities in the office are typically in close
proximity to each other and, as such, MyBehavior clusters these
office locations into a single unit that represents the user’s
stationary behavior in the office. Walking and running activities
are more difficult to cluster because MyBehavior needs to
determine whether two activity trajectories look similar and
happen at a similar location. To group similar walking or
running events, MyBehavior uses an algorithm derived from
the literature on handwriting recognition [27]. In handwriting
recognition, the task is to find a canonical letter that matches
the shape or trajectory of a handwritten letter. The analogous
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e42 | p.167
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task in MyBehavior is to find whether a new walking trajectory
(eg, office to coffee shop) matches previous walking trajectories.
Figure 3 shows some clusters generated by this technique. The
image on the left represents a user’s stationary episode in the
office and home, whereas the middle and right-hand images
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show two walking clusters generated by two different users.
The middle image represents a user’s walks near the office,
while the cluster in the right-hand image represents another
user’s daily walks from home to a bus stand.

Figure 3. Clusters generated from user activities: (a) locations where user A stayed stationary, (b) location traces for user B where he walked around
his office, and (c) walking traces of user A from his house to the bus stop.

Suggestion Generation
After clustering user behaviors, MyBehavior uses an
exploit-explore strategy to automatically generate suggestions
based on users’ past physical activities and food intake. This
suggestions-generating strategy is grounded in contemporary
behavioral science theories: (1) learning theory [28], (2) social
cognitive theory [29], and (3) the Fogg Behavior Model (FBM)
[30]. Behavior analysis applies learning theory first to assess
whether a person has the skills needed to perform a behavior
[28]. If so, the next step is to increase or decrease the target
behavior’s frequency by harnessing its antecedents (ie, its setting
and cues) and consequences (ie, reinforcement). For example,
if a health suggestion asks a user to swim but the user can’t
swim (ie, he never acquired the skills), the user will not follow
the suggestion. On the other hand, if a person has performed a
behavior before, even if rarely, the skills can be assumed present.
The Fogg Behavior Model applies theoretical principles to
technology design by creating tools to prompt low-effort actions
that can be triggered even when motivation is low [30]. Thus,
MyBehavior suggests (ie, cues or triggers) a frequent behavior
(eg, a particular walk) that the person often does in a particular
life context. This small, low-effort change simply increases the
frequency of a behavior that the person already does. Sometimes
instead, MyBehavior suggests an infrequent behavior (eg, bike
ride) that would burn more calories and that the person has
shown he/she can do, but does only rarely. Social cognitive
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theory [29], the most widely used behavioral theory, suggests
that in order to voluntarily initiate an action, a person needs a
sense of self-efficacy or confidence that he/she will be able to
perform it. The more frequently the person can be triggered to
ride a bike repeatedly in a certain context where bikes are
accessible, the more self-efficacy increases, the less effortful
the behavior becomes, and the more likely that bike riding
becomes a habit.
MyBehavior exploits the frequency principle by suggesting
activities that users perform repeatedly. In addition, the
algorithm favors actions that are not only frequent, but also
result in higher calorie expenditure. For example, short 1-minute
walks inside the office, though very frequent, are likely to be
superseded in the suggestion-generation engine by a less
frequent, but higher-calorie-burning, gym class. On the other
hand, if the person rarely visits the gym but walks 30 minutes
to work several times a week, the recommender engine will
rank the walk higher than the gym since the aggregate calorie
loss—frequency x calories burned each instance—is higher.
For stationary activities, the recommender engine suggests small
changes, such as walking 3 minutes for every hour spent
stationary. The right-most image in Figure 4 shows a
prioritization order of MyBehavior suggestions where simply
adding 3-minute walks to the user’s hour-long stationary
episodes burns more calories compared to rarely occurring gym
visits.
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Exploit suggestions generated solely from users’ frequent past
behavior may not generate sufficient energy expenditure to
cause weight loss. Consequently, MyBehavior periodically
suggests higher-calorie-burning activities to entice the user to
try out and adopt. Explore suggestions target infrequent,
high-calorie-burning behaviors that the user can turn into a more
regular activity. Future behavior is only imperfectly predicted
by past behavior, and it could be the case that users will increase
infrequent activities if suggested. Hence, if a user walks
regularly near her office but sometimes goes to the gym or takes
a long walk home, MyBehavior exploits this knowledge by
suggesting walking near the office most of the time and by
sometimes suggesting a gym visit or a long walk. If the new
suggestion sticks and the user starts going to the gym regularly
as a result, then MyBehavior learns to target the gym as an
exploit suggestion rather than an explore suggestion.
When generating food suggestions, a separate set of suggestions
is created based on the exploit-explore strategy. First,
MyBehavior distinguishes between meals and snacks. Then it
takes into account both intake frequency and calories similar
to the physical activity suggestions. Thus, a user’s frequent
healthy low-calorie meals are exploited and are encouraged to
be continued. During exploration, a random selection of
infrequent low-calorie meals/snacks from the past is suggested.
Here, the expectation is that users will take up some of these
infrequent meals and make them frequent in the future.
At the start of every day, MyBehavior generates 10 food and
10 activity suggestions. Of these, 90% are from the users’ most
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frequent activities (ie, exploit) and 10% are from the users’
infrequent behaviors (ie, explore). This split of 90% exploit and
10% explore was heuristically chosen based on previous
literature [31]. This kind of exploit-explore strategy, well
grounded in artificial intelligence research, falls under a wider
decision-making framework called multi-armed bandit [31].
MAB models have been well studied for modeling dynamic
systems where situations can change over time. In our case,
user behavior is not fixed and can change over time under
MyBehavior’s influence (see Figure 4, left-most and right-most
images). The exploit-and-explore strategy models this dynamic
nature of human behavior effectively. MyBehavior exploits
the most common user behaviors that promote energy balance
to produce short-term health gain. To target long-term health,
it occasionally explores infrequent higher-energy-expending
behaviors to discover actions that the user might repeat in the
future, leading to sustained energy balance that could boost
weight loss.
Figure 4 shows different generated suggestions that encourage
the user to either continue positive activities (ie, low-calorie
foods, walking, or exercise), make small changes in some
situations (ie, stationary activities) (left-most image), or avoid
negative activities (ie, frequent large meals) (second image).
The first and third images in Figure 4 show suggestions for two
different users and the first and last images show suggestions
for the same user that change over time. A video demonstrating
different features of MyBehavior is included as Multimedia
Appendix 2.

Figure 4. Screenshots showing recommended suggestions for exercise and food: (a) physical activity suggestions made by MyBehavior, (b) food
suggestions made by MyBehavior, (c) physical activity suggestions for a different user, and (d) physical activity suggestions for the same user as in (a),
but at a different point in time.

Measures
First, we used a suggestion-rating survey to evaluate user
intentions to follow the suggestions. Participants completed this
survey after the 3-week study concluded. Participants rated the
suggestions, by indicating on a 1-to-5 scale, whether they would
be willing and able to do the recommended action on an average
day—5 (Strongly Agrees that he/she can follow the suggestion),
1 (Strongly Disagrees). Each participant rated suggestions that
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she/he saw during the study in an online form. Experimental
group participants rated 15 top-ranked—top 8 physical activity
and top 7 food—personalized MyBehavior suggestions of their
own. On the other hand, the control group participants rated 10
randomly chosen generic prescriptive suggestions. In addition,
we quantitatively measured behavior change for all participants
using logs of daily physical activity and dietary intakes.
The daily diary and the in-depth, semistructured interviews
measured participant feedback regarding the suggestions. For
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the daily diaries, we queried (1) whether they looked at
MyBehavior’s suggestions, and (2) whether they made or wanted
to make any changes after seeing the suggestions. The
semistructured interviews covered users’ general overall
experience with MyBehavior and the quality of the suggestions.
Specifically, we inquired about awareness, behavior change,
and of any software improvement they would like to see. In
addition, in the interview, we asked clarifying questions that
explained quantitative results observed from the data.

Analysis Plan
Regarding the user’s intention of following MyBehavior’s
suggestions, we gathered ratings for suggestions on a secure
website and analyzed the data using RStudio. Since the ratings
were in ordinal scale, we used a nonparametric Mann-Whitney
U test [32] for statistical significance and effect size.
We measured behavior changes by analyzing activity and dietary
logs for statistical significance using MATLAB (MathWorks,
Inc) statistics toolbox and RStudio. For each user, we computed
median walking length and calories per food item. We
considered medians across entire weeks over other central
measures since they are less susceptible to spurious noise or
outliers (eg, occasional intake of very-high-calorie food or
atypical, unusually lengthy walk). We did not report changes
in running and manually logged exercises in the data analysis
as they often require higher effort and are tough to change within
the 3 weeks of the experiment. In our analysis, we first
considered the number of positive changes. A positive change
is defined as a downward trend in median calories in meals, or
an upward trend toward longer-length walks over the first week
to the third week. We used the Fisher Exact Test [32] to measure
the number of positive changes as an effect of MyBehavior.
Because of small sample size, the Fisher Exact Test is used
instead of the chi-square test for independence. We used a
two-sample independent Student’s t test to measure statistical
significance for total walk lengths and total food calories
consumed per day. We computed differences in walking
distances instead of total number of calories burned, since a
walk of a fixed distance can result in a different amount of
calories burned for different individuals [25]. We calculated the
effect size of walking and eating behavior changes with Cohen’s
d measure.
Finally, face-to-face, semistructured interviews were audio
recorded and transcribed. Interview transcripts and daily diaries
were then broken down into themes using thematic analysis
[33].

Results
Adherence
A total of 17 participants completed the 3-week study, yielding
almost 2.1 million recorded physical activity instances,
amounting to more than 8000 hours of physical activity. During
the same period, participants labeled nearly 850 images of food
with annotations.
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User Acceptance of MyBehavior Suggestions
In the suggestion-rating survey, the experimental group (mean
3.4, SD 1.2, q25=2.75, q50=3, q75=4), with MyBehavior
suggestions, intended to follow personalized suggestions more
than the control group (mean 2.5, SD 1.6, q25=1, q50=2, q75=4)
intended to follow the generic suggestions. A nonparametric
Mann-Whitney U test [32] found this difference to be
statistically significant (P<.001, 95% CI 0-1.001, effect size =
0.99).

Physical Activity
Figure 5 shows the distribution, in the form of box plots, of
walking lengths over time for the experimental (left-hand image)
and the control (right-hand image) groups. For each week of
the study, we computed these distributions for the different
users. To ease interpretation, we joined the median per week
with thick green or red lines for each user. A green line implies
a positive change as discussed in the data analysis section. A
red line indicates the reverse negative trend. We used a log scale
for walking-length distribution since walking-length
distributions have heavy tails [34].
For walking, 78% (7/9) of participants in the experimental group
(Figure 5, left-hand image) showed positive trends, whereas
75% (6/8) of participants in the control group (Figure 5,
right-hand image) exhibited negative trends. A Fisher Exact
Test found this ratio in the number of positive changes between
the experimental and control groups statistically significant
(P=.05) [35]. In addition, MyBehavior users walked an average
of 10 minutes more per day within the experiment phase (ie,
from the first to the third week). However, we did not observe
any change for the control group. A two-sample t test found
this difference in change of walking duration to be significant
(t15= 2.1, P=.055, 95% CI -0.23 to 19.052, d=0.9).
Qualitative data from daily diary and face-to-face interviews
largely supported this quantitative result. However, we also
observed some important subtleties. First, participants in the
experimental group described the activity suggestions to be
actionable and relevant to their lives. Control group participants
appreciated that the generic suggestions reminded them of good
habits. However, they often faced problems incorporating the
suggestions into their daily lives. The following quotes were
taken from the daily diaries of participants.
Those suggestions are quite good, which reminds me
not to sit too long in one place. [Experimental group
participant #1]
The exercise suggestions made me want to do some
more activities and be less stationary. Seeing how
long I have been stationary and the low frequency of
activity made me want to make a change.
[Experimental group participant #5]
Try to get up from my desk more often...added “walk"
notes to my calendar. [Experimental group participant
#2]
I did some walking where I normally walk. The app
now shows I walked there 26 times. The app makes
me feel that I can do it again since I have done the
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same walk many times. [Experimental group
participant #7]
The suggestions encourage me to do/plan exercises
for the near future...It reminds me that some foods
are better than others. [Control group participant #1]
They seem like good generic suggestions. The kind
you would read...as tips in a health magazine or some
such... [Control group participant #4]
Some MyBehavior users reported that even the nonfrequent
explore suggestions were actionable and expressed interest in
acting on them. For instance, experimental group participant
#7 said the following in his/her daily diary:
I saw a walk to my nearest bus stand listed. Normally,
I drive my car to go to my office. But looking at the
extra walking I got while going to the bus stop makes
me think about doing it often and making it a habit.
[Experimental group participant #7]
Results from interviews also revealed that participants at various
stages of active lifestyle reacted to suggestions differently [15].
For the experimental group, participants who were considering
making changes expressed that they became more self-conscious
about their behavior and they were eager to follow the suggested
changes (eg, starting to walk more near home, or continuing
runs on treadmills). Comparatively, users likely maintaining an
active lifestyle expressed that the suggestions reflected their
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current healthy behavior and considered them as good
reinforcements. However, participants in the maintenance phase
wanted to change their stationary behavior in the office with
occasional small walks. For the control group, users were
frustrated because the suggestions were not always feasible and
did not blend with their routines and lifestyle. Control group
users maintaining an active lifestyle were unaffected by generic
suggestions and continued their regular behavior across weeks.
For example, control group participants #7 and #8 were
maintaining participants and their behavior showed no negative
trends in Figure 5 (right-hand image). Control group users who
did not already have a maintaining lifestyle gradually became
less active or made poorer food choices after the initial phase
of the study.
Finally, on a few occasions, MyBehavior suggestions were hard
to follow or did not reflect user preferences. For example, one
user reported in the interview that he used to play soccer with
his friends but his friends recently moved to a new location. He
could no longer play soccer, which MyBehavior was suggesting.
In addition, often user-preferred activities are not top
MyBehavior suggestions. For instance, one user preferred to
swim even though she did not do it often. Finally, experimental
group participant #8 (subject 8 in Figure 5, left-hand image,
with negative trends) reported an inability to follow MyBehavior
suggestions because of a looming work deadline during the
study.

Figure 5. Box plots showing the distribution of walking lengths for the experimental group (a) and for the control group (b) over the 3-week study.
We joined the medians of distributions and showed each trend as a thick green line (increasing trend) or red line (decreasing trend) for walking length.

Dietary Behavior
Figure 6 shows the distribution, in the form of box plots, of
meal calories for the experimental group (left-hand image) and
the control group (right-hand image). For each week of the
study, we computed these distributions for different users.
Similar to walking-behavior graphs, we joined medians across
weeks to show positive or negative changes for each user.
For caloric intake, 78% (7/9) of participants in the experimental
group showed positive trends (green lines in Figure 6, left-hand
image), and 57% (4/7) of participants in the control group
showed negative trends (red lines in Figure 6, right-hand
image—1 participant had insufficient data). However, a Fisher
Exact Test found this to be nonsignificant (P=.15). For control
group participants, we also found their average median calories
per day to increase by 211 calories (mean 211.7, SD 263.07,
q25=-31.25, q50=187.5, q75=429.35) from the first week to the
third week. Comparatively, the experimental group showed an
average calorie per day decrease of nearly 100 calories (mean
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-99.3, SD 481.27, q25=-527.83, q50=-37.3, q75=87.5) from the
first week to the third week. This change was not significant in
a two-sample t test (t12=1.3234, P=.21, 95% CI -201 to 822.96,
d=0.72).
In qualitative feedback, similar to physical activity suggestions,
experimental group users found the suggestions to be more
actionable and reported to make more changes compared to
control group users who found the suggestions to be hard to
work on. This feedback is illustrated in the following quotes
from participants’ daily diaries.
The pictures of my meals are very useful to keep track
of what I've been eating in the past. People tend to
forget about their habits, but pictures in this case are
a nice way to bring your food history in front of your
eyes. [Experimental group participant #9]
The suggestions remind me that some foods are better
than others. [Control group participant #1]
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It recommends me to eat stuff that I don't have at
home. [Control group participant #4]
These suggestions don't take into account my dietary
restrictions. [Control group participant #5]
Similar to activity explore suggestions, MyBehavior users often
found the explore suggestions to be actionable.
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I just wanted to see what it was...These ones [explore
suggestions] seemed to pick up some "good" food
habits. [Experimental group participant #4]
Finally, users reported manual food logging to be time
consuming in the interview. However, they also reported that
this manual process made them more aware of their foods.
Consequently, control group participants reported making
dietary changes without personalized suggestions.

Figure 6. Box plots showing the distribution of food calories for the experimental group (a) and for the control group (b) over the 3-week study. We
joined the medians of distributions and showed each trend as a thick green line (increasing trend) or red line (decreasing trend) for median food calorie
intake.

Discussion
Principal Findings
To our knowledge, MyBehavior is the first system to
automatically provide personalized suggestions that relate to
users’ lifestyles. In the quantitative results, MyBehavior users
demonstrated superior behavior changes compared to the control
group. Qualitative measures from the face-to-face interviews
and the daily diaries confirmed that the suggestions indeed were
perceived to be personalized to their lives. This concordance of
superiority in both quantitative behavior change and qualitative
user perception makes MyBehavior’s automated health feedback
approach very promising and provides support for longitudinal
studies and future investigations into automated personalization
approaches.
Specifically, in our evaluation, users rated that they could follow
MyBehavior personalized suggestions more than the control
condition suggestions. Results also revealed a significant change
in walking behaviors for MyBehavior users. In qualitative
measures, users reported MyBehavior activity suggestions to
be more actionable. Interestingly, although users qualitatively
reported the dietary suggestions to be more actionable, dietary
behavior changes were not found to be different between the
groups. This finding could be due to the manual-logging nature
of food intake being sufficient for behavior change alone. The
manual process of food logging might produce self-awareness
and reflection. Indeed, past research demonstrates that simple
logging can improve one’s food consumption behavior [16].
However, food logging is an arduous process and it is often
hard to continue for an extended period. Thus, we need longer
studies to determine if food logging along with suggestions
could aid in sustained behavior change. Furthermore, we had a
small sample in the study with inadequate statistical power.
Thus, larger trials are necessary to further elucidate the effects
of food logging and these types of suggestions on eating
behavior.
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Nonetheless, MyBehavior explores a unique space for health
feedback. Earlier studies in this domain predominantly focused
on overall behavior [7,14], tailoring [36], or self-tracking [33]
without deeper data analysis and personalization. MyBehavior
takes a data mining approach to automatically find
contextualized suggestions from logged data. This automated
approach also relieves users from the burden of self-analyzing
their data. Thus, MyBehavior is a marked departure from
previous self-monitoring programs found in the literature, where
users themselves decide on how to make changes on their own
[33]. MyBehavior suggestions relate to a user’s existing
behaviors, making them actionable as the user is told where and
when to act on them. Furthermore, unique sets of suggestions
are generated for each user based on their routine and lifestyle.
The literature on N-of-1 approaches [37,38,39] argue that such
personalization should yield better efficacy than one-size-fits-all
or tailored-suggestion approaches [15], where similar
suggestions are provided to users with similar characteristics
(eg, age, gender, daily calorie intake, and loss).
Despite this promising direction, the automated data-driven
personalization approach of MyBehavior brings its own
challenges. Manual logging of food and exercise, in addition
to automated logging, are necessary for proper functioning of
MyBehavior. Qualitative interviews revealed that manual food
and exercise logging were often burdensome. Future iterations
could use crowdsourcing-based semiautomated approaches to
decrease the burden of manual food journaling [12]. Finally,
interviews also highlighted the importance of considering
contextual changes in users’ lives and preferences. Thus, giving
users control in deciding which suggestion they want to follow
is required for well-accepted personalization [7].

Limitations
An important limitation is the short-term and small-scale nature
of the study, which makes it difficult to make definitive
conclusions. However, the study helped us to identify the
potential efficacy of MyBehavior and pinpoint design
improvements for future deployments. Indeed, Klasanja et al
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[17] argued that such short-term studies with similar evaluation
goals as in our study are often more suitable for new and
untested behavior change technologies like MyBehavior.
Another limitation was that the nonpersonalized suggestions
were sometimes too specific, for example, “walking with a dog.”
In the daily diaries, some users reported that they could not
follow this suggestion since they did not own a dog. While
designing generic suggestions, we tried to find suggestions that
most users could follow, without being overly generic. However,
there will always be exceptions where a suggestion does not fit
one’s lifestyle.
Despite these limitations, this pilot study demonstrates the
potential of using automated personalization for actionable
health feedback. As we move into an age where increasingly
more people are tracking their health with mobile and other
technologies, we believe MyBehavior’s automated technique
holds great potential to provide feedback that can be used to
improve health outcomes at scale.

Rabbi et al

Conclusions
MyBehavior is the first mobile health app that can encourage
healthy behavior change by automatically providing low-effort
suggestions based on the context and personal information of
users. The pilot user study demonstrated the feasibility and
acceptability of MyBehavior. Users considered MyBehavior’s
personalized, contextualized suggestions to be more actionable
and to require less effort to implement than generic prescriptive
suggestions. Preliminary evidence of behavior change shows
that a high percentage of MyBehavior users did more physical
exercise, yet the potential impact on eating behaviors remains
unclear. The addition of more human control over the
suggestions and providing easier logging mechanisms for food
and exercise were identified as key areas of improvement. Future
directions should include addressing the identified shortcomings
of the system and testing its effectiveness in fostering health
behavior change in a larger longitudinal trial.
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Abstract
Background: Overweight and obesity are international public health issues. With mobile and app use growing globally, the
development of weight loss apps are increasing along with evidence that interventions using technology have been effective in
the treatment of obesity. Although studies have been conducted regarding what content health professionals would recommend
within weight loss apps, there are limited studies that explore users’ viewpoints. There is specifically a paucity of research that
takes the cultural background of the user into consideration, especially in Middle Eastern countries where the lives and weight
loss intervention needs of women not only vary vastly from the West, but the obesity rate is also increasing exponentially.
Objective: The current study sought to explore the proposed features of an Arabic weight loss app by seeking the experiences
and opinions of overweight and obese Saudi Arabian users in order to design a mobile phone app to fit their needs.
Methods: Focus group discussions were conducted with a purposive sample of volunteer overweight and obese Saudi women
(BMI ≥ 25) who were older than 18 years and who owned a mobile phone. The most common Arabic and English weight loss
mobile apps were downloaded to initiate dialogue about app usage and to get their opinions on what an ideal weight loss app
would look like and the features it would include. All transcribed, translated discussions were thematically analyzed, categorized
for each of the main topics of the discussion, and specific quotations were identified.
Results: Four focus groups were conducted with a total of 39 participants. Most participants owned an Android mobile phone
and only a few participants were aware of the availability of health-related apps. Barriers to weight loss were identified including:
motivation, support (social and professional), boring diets, customs, and lifestyle. Diverse themes emerged as suggestions for an
ideal weight loss app including: Arabic language and culturally sensitive; motivational support and social networking; dietary
and physical activity tools; and a tailorable, user-friendly interface.
Conclusions: This study identifies weight loss app features from the users’ perspective, which should be considered in the
development of a weight loss app for this population.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e41) doi:10.2196/mhealth.4409
KEYWORDS
weight loss; focus groups; smartphone; mobile apps; Arabic; qualitative research

Introduction
Numerous influential studies have shown that overweight and
obesity has increased markedly, making it a major international
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health issue, especially among women. According to the World
Health Organization [1], the most recent evidence suggests that
women are twice as likely as men to be obese in Europe, the
Eastern Mediterranean, and the Americas. This growing trend
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indicates the need for effective weight control interventions that
are accessible to people all over the world regardless of language
or location. As the prevalence of obesity around the world has
increased, so has the use of mobile technology, particularly in
the Middle East and Saudi Arabia [2,3]. This indicates that this
technology may be useful as a weight loss intervention. A recent
systematic review [4] found that technology interventions,
regardless of device type, are an efficient approach for
behavioral treatment of obesity in order to achieve or maintain
a healthy weight. The recent growth in the development of
mobile phone apps has created an opportunity to use them as
an intervention tool to both treat and prevent obesity. However,
there has been very little research done to discover what users
want and need in a weight loss app.
Mobile technology for self-recording and other behavioral
modification aspects has been found to be a useful approach to
enhancing health [5]. Various apps have been developed for
this purpose, but there is evidence that English as well as Arabic
apps do not comply with evidence-informed practices for weight
management [6,7,8]. Although it is important to ensure that
development of an app for weight loss intervention takes these
evidence-based weight loss practices into consideration, it is
also important to include participants’ opinions and preferences,
especially when designing an app for a specific culture. Some
research has been conducted to determine the opinion of health
professionals relating to weight loss apps; however, there is a
paucity of evidence regarding user preferences, which has shown
to be crucial in app development for weight loss [9]. This is
exemplified by a qualitative study conducted solely with
physicians and dieticians in Qatar to develop an obesity
management app, which lacked any user contribution [2].
Furthermore, a recent study done on English-language weight
loss apps in the UK shows that participants are interested in
weight loss apps that provide structure, ease of use, personalized
features, and accessibility between devices. However, this study
neglected to elect participants who had preexisting overweight
and obesity issues, and because the needs of users with existing
conditions differ from those who are not suffering from these
problems, this cannot be overlooked [10].
This study, therefore, aimed to explore the proposed features
for an Arabic weight loss app by seeking the experiences and
opinions of overweight and obese female Saudi Arabian users
in order to design a mobile phone app to fit their needs.

Methods
Participants
A qualitative cross-sectional study was conducted. Focus group
discussions were conducted with a purposive sample of
volunteer overweight and obese Saudi women (body mass index
(BMI) ≥25) who were older than 18 years, owned a mobile
phone, and consented to taking part in the study. Women who
were pregnant or were diagnosed with chronic diseases of
lifestyle—such as cardiovascular disease, hypertension, diabetes
mellitus, or cancer—were excluded from the study. Recruitment
was done through posters placed around the King Saud
University campuses (a public university located in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia, with free tuition that enables students from all
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e41/
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segments of society to attend), local shopping malls, on social
networks such as Twitter, as well as by word of mouth. The
recruitment posters briefly described the study, eligibility
criteria, and directed interested participants to complete an
online screening questionnaire to ensure compliance with the
inclusion and exclusion criteria. Ethical approval was obtained
from the ethics committee of the College of Science Research
Center of King Saud University. Written informed consent was
obtained from all subjects.

Procedure
A total of 4 focus groups with 6-10 participants in each were
planned, with the aim of reaching the point of data saturation
until no new information was generated. Those complying with
the eligibility criteria were invited to join 1 of 4 possible dates
available for focus groups that suited them best. Prior to
meeting, an information sheet and consent forms were sent to
the participants. Each participant was randomly allocated to
one of the most common Arabic/English weight loss apps and
asked to download the app before the focus groups.
Focus groups were held in Arabic, within meeting rooms at the
women’s King Saud University campus. The focus groups
started with a conversation about the participants’ experiences
of health-related mobile phone apps in general, following a
topic guide that presented open-ended questions to encourage
participants to express their opinions. Group management
guidelines from Krueger and Casey [11] were followed. The
facilitator provided time for the participants to try some of the
weight loss apps that they had been asked to download to prompt
further discussion. Participants were then asked to describe their
thoughts and ideas about the features of these apps. They were
asked what they liked, disliked, and would ideally like a weight
loss app to have. Their experience of previous weight loss diets
was also discussed to identify their opinions of barriers to weight
loss.

Data Analysis
All focus groups were audio-recorded and an observer was
available to take notes during the discussions. Refreshments
were provided during the focus groups and participants were
given a small gift voucher as a thank-you at the end of the focus
group. All focus group discussions were transcribed verbatim
in Arabic and translated to English. A subsample of the
transcripts were then back translated to ensure accuracy. To
initiate data analysis, the researchers familiarized themselves
with the data by reading all translated transcriptions and
identifying themes within each transcript. Thematic analysis
was done independently by 2 researchers (AA and DM) for 1
transcript and then jointly for the other 3 transcripts. Once
thematic analysis had been completed, specific quotations to
support the themes were identified.

Results
Participant Characteristics
Four focus groups involving 39 women were conducted. Each
group consisted of 7 to 12 participants with a mean age of 29
years (Table 1). Based on self-reported height and weight, the
mean BMI was 29.1 with most (67%) of the sample classified
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as overweight. Marital status was equally represented, and most
women had been educated to a tertiary level (77%) and owned

Alnasser et al
an Android mobile phone (56%).

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of Saudi women (N=39) involved in the 4 focus groups.
Demographic characteristic

Measurement

Age (years), mean (SD)

29.4 (8)

Height (m), mean (SD)

159.3 (6)

Weight (kg), mean (SD)

73.9 (14)

2

BMI (kg/m ), mean (SD)

29.1 (5)

Weight classification, n (%)
Overweight (BMI 25-29.9)

26 (67%)

Obese (BMI 30-34.9)

9 (23%)

Severely obese (BMI >35)

4 (10%)

Single

19 (49%)

Married

19 (49%)

Divorced

1 (2%)

High school

7 (18%)

Diploma

2 (5%)

4-year degree

26 (67%)

Post-graduate

4 (10%)

Marital status, n (%)

Education level, n (%)

Mobile phone brand, n (%)
iPhone

17 (44%)

Samsung

14 (36%)

BlackBerry

7 (18%)

Sony

1 (2%)

Salient Themes
Overview
Themes were categorized for each of the main topics of
discussion, namely the experience of apps, barriers to weight
loss, and proposals for an ideal weight loss app.

Experience of Apps
Few participants were aware of the availability of health-related
apps. Only a few participants had previously downloaded a diet
app and there was a general lack of awareness of their
availability.
I didn’t expect there to be an app concerned about
dieting. [Participant 8; Focus Group (FG) 4]
Some women in the groups felt that raising awareness of the
existence of weight-loss apps in Arabic by providing information
or seminars at local clinics and schools would be essential to
increasing the knowledge and use of the apps.
When women were asked if they felt they had previously
benefited from any health app, similar responses of not knowing
about them emerged. If they had downloaded them, it was
usually for short periods of use.
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e41/
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I only had the application for 7 days. [Participant 1;
FG 3]
The most common reason stated for deleting apps was that it
did not benefit them. Those that had downloaded weight loss
apps indicated that most of them featured meal planners, calorie
information, weight loss tips, a water reminder, and most were
in Arabic. When women were asked about what health apps
they had previously downloaded, they were unable to recall any
names.

Barriers to Weight Loss
Although a number of women had tried different ways to lose
weight, they identified a number of in-common barriers to
weight loss including motivation, support (social and
professional), boring diets, customs, lifestyle, and
misinformation. They also reported poor motivation in initiating
the diet, often delaying commencement.
Delaying. I decide to follow a diet on Saturday, and
I buy all the diet things that I need on Friday, but I
delay it for another 2 days. Then I tell myself that I
will start it next Saturday. I have been in that situation
for 7 months now. [Participant 6; FG 2]
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One of the most common issues for women seemed to be a lack
of motivation due to inadequate social support.
If I see that no one is with me, I lose interest.
[Participant 2; FG 2]
They also identified a need for professional health care
follow-up as those that had received a dietary prescription often
described it as “too boring, restrictive, and frustrating”
[Participant 1; FG 1].
Another commonly identified barrier was related to lifestyle,
customs, and family obligations such as parties.
We don’t have many entertainment places, so we meet
in food places, restaurants, or friends’ houses and
everything calls you to eat, as well as girls today are
good cooks, they make delicious sweets and you have
to eat to keep up with them. [Participant 2; FG 3]
From the discussions, it was clear that the majority of
participants also had incorrect information or beliefs about
weight loss.
You can put 3 bags of salt in your bathtub 3 times a
week and that helps lose weight. [Participant 1; FG
3]

Proposals for an Ideal Weight Loss App
Diverse themes emerged from the data as suggestions for an
ideal weight loss app for these women. They were classified
into 5 categories (Figure 1). The women overwhelmingly
indicated that they would prefer an Arabic app.
I have difficulties that relate to the language (when
trying the English diet apps). [Participant 3; FG 2]
Indeed, it was not only about the ease of language, but also
about the language in its social and cultural context. Most
women that had previously tried commercial international diet
programs felt it would be inconvenient to use them.
I have already subscribed to an American program
that … the food was strange for me … we do not eat
that because it is not in our culture. [Participant 10;
FG 2]
I tried to walk 7 days a week but the weather is bad
in Riyadh; it is hot, along with shortness of breath
and face cover. [Participant 10; FG 2]
The most common theme seemed to be the emphasis on
motivational support and social networking. The majority of
all groups stated that “there has to be communication”
[Participant 7; FG 2].
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Numerous women indicated that having a social support network
would be motivating. For example, one participant said, “The
app itself should be like Instagram,” in which women checked
up on each other as a group motivator [Participant 1; FG 2].
Having illustrations was also suggested by some participants
as a motivator. For example, a participant stated: “An image of
a fat woman could appear when the calories consumed exceed
the calories expended” [Participant 3; FG 4].
Some of the group members stated that having the ability to ask
professionals questions and receive advice regarding their weight
loss, in a time sensitive manner, would be greatly beneficial to
achieving their weight loss goals.
With regard to dietary and physical activity tools, group
members mostly agreed that features such as a BMI calculator,
calorie and physical activity counter, weight loss tracker, energy
balance calculator, setting goals, vitamin information, and food
product information would be useful. Opinions were mixed
about planning meals. Some women felt that a meal planner is
important and easier than counting calorie intake, but others
did not want to follow specific meal plans. However, 2 groups
reported that a diet score or competitive games would be
encouraging and could be compared if shared with the
community.
In terms of layout, participants generally agreed that “it should
be simple” [Participant 1; FG 1] and easy to use. They suggested
flexible search functions such as “autocomplete” when typing
in a search term with results that show the most popular trends.
In addition, a barcode reader to lower the burden of adding food
items, and an autonomous sensor to monitor physical activity
was proposed.
There were various suggestions about controlling the frequency
and timing of notifications and tips, such as: “The app (that had
been downloaded and used previously) was boring because it
reminded me to drink water a lot” [Participant 8; FG 4].
Furthermore, most participants desired tailored notifications
taking the users’ previous information and preferences into
consideration. Some of the women suggested screening for
diseases, age, and dietary preferences (such as being vegetarian)
before starting to use the app so that the information and tips
provided could be user-specific.
Some expectations such as feedback requirements from the app
developer and regular updating of the information were also
discussed. Overall, it is clear that the demand for the
development of an Arabic weight management app is high, with
strong agreement in all 4 groups.
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Figure 1. Proposed features for an ideal weight loss app.

Discussion
Principal Findings
Participants in the study were generally not aware of available
health-related apps and had little experience in using them. This
is not that surprising since 84% of mobile phone users report
having downloaded apps, but only 19% have downloaded a
health-related app [12]. Although the use of mobile phone apps
in supporting health is promising [13], lack of knowledge of
health-related apps might be a reason for the low download rate.
Another reason for the low download rate might be the lack of
features that Arabic health apps have when compared to English
apps. It was found that English-language apps offered on
average at least half of the investigated features such as tutorials
on use, sharing capability of diet plans, and weight tracking.
The Arabic apps only offered 4 of the 12 features mentioned,
such as the collection of and information about diet plans and
water consumption tracking, substantiating the absence of
evidence-based practices. If the available features on the Arabic
apps were more attractive to users, then the download rate would
likely increase [14].
The Saudi women clearly expressed their preference for the app
being in Arabic rather than in English, which is corroborated
by the pilot study conducted among health care professionals
in Qatar to develop an obesity management mobile phone app
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e41/
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[15]. It is also evident that the users of these apps require
culturally sensitive information such as locally available foods,
physical activities that are possible in their environment, and
advice that is specific to the Arabic culture and customs. Parker
[16] has indicated that healthy behaviors such as physical
activity are boosted or inhibited by custom and culture, so while
it may be normal to see Arab men running or exercising at
fitness clubs or outdoors, currently this is unusual among Arab
women due to cultural restrictions on their activities [17]. A
study on morbidly obese Saudi women reported that participants
identified factors such as limited social relationships and not
being able to practice exercise freely as being the main
motivations for choosing surgery over a natural means of weight
loss [18].
Most participants attributed negative weight loss experiences
to a lack of motivation and social support. As suggested by
participants, providing social media features such as Twitter
and Instagram would enable participants to share interests,
activities, and experiences and thereby provide motivation.
Some studies have shown that engagement with Twitter results
in greater weight loss [19], while others have found that
participants disliked features that permit broadcasting of
health-related goals or status updates to friends through social
networks [9]. It is suggested that access to social networks be
available, but that users have control over what is shared, such
as weight loss goals reached or diet scores.
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This control over social networking within a weight loss app
links to participant suggestions for flexibility and tailoring of
the app, where participants felt that they should be able to
indicate their preferences for frequency and timing of reminders
and notifications they receive, or what features they use. It was
clear that participants wanted the app to be easy, user-friendly,
and specific to their preferences. The features proposed, such
as counters/trackers and goal setting, are consistent with the
self-monitoring practices identified in previous studies and
would achieve many of the evidence-informed weight loss
practices [6-8]. Additional suggestions by participants for food
product and vitamin information would address the
advice-giving practices.
Many current English and Arabic apps can be described as
advice-giving or self-monitoring but lack the behavior
modification aspect of weight loss treatment [6-8]. It was
interesting that participants proposed features that complied
with many of the evidence-informed weight loss practices used
by these authors as well as their emphasis on the importance of

Alnasser et al
motivation and social support to evaluate weight loss apps. As
many participants had misconceptions regarding weight control,
providing evidence-based information or tips is suggested.

Conclusions
Saudi women were very enthusiastic about the development of
a weight loss app that would address their needs. It is clear that
cultural sensitivity and social support are seen as the most
important aspects to them. This is extremely important as it
strengthens the evidence that weight loss interventions need to
include some aspect of behavior modification to be effective.
This paper provides unique insights into the views of overweight
Saudi women regarding features that might support them in
losing weight, giving a voice to the user and informing the
development of a weight loss app for Saudi Arabian women. It
is suggested, though, that these findings may be relevant to a
broader community and should be considered as important
aspects for consideration in any weight loss app development
process.
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Abstract
Background: Physical activity participation is an important behavior for modifying lifestyle-related disease risk. Mobile health
apps for chronic disease management and prevention are being developed at a rapid rate. However, it is unclear whether these
apps are evidence-based. Current public health recommendations for physical activity participation for adults highlight the
importance of engaging in 150 minutes weekly of purposeful exercise, and muscle strengthening activities on at least 2 days of
the week.
Objective: The aims of the present review were to (1) identify available evidence-based physical activity apps, and (2) identify
technological features that could be leveraged to improve health outcomes.
Methods: iTunes and Google Play mobile app stores were searched using keyword and category searching during a single day
(February 18, 2014) for physical activity apps available in English. The description pages of eligible apps were reviewed by 4
independent reviewers for evidence-based content, technological, and descriptive features. An a priori subset of apps was
downloaded for further review (n=6 affiliated with a non-commercial agency; n=10 top rated; n=10 random selection), and
developers were contacted for information regarding evidence-informed content.
Results: The initial search yielded 2400 apps, of which 379 apps (n=206 iTunes; n=173 Google Play) were eligible. Primary
results demonstrated no apps (n=0) adhering to evidence-based guidelines for aerobic physical activity, and 7 out of 379
implementing evidence-based guidelines for resistance training physical activity. Technological features of apps included social
networking (n=207), pairing with a peripheral health device (n=61), and measuring additional health parameters (n=139). Secondary
results revealed 1 app that referenced physical activity guidelines (150 minutes/weekly of exercise), and demonstrated that apps
were based on various physical activity reports (n=4) or personal expertise (n=2).
Conclusions: The present study demonstrated a shortage of evidence-based physical activity apps. This gap underscores the
need for development of evidence-informed mobile apps. Results highlight the opportunity to develop evidence-informed mobile
apps that can be used clinically to enhance health outcomes.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e43) doi:10.2196/mhealth.4003
KEYWORDS
Mobile applications; Exercise; Public Health
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Introduction
Background
Health systems worldwide are being increasingly challenged
by care for chronic conditions and non-communicable diseases
such as cardiovascular disease, cancer, and diabetes [1,2]. In
North America, 89% of total mortality in Canada and 87% in
the United States can be attributed to non-communicable disease
[3]. Physical activity is an important determinant of health,
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including primary and secondary prevention of chronic and
non-communicable diseases [4]. Physically inactive lifestyles
are the fourth leading cause of death, and globally contribute
to more than 3 million deaths per year [5]. In North America,
the majority of adults in the United States and Canada are not
meeting minimum public health recommendations for physical
activity [6,7]. Engaging in unhealthy physical activity behaviors,
such as a physically inactive lifestyle, has substantial negative
consequences for public health including the economic burden
for society [5] (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Physical inactivity burden in North America. 85% of Canadian adults and 97% of American adults fail to meet public health guidelines for
physical activity.

Physical Activity
Public health guidelines for physical activity are a summary of
best available evidence [5,8-10]. For the general adult and older
adult population (ie, ≥18 years), physical activity guidelines
recommend engaging in at least 150 minutes of moderate- to
vigorous-intensity physical activity weekly (ie, aerobic exercise),

in bouts of at least 10 minutes, as well as whole body strength
training activities for major muscle groups on at least 2 days
per week (Textbox 1). Additionally the guidelines highlight that
more physical activity is beneficial for health, and that older
adults (≥65 years) benefit from balance training to reduce fall
risk.

Textbox 1. Evidence-based physical activity guidelines for adults.
Aerobic Activity
•

150 minutes of moderate- to vigorous-intensity physical activity, accumulated in bouts ≥10 minutes

•

More activity is beneficial for health

Strengthening Activity
•

Resistance training to strengthen major muscle groups on ≥2 days/week

Prescribing Physical Activity
Health care providers prescribe treatment regimens to help
clients manage their health. A written prescription holds
symbolic meaning for clients, indicating that their health
practitioner believes in the value of the behavior for managing
or promoting health [11]. A health behavior message, such as
physical activity, delivered by a health practitioner may be an
important stimulus for individual change [12,13]. The evidence
base demonstrates the efficacy of prescribing exercise behaviors
through primary care for improving both physical activity levels
and cardiovascular health [14]. However, the extent to which a
client adheres to prescribed behaviors is highly variable, and
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e43/
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clinicians may need to consider providing additional tools and
interventions for clients to promote adoption of prescribed
behaviors [13]. Client self-management and medical
technologies can be leveraged to increase engagement in
prescribed behaviors by attracting and involving patients in
their own care [2,15].

Mobile Health Apps
The use of mobile health technologies involving smartphones
(ie, broadband-enabled phones with the capacity to download
and run apps) is a rapidly growing focus for chronic disease
management and prevention [16]. Around the world, there are
more than two billion smartphone subscriptions [17]. Moreover,
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in 2014 there was an increase of 400 million subscriptions from
the previous year [17]. In North America, 95% of Americans
and 80% of Canadians have active smartphone subscriptions
[17]. Mobile health technologies have demonstrated potential
for engaging individuals in on-going self-management of
prescribed physical activity behaviors for disease management
and prevention [16,18-20]. It has been suggested that mobile
health devices have the ability to deliver multifaceted behavior
change interventions using health apps [21]. Moreover,
technology-enhanced features included in apps have the potential
to reduce user burden and facilitate behavior change through
features such as integrated measurement of additional health
parameters, social networking, reminders to engage in a
behavior, calendar for scheduling behavior, and prompts for
lapses in adherence with behaviors [22]. Smartphone
subscriptions are pervasive around the world, and leveraging
the accessibility of mobile health apps could hold promise for
health practitioners and health behavior intervention.
Physical activity apps are abundant. On any given day, a
category search (eg, “Health & Fitness”) or keyword search
(eg, “physical activity”) of any platform will generate thousands
of search results. A recent systematic review reported the use
of apps to increase physical activity [23]. However, the authors
noted that few apps have been examined through rigorous
intervention [23], which underscores the challenge for users to
select an evidence-based app. The challenge for clients and
health practitioners is discerning which apps, if any, to use to
promote prescribed health behaviors. Previous studies have
explored the availability of mobile phone apps to change
smoking behaviors, manage diabetes, and enhance weight loss
outcomes [21,22,24]. These studies showed that available apps
were generally not evidence-based, though some evidence-based
features were included. While previous research has concluded
that physical activity apps lack sufficient inclusion of
evidenced-based health behavior change theories [25], it remains
unclear whether available physical activity apps contain
evidence-based physical activity content and could be used by
health practitioners to counsel patients on healthy physical
activity behaviors.

Purpose
The aim of the present review was to identify publically
available mobile physical activity apps that represent the
evidence-based public health guidelines for physical activity
(Textbox 1). Additionally, technological features of apps that
have previously been shown to improve utility as well as
promote adherence and health outcomes [22] were identified.

Methods
Search Process
The search strategy was developed based on previously
published studies examining evidence-based apps [22,24]. The
mobile app stores for Apple (iTunes) and Android (Google
Play) platforms were searched in February 2014 by 4
independent reviewers (2 per platform). Keyword (“physical
activity”, “fitness”, “walking”, and “pedometer”) and category
(“Health & Fitness” both free and paid) searching was conducted
during a single day (February 18, 2014) to determine available
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e43/
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apps. The search optimization was set to “relevance”, meaning
that results were presented in descending order of relevance
using app store algorithms.

Primary Review
Building on the methods reported by Breton et al [24], the app
description pages provided by each app store (iTunes and
Google Play) of the first 100 results from each search (ie, 6
searches x 2 platforms) were screened for eligibility. Eligibility
criteria included availability in English (demonstrated through
text and/or screenshots provided in the description), primary
aim of app was physical activity (eg, diet apps with secondary
option to track physical activity, sleep tracking apps, or
menstrual cycle tracking apps were ineligible), and the app
tracked or measured physical activity. Data were extracted from
the description page for all eligible apps, which included
descriptive data for physical activity content, social behavior
(eg, linking with social networks), and clinical utility (eg, cost,
linking with peripheral health devices), as well as user ratings
and number of downloads (available for Google Play only).
While this search strategy is limited to information available
on the description page, it represents the typical process a user
(clinician or client) would follow when selecting an app for
download.

Assessing Evidence-Based Content
The eligible apps were compared to physical activity guidelines
to assess for evidence-based content. Specifically, app
descriptions that included 150 minutes/weekly of moderate- to
vigorous-intensity physical activity or ≥2 days/weekly of whole
body strengthening activities were considered to reflect
evidence-based guidelines. Adherence to public health
recommendations for physical activity was coded as
present/absent, and detailed description was added if present.

Assessing App Features
Features that could be important in designing future apps or in
assisting clinicians and clients in selecting an app for use were
identified. An a priori list of general and technological features
was created to assist the review process. General features of
eligible apps were recorded, including platform, cost, and user
ratings. It was also noted if the app was endorsed or affiliated
with an agency (eg, government, academic, commercial).
Description of how physical activity was measured within the
app, as well as any additional health parameters that were
tracked using the app were recorded. Technological features of
the app were also recorded, including capacity for reminders,
calendars/scheduling, social networking, and connecting with
other peripheral devices (eg, health devices, computers).

Secondary Review
Building on the methods of Pagoto et al [22], a subset of apps
were downloaded for further review: (1) apps that were endorsed
by a non-commercial agency (eg, a university or research group),
(2) random selection of top-rated apps (ie, user ratings above
4.5 “stars”), and (3) random selection of remaining apps.
Random selection was conducted using a Web-based
randomization tool [26]. Additionally, publishers of the subset
of downloaded apps were contacted via the email provided on
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e43 | p.186
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the app’s description page to inquire about the physical activity
evidence base that informed the app’s development process.

Results

Statistical Methods

Overview

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the features
available among all eligible apps. Data was managed in
Microsoft Excel for Mac 2011. Data were collected in February
2014, and analyzed in March 2014.

The search process is outlined in Figure 2. The initial search
yielded 2400 apps. After removing duplicate results (n=1282)
and ineligible (n=739) apps, descriptive review was conducted
on 379 apps (n=206 Apple; n=173 Android). Descriptive results
are reported in Table 1. Figure 3 displays examples of
screenshots for individual apps from the app stores.

Table 1. Descriptive results from primary review (n=379).
Category

n (%)

Evidence base
Includes public health recommendations for aerobic physical activity quantity

0 (0%)

Includes public health recommendations for resistance training

7 (1.8%)

Endorsement
Reference to an affiliated agency

18 (4.7%)

Academic

5 (27.8%)

Commercial

13 (72.2%)

Technological features
Calendar to schedule physical activity

93 (24.5%)

Reminder to engage in physical activity

45 (11.9%)

Pairs with a peripheral device

61 (16.1%)

Capacity for social networking

207 (54.6%)

Health features
Includes a physical activity target (quantity)

117 (30.9%)

Records physical data (eg, blood pressure, heart rate, calories, body mass index, limb girths/circumferences)

139 (36.7%)

Figure 2. Flow of search results.
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Figure 3. Example of app screenshots.

Primary Results
The majority of apps were free (237/379, 62.5%), with 142 out
of 379 (37.5%) apps charging between CAD $0.99-9.87 to
purchase. The most common app price was $0.99. A small
portion of apps (18/379, 4.7%) were endorsed by or affiliated
with an agency, of which 13 of 18 were commercial (such as
corporate apparel and websites) and 5 of 18 were academic
(such as research groups and universities).
Descriptive review revealed that no apps (n=0) included
evidence-based public health targets for aerobic physical
activity, while 7 out of 379 (1.8%) apps included evidence-based
public health targets for resistance training. Less than one-third
of apps (117/379, 30.9%) included a daily physical activity
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e43/
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target, which ranged from pre-set targets (eg, 10,000 steps, 7
minutes, 100 push-ups) through user-defined targets. Methods
for measuring physical activity included pedometers (140/379,
36.9%), self-report log (86/379, 22.7%), global positioning
system (61/379, 16.1%), accelerometers (44/379, 11.6%),
calories expended (89/379, 23.5%), distance (97/379, 25.6%),
time (92/379, 24.3%), speed (23/379, 6.1%), and metabolic
equivalents (2/379, 0.5%). A combination of these methods was
present in nearly half of apps (181/379, 47.8%). In addition to
physical activity, 139 out of 379 (36.7%) apps recorded other
health data, including calories consumed/expended (52/379,
13.7%), heart rate (38/379, 10.0%), body weight (20/379, 5.3%),
body mass index (19/379, 5.0%), limb girths/circumferences
(10, 2.6%), and blood pressure (7/379, 1.8%). Similar to
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measuring physical activity, it was more common for apps to
measure a combination of these health parameters (56/139,
40.3%) than a single additional health parameter.
Technological features of interest included capacity for social
networking, scheduling features for planning physical activity,
reminders to engage in physical activity, and capacity to pair
with a peripheral device. Half of apps (207/379, 54.6%) had a
social networking capacity; 93 out of 379 (24.5%) included a
scheduling feature; 45 out of 379 (11.9%) included a reminder
feature; and 61 out of 379 (16.1%) apps paired with a peripheral
device, which included a proprietary device like step counters,
or associated health devices like weigh scales, heart rate
monitors, blood pressure monitors, and glucometers.

Secondary Results
Detailed review was conducted on a subset (n=26) of apps: the
6 from the initial search that were endorsed by a non-commercial
agency (n=5 Apple, n=1 Android); 10 randomly selected from
top user ratings (n=5 per platform); and 10 randomly selected
from the remainder of the sample (n=5 per platform). In addition
to information available from the description page, downloading
apps for detailed review revealed that 1 of 26 (3%) apps included
reference to public health guidelines for aerobic physical
activity, and that 2 of 26 (7%) apps offered features such as
social networking, tracking of multiple health parameters, and
ideas for physical activity programming available for additional
costs (ie, purchase via subscription).
App developers from the subset of apps were contacted, of
which 6 of 26 (23%) of developers responded. The physical
activity content of 3 apps (coincidentally, 1 from each category
selected for detailed review) was inspired by lay and
peer-reviewed reports of high-intensity interval training circuits
[27,28]; 1 app was also inspired by the physical training manuals
for the United States army [29]. One app was inspired by a
corporate report on health benefits of physical activity [30].
Two apps were inspired by personal expertise.

Discussion
Evidence-Based Content
The present study explored the presence of evidence-based
content among physical activity apps marketed through iTunes
and Google Play mobile app stores. Previous research examined
evidence-based features of smoking cessation, weight loss,
including pediatric obesity management, and diabetes
management apps, and it was found that the majority of apps
do not adhere to evidence-informed practices [21,24,31]. This
research identified limitations in analyzing apps for
evidence-based content. Review based solely on the description
page may bias findings toward marketable features with limited
explanation of evidence-based content [22,24]. Therefore, it
has been suggested that downloading apps for detailed review
may provide more robust data [22,24]. The current study
combined both approaches by collecting data from the
description page of 379 apps, and subsequently downloading a
selected subset of apps based on a priori criteria for further
review. Additionally, app developers were contacted to
determine evidence-informed content. The combination of
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approaches for data collection may contribute to a more robust
understanding of physical activity apps. Therefore, future
research may wish to consider downloading apps for content
review as well as communicating with app developers for
comprehensive review.
Our primary results demonstrated that no apps included public
health recommendations for aerobic physical activity (ie, 150
minutes of moderate- to vigorous-intensity physical activity, in
bouts ≥10 minutes). However, detailed review of the subset of
apps revealed that one app included reference to evidence-based
recommendations for physical activity to inform users, and 4
apps were inspired by various documents about health benefits
of physical activity. Additionally, a small proportion (2%) of
available apps incorporated whole body strength training of
major muscle groups in conjunction with aerobic intervals. The
findings suggest limited use of evidence informed practices
among physical activity apps. In order to assist users in selecting
an app for health promotion, app developers may wish to
reference the evidence-based content (eg, public health
guidelines for physical activity) on the app’s description page.

App Features
Descriptive review revealed a broad array of features available
within apps, including pairing with peripheral devices to
measure markers of health other than physical activity (eg, heart
rate, blood pressure, blood glucose). Mobile health devices
(such as peripheral devices to measure health markers) can be
used to assist both clinicians and clients with evidence-based
self-management care and chronic disease prevention [16].
Previous interventions combining mobile health devices and
exercise prescription have demonstrated beneficial effects on
clinical markers of cardiovascular health [20,32]. Therefore,
the ability to connect with additional health devices may be of
clinical benefit.
In addition to pairing with peripheral health devices,
smartphones allow users to easily share information. Sharing
information in a collaborative nature, such as through social
media outlets, holds potential for engaging clients in prescribed
health behaviors [15,33]. In turn, this may further enable clients
and enhance treatment outcomes. Therefore, physical activity
apps that include social features such as linking with other users,
sharing information, as well as connecting with and building
new social networks holds potential for engaging users in
planned health behaviors such as physical activity. The present
investigation demonstrated that approximately half (54.6%) of
physical activity apps included a feature to allow for social
networking, such as posting a workout, connecting with other
users, and sharing physical activity information with other users.
Clinical utility of physical activity apps may be enhanced
through inclusion of social networking features.

Implications for Clinical Use
Direct-access health practitioners, such as primary care
physicians, may be the initial health service access point for
clients. Therefore, these health practitioners are perhaps ideal
clinicians for prescribing physical activity behaviors to reduce
economic and disease burden among clients. It has been
suggested that a health message delivered in the primary care
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setting can be an important catalyst for change, in part by
representing the value a health practitioner places on health
behaviors such as physical activity [11,12,34]. Moreover,
physical activity prescription through primary care can
significantly increase self-reported physical activity levels, and
positively impact cardiorespiratory fitness [14]. These health
outcomes from prescribing physical activity may benefit public
health, in part by reducing economic burden of unhealthy
physical activity behaviors. However, regular visits for healthy
clients are generally only one time per year and adherence to
physical activity prescription tends to decrease over time. An
evidence-based mobile health app could be one tool/strategy to
assist clients with engaging in healthy physical activity
behaviors during the gap between appointments. For example,
recent evidence supports the use of an app through primary care
to promote walking [35]. The ability to assess an app’s
adherence with evidence-informed practices is of use for both
clinicians and clients [24]. Unfortunately, we are unaware of
efficacy studies for publicly available physical activity apps
available on smartphones to promote physical activity behaviors
prescribed by clinicians.

Limitations
We are aware of limitations in our assessment of physical
activity apps. Features available via additional subscription
were not included in the present evaluation. For example, apps
that required download of additional features for cost, or
subscription/membership once the app has been purchased were
not considered in the descriptive analysis. Moreover, no rating
was made on reliability or validity of physical activity measures
within the apps, such as accuracy of step counters, body mass
index calculator, heart rate monitors, etc. Some apps were
specific to a proprietary device (eg, app that pairs with a
brand-specific step counter). These apps were included in the
present review; however, the cost for purchasing the proprietary
device was not considered in the analysis of cost to download
the app.
Moreover, the present review was limited to mobile apps on
two of the leading platforms (ie, Apple, Android). Future
research may benefit from including additional platforms.
Additionally, Google Play search results generate a list of apps
available on multiple devices (eg, computer, tablet, smartphone)
while the iTunes mobile app store was limited to apps available
on smartphone (ie, iPhone) only. Of particular interest for future
investigation may be seeking apps available on various devices,
including those that do not require a mobile (smart)phone
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subscription or monthly cellular data plan. This may enhance
the applicability of results to allow for use by clients who do
not have mobile data plans.
Previously it has been reported that physical activity apps lack
sufficient inclusion of health behavior change theories [25].
While the present study is limited in assessing apps for inclusion
of evidence-based physical activity guidelines, additional
research may wish to explore adherence of physical activity
apps to change user’s activity behaviors. Previous studies have
explored the availability of evidence-based mobile phone apps
to change health-related behaviors such as smoking, chronic
disease management, exercise, and obesity prevention
[21-24,31]. More research is warranted that explores inclusion
of techniques grounded in behavioral change theories to promote
adoption of healthy physical activity behaviors (eg, motivational
interviewing, transtheoretical model, social cognitive theory,
health belief model, theory of planned behavior, behavior
modification, social learning theory, and theory of reasoned
action [14,36]).
Currently, there is no standardized tool to assess clinical features
or evidence-based content of mobile apps. Future research may
benefit from development of a tool to systematically assess
apps. In the absence of such tool, the present review is limited
to assessing evidence-based content in relation to established
public health guidelines for physical activity.
The present investigation describes the current availability of
physical activity apps. The rate of technological development
far outpaces the research process. As such, findings should be
considered in the context of selecting an app for use in practice
or for developing an evidence-based physical activity app. For
this purpose, reference to apps by proprietary name has been
intentionally limited, as it was not the goal of this paper to
recommend a specific app for use in clinical practice.

Conclusion
The present review demonstrates a shortage of evidence-based
physical activity apps. This gap underscores the need for
development of evidence-informed mobile apps. Results
highlight the opportunity to develop evidence-informed mobile
apps that can be used clinically to enhance health outcomes.
Additionally, social integration features (eg, sharing and
connecting with others) as well as technological features (eg,
pairing with peripheral health devices) may offer the greatest
potential to enhance health outcomes among clients prescribed
healthy physical activity behaviors.
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Abstract
Background: Accurately assessing the diets of children and adolescents can be problematic. Use of technologies, such as mobile
apps designed to capture food and beverages consumed at eating occasions with images taken using device-embedded cameras,
may address many of the barriers to gathering accurate dietary intake data from adolescents.
Objective: The objectives of this study were to assess the willingness of adolescents to take images of food and beverages at
their eating occasions using a novel mobile food record (mFR) and to evaluate the usability of the user confirmation component
of the mFR app, referred to as the “review process.”
Methods: Mixed methods combining quantitative and qualitative protocols were used in this study. Adolescents (11-15-year
olds) attending a summer camp were recruited to participate in the study. First, the participants were asked to take images of
foods and beverages consumed as meals and snacks for 2 consecutive days using the mFR app running on an iPhone and the
number of images taken was noted. This was followed by focus group sessions to evaluate usability, which was analyzed by
content and themes. After using the mFR, a think-aloud method was used to evaluate the usability of the mFR method for reviewing
system-identified foods (ie, the review process). A usability questionnaire was administered at the end of all activities.
Results: The mFR was accepted by the majority of the 24 boys and 17 girls (n=41) but varied according to gender and eating
occasion. Girls were significantly more likely than boys to capture images of their eating occasions (Fisher exact test, P=.03).
Participants were more likely to take images of their breakfasts (90%, 36/40) and lunches (90%, 72/80) and least likely to capture
afternoon and evening snacks, 54% (43/80) and 40% (32/80), respectively. The major themes from the focus groups with regard
to using the mFR were games, rewards, and the need to know more about why they were using the app. Results of the usability
questionnaire indicated that including a game component would be important to increase willingness to use the mFR, and a high
majority of the participants indicated a willingness to use the mFR for 7 days or more. The image review process was found to
be easy to use except for some confusion with overlapping markers on the screen.
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Conclusions: The adolescents’ experiences with and feedback about the mFR highlighted the importance of increased training,
reminders, entertainment (eg, games), and training with practice in using the device to capture complete dietary intake as part of
their active lifestyles.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e47) doi:10.2196/mhealth.4087
KEYWORDS
adolescents; children; dietary assessment; mobile food record; novel technology

Introduction
Collecting information about dietary intake from children and
adolescents is challenging. Developmental stages add to the
complexity of deciding whether to gather information from the
parent, the child, or both. Burrows and colleagues [1] performed
a systematic review of validation studies that compared reported
estimated energy intake from dietary assessment methods with
the method of doubly labeled water as a biomarker for total
energy intake among children aged 6 months to 21 years. The
methods that provided the most accurate estimate of energy
intake were the estimated dietary record as completed by the
parent for 0.5-4-year olds, the multiple-pass 24-hour dietary
recall as reported by the parent for 4-11-year olds, and the
dietary history as reported by adolescents aged 16-21. However,
a recommended method for 12-15-year olds did not emerge in
their review. For early adolescents (11-14-year olds), the value
of parental assistance remains equivocal. When girls without
parental assistance completed dietary records at ages 10, 12,
and 15, Bandini and colleagues [2] found that differences
between estimated energy intakes compared with total energy
expenditure calculated using the doubly labeled water method
widened with increasing age. In a separate study, completion
of dietary records with parental assistance was found to be
associated with underreporting of energy intake by 20% and
33% at 11 and 12 years of age, respectively [3]. These latter
results suggest that parental assistance for completion of dietary
records among early adolescents does not enhance accuracy.
Livingstone et al [4] noted that assessing dietary intake in
adolescents between 11 and 14 years of age is particularly
problematic because the novelty of recording food wears off
and the assistance from parents is no longer preferred. During
focus group sessions [5], adolescents reported conventional
dietary assessment methods, such as 24-hour dietary recalls,
food frequency questionnaires, and dietary records, to be
burdensome. Findings from the focus groups strengthen the
need to explore more acceptable methods of assessing diet in
adolescents in an effort to improve cooperation, which may lead
to more accurate reports of dietary intake.
Taking images of eating occasions has been proposed as a
method for reducing burden on adolescents participating in
dietary studies [5]. When a group of 30 early adolescent boys
and girls aged 10-14 years was asked to take photographs of
their eating occasions for 1 day using disposable film cameras,
all but 1 child complied; the majority took images for more than
1 day [5]. Of those taking images, 100% liked the method,
compared with 35% liking the written dietary record and 52%
liking the interviewer-administered 24-hour dietary recall. The
children of this generation were born into a digital age, resulting
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e47/
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in generational changes, such as difficulty sustaining attention
to a specific task [6]. One barrier at the forefront of a mobile
Internet world is that many children may attend a school that
no longer teaches penmanship [7]. Digital technology, including
social media, is shaping students’ writing and may lead to an
increased use of informal spelling and truncated expression (eg,
tweets). Thus, methods that rely on handwriting may present
barriers. Use of technologies, such as Web- and mobile-based
apps, may address some of the burdens and barriers to gathering
accurate dietary data from children using recording methods
they are familiar with, such as taking images. The rapid
advancement of technology and mobile phones has motivated
researchers to develop a mobile food record (mFR) to address
barriers reported by adolescents [8].
The mFR allows users to take images of their food and
beverages at eating occasions, which could address the barriers
of hand-written pen and paper or digital entry methods that still
require spelling and focused entry. Image analysis methods
have the potential to automatically identify foods and beverages
in the image and estimate volumes [9-12] (Figure 1). For the
captured images to be useful for analysis, the user must capture
all foods and beverages before and, if applicable, after
consumption. A fiducial marker, which resembles a checker
board square, is included in the images as a color and size
reference to help with the reconstruction of a three-dimensional
environment that allows for estimation of the volume of the
foods and beverages [13-16]. In addition, as shown in Figure
1, the system includes a user confirmation component referred
to as the “review process” [17]. This step is important as a
predominantly automated system requires a method to identify
new foods (whether new to the system or new to market), correct
foods that are misclassified, or identify attributes that cannot
be captured in an image (eg, no salt, artificially sweetened).
Figure 1 shows each of the steps involved in capturing an image:
(1) A user captures an image of an eating occasion that is sent
to a server. (2) The image undergoes image analysis to identify
the foods and beverages. (3) The labeled image is returned to
the user for the “review process” as shown in the dotted line.
(4) The user confirms the automatic labels or corrects the labels.
(5) The image is returned to the server for final identification
and volume estimation. (6) Identified foods and amounts are
matched to the Food and Nutrient Database for Dietary Studies
for nutrient analysis. (7) Images and data are stored on a server
for use by researchers or clinicians. Schap et al [18] showed
that adolescents can look at images of their eating occasions
and identify the foods in the images up to 14.5 hours
postprandially. Thus, the utility of using images in dietary
assessment appears to have great promise.
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The Pew Research Center recently reported that as of 2013,
78% of adolescents aged 12-17 years in the United States have
their own mobile phone and nearly half of those (47%) own
smart phones [19,20]. These reports emphasize that mobile
phones have become “indispensable modes of teen
communication.” The widespread penetration of mobile phones,
particularly smart phones, with their increased computing power
would suggest that these devices open up new opportunities for
dietary data collection. They also have the potential to engage
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adolescents in the task. There is, however, a need to evaluate
the usability and acceptability of mobile apps [21,22] and
whether adolescents are willing to use a mobile phone to capture
images of their eating occasions throughout the day. Therefore,
the objectives of this study were to assess the willingness of
younger adolescents to take images of food and beverages at
eating occasions and whether willingness varied by gender, to
evaluate the beta version of the review process component of
the mFR and to assess acceptability and usability of the mFR.

Figure 1. Diagram of the Technology Assisted Dietary Assessment (TADA) system that starts with capturing an image with the mobile food record
(mFR).

Methods
Study Participants
Data were collected from adolescents participating in a
residential summer camp on the Purdue University campus in
2010. There were 41 adolescents (17 girls and 24 boys) between
11 and 15 years of age who participated in this study. The active
camp environment included participation in organized sports,
hiking, river rafting, rock-wall climbing, relay races, swimming,
bowling, social events, classes, free time, and attending a minor
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e47/
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league baseball game. The activities described in this study
were an add-on to the original objective of the residential camp,
which was to establish dietary calcium requirements for bone
health [23]. Participants received an incentive of US $100/3
weeks of the residential camp. No additional incentive was
provided for participation in the add-on study reported here.
The study methods described here were approved by the Purdue
University Institutional Review Board, and informed consent
and assent were obtained from the adolescents and their parents,
respectively.
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Study Design
This mixed-methods study sequentially used quantitative and
qualitative data-collection methods and analyses to better
explore adolescents’ willingness to use the mFR [22,24]. The
camp was held for 3 weeks and included 2 sessions, with a
single week at home between the sessions (Figure 2). An iPhone
3GS was distributed to each participant in 2-day cycles during
the first session (3 weeks) of the camp. After breakfast on day
1 of the 2-day cycle, the participants were briefly introduced to
iPhone 3GS and the mFR app Technology Assisted Dietary
Assessment (TADA) installed on each mobile phone. Phone,
data services, entertainment apps, and social media apps were
preinstalled on each mobile phone. Internet and
Internet-accessible apps were restricted to minors. They were
instructed to take images of every eating occasion, including
all meals, snacks, and beverages, with the fiducial marker.
During the 2 days, the research staff did not remind the
participants to capture images of their eating occasions. At the
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end of the first 3-week session of the camp, focus group sessions
were conducted separately with boys and girls to obtain
qualitative feedback about using the mFR.
During the second 3-week session of the camp, a subset of the
same children used the iPhones again in groups of 8-11 at a
time for breakfast and/or lunch and/or dinner. This
data-collection protocol differed from the first session, in that
the participants were monitored during the image capture
process at each meal. At the end of the day, participants were
provided instructions according to the think-aloud method [25],
after which each participant used the beta version of the review
process component on the mFR while a research staff observed
(Figure 3). This process enabled the staff to follow the flow of
task completion and take notes of the participants’ dialog. At
the end of the second 3-week session, participants completed a
usability questionnaire to solicit objective feedback about their
experiences using the mFR.

Figure 2. Mixed methods study design with quantitative and qualitative protocols.

Figure 3. Beta testing the review component. The user selects an eating occasion to review. The before-eating image is in landscape view as displayed
on the left. Foods are denoted with pins and the food label appears on a color coordinated bubble. To correct a misidentified food, the user taps the
bubble associated with the food as shown on the right and selects the correct food from a list of foods (not shown).
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Evaluation of Willingness to Take Images

Usability Testing a Beta Version of Image Review

The camp situation was unique in that the eating occasions were
limited to breakfast, lunch, an afternoon snack, dinner, and an
evening snack. A 4-day cyclic menu consisting of the
aforementioned eating occasions was used. Each camper was
provided with adequate food to maintain his/her weight,
according to his/her estimated energy requirements, which was
monitored on a daily basis. No other foods or beverages were
allowed. Over the 2 days of using the mFR, each participant
was expected to capture a before- and an after-eating image
(image pair) for each eating occasion. It was acceptable for
participants to also only capture a before-eating image because
they were expected to finish all foods and beverages provided
as part of the main study protocol. Thus, a usable image was
considered to be either an image pair or just the before-eating
image. Usable images were considered indicative of participants’
willingness to comply with using the mFR. The set eating
occasions allowed for the identification of the number of usable
images and to classify participants as demonstrating high,
moderate, or low willingness. One boy was unable to complete
the task on both days due to reasons unrelated to this study and
was excluded. For the remaining participants, the minimum
expected total number of images was 360 (40 participants with
9 eating occasions, including 1 breakfast, 2 lunches, 2 dinners,
2 afternoon snacks, and 2 evening snacks). The boys and girls
were classified as having taken 8-9 images (high willingness),
6-7 images (moderate willingness), and 3-5 images (poor
willingness). At the end of each day, the research staff
downloaded the mFR images captured using the TADA app to
an Apple computer. The images were systematically reviewed
by a trained analyst to enumerate only those containing images
of the known meals or snacks.

Usability testing of a beta version of the user review process
component of the app was used to identify potential
improvements. Before the usability testing of the image review
component, the children took images of at least 2 meals using
the mFR. Thus, during the usability testing, all children were
reviewing images of their own meals and were instructed to
verbalize everything they were thinking as they decided which
button to press first, and in every subsequent step, using the
think-aloud method [25]. Participants were told that staff would
not intervene or interrupt unless asked. Staff hand-recorded the
key phrases verbalized by the participants. Standardized,
nonthreatening prompts were used when a participant stopped
verbalizing their thoughts before an interaction with the mFR.
At the end of a session, the staff clarified their written notes
with the participant. Two staff persons compiled the notes as
related to the review process of the first image and subsequent
image(s) and summarized common suggestions and common
ease-of-use steps.

Focus Group Sessions
Focus groups were convened to explore the issues influencing
participants’ willingness to capture images. The same script
was used for all of the focus group sessions. All the girls
attended 1 of the 2 girl-only focus group sessions. Three boys
were unable to attend 1 of the 2 boy-only focus group sessions
due to reasons unrelated to this study. Each focus group was
led by 2 experienced moderators. Examples of questions relevant
to this paper were as follows: “If we were to use these phones
with other groups of teenagers, what could we do to help them
remember that the main reason they have the phone is to take
images of their meals and snacks?” Follow-up questions to this
topic were “We have heard a lot of ideas about getting people
to use the app, I just want to follow-up and see if anyone has
more to add, what would motivate you to use the app each time
you eat?” Another topic was “What did you like most about
using the phones?” Copies of the entire script can be requested
from the corresponding author of this paper. Two support staff
hand-recorded each session and then pooled their notes. All
staff present at a session reviewed the notes to achieve final
consensus on the nature of the participants’ responses and any
unscripted probes from the moderators. Two staff, other than
the recorders, independently reviewed and analyzed the notes,
categorizing them according to content and common themes.
After consensus, these were finalized.
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Usability Questionnaire
A usability questionnaire was used to further inform behaviors
related to using the mFR. The questionnaire was mainly
composed of forced choice questions with 5 responses of
“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” and several open-ended
questions [26,27]. Examples of questions relevant to this paper
were related to the use of fiducial marker (eg, “I found the
fiducial marker easy to use.”) and carrying 2 mobile phones.
Open-ended questions included “How long would you record
what you eat?” with response units of days, weeks, and months;
and “What did you like the most about using the TADA
iPhone?” Copies of the questionnaire can be requested from the
corresponding author.

Data Analysis
Willingness to take images was evaluated objectively by
enumerating images captured of the known eating occasions.
Each image was classified as being taken of a particular meal
or snack. Information about each image was entered into a
database, including whether the image was the before- or
after-eating image and useful metadata (ie, date and time
stamps). Data from the image evaluation and the questionnaire
were entered into a Microsoft Access database (Microsoft,
Redmond, WA, USA) and then imported into an SPSS version
17 database (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA) for data analysis.
Statistical examination to compare girls and boys included
frequencies, two-by-two tables, Chi-square test, Fisher exact
test, and independent samples t test. Statistical significance was
set at P<.05.

Results
The classification of participants by ethnicity is shown in Table
1, and the characteristics of the boys and girls in this study are
shown Table 2. During the first session, the participants used
the mobile phones running the TADA app for 2 days and all
mobile phones were returned with no damage. While in
possession of the mobile phone, each participant had an
opportunity to take images of 9 eating occasions. Of the 360
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images expected as a minimum for the group of 40 participants,
246 (or 68.3%) of images were captured. There was no
difference in the mean number of images captured by boys
compared with girls (5.78 and 6.65 images, respectively).
However, when examined by categories of high willingness (3
boys and 6 girls), moderate willingness (9 boys and 9 girls), or
poor willingness (11 boys and 2 girls), girls were significantly

more likely to capture images than boys (Fisher exact test
P=.03). The participants were also more likely to take an image
of the 1 breakfast (36/40, 90%) and the 2 lunches (72/80, 90%)
than of the 2 dinners (63/80, 79%). Images of the afternoon and
evening snacks were least likely to be captured at 54% (43/80)
and 40% (32/80), respectively.

Table 1. Classification of study participants by ethnicity.

a

Boys

Girls

Totala

Ethnic group

n (%)

n (%)

N (%)

Hispanic

22 (91.7)

17 (100)

39 (95.1)

Non-Hispanic

2 (8.3)

0 (0)

2 (4.9)

There were a total of 24 boys (59%) and 17 girls (41%) in this study (N=41).

Table 2. Characteristics of adolescents using the mobile phone food record (mFR) while attending a summer camp.
Characteristics

Boys

Girls

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Age, years

13.9

0.9

13.5

1.0

Weight, kg

73.0

25

67.6

20

Height, cm

167.1

9.1

158.6

5.1

Body mass index

25.7

7.2

26.9

8.0

In the focus groups, participants were asked what they liked
best about using the mobile phones; the theme mentioned most
often were games and other forms of entertainment installed on
the device (Textboxes 1 and 2). In response to the question,
“What would motivate you to use the app each time you eat?”
the major themes were positive feedback or recognition and
some humor for the girls, and rewards and reminders for the

boys (Textboxes 1 and 2). Suggestions for improvement
included incentives or rewards for every image taken (eg, tokens,
points), reminders (eg, a screensaver with the fiducial marker,
friendly alarms, or texts), “cooler” colors, money, or something
appearing on the screen after taking an image (eg, fireworks,
“Awesome!”).

Textbox 1. Summaries of responses to some of the questions from the girls who participated in separate focus group sessions.
1.

2.

What did you like most about using the phones?
•

Games

•

Facebook

•

Internet

•

It had a case

•

Calling

•

Tracking device that provides information if people steal it.

What would motivate you to use the app each time you eat?
•

Knowing that others are using/doing the same thing as you.

•

Reward for a week straight with adding fun apps if we take all our pictures. Even a reward after 2 straight days of using the app.

•

Different funny pictures pop-up every time we take a picture. Maybe even saying “good job” and laughing.

•

Provide entertainment with pop-up pictures.
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Textbox 2. Summaries of responses to some of the questions from the boys who participated in separate focus group sessions.
1.

2.

What did you like most about using the phones?
•

Games

•

YouTube

•

Music

•

Good for passing time

•

Apps

•

Did not get in trouble for using it

•

Keeping up with the World Cup

•

Internet

What would motivate you to use the app each time you eat?
•

Money

•

Extra money

•

A picture that gives an “awesome” after taking the image or “congratulations” with fireworks in the background.

•

A contest—whoever remembers to take the most photos of their meals wins something (eg, money).

•

If the phone had a bleep or vibrate around meal time.

•

Something pops up on the screen around meal time to remind you

•

Receiving a text message from TADA.

•

Alarms

The usability findings of the review process were useful (Figure
3). The most common reaction with regard to the review process
was “confusing because there are too many pins overlapping.”
Some individuals wanted to tap the pin rather than the bubble
containing the name to confirm or relabel the food. Many of
the participants did not know what to do until the process was
explained; however, most were able to figure out the process
without instruction. The majority described the second time as
“easier,” and once the process was successfully mastered, many
were observed as going so fast as they unintentionally deleted
some pins.
The usability findings from the questionnaire pertaining to the
app as a whole are shown in Table 3. With regard to using the
fiducial marker, the majority of the adolescents (32/41, 78%)
agreed that the fiducial marker was easy to use, carry around,
and include in the images of their eating occasions. Some of
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the participants had their own mobile phones, and therefore,
carrying the iPhone was an additional mobile phone to carry.
However, there was a strong agreement that carrying 2 mobile
phones was easy. Nearly all of the boys and girls agreed that
understanding the purpose of the TADA app running on the
iPhone would have been helpful. When asked “How long would
you be willing to record what you eat using the TADA iPhone
app?,” 39% (16/41) wrote a value between 45 and 90 days, 32%
(13/41) wrote 30 days, 10% (4/41) wrote a value between 10
and 15 days, 12% (5/41) wrote 7 days, and 7% (3/41) wrote 0-1
day. The most common response (30 of 40 responses) to the
question “List what you liked most about using the TADA
iPhone” was entertainment oriented (eg, games, Internet, taking
pictures). Among those individuals classified as demonstrating
high willingness to take images, all listed “games” in response
to this question.
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Table 3. Responses to statements in usability questionnaire among adolescents after using the Technology Assisted Dietary Assessment iPhone (n=40).
Agreed by boysa

Agreed by girlsb

n (%)

n (%)

Use

21 (91)

11 (65)

Carry around

20 (87)

11 (65)

Include in the picture of my meals

20 (87)

12 (71)

Understanding the purpose of the TADA iPhone app would have been helpful

20 (87)

17 (100)

Carrying 2 telephones is easy (n=31c)

16 (84)

12 (100)

Statement, as presented
I found the fiducial marker easy to

a

Boys (n) = 23

b

Girls (n) = 17

c

Refers to carrying TADA iPhone and the personal mobile phone. The numbers of boys and girls who were carrying both were 19 and 12, respectively.

Discussion
Principal Findings
This study assessed adolescents’ willingness to take images of
eating occasions using a mobile phone and observed their
interactions with completing the beta version of the review
process component of the app. A notable strength of this study
was an objective marker for eating occasions. Just under half
of the participants were moderately willing to capture images
of their eating occasions indicating that some type of reminder
system would be important for capturing total diet record. Girls
appeared to be more willing to take images than boys, suggesting
that more effort is needed to make this type of activity more
compelling to boys. During the focus group sessions, the
participants volunteered the importance of incentives and
reminders to assist them in remembering to take images of every
eating occasion. Whereas only basic instruction was provided
about how to take the images, more extensive training may
clarify the importance of taking images and might enhance
willingness and cooperation [26]. Once the participants mastered
the steps of the review process component, the majority were
observed to quickly tap the labels on the screen much like
approaching a game. The complaint of the overlapping pins
encountered during the beta testing of the review process was
addressed by adding a feature to enlarge the screen. To prevent
accidental removal of a pin, a confirmation step was added.
Adolescents especially liked the game apps loaded on the
iPhone. All of the individuals objectively classified as
demonstrating high willingness also wrote “games” on the
questionnaire as the item they liked most about the telephone.
This would suggest that games may enhance the level of
interaction with the telephone, which then transfers to
remembering to take images of foods and beverages at eating
occasions. Providing a mobile phone with preloaded games and
apps or offering a selection of games or apps may provide
additional motivation for cooperation. A study by Baranowski
and colleagues [28] suggests that games themselves are a
promising feature for enhancing behavior change in children.
Overall, these results would support modifying the TADA app
to incorporate aspects of gaming, which in turn may benefit
usability and cooperation.
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During the focus group sessions, both boys and girls expressed
a desire to know why taking images of what they eat would be
useful or important. Based on the questionnaire responses, nearly
all participants agreed that understanding the purpose of the
mFR would be helpful. Thus, full transparency would be
important in gaining commitment and cooperation from
adolescents. In this study, the amount of information initially
shared with the participants was limited to determine salient
issues. Thus, even with modern technology, the need for full
disclosure remains important to adolescents.
Adherence was most influenced by the type of eating occasion
(eg, snacks being the worst). Compliance with the dinner meals
was substantially lower than the breakfast and lunches. The
lower compliance with the dinner meals can partially be
explained by the 1-dinner meal that was a picnic on the grass
during a minor league baseball game. This particular meal was
the most noncompliant meal and reinforces the importance of
incorporating reminders to engage an individual when such
occasions occur. The minimal training provided in this study
was likely inadequate and highlights the need to develop
appealing training to aid in the aforementioned situations [26].
Although carrying and using the fiducial marker and carrying
2 telephones intuitively seem burdensome, the majority of the
participants agreed that dealing with the fiducial maker and 2
mobile phones was easy. Boys appeared to be more positive
than girls with regard to using and carrying the fiducial marker.
By contrast, the girls were more likely to state that the protective
covers on the telephones were attractive, and if they also
included space for the fiducial marker this may be additionally
useful. Such a feature could promote a more positive preference
among girls regarding the use of a fiducial marker. However,
to improve the number of images including a fiducial marker,
participants suggested incorporating an automated system into
the app to alert the user when the fiducial marker was not visible.
In response to this, the opening screen of mFR TADA app has
been modified to include a cartoon of the fiducial marker as a
reminder [29]. In addition, the app has been modified to detect
the presence of the fiducial marker and improve clarity of the
image [16,30]. Further, the user settings were modified to allow
users to select favorite background colors, a suggestion raised
in the focus group sessions.
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Limitations
A limitation of this study was the hand recording of the
think-aloud method, as well as questions and discussions during
the focus group sessions being interpreted through the
understanding of the recorders and not amenable to independent
reanalysis by other coders. Another limitation was the time of
year. The summer is an active period for adolescents and this
could influence their ability to remember to take images of their
eating occasions. During the school year, there may be other
barriers, such as restriction of mobile devices in the school
environment. By contrast, daily activities during the school year
may be more routine than in an active camp environment.
Nonetheless, an exploration of challenges with the community
dwelling situation and the school environment is in order. Some
additional next steps would include comparing results with
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biomarkers and determining the lowest age at which children
are able to capture images either by themselves or with the aid
of parents or other adults. Surrogate parent and care-provider
reporting was found to be promising with few limitations [31].
Nonetheless, allowing young children to capture images of their
eating occasions may ameliorate identified shortcomings.

Conclusions
The mFR was accepted by the majority of adolescents in the
study, but varied according to gender and eating occasion. The
adolescents’ experience of using this novel method of
technology to assess diet and their feedback highlighted the
importance of reminders, games, and more training and practice
in using the TADA app. Addressing these recommendations
may assist adolescents with measuring their dietary intake as
part of their active lifestyles.
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Abstract
Background: The proliferation of health promotion apps along with mobile phones' array of features supporting health behavior
change offers a new and innovative approach to childhood weight management. However, despite the critical role parents play
in children’s weight related behaviors, few industry-led apps aimed at childhood weight management target parents. Furthermore,
industry-led apps have been shown to lack a basis in behavior change theory and evidence. Equally important remains the issue
of how to maximize users’ engagement with mobile health (mHealth) interventions where there is growing consensus that inputs
from the commercial app industry and the target population should be an integral part of the development process.
Objective: The aim of this study is to systematically design and develop a theory and evidence-driven, user-centered healthy
eating app targeting parents for childhood weight management, and clearly document this for the research and app development
community.
Methods: The Behavior Change Wheel (BCW) framework, a theoretically-based approach for intervention development, along
with a user-centered design (UCD) philosophy and collaboration with the commercial app industry, guided the development
process. Current evidence, along with a series of 9 focus groups (total of 46 participants) comprised of family weight management
case workers, parents with overweight and healthy weight children aged 5-11 years, and consultation with experts, provided data
to inform the app development. Thematic analysis of focus groups helped to extract information related to relevant theoretical,
user-centered, and technological components to underpin the design and development of the app.
Results: Inputs from parents and experts working in the area of childhood weight management helped to identify the main target
behavior: to help parents provide appropriate food portion sizes for their children. To achieve this target behavior, the behavioral
diagnosis revealed the need for eliciting change in parents’ capability, motivation, and opportunity in 10-associated Theoretical
Domains Framework (TDF) domains. Of the 9 possible intervention functions, 6 were selected to bring about this change which
guided the selection of 21 behavior change techniques. Parents’ preferences for healthy eating app features revolved around four
main themes (app features, time saving and convenience, aesthetics, and gamification) whereupon a criterion was applied to guide
the selection on which preferences should be integrated into the design of the app. Collaboration with the app company helped
to build on users’ preferences for elements of gamification such as points, quizzes, and levels to optimize user engagement.
Feedback from parents on interactive mock-ups helped to inform the final development of the prototype app.
Conclusions: Here, we fully explicate a systematic approach applied in the development of a family-oriented, healthy eating
health promotion app grounded in theory and evidence, and balanced with users’ preferences to help maximize its engagement
with the target population.
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Introduction
Background
Within the field of mobile health (mHealth), seen as mobile
devices such as mobile phones, personal digital assistants
(PDAs), and other wireless devices supporting a medical or
public health practice [1], it is the advent of the mobile phone
accompanied by an explosion of commercial mHealth apps that
has gained the most attention [2]. Health promotion apps are
by far the most commonly downloaded mHealth apps [3] and
aim to support users to start or reinforce one or more health
behaviors (eg, nutrition apps) and/or reduce risk behaviors (eg,
smoking cessation apps) [4]. To date, nutrition and diet apps
represent the fastest growing area of health promotion apps [2].
It is now well documented that mobile phones offer a number
of attributes that maximize their potential for supporting health
behavior change interventions including their accessibility (eg,
global proliferation, widespread adoption across socioeconomic
and demographic populations, and ubiquity) [2], personal nature
(eg, always on the person, emotional attachment, and
connectivity) [5], and programming flexibility (eg, information
tailoring, context aware capabilities, and automated sensors)
[6,7]. Additionally, mobile phones offer benefits for researchers
regarding implementation (eg, low cost, rapid scalability, ease
of use, zero-geography, and low participant burden) and
real-time monitoring, data collection, and analysis [1,8].

The Potential for Mobile Health Apps in Childhood
Weight Management
Mobile health (mHealth) tools are also particularly suitable
when it comes to supporting parental involvement in childhood
weight management interventions, where there is growing
consensus among researchers and practitioners that novel
approaches using the internet [9-11] and mHealth apps [8,12]
should be explored. For example, their zero-geography feature
means that access to apps is not restricted to locations and can
be delivered directly to families in the comfort and privacy of
their own home [8]. This is especially advantageous for a parent
population that report lack of time, scheduling conflicts, and
location difficulties as major barriers to attending childhood
weight management programs [13]. Another benefit of mHealth
apps is their ‘glanceable displays’ that can provide parents with
a quick and coherent overview of their child’s health
information, potentially increasing their engagement with
children’s weight-related behaviors [5]. In addition, participants
can continue to access an intervention long after completion,
which is important in weight management where there are high
rates of relapse [8].
Behavior change techniques (BCTs) are seen as the observable,
replicable, and active ingredients in an intervention that directly
bring about behavior change [14]. Certain BCTs, such as
self-monitoring which have been shown to be effective for adult
and childhood weight management [15-17], are optimized
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through this medium and continue to increase in their
sophistication [7]. For example, in cases where parents report
difficulties in monitoring children’s dietary behaviors [18],
mobile phone features such as cameras can be employed for
children’s dietary monitoring where parents and children can
take pictures of their food [19]. This has been shown to be
especially effective for helping users monitor and reflect on
their eating and exercise behaviors [20]. Moreover, mHealth
apps may offer a more detailed and accurate measure of dietary
behaviors thus increasing the robustness of childhood weight
management interventions where current studies are limited by
self-report measures [7]. Additional techniques, such as role
modeling behaviors, can also be effectively implemented
through the use of games and health challenges that families
can play together, allowing parents’ behaviors to influence their
children’s behaviors [8].

Approaches to Mobile Health Development
With regards to mHealth app development, there is growing
consensus that mHealth interventions should be based on
evidence, behavior change theory, and formative research with
the target audience [21]. Despite this, several reviews of
commercial health promotion apps have revealed a significant
lack of evidence-based guidelines [22-24] and health behavior
change theory [25,26] in their development processes. With
regards to childhood weight management, results from a recent
review involving 57 pediatric weight management apps indicated
that an overwhelming majority of the apps (61%) did not use
any recommended strategies or behavioral targets. Moreover,
few apps targeted parents/families [12], a vital element when
managing children’s weight [9,10,27,28]. However, evidence
implies that mHealth apps with more evidence-based strategies
are least popular amongst consumers [29]; suggesting
commercial mHealth apps may be more engaging for consumers,
despite their lack of theoretical content. Arguably, mHealth
development would benefit from greater collaboration between
experts in behavior change and the commercial app industry to
help address these gaps [4,26].
In addition to theory, evidence, and engaging design principles,
mHealth interventions should also have social validity with
regards to acceptability amongst its stakeholders [30].
Consequently, there is a growing trend towards adopting a
user-centered design (UCD) approach [31-33]. This is especially
pertinent in the case of apps where approximately 26% of all
apps downloaded are discarded after first use [34].

Theoretical Framework Guiding the Study
While theories and models of behavior change (eg, theory of
planned behavior and transtheoretical model [35,36]) help guide
intervention designers on which theoretical constructs to target
in an intervention to elicit behavioral change, intervention
development frameworks (eg, intervention mapping and/or
Medical Research Council framework [37,38]) provide guidance
on the development of a "coordinated set of activities" to help
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translate theory into practice [39]. However, the majority of the
prominent theories and models of behavior change fail to take
into account the context in which a behavior occurs, fail to focus
on reflective processes (eg, attitudes and intentions), are static
in structure, and are unable to explicitly state how to bring about
change [40]. As well, existing intervention development
frameworks have been criticized for their lack of coherence,
comprehensiveness (in terms of not offering the full range of
intervention functions to change behavior), and grounding in a
model of behavior change [39]. Therefore, this study applied a
new framework, the Behavior Change Wheel (BCW) framework
[14], underpinned by a new model of behavior change, the
capability opportunity motivation behavior (COM-B) model
[39], designed to incorporate existing theories of behavior
change. The BCW incorporates a full range of intervention
functions such as education, persuasion, and training that are
likely to be effective in eliciting change in a specific target
behavior. These intervention functions can be delineated into
behavior change techniques (BCTs) using the BCT taxonomy:
BCTT (V1) [41], which provides an extensive list of
evidence-based BCTs.
The COM-B model defines behavior as part of a system where
the three following psychological domains interact to enable a
behavior to occur (1) capability (psychological and/or physical;
eg, knowledge and skills), (2) motivation (reflective and/or
automatic; eg, self-efficacy and emotion), and (3) opportunity
(physical and/or social; eg environmental resources and social
influences). The model helps to identify which components
need to change in order for the target behavior to occur, thus
supporting the design of behavior change interventions [40].
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Within the BCW, the COM-B model can be further elaborated
using the Theoretical Domains Framework (TDF), comprised
of 14 theoretical domains drawn from a synthesis of 33
psychological theories and 128 key theoretical constructs
relevant for behavior change [42].
Despite the major push to harness mobile phone features that
support health behavior change, precisely how to develop
theory-informed mHealth interventions that engage users
remains a challenge and is rarely well documented in the
literature. Therefore, this study provides a detailed outline of
how the BCW has been applied in practice for the development
of a theory and evidence-driven health promotion app within
the context of childhood weight management, whilst also
ensuring social validity and engagement amongst the target
population.

Methods
Overview
The mHealth app intervention development process followed
these three stages (1) understanding the problem and user
preferences, (2) translating research findings into app features,
and (3) pre-testing the app features for further refinement (Figure
1).
Two empirical studies were conducted at stage 1 and stage 3 of
the intervention development process. An iterative feedback
loop approach was followed, wherein findings from each stage
fed into the next stage of development and were also fed back
to refine previous stages.
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Figure 1. mHealth app intervention development process.

Stage 1: Understanding the Problem and User
Preferences
Overview
The first stage comprised of 4 steps involved in defining the
public health problem through to formative research, first with
case workers and then parents, on the theoretical, user-centered,
and technological components that should be considered in
mHealth intervention development.

Step 1: Defining the Problem
Step 1 entailed defining the overall health problem in behavioral
terms, taking the specific context into account. Hence, an
extensive review of the evidence helped to make decisions on
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e69/
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whether to focus on children’s eating or exercise behaviors.
Based upon this decision, all individuals, groups, and
populations potentially contributing to this behavior were
considered.

Step 2: Selecting the Target Behavior
The first activity at step 2 required a consideration of all the
specific behaviors to potentially target in the intervention before
narrowing these down to one or two. The BCW recommends a
"less is more" approach whereby it is beneficial to start with
small changes and build upon these incrementally [14].
Furthermore, discussions with the family weight management
services commissioner indicated that the app is one element in
a whole range of activities offered as part of the local weight
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management services. Therefore, it was not necessary to
incorporate all possible weight related behaviors into the
intervention.

programs. Additionally, parents with healthy weight children
were recruited via the university. Parents were eligible if they
had a child of ≥5 years and owned a mobile phone.

Selecting the target behavior involved conducting empirical
research with the target population (refer to step 4), along with
consultations with a pediatrician, dietician, and two public health
experts in the area of childhood weight management. Hence,
focus groups with parents helped to identify the target behavior
as well as explore the barriers and facilitators to parents’
capability, opportunity, and motivation for enacting this
behavior.

A total of 48 participants were eligible to take part in this study.
Of these, 5 were case workers and the remaining participants
were parents. Among the case workers, 4 participated in the
study. Of the 43 parents contacted, 22 agreed to participate,
yielding a response rate of 51% (22/43) for this group. A total
of 6 focus groups were then conducted; 1 with local case
workers (4 participants), 4 with parents of overweight and very
overweight children (3-4 participants), and 1 with parents of
healthy weight children (8 participants). The parent sample
comprised predominantly mothers (82%, 18/22), compared to
fathers (18%, 4/22). With regards to mobile phone ownership,
77% (17/22) of the sample reported owning a mobile phone.
Of those, 41% (7/17) were Android users, 29% (5/17) iPhone
users, 18% (3/17) Blackberry users, and 12% (2/17) Windows
users. Participants (n=15) recruited from the weight management
program had children classified as very overweight (53%, 8/15),
overweight (40%, 6/15), and healthy weight (7%, 1/15).

Step 3: Specify the Target Behavior
Upon selection of the target behavior, this step involved
specifying the behavior and the context in which it occurs (eg,
in the supermarket or at home).

Step 4: Understanding the Target Behavior and User
Preferences
Step 4 involved conducting the first empirical study using a
qualitative research design so that both the BCW and UCD
methodologies could be simultaneously applied to app
development. The former helped to explore barriers and
facilitators to parents’ capability, opportunity, and motivation
in enacting the target behavior; whereas the latter helped to
explore parents’ preferences for app features. The qualitative
research involved conducting 6 focus groups, one with family
weight management case workers and five with parents.
An intervention mapping table produced from the behavioral
diagnosis conducted in the first part of this step served as the
basis for mapping theoretical components to app features. The
table was reviewed by two health psychologists familiar with
the BCW to ensure that the COM-B and TDF theoretical tools
had been appopriately applied to the data.

Data and Sampling (Study 1)
An initial stakeholder meeting with the local public health family
weight management commissioning team led to participant
recruitment using a purposive sampling strategy. Emails were
sent to case workers who were eligible to participate if they had
been working with families with overweight children. Parents
with overweight and very overweight children were recruited
with the help of managers from two local weight management
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Focus groups were conducted using semi-structured questions
developed from a review of existing evidence and structured
around the COM-B model and TDF to explore barriers and
facilitators to parents’ capability, opportunity, and motivation
to provide appropriate food portions for their children (see
Textbox 1 for schedule of topics). Additional topics were
explored with case workers to gain a deeper understanding of
the context of childhood overweight. Topics also revolved
around parents’ preferences for healthy eating app features,
representing the formative stage of the UCD approach. With
the permission of participants, the focus groups were audio
recorded and transcribed verbatim.
Transcripts were analyzed by two independent researchers using
established principles for conducting thematic analysis [43].
This involved coding segments of data for their basic meaning
and mapping these to the COM-B and TDF, as well as coding
extracts that referred to users’ preferences for healthy eating
app features. An analysis of the data helped to identify which
theoretical domains needed to change in order for the target
behavior to occur. The BCW refers to this process as the
behavioral diagnosis [14].
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Textbox 1. Schedule of topics explored with case workers (topics 1-14) and parents (topics 6-14) for study 1.
Topic
1.

Parent's recognition of children's overweight status.

2.

Mothers' and fathers' roles in child feeding.

3.

Parents' weight status.

4.

Barriers to attending family weight management programs.

5.

Issues that parents ask for help with.

6.

Parents' knowledge of healthful foods and age appropriate portion sizes.

7.

Parents' monitoring of children's eating habits.

8.

Parents' interpersonal skills around healthy eating and weight issues.

9.

Parents' beliefs about consequences of childhood overweight.

10. Parents' beliefs about capabilities of changing children's dietary habits.
11. Parents' emotions (limiting food, talking to children about weight, stress).
12. Other people in parents' environment (other people that make it difficult for parents to provide appropriate food portions).
13. Parents' use of existing technology (websites and apps).
14. Parents' preferences for app features.

Stage 2: Translating Research Findings Into App
Features
Overview
Stage 2 was comprised of 3 steps including the selection of user
preferences, intervention functions, and behavior change
techniques. Collaboration with the commercial app company
assisted in operationalising these components into app features.

Step 5: Select User Preferences
To help balance the theoretical findings with user preferences,
consideration of whether to "reject" or "accept" each user
preference was guided using the following criteria (1) relevance
to the target behavior, (2) availability online, (3) ease of
implementation, (4) alignment with usability and user experience
recommendations, and (5) supported from theoretical findings
and/or evidence. Consultations with the app company provided
insights on the feasibility of user preferences with regards to
their implementation (ie, development time and cost).

Step 6: Select Intervention Functions
Based on the results of the behavioral diagnosis conducted in
step 4, the BCW guided designers on which types of
interventions are likely to bring about change in these COM-B
components and associated TDF domains. The 9 intervention
functions to select from are education, persuasion,
incentivisation, coercion, training, restriction, environmental
restructuring, modeling, and enablement [14]. The selected
intervention functions were then mapped to the intervention
mapping table generated from the previous stage.

Step 7: Select Behavior Change Techniques
A behavior change technique (BCT) refers to an "active
ingredient" and mechanism of change that is an observable,
replicable, and irreducible component of a behavior change
intervention [44]. Hence, the next step involved delineating
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e69/
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intervention functions into BCTs whereupon a candidate list of
BCTs was derived from the BCW, linking intervention functions
with relevant BCTs [14]. A review of evidence on effective
techniques for childhood weight management interventions
allowed selection of potentially effective BCTs for use in the
intervention such as goal setting [45-47], self-monitoring of
behavior [45], and instruction on how to perform the behavior
[48]. These were then mapped to the intervention mapping table
and reviewed by two health psychologists for further
verification.

Step 8: Translate Behavior Change Techniques Into App
Features
Upon identification of BCTs, steps were taken to embed these
as potential app features informed by the user preferences data
retrieved from step 4. This involved liaising with the app
company with regards to how BCTs could be implemented in
the app. With respect to enhancing user experience and
engagement, parents’ preferences for app features were built
on in consultations with the app company where elements of
gamification, defined as the use of game design elements in
non-game contexts [49], were applied. For example, progress
bars, achievement badges, and points were identified as a way
of providing feedback for parents on their children’s eating
behavior. In addition, consultations with a software engineer
also helped to develop a flow chart of the user journey where
BCTs and gamification techniques were linked to specific app
features.

Stage 3: Pre-Testing and Refinement (Study 2)
Step 9: Piloting Potential App Features
This step encompassed the second empirical study and involved
piloting the proposed features of the app, and seeking feedback
for further refinement of app features. Focus groups (n=3) were
conducted using similar recruitment strategies followed for
study 1. A total of 21 parents were contacted to take part in this
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e69 | p.209
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study of which 20 took part in the pre-testing phase, yielding a
response rate of 95% (20/21). Of the focus groups, 2 were
recruited from local weight management programs (7 and 8
participants), consisting of mothers (87%, 13/15) and fathers
(13%, 2/15). The third focus group recruited from the university
(5 participants) consisted of mothers (60%, 3/5) and fathers
(40%, 2/5). Of the participants, three quarters (75%, 15/20)
reported owning a mobile phone. Of those, 53% (8/15) owned
an Android, 27% (4/15) an iPhone, 13% (2/15) a Blackberry,
and 7% (1/15) a Windows device. This study focused on parents’
overall impressions of the app using interactive mock-ups. Focus
group discussions were conducted using semi-structured,
open-ended questions based on a schedule of topics presented
in Textbox 2. The questions drew on a model of usability and
user experience goals [50].

Curtis et al
A laptop, tablet, and projector were used to present the
interactive mock-up. The content of the interactive mock-up
was refined after feedback from the first 2 focus groups and an
updated version was presented to the last focus group. A
thematic analysis similar to the process followed in study 1 was
conducted on the data. The salient information from the analysis
was then extracted and shared with the app company to help
make further iterations to the app’s functional specification.
Lastly, a dietary steering board comprised of two public health
dieticians and a family weight management program manager
was convened to provide support and feedback on the nutritional
content of the app.

Textbox 2. Schedule of topics for study 2.
Topic
1.

Overall impressions of the app

2.

Overall helpfulness of app and app features

3.

Whether it is perceived as fun and enjoyable

4.

Whether it is perceived as satisfying (any features that are liked or not liked)

5.

Whether it is perceived as entertaining (mainly referred to content in the quiz feature)

6.

Whether certain features are perceived as motivating or not

Step 10: Refining App Features, Generating Content,
and Developing the Prototype
The final stage involved refining app features based on feedback
from parents and the dietary steering board, generating content,
and development of the prototype app. The intervention mapping
table was completed at this step, where both user preferences
and final app features were mapped to relevant theoretical
components. Text was used as a mode of delivery for several
BCTs in the intervention in the form of two app features: within
app text notifications (delivering tips and persuasive messages)
and an interactive quiz.
The generation of text for the notifications required a review of
the empirical evidence to guide the process of message framing
which refers to whether health messages provide benefits of
carrying out a behavior (gain-frame) or the consequences of not
carrying out the behavior (loss-frame). Generally, gain-framed
messages are shown to be more effective for preventative health
behaviors, therefore, this framing was used to guide the
persuasive messages, tips, and quiz questions in the app [51].
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Results
Stage 1: Understanding the Problem
Step 1: Define the Problem
Childhood overweight is a serious public health problem. In
England, a third of 10-11 year olds and over a fifth of 4-5 year
olds are reported as either overweight or obese [52]. A review
of the evidence regarding the subsequent determinants of the
energy balance equation provided greater support for focusing
on improving children’s diets with regards to reducing their
overall energy intake [53-58]. Simultaneously, stakeholder
meetings also identified a shortage of online resources in the
local area targeting parents to help them improve their family's
diets. Consideration of all the individuals, groups, populations,
and sectors potentially contributing to children’s energy intake
are shown in Figure 2.
Evidence also highlighted the role of parents in children’s energy
intake and strongly supported their involvement in childhood
weight management interventions [9,10,27,28], including direct
involvement in the intervention development process [9]. Hence,
this led to the decision to focus on parents as the main
population to target in the intervention.
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Figure 2. Relevant individuals, groups and populations involved in children's energy intake.

Step 2: Select the Target Behavior
Based on the decision to focus on reducing children’s overall
energy intake, a range of nutrition behaviors relating to
achieving this overall behavior were considered including
increasing intake of fruit and vegetables, and reducing intake
of saturated fat, sugar, unhealthy snacks, portion sizes, and some
carbohydrates. Next, focus groups with parents of overweight
children helped to narrow down this list where the problem of
children’s consumption of large portion sizes was highlighted
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as an important behavior to target in the intervention, and one
that appeared to be acceptable for parents in changing.
Discussions with experts helped to confirm the decision to focus
on supporting parents in providing appropriate portion sizes for
their children.

Step 3: Specify the Target Behavior
Upon selecting the target population, behavior, and setting, the
behavior was specified with regards to what needs to occur in
order for the target behavior to be carried out (Textbox 3).
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Textbox 3. How to specify the target behavior (adapted from [14]).
Specifications and details
•

Target behavior
•

•

Who needs to perform the behavior?
•

•

Everyday

With whom do they need to do it?
•

•

At home

How often do they need to do it?
•

•

At meal times and snack times

Where do they need to do it?
•

•

Preparation, provision of portions (age appropriate portion sizes), and monitoring of food portions

When do they need to do it?
•

•

Parents

What do they need to do differently to achieve the desired change?
•

•

Parents providing appropriate portion sizes (and frequency of food) for their children across the five food groups: fruit and vegetables,
protein, dairy, starchy foods, food, and drinks high in sugar and fat (as per the eatwell plate)

At home

In what context do they need to do it?
•

The home environment

Step 4: Understanding the Target Behavoiur and User
Preferences
Theoretical Analysis
The behavioral diagnosis revealed barriers to the target behavior
(ie, parents providing appropriate portion sizes for their children)
in all 3 COM-B components and 10 out of the 14 TDF domains.
A full table of the results from the behavioral diagnosis
supported with quotes from focus group participants is presented
in Multimedia Appendix 1. This information laid the foundations
for the beginning of an intervention mapping table used to link
each of the components (eg, theory-user preferences in app
features) in intervention development.

User Preferences for Healthy Eating App Features
Data collected in relation to parents’ ideas and preferences for
healthy eating app features formed the first stage of the UCD
approach (an excerpt of the results is presented in Table 1). The
following 4 key themes emerged from the analysis (1) parents’
preferences for app features (eg, parents preference for the
output of recipes from data input on household ingredients), (2)
time saving and convenience (eg, parents specified that the app
should be simple and quick to use), (3) aesthetics (eg, parents
preference for visuals of food), and (4) gamification (eg parents
preference for a point system for healthy eating behavior).

Table 1. Excerpt of parents preferences for app features.
Themes

Sub-themes

Quotes

App feature

Recipes of household ingredients

I would love to have an app on my phone that says, I have this food what
can I do with it… (Parent, focus group 2)

Time saving and convenience

Simple to use

It would have to be quite simple I think. If it got too complicated I just
wouldn’t use it. (Parent, focus group 5)

Aesthetics

Visual aids for portion sizes

Pictures were given in the group of the portion sizes... we try to visualize
that on the plate so we get roughly the amounts right…I think that would
help (Parent, focus group 3)

Gamification

Points for healthy eating

Or you could have something that you could add, what have you had today?
Yes I have had one of those, one of those right you get 50 points but I’ve
also had one of those, deduct 20 points (Parent, focus group 5)
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Stage 2: Translating Research Findings Into App
Features
Step 5: Select User Preferences
Focus group discussions resulted in a total of 19 user
preferences, wherein 3 were rejected, 5 were partly accepted
and 11 were accepted. An excerpt of the user preferences along
with reasons guiding decision making (using one or more of
the criteria) is shown in Table 2.

Step 6: Select Intervention Functions
A total of 6 out of the 9 possible intervention functions were
selected: education, training, persuasion, environmental
restructuring, enablement, and modeling (parent/child). Table
3 shows an excerpt of how these intervention functions were
mapped to the corresponding COM-B and TDF components,
along with examples of how they could be applied to supporting
parents’ portion control behaviors with their children.

Table 2. Excerpt of decisions for rejecting or accepting user preferences.
Main theme

User preference

Accept /reject

Reason

App features
Every family is different so
Accept
they need to be able to choose
their own goals

(v) Supported by literature (+)a

Recipe output of household
ingredients

Reject

(i) Aligned with target behavior (-)b; (ii) already apps and websites that
provide this (-); (iii) not within budget (-)

Needs to be minimal data input

Accept

(iv) Aligned with recommended usability goals (+); (v) parents lack of
time was identified as an important barrier to make changes (+)

Visuals of food in the app

Accept

(iv) Aligned with recommended user experience goals (+)

Usability

Aesthetics

a

(+) Aligned with criterion

b

(-) Not aligned with criterion

Table 3. Excerpt of mapping intervention functions to COM-B and Theoretical Domains Framework (TDF) components.
COM-B

Theoretical Domains
Framework (TDF)

Sub-themes

Intervention funtions

Psychological capability

Skills (cognitive)

Parents have difficulty in
measuring food portions

Training, Environmental re- Train parents to measure portion
structuring
sizes, provide a visual tool to
help measure food

Reflective motivation

Beliefs about capabilities

Parents have a lack of confi- Education, persuasion, Endence in their ability to
ablement
make changes

Physical opportunity

Environmental context
and resources

Parents’ preferences for
household objects such as
plates to measure portion
sizes

Step 7: Select Behavior Change Techniques
A total of 21 BCTs were selected at this step and mapped onto
the intervention functions, TDF, and COM-B components as
shown in Table 4.

Step 8: Translate Behavior Change Techniques Into App
Features
Consulting with the app company facilitated the process of how
BCTs identified in step 7 could be meaningfully combined with
findings on user preferences (step 4) to create app features.
Table 5 provides an example of this process where each BCT
is mapped to each user preference and proposed app feature.
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Example

Educate, persuade and enable
parents to increase their selfconfidence in making changes to
their children’s eating habits.

Environmental restructuring Restructure the home environment to provide a tool for greater
accuracy in measuring food portions

Further elements of gamification techniques, shown in Textbox
4, were recommended by the app company to increase parents’
motivation in completing tasks, such as logging food and
answering quiz questions. These also related to specific BCTs.
Consultations with a software engineer led to the development
of a flow chart (Figure 3) to help map specific BCTs to app
features, showing the sequence of intervention components
delivered to parents. The diagram was further refined through
parental feedback in the next stage of development.
Additionally, interactive mock-ups of the app were developed
by the app company and used to pilot the proposed features
with parents. An example of the home screen is shown in Figure
4.
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Table 4. Mapping behavioral change techniques (BCTs) to intervention functions.
COM-B

Theoretical Domains
Framework (TDF)

Intervention funtions

Behavioral change techniques (BCTs)

Knowledge

Education

Instruction on how to perform the behavior, habit formation

Psychological capability

Memory, attention, and deci- Training
sion making skills

Instruction on how to perform the behavior, behavioral
practice/rehearsal/, habit formation

Skills (cognitive and interpersonal)

Training, enablement

Instruction on how to perform the behavior, behavioral
practice/rehearsal/, habit formation

Behavioral regulation

Training, enablement, modelling

Monitoring of behavior by others without feedback, selfmonitoring of behavior, feedback on behavior

Intentions

Persuasion

Commitment

Social identity

Persuasion, modelling

Identification of self as role model, valued self-identity

Beliefs about capabilities

Persuasion, training

Instruction on how to perform the behavior, goal setting,
feedback on behavior, prompts/cues

Reflective motivation

Beliefs about consequences Education, persuasion, Train- Information about health consequences, information about
ing
social and environmental consequences
Automatic Motivation
Emotion

Persuasion

Social support (emotional), self-monitoring of behavior

Environmental context and
resources

Environmental restructuring

Adding objects to the environment, restructuring the
physical environment

Social influences

Enablement

Social support (unspecified), social support (practical)

Physical opportunity

Social opportunity

Table 5. Excerpt of examples of behavioral change technique (BCT) user-centered design (UCD) app translation.
Behavioral change techniques (BCTs)

User preferences

App features

Instruction on how to perform the behav- Time saving and convenience, visual aids
ior

Balance wheel, portion guide tool

Self-monitoring of the behavior

Gamification

Points for logging food

Feedback on the behavior

Time saving and convenience, visual aids,

Visual feedback of food groups to target in the following
week

Non-specific reward

Gamification

Points and awards for completing activities
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Textbox 4. Gamification techniques and behavioral change techniques (BCTs).
Technique
•

•

•

Points
•

Non-specific reward

•

Feedback on the behavior

Achievements
•

Non-specific reward

•

Feedback on the behavior

Progress bars
•

•

Feedback on the behavior

Quiz
•

Information provision

•

Instruction on how to perform the behavior

•

Information about health consequences
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Figure 3. Intervention flow chart.
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Figure 4. Interactive mock-up of homescreen.

Stage 3: Pre-Testing and Refinement of App Features
Overview
This stage involved the final 2 steps of the intervention
development process where proposed app features were piloted
with parents, content was generated and refined through
consultations with experts, and the prototype app developed.

Step 9: Piloting Potential App Features
Feedback on the interactive mock-ups provided valuable insight
into parents’ impressions of the proposed app content. For

example, the ideas identified around gamification were also
piloted with parents to ensure that they were in line with parents’
interests [59]. Hence, this stage focused on usability and user
experience components such as whether the app features were
perceived as fun, helpful, motivating, and aesthetically pleasing.
This information was extracted and organized into the following
three themes of feedback (1) app features (eg, parental feedback
on the portion guide tool), (2) gamification (eg, parents feedback
on gamification features), and (3) app positioning (eg, parents
feedback on the app positioned as a healthy eating app as oppose
to a weight management app) (Table 6).

Table 6. Excerpt of results from pilot testing interactive mock-ups with parents.
Theme

App feature

a

Sub-theme

Ua codes

Portion guide

I think the bit with the hands and the portion
sizes, I think that’s really really good as it’s so
Easy to remember how to Satisfying (+), helpful difficult to know what a portion size is and very
use (+)c, easy to learn (+), (+)
easy to use (Parent, focus group 9)

Gamification

Competition against
other families

App positioning

Healthy eating app

Safe to use (-)d

UXb codes

Motivating (-)

Example quote

Not too sure about that one as my son has a real
complex about his weight so I think it would be
tough on him to see other people and might get
‘oh well they are doing better than me’, do you
know what I mean? It’s like a confidence thing
(Parent, focus group 8)

Emotionally fulfilling I like the idea that it’s about healthy eating, you
(+), satisfying (+)
know, not weight control, I like the name as well
(Parent, focus group 9)

U: usability

b

UX: user-experience

c

Positively viewed (+)

d

Negatively viewed (-)
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Step 10 - Refining App Features, Generating Content
and Developing the App Prototype
Following the aforementioned steps led to the development of
a prototype app where the theoretical and user-centered
components were systematically linked to app features. The
overall concept of the app, final intervention mapping table,
and examples of text content are presented below.

Overall Concept of the App
Once parents have downloaded the app onto their mobile phone
and set up user profiles for family members, they must agree
to help their children reduce their food portions before they can
participate. All users are instructed to log their food using the
camera function, indicating which food group they have eaten
and how many portions, using the balance wheel and portion
guide as references. The quiz feature offers users a new quiz
question every day in relation to portion sizes and the balance
of food groups. Once users have logged their food for one week,
they will receive a visual report of their food portion intake,
highlighting the food groups users may like to set goals in
reducing portions in. Users can compose messages to send to
other family members requesting help in achieving their weekly

goals. Users will receive points for answering quiz questions,
logging their food, and helping other family members. Feedback
on users’ progress towards their weekly goal will be shown
visually in progress bars. Parents will receive daily notifications,
within app text messages and feedback with regards to their
child’s progress towards their weekly goal. Parents are also
signposted to local family dietician services, group weight
management programs, and healthy recipes (see Multimedia
Appendix 2).

The Final Intervention Mapping Table
The results of the final mapping table where each theoretical,
user-centered, and app feature have been linked together can
be viewed in Multimedia Appendix 3. It is important to consider
that once app features have been developed, they may
incorporate other BCTs that were not originally part of the
mapping process which has been documented by other
researchers in the field [60].

Content
Table 7 shows an example of the content that was generated for
the persuasive messages (via within app messages and
notifications), tips, and quizzes.

Table 7. Excerpt of content for within app messages, notifications, and quiz questions.
COM-B

a

Theoretical Domain Framework (TDF)

Behavioral change techniques
(BCTs)

Example

Motivation

Beliefs about capabilities,
Beliefs about consequences

Well done! By helping your child to maintain a
Feedback on the behavior, Informa- healthy weight you will reduce their risk of becomtion about health consequences
ing an overweight adulta.

Capability

Knowledge

Instruction on how to perform the One glass of apple juice and one glass of orange
behavior
juice count as how many portions of fruitb?

Example of content for notifications and messages on loading screens

b

Example of text content for quiz

Discussion
Principal Findings
Mobile phones possess a range of attributes that can facilitate
health promotion apps to support behavior change; however,
the development of a majority of these apps available to
consumers has occurred in isolation of theory and evidence,
resting mainly on developers’ intuitions [60]. To date, few
published research studies have provided enough detailed
information about the steps involved in the development of a
mHealth app that can be replicated [21]. This paper provides a
step by step exemplar for how evidence, theory, and
user-centered components were incorporated into a mHealth
app.
A behavioral diagnosis using the BCW revealed that parents
experienced barriers in their capability, opportunity, and
motivation to provide appropriate portion sizes for their children.
This led to the selection of 6 intervention functions and 21
behavior change techniques to bring about change in this target
behavior. Findings with regards to parents’ preferences for app
features revolved around their desires for specific app features
such as a recipe tool, simple and quick interactions with the
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e69/
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app, visual aids, and elements of gamification such as scoring
points for healthy eating. Techniques of gamification were
further expanded to increase parents’ engagement with the app
and deliver specific BCTs.
A major strength of this study was the involvement of multiple
stakeholders in the app development process including the local
authority, family weight management service commissioners,
community program managers (for recruitment of parents with
overweight children and the implementation of the app), family
case workers, parents of overweight and healthy weight children
(for ensuring social validity amongst the target population),
pediatricians, dieticians, psychologists (for the nutritional and
psychological content), mobile app experts, and software
engineers (for the translation of research findings into app
features and technical development of the app). Hence, results
can serve as a systematic framework for developers in terms of
incorporating stakeholder-informed design elements in the
development of health promotion apps.
An additional strength was the use of a comprehensive
framework (BCW) where one of the major components
differentiating it from other behavior change intervention
frameworks is that it is underpinned by a model of behavior
change. The COM-B model embodies a 360 degree
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comprehensive inclusion of behavior change theories. It is a
dynamic model that, unlike other theories of behavior change,
takes account of the context of behavior, automatic processes
(eg, habit, emotion), and environmental influences [61,62].
Furthermore, the BCW uses a standardized language of
theoretical constructs and behavior change techniques which is
essential for the replication and synthesis of research and
evidence [63]. However, similar to other psychological models
and health behavior change intervention frameworks, the BCW
stops short of serving as a guide when it comes to translating
behavior change techniques into mHealth app features due to
the infancy of the mHealth field. Additionally, it’s execution
relied heavily on the expertise, creativity, and judicious decision
making of the design team with regards to which components
should actually be implemented in the app, as well as drawing
on existing evidence, practical considerations, end-users’ views,
and expert advice. Thus, it is necessary to expand on the BCW
using other disciplines in design and engineering and collaborate
with the commercial app industry for the development of
behavior change interventions that is relevant for the mobile
app ecosystem. Fundamentally, the UCD approach yielded
granular information on the relevance, acceptability, and
preference of app features within the target group. Consultations
with the app company combined with the research findings
allowed for the application of meaningful gamification which
can help parents to manage their children’s eating habits as well
as promote engagement [59].
Since conducting this study, a new framework, Behavioral
Intervention Technology (BIT) model, has been published which
attempts to integrate both conceptual and technological
components of electronic health (eHealth) and mHealth
interventions [60]. In particular, it offers a method for targeting
distal clinical aims (eg, weight reduction) and translating
behavior change strategies into an app features. However, in
contrast, the BCW approach starts with a behavioral diagnosis
of the target behavior, before moving onto the possible solutions.
Furthermore, the BIT model does not integrate UCD elements,
a crucial step that was followed in our work in ensuring the
social validity of the app amongst the target population.

Limitations
There are several limitations with the current approach that must
be acknowledged. Firstly, the time taken to develop a prototype
app is an important consideration, a factor which has also been
reported for other mHealth interventions [21,64]. Compared to
intervention development, the associated technology
development occurs at a much faster pace [65]. Consequently,
by the time mHealth interventions are implemented and tested,
the technology may have potentially moved on. Secondly,
systematically developing a health promotion app intervention
can also be resource intensive. In this study, incorporating UCD
revealed the need for further refinement of app features which
is a much needed step. At the same time, implementing the
changes requires additional resources.
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With regards to the specific target behavior, this paper focused
on both actual portion sizes and frequencies of portions.
Nevertheless, there are other nutrition behaviors that can be
targeted in the app, along with exercise behaviors, which
provides opportunities for further research. One solution may
be to target behaviors at different periods of time. For example,
after families have completed a 12-week intervention targeting
portion control, they could then have the opportunity to move
onto the next stage where a new behavior is targeted.
The empirical research used a qualitative study design, whereas
quantitative surveys have typically been applied to research
designs seeking the most appropriate targets for interventions
to date [66,67]. However, the BCW approach does not require
this, partly because the COM-B model includes factors that go
beyond the sociocognitive spectrum (eg, opportunity) and
questionnaires can only measure perception of opportunity
rather than objectively assess this.

Future Research
In addition to applying techniques of gamification to the
intervention as a way to help increase parents and families’
engagement with the app, the study highlighted other important
components that have the potential to increase (and decrease)
parents’ engagement with the app such as interactivity, novelty,
and tailoring of app content. Engagement is a multidimensional
construct; hence further research with the prototype app drawing
on a validated model of user engagement [68] will be necessary.
This would provide insight into which aspects are important for
capturing parents’ attention and encouraging their sustained use
of the app.
The next stage in development will involve formal usability
testing with parents which will result in further refinements
prior to conducting an evaluation of the impact of the app on
families’ portion sizes. Lastly, the app is developed specifically
for a parent population with young children. We encourage
researchers to apply the developed methodology to other
samples as this can help to refine and expand on the app
intervention development process

Conclusions
Within the context of mHealth interventions, we cannot ignore
the reality that theoretical, user-centered, and technological
components are inexorably linked. Simultaneous consideration
must therefore be afforded to them, following a systematic
development process that draws on relevant theory, evidence,
and research with the target population. In this paper it has been
demonstrated how the BCW can serve as a systematic and
comprehensive guide to ensure that a health promotion app is
underpinned with relevant theory and evidence. Integrating this
step by step approach with activities and methods from
user-centered design and collaboration with the commercial app
industry has also been clearly explicated. This work provides
a template and practical guide for researchers and app developers
looking to apply similarly systematic and rigorous approaches
to content development of mHealth interventions in the future.
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Abstract
Background: Mobile phone and Internet-based technologies are increasingly used to disseminate health information and facilitate
delivery of medical care. While these strategies hold promise for reducing barriers to care for medically-underserved populations,
their acceptability among marginalized populations such as people who inject drugs is not well-understood.
Objective: To understand patterns of mobile phone ownership, Internet use and willingness to receive health information via
mobile devices among people who inject drugs.
Methods: We surveyed current and former drug injectors participating in a longitudinal cohort study in Baltimore, Maryland,
USA. Respondents completed a 12-item, interviewer-administered questionnaire during a regular semi-annual study visit that
assessed their use of mobile technology and preferred modalities of receiving health information. Using data from the parent
study, we used logistic regression to evaluate associations among participants’ demographic and clinical characteristics and their
mobile phone and Internet use.
Results: The survey was completed by 845 individuals, who had a median age of 51 years. The sample was 89%
African-American, 65% male, and 33% HIV-positive. Participants were generally of low education and income levels. Fewer
than half of respondents (40%) indicated they had ever used the Internet. Mobile phones were used by 86% of respondents.
Among mobile phone owners, 46% had used their phone for text messaging and 25% had accessed the Internet on their phone.
A minority of respondents (42%) indicated they would be interested in receiving health information via phone or Internet. Of
those receptive to receiving health information, a mobile phone call was the most favored modality (66%) followed by text
messaging (58%) and Internet (51%).
Conclusions: Utilization of information and communication technology among this cohort of people who inject drugs was
reported at a lower level than what has been estimated for the general U.S. population. Our findings identify a potential barrier
to successful implementation of mobile health and Internet-based interventions for people who inject drugs, particularly those
who are older and have lower levels of income and educational attainment. As mobile communication technology continues to
expand, future studies should re-examine whether mHealth applications become more accessible and accepted by socioeconomically
disadvantaged groups.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e70) doi:10.2196/mhealth.3437
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Introduction
Utilization of mobile phones for communication and access to
information has become nearly ubiquitous in both low- and
high-income countries. At the end of 2013, the number of active
mobile phone subscriptions worldwide was estimated at 6.8
billion, or approximately 96 subscriptions for every 100
inhabitants of the world [1]. The global availability of mobile
broadband services is rapidly increasing. In the foreseeable
future, the majority of the world’s population will have access
to the Web via a mobile device. With this expanded access to
increasingly powerful handheld devices has come recognition
of potential applications for improving health and health care
[2].
Persons affected by substance abuse and poverty face substantial
challenges in consistently accessing and utilizing health care
for chronic medical conditions. Successful chronic disease
management typically requires consistent health-promoting
behaviors such as daily medication administration, periodic
monitoring of disease-specific biomarkers, and clinical
assessments by medical providers. Maladaptive, drug-seeking
behaviors and material deprivation that are frequently associated
with substance use disorders may interfere with all of these
steps. For example, people who inject drugs (PWID) have been
shown to have inferior medication adherence and more frequent
interruptions in therapy when treated for human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [3,4], hepatitis C virus
(HCV)[5,6], and tuberculosis[7,8]. PWID also have high rates
of depression [9-11] and alcohol dependence [11,12], chronic
disorders for which regular clinical monitoring is important for
preventing disability and poor social functioning. In view of
these challenges, strategies that leverage information and
communication technology (ICT) to enhance care delivery and
support treatment adherence among PWID could play an
important role in reducing health disparities.
Growth in the number of health-related apps and steady
reduction in costs for mobile devices has created the potential
for mobile communication technology to add considerable value
to medical care and public health programs, particularly among
populations with limited resources. Mobile health, or mHealth,
has been broadly defined as medical or public health practice
supported by mobile devices. If demonstrated to be effective,
affordable and scalable, mHealth approaches could be uniquely
beneficial to medically underserved or marginalized patient
groups, who may encounter geographic or socioeconomic
barriers to health care or have limited access to timely and
relevant health information.
If mobile health apps tailored to the needs of PWID are
demonstrated to be feasible and efficacious, additional
translational research will be necessary in order to understand
whether and how they can be successfully implemented in clinic
and community settings. A recent cross-sectional survey of 100
consecutive HIV-infected patients seen at an urban clinic in
Baltimore, Maryland demonstrated near-universal mobile phone
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e70/
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ownership (96%), and a high level of willingness to use mobile
phones for medication adherence support [13]. However,
relatively few respondents owned a smartphone (28%) or had
used a mobile phone to view the Web content (34%). These
proportions are somewhat lower than estimates that 51% of
Americans owned a smartphone in 2012 [14].
The goal of the present study was to gain insight into the
real-world feasibility and acceptance of mHealth approaches
among a cohort of older, predominantly African American
PWID in a largely poor, urban community in the United States.
We conducted a cross-sectional survey among volunteers in a
long-running community-based cohort study in order to evaluate
mobile phone ownership and use of the Web for health-related
purposes. Based on the research team’s experience and personal
interaction with the study participants and the high median age
of the active cohort (51.8 years), we hypothesized that the
adoption of ICT among our study sample would be lower than
the levels reported in previous studies.

Methods
Recruitment
The study sample was comprised of participants in the AIDS
Linked to the Intravenous Experience (ALIVE) cohort who
were active in the study during 2011. ALIVE is a
community-based cohort study that has continuously followed
current and former PWID in Baltimore since 1988 [15]. The
population has a high prevalence of HIV infection, viral
hepatitis, and substance use disorders. Previous research with
this cohort has demonstrated suboptimal levels of treatment
utilization [16,17] and high levels of multimorbid chronic
conditions [18,19], characteristics that make this group an
attractive target for mHealth-based enhancements to routine
clinical care.

Data Collection
Between March and September of 2011, all ALIVE participants
attending a regularly scheduled, semiannual study assessment
were invited to complete an additional 12-item,
interviewer-administered questionnaire. The questionnaire was
developed by investigators specifically for this sub-study, and
contained items assessing ownership of mobile phones, and
utilization of phones for voice calls, texting or data download.
Individuals’ lifetime history of Web access and patterns of recent
Web use were assessed with multiple choice questions.
Study participants who volunteered to complete the
supplemental ICT questionnaire were notified that the ALIVE
investigators were exploring different ways to collect and
disseminate health information among PWID. In this context,
all participants were asked whether they would be willing to
receive health information via voice calls on a mobile phone,
text messages on a mobile phone, or using the Internet. The full
text of the questionnaire is available in Multimedia Appendix
1.
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Baseline sociodemographic characteristics (e.g., race, sex, age,
education) were taken from participants’ baseline assessments
conducted at enrollment in the parent study. For the subset of
respondents who were HIV-positive, clinical parameters
reflecting effective treatment (e.g., CD4+ cell count, HIV viral
load, use of antiretroviral therapy) were captured from the most
recent ALIVE study visit.

patterns of Web and mobile phone use vary across categories
of these demographic characteristics. All analyses were
performed using STATA version 11. The Institutional Review
Board at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health
reviewed and approved the study protocol.

Statistical Analysis

Sample Characteristics

For the present analysis, the two questionnaire items of foremost
concern were “Do you currently own a cell phone?” and “Have
you ever used the Internet?” Responses to these items comprised
the primary outcome variables. We compared the frequency of
“yes” responses to these items across categories of
sociodemographic and clinical characteristics. Chi-squared tests
were used to assess whether any individual characteristics were
associated with phone ownership and Web use, assuming that
a p-value less than or equal to 0.05 indicated a statistically
significant bivariate association.

Of 1,024 individuals invited to complete the questionnaire
between March 7, 2011 and September 29, 2011, 845 agreed
to participate, yielding a response rate of 82.5% (Table 1). The
median age of participants was 51.8 years (IQR=47.0-56.7). Of
these, 89.2% were African American, 65.1% were male, and
40.6% had a high school diploma or GED. A majority of
respondents (55.9%) reported that their legal income during the
prior six months was less than $5000.

Using logistic regression, we calculated adjusted odds ratios to
estimate the independent association between individual
characteristics and the two main outcomes. Covariates included
in the model were age, race/ethnicity, gender, education level
and amount of legal income in the past six months. These
variables were selected based on prior research suggesting that
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Results

Approximately one third of respondents (275/845, 32.5%) were
known to be HIV seropositive at the time of the survey, and
84.0% (710/845) were seropositive for hepatitis C virus. Of the
HIV-infected subgroup, 76.0% (209/275) were receiving
antiretroviral therapy and 50.2% (138/275) of these had an
undetectable HIV viral load, representing fully effective HIV
treatment.
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Table 1. Participant characteristics (N=845).
Characteristics

n (%)a

Age (median, IQR)b

51.8 (46.9-56.6)

Female

295 (34.9)

Male

550 (65.1)

African American

754 (89.2)

Finished high school or GED

342 (40.6)

Legal income during past 6 months
None

157 (18.6)

$0 - $4,999

473 (55.9)

$5,000 or higher

215 (25.4)

Homeless in past 6 months

58 (6.9)

Current smoker

660 (78.2)

Alcohol use in past 6 months

407 (47.2)

Injected drugs in past 6 months

207 (24.5)

HIV positive

275 (32.5)

HCVc positive

710 (84.0)

HIV viral load undetectabled
CD4+ cell count (median, IQR)

138 (50.4)
d

Currently taking ARTe
a

408 (255-659)
209 (76.0)

All values presented are N(%) unless otherwise specified

b

IQR=interquartile range

c

HCV=hepatitis C virus

d

Clinical variables presented only for 275 HIV-infected respondents

e

ART=antiretroviral therapy

Mobile Phone and Web Use
Responses to questionnaire items assessing mobile phone
ownership, use of phones for texting and Web use are
summarized in Table 2. Of the 845 respondents asked, 86.0%
(727) reported owning a mobile phone at the time of the survey.
Over half of these (56.7%, 412/727) subscribed to a monthly
payment plan through a wireless carrier; 25.7% (187/727)
utilized a prepaid or pay-as-you-go payment system; 45.9%
(334/727) used a free phone provided by a government program.
Most respondents (64.9%, 549/845) reported having a single
phone number (including mobile and land lines) during the three
months preceding the survey, but 9.9% (84/845) used three or
more numbers and 0.8% (7/845) used 10 or more numbers
during that time. Nearly all respondents (92.2%, 779/845) had
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heard of free government phone programs (e.g. Safelink or
“Obamaphone”) and about half (50.1%, 423/845) had utilized
such a program. See Multimedia Appendix 2 for these details
on participants’ phone use practices.
Four participants had incomplete information on both phone
use questions.
Approximately half of participants (46.2%, 334/723) who owned
a mobile phone reported sending or receiving text messages.
Fewer (18.5%, 134/723) reported they use a mobile phone to
access the Web. Lifetime Web use was low in this cohort.
Overall, 40.5% (342/845) reported ever using the Web. Table
3 presents a detailed account of responses to these questions by
demographic characteristics and HIV infection status.
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Table 2. Participant responses to key questions.
Owns a mobile phone
(n=845)

Overall

a

Uses a mobile phone

Uses a mobile phone

Ever used

for texting

for Web

Web

(n=723)

b

(n=723)

b

(n=845)a

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

727 (86.0)

334 (46.2)

134( 18.5)

342 (40.5)

a

N=all 845 participants surveyed

b

n=only the 723 participants who owned a mobile phone

Table 3. Breakdown of mobile phone ownership, text messaging, and Web use by demographic characteristics and HIV status.
Owns a mobile phone

Uses a mobile phone

Uses a mobile phone

Ever used

(n=845)

for texting

for Web

Web

(n=723)

(n=723)

(n=845)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

Male

463 (84.2)

193 (41.9)

79 (17.2)

228 (41.5)

Female

264 (89.5)

141(53.8)

55 (20.9)

114 (38.6)

Non-AA

73 (80.2)

39 (53.4)

23 (31.5)

58 (63.7)

AA

654 (86.7)

295 (45.4)

111 (17.1)

284 (37.7)

<40

63 (88.7)

42 (66.7)

23 (36.5)

46 (64.8)

41-50

222 (84.1)

118 (53.1)

54 (24.3)

126 (47.8)

51-60

353 (86.3)

141 (40.4)

45 (12.9)

136 (33.3)

60+

89 (86.0)

33 (37.1)

12 (13.5)

34 (33.7)

No HS/GED

435 (87.0)

182 (42.0)

70 (16.2)

165 (33.0)

HS/GED

289 (84.5)

151 (52.6)

64 (22.2)

175 (51.2)

$0

126 (80.3)

45 (35.7)

14 (11.1)

44 (28.0)

<$5000

409 (86.5)

195 (47.8)

76 (18.6)

184 (38.9)

>$5000

192 (89.0)

94 (49.7)

44 (23.3)

114 (53.0)

HIV-negative

487 (85.4)

218 (44.9)

93 (19.1)

240 (42.1)

HIV-positive

240 (87.0)

116 (49.0)

41 (17.3)

102 (37.1)

Gender

Race

Age

Education

Legal income b

HIV status

a

Percent is for each row, for each question. (e.g. 84.2% of men had a phone and 15.8% of men did not)

b

During six months prior to questionnaire

There were numerous disparities in mobile phone and Web use
across demographic and socioeconomic strata. Mobile phone
ownership was more prevalent among women, African
Americans, and those with higher income (Table 4). Reporting
any Web use was independently associated with younger age,
completion of high school and higher income (Table 5). African
American respondents were half as likely to report ever using
the Web, an association that remained statistically significant
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after adjusting for age, education and income (adjusted OR 0.5,
95% CI 0.3 – 0.9).
Among the 310 Web-using respondents, there were no
differences by race or gender in the proportion who reported
accessing the Web using a mobile phone. Based on the
multivariate model, the only factor associated with using phones
to access the Web was age. Respondents who were under 50
were more than twice as likely to report mobile Web use as
those who were older than 50.
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Table 4. Associations among mobile phone use and selected characteristics.
Owns mobile phone (n=842)

Uses phone for text messaging (n=720)

Adjusted ORa

Adjusted OR a

95% CI a

95% CI a

Gender
Male

reference

Female

1.6

reference
1.0 – 2.5

1.5

1.1 – 2.1

Race
Non-African American

reference

African American

1.8

reference
1.0 – 3.4

1.2

0.7 – 2.1

Age
<40

reference

reference

41-50

0.5

0.2 – 1.2

0.4

0.2 – 0.9

51-60

0.6

0.2 – 1.4

0.3

0.1 – 0.5

60+

0.7

0.2 – 1.9

0.2

0.1 – 0.5

Education
Less than HS/GED

reference

Completed HS/GED

0.8

reference
0.5 – 1.2

1.6

1.2 – 2.3

Legal income, past 6 months
$0

reference

reference

<$5000

1.5

1.0 – 2.5

1.7

1.1 – 2.6

>$5000

2.1

1.1 – 3.8

2.0

1.2 – 3.2

HIV status
HIV-negative

reference

HIV-positive

1.1

reference
0.7 – 1.7

1.2

0.9 – 1.7

Taking ART b
Yes

reference

No
HIV viral load

1.1

Undetectable

reference

Detectable

0.4

Adjusted for gender, race, age, educational level, and income

b

Model limited to 275 HIV-positive participants
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0.5 – 2.7

0.7

0.4 – 1.3

b

a
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reference

reference
0.2 – 1.0

0.8

0.4 – 1.4
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Table 5. Associations among Web use and selected characteristics.
Ever used Web (n=842)
Adjusted ORa

Accessed Web using mobile phone (n=310)
95% CI a

Adjusted OR a

95% CI a

Gender
Male

reference

Female

0.9

reference
0.6 – 1.2

1.4

0.9 – 2.3

Race
Non-African American

reference

African American

0.5

reference
0.3 – 0.9

1.1

0.5 – 2.2

Age
<40

reference

reference

41-50

0.6

0.3 – 1.0

0.7

0.3 – 1.6

51-60

0.3

0.1 – 0.5

0.4

0.2 – 0.9

60+

0.2

0.1 – 0.5

0.4

0.2 – 1.5

Education
Less than HS/GED

reference

Completed HS/GED

2.1

reference
1.5 – 2.8

1.0

0.6 – 1.5

Legal income, past 6 months
$0

reference

reference

<$5000

1.8

1.2 – 2.8

1.7

0.8 – 3.8

>$5000

3.4

2.1 – 5.5

1.8

0.7 – 4.1

HIV status
HIV-negative

reference

HIV-positive

0.8

reference
0.6 – 1.1

0.9

0.6 – 1.5

Taking ART b
Yes

reference

No
HIV viral load

0.5

Undetectable

reference

Detectable

0.4

Adjusted for gender, race, age, educational level, and income

b

Model limited to 275 HIV-positive participants

Responses Among HIV-Infected PWID
HIV-positive and HIV-negative respondents had similar levels
of mobile phone ownership and Web use. Among the
HIV-positive cohort, 87.3% of participants (240/275) reported
owning a mobile phone, and this proportion did not vary by
disease stage or self-reported use of antiretroviral therapy.
However, compared with HIV-positive respondents who
successfully achieved viral suppression, respondents who had
a detectable HIV viral load at the most recent ALIVE visit
reported lower levels of ICT adoption. Fewer participants with
detectable HIV viremia owned mobile phones (83.0%, 224/270
vs. 90.6%, 125/138) and used the Web (31.9%, 86/270 vs.
42.8%, 59/138) than their virally suppressed counterparts. After
adjusting for gender, race, age, education and income, PWID
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e70/
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0.2 – 0.9

0.6

0.2 – 1.4

0.2 – 0.8

0.6

0.3 – 1.3

b

a

XSL• FO

reference

with uncontrolled HIV infection were significantly less likely
to own a mobile phone (adjusted OR 0.4, 95% CI 0.2 – 1.0) and
to use the Web (adjusted OR 0.4, 95% CI 0.2 – 0.8).

Willingness to Receive Health Information Via Mobile
Phone and Web
The majority of respondents (58.2%, 492/845) indicated they
would not like to receive health information via mobile phone,
text message, or Web. Of the 353 respondents who expressed
willingness to receive health information via one or more ICT
modalities, 65.7% (232/353) indicated they would like to receive
health information by phone, 57.5% (203/353) were willing to
receive health-related text messages, and 50.7% (179/353) would
use the Web to receive health information (Figure 1). When
queried about the type of health information they would be
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e70 | p.230
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willing to receive, 62.3% (220/353) indicated they would be
interested in information about smoking cessation and 58.4%
(206/353) would utilize ICT for medication reminders. Most
indicated they would prefer health-related communications to
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be infrequent. Only 15.6% (55/353) preferred daily
communication, while larger proportions favored weekly
(25.5%, 90/353) or monthly (42.2%, 149/353) communication.

Figure 1. Willingness to receive health information via mobile phone, text message or internet (N=845).

Discussion
Principal Findings
In this cross-sectional study of former and current PWID, we
observed a high prevalence of mobile phone ownership, but
lower-than-expected levels of Web use. Relatively few PWID
in this cohort expressed interest in using information and
communication technology for monitoring or improving health.
Taken together, these findings suggest that at the time of the
survey, PWID in Baltimore may not be highly receptive to
health promotion interventions featuring mobile phones or
Web-based communication. As of late 2011, about 60% of the
ALIVE cohort reported they had never used the Web, and only
about 1 in 5 considered the Web a desirable means of receiving
health information.
Whether these results should temper enthusiasm about mHealth
approaches to chronic disease management among PWID
depends on several factors. The ALIVE cohort consists of low
income, inner city residents who are generally poorly educated
and therefore have limited employment opportunities. Over half
(58%; 631/1088) of all ALIVE participants seen in 2011 had
not graduated from high school. It is possible that members of
this cohort will be “late adopters” of mobile technology because
they have been economically disadvantaged, but will become
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e70/
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increasingly receptive to mHealth strategies as mobile devices
and data subscriptions become more accessible and affordable.
Our results could alternatively reflect structural barriers based
on local economic factors and service availability, or even more
deeply seated resistance to adopting technology related to
cultural norms. Future surveys to monitor changes in technology
use among this population will help clarify whether the limited
uptake of ICT persists.

Comparison With Prior Work
Prior surveys performed among similar urban-dwelling African
American individuals agreed with our findings that mobile
phone ownership and use are commonplace. There is evidence,
however, that despite widespread use of mobile phones, the use
of mobile technology for communicating health information
has not been adopted equally among subgroups with older age
and less education. A recent survey among women attending a
sexually transmitted diseases clinic in Baltimore showed high
levels of mobile phone ownership (93%), text messaging (79%),
and Web use (80%) [20]. Among women in this study, those
who were older and had lower levels of education were
significantly less willing to receive health information via
mobile phone. A survey among ethnic minority parents attending
an urban pediatric clinic similarly showed near-universal mobile
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phone ownership, but found that only 17% of respondents ever
shared or received health information via text messaging [21].
While adoption of ICT may be lagging in the communities
comprising our study population, there is growing evidence that
mobile devices and Web-based apps are feasible and acceptable
to PWID in research settings. For example, heroin- and
cocaine-dependent patients have effectively used handheld
devices to monitor real-time experiences of stress, drug cravings,
and drug use [22,23]. As previously described by our research
group, mobile phone-based ecologic momentary assessment
(EMA) methods are also being evaluated for real-time collection
of data relevant to both drug use and antiretroviral treatment
adherence [24].
Our study found significant disparities in ICT adoption by race.
African American respondents were more likely to own a mobile
phone than white or Hispanic participants, but were substantially
less likely to have used the Web. Low-income, educationally
disadvantaged minority communities have been considered a
“digitally underserved” population based on previous surveys
[25]. Whether race or ethnicity is independently predictive of
low ICT uptake is less clear. Contrary to our findings, a 2012
report published by the National Urban League found evidence
that African Americans used broadband Internet to apply for
jobs more often than white Americans, and that this discrepancy
was most pronounced among those without a high school
diploma and an annual income of less than $20,000 [26].
To our knowledge, the finding of an association between Web
use and successful HIV treatment has not been previously
reported. Among HIV-infected respondents in our study, those
who received ART and achieved an undetectable HIV viral load
had more than twice the odds of reporting they used the Web.
While this association is not likely causal in nature, it suggests
that patients at the highest risk for suboptimal treatment
outcomes are least likely to be current adopters of ICT. This
represents a potentially important barrier to implementing
mHealth solutions among patients who stand to benefit from
them most. Treatment of HIV infection exemplifies the complex
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requirements for successful long-term disease management.
Without high levels of medication adherence, viral replication
may continue unchecked, leading to immune system
dysfunction, elevated risk of antiretroviral drug resistance, and
higher likelihood of HIV transmission. If mHealth modalities
are to have a potentially beneficial role in facilitating treatment
engagement for high-risk patients, implementation strategies
may need to address the same social and structural barriers that
tend to limit the effectiveness of medical care.

Limitations
The usual limitations of cross-sectional research apply to our
results. The landscapes of mobile technology and patterns of
Web use are continually changing. In this study sample with
relatively low levels of ICT adoption, it is to be expected that
individuals’ use of technology has evolved since the time the
data were collected. Because this survey was conducted among
a socioeconomically homogenous sample of PWID in a single
U.S. city, our findings cannot likely be generalized to many
other contexts. Related strengths of the study are its large sample
size and moderately high response rate among a population that
is not well represented in previous research on this topic.

Conclusions
As behavioral determinants of health play a central role in
chronic disease management for patients who use drugs, there
may be uniquely beneficial applications of mHealth technology
for supporting the special needs and vulnerabilities of drug-using
patients. Moreover, the capacity for mobile data collection and
processing, combined with a growing marketplace for software
apps has fostered the development of innovative and
sophisticated approaches to monitoring symptoms and even
promoting and facilitating behavior change. Successful
implementation of these concepts outside the research setting
will require an accurate understanding of the adoption of ICT
among targeted populations. Strategies to eliminate barriers to
ICT utilization may be essential components of mHealth
interventions aimed at improving health among PWID and other
marginalized groups.
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Abstract
Background: Digital interventions to reduce excessive alcohol consumption have the potential to have a broader reach and be
more cost-effective than traditional brief interventions. However, there is not yet strong evidence for their ability to engage users
or their effectiveness.
Objective: This study aimed to identify the behavior change techniques (BCTs) and engagement strategies most worthy of
further study by inclusion in a smartphone app to reduce alcohol consumption, using formal expert consensus methods.
Methods: The first phase of the study consisted of a Delphi exercise with three rounds. It was conducted with 7 international
experts in the field of alcohol and/or behavior change. In the first round, experts identified BCTs most likely to be effective at
reducing alcohol consumption and strategies most likely to engage users with an app; these were rated in the second round; and
those rated as effective by at least four out of seven participants were ranked in the third round. The rankings were analyzed using
Kendall’s W coefficient of concordance, which indicates consensus between participants. The second phase consisted of a new,
independent group of experts (n=43) ranking the BCTs that were identified in the first phase. The correlation between the rankings
of the two groups was assessed using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.
Results: Twelve BCTs were identified as likely to be effective. There was moderate agreement among the experts over their
ranking (W=.465, χ211=35.8, P<.001) and the BCTs receiving the highest mean rankings were self-monitoring, goal-setting,
action planning, and feedback in relation to goals. There was a significant correlation between the ranking of the BCTs by the
group of experts who identified them and a second independent group of experts (Spearman’s rho=.690, P=.01). Seventeen
responses were generated for strategies likely to engage users. There was moderate agreement among experts on the ranking of
these engagement strategies (W=.563, χ215=59.2, P<.001) and those with the highest mean rankings were ease of use, design –
aesthetic, feedback, function, design – ability to change design to suit own preferences, tailored information, and unique smartphone
features.
Conclusions: The BCTs with greatest potential to include in a smartphone app to reduce alcohol consumption were judged by
experts to be self-monitoring, goal-setting, action planning, and feedback in relation to goals. The strategies most likely to engage
users were ease of use, design, tailoring of design and information, and unique smartphone features.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e73) doi:10.2196/mhealth.3895
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smartphone apps; alcohol consumption; consensus; Delphi technique; behavior change techniques
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Introduction
Excessive alcohol consumption is a serious problem for
population health [1,2]. Brief interventions to address this are
time limited interventions delivered by health care workers
targeting heavier drinkers and can be effective at reducing
alcohol consumption [3]. There are substantial barriers to their
delivery such as lack of time, training, and financial resources.
These barriers can perhaps be avoided by delivering an
intervention via a digital platform. While digital interventions
have not been found to be as effective as face-to-face brief
interventions [4], they may be more effective than no
intervention [4-13], and have the advantage of being cost
effective, avoid the stigma associated with help-seeking in
person [10], and have greater reach than traditional health
services. Smartphone applications or ‘apps’ have the additional
advantage of being with the individual almost all of the time,
which offers the potential to engage users in real time and in
their everyday situations. Apps also have the ability to sense
and report locations and events (in conjunction with calendar
function) to provide moment-to-moment support when it is
needed unlike traditional interventions. Despite a large number
of apps to reduce excessive alcohol consumption in the general
population, none, to our knowledge, have been rigorously
evaluated. There has been a recent trial of an app on the related
issue of recovery from alcoholism [14] that showed a reduction
in the number of risky drinking days and therefore of probable
benefit to patients in continuing care for alcohol dependence.
Reviews of digital interventions (not apps) suggest they can be
effective, but there is substantial heterogeneity between different
interventions [4,7,8,11,12]. Moreover, interventions have many
components and their evaluations have rarely specified content
in a way that would allow identification of the components
responsible for the variation (e.g. [4,8,11,12]). A reliable method
for specifying content and evaluating the effectiveness of
complex behavior change interventions is to identify behavior
change techniques (BCTs) [15]. BCTs are defined as the
smallest, observable, replicable components with the potential
to bring about change in behavior [16].
In order for an alcohol reduction app to be effective, it must be
engaging for users, thus allowing them to be exposed to its
active components. It is well established that a large proportion
of users of digital interventions in health trials do not maintain
engagement [17]. This degree of attrition undermines the
potential of apps to be effective, and generalizable evaluation
is made difficult when a large proportion of users cannot be
recontacted due to disengagement with the intervention [18].
Engagement in Web-based interventions is increased by use of
prompts [19-21], peer support [19], counselor support [19], and
the combination of tailored communication with the use of
reminders and incentives [22]. However, these have only been
examined in the context of websites and there is a need to
identify the most effective strategies for engagement with apps.
In sum, there is not yet an established evidence base to draw
on to inform the selection of BCTs or engagement strategies in
developing apps aimed at reducing alcohol consumption
amongst the general population. In areas of research where there
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e73/
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is a lack of, inconsistent, or contradictory scientific evidence,
formal consensus methods have been used to guide action
[23,24]. This study used a formal consensus building
methodology with a small group of world-class experts in the
field of alcohol and/or behavior change to identify intervention
components judged to be the ‘best bets’ to reduce alcohol
consumption (in general and in the context of an app) and to
maintain engagement with an app, and then compared the
original expert group’s ranking of intervention components with
a new, broader expert review.
This study addressed the following research questions:
1.

2.

What BCTs do experts in the field of alcohol research agree
are most likely to be effective in general and when delivered
by an app?
What engagement strategies do experts believe are most
likely to be effective initially and over time?

Methods
First Phase: 3-Round Consensus Exercise
Study Design
A Delphi-style methodology was used to generate consensus
among experts about what intervention components are likely
to be the most effective at reducing alcohol consumption, and
what strategies are most likely to improve engagement with an
app. Experts were asked to generate a list of ‘best bet’
intervention components and engagement strategies which were
subsequently rated and ranked.
The Delphi method of generating consensus was selected as a
formal, systematic and reproducible method of arriving at a
consensus. It was conducted anonymously to avoid biases
produced by perceived authority, persuasion or bandwagon
effects [23,25].
Participants
Seven international academic experts (six male) were
purposively identified from a range of scientific networks and
backgrounds (health psychology, biological psychology,
developmental psychopathology and addiction research) on the
basis of their knowledge of the alcohol literature, and/or
experience of designing or delivering behavior change
interventions. Seven participants are considered sufficient for
reliable group judgment [24,25]. None of the experts were
identified based on any user experience expertise. The
authorship team used their experience to judge the suitability
of invited experts. Once the experts were identified, each was
formally approached by an email invitation. All the experts who
were approached agreed to take part. Experts were from the UK
(n=6) and the Netherlands (n=1). Six were professors and one
was a senior research fellow.
Measures
Round 1:
Participants were asked to provide between three and five
responses to each of three questions:
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1.

2.

3.

What intervention components do you believe would be
the best bets for helping people reduce their alcohol
consumption?
What intervention components do you believe would be
the best bets for helping people to reduce their alcohol
consumption when delivered by a smartphone app?
What do you think are the best strategies or techniques for
maintaining engagement with an app aiming to help people
reduce their alcohol consumption?

Each question was preceded by the statement: “Please answer
the following questions based on your knowledge of the research
literature, relevant theory and your clinical experience. Please
also provide the reason behind your choice.” For question 2,
participants were given the option to indicate that their answers
were the same as for question 1.
Round 2:
Participants were provided with an alphabetical list of the
responses generated in the first round for each of the questions.
They were instructed “Please rate your agreement with each of
these techniques for the three different questions on the
five-point Likert scales provided”. The scale ranged from 1
(strongly disagree), 2 (disagree), 3 (neither agree nor disagree),
4 (agree) to 5 (strongly agree). Participants were given the
option to make comments on their rating.
Round 3:
The n responses were listed alphabetically with the mean
agreement rating and rationale provided for each response.
Participants were asked to rank the n responses from 1 (most
likely to be a best bet) to n (least likely to be a best bet) for each
of the questions. At this stage, participants were only asked to
rank responses about which there had been broad agreement in
the previous round, defined as a minimum of four out of seven
of the participants agreeing (i.e., rating of 4 or above) that the
technique was likely to be either effective or engaging
(depending upon the question) [23]. The reason for removing
responses about which there was little agreement was to improve
responding by minimizing the time required to complete the
survey [23]. There was the option to make any final comments
at this point.
Procedure
This study was conducted using the online survey tool Qualtrics.
A link to the survey for each of the three rounds was emailed
to the participants and they were given between one and two
weeks to complete it. Non-responders were sent reminders until
all participants had completed each round. Participants provided
informed consent.
Analysis
Round 1:
For each question, similar responses were summarized and
combined. For question 1, a BCT was selected from one of two
taxonomies [15,26] to describe each response for the
intervention components, where appropriate. The summarizing,
combining and coding of responses was conducted by CG &
SM.
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Round 2:
The mean, standard deviation (SD), and mode of the agreement
ratings for each response to each of the three questions were
calculated.
Round 3:
The final rankings were analyzed by calculating Kendall’s W
coefficient of concordance [27], which measures the extent to
which judges agree on their rankings of items. The value of W
ranges from 0 (indicating no consensus) to 1 (indicating perfect
consensus) between participants. A value of .1 corresponds to
very weak agreement, .3 to weak agreement, .5 to moderate
agreement, .7 to strong agreement and .9 to unusually strong
agreement [28]. The Kendall’s W statistic uses the χ2test to test
the independence of the ranking of the components.

Second Phase: External Validation
Study design
The intervention components generated and ranked in the first
phase of the study were also ranked by a second group of experts
in the field of alcohol.

Participants
Assistant and Senior Editors (n=179) from the journal Addiction
were invited to take part in the study if they believed they had
a sufficiently informed ‘opinion on interventions that might
help people who drink more alcohol than is good for them to
reduce or quit’. This invitation yielded 43 participants.

Measures
Participants were asked to rank from 1 (highest) to 12 (lowest),
the value of 12 responses generated in the first phase of the
study by the original group of experts, in response to the
question “What intervention components do you believe would
be the best bets for helping people reduce their alcohol
consumption?”

Procedure
An email was circulated to all the assistant and senior editors
at the journal of Addiction with an alphabetical list of the “best
bet” intervention component responses. If they wished to take
part in the study, they were asked to reply (via email) with a
ranking for each of the intervention components. Participants
were given one week to reply before the study closed.

Analysis
The correlation between the rankings of the original and the
new independent group of experts was assessed using
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. The new rankings were
also analyzed using Kendall’s W coefficient of concordance
[27] to assess the extent to which this second group agreed with
each other.

Results
First Phase: 3-Round Consensus Exercise
In response to the question of what intervention components
are likely to be the most effective at reducing alcohol
consumption, 24 responses were recorded in round 1. Eighteen
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of these responses were similar to at least one other, resulting
in 12 components (see Multimedia Appendix 1), of which 11
corresponded directly with a BCT (see Table 1). Six of the 7
participants thought that intervention components likely to be
effective in general would be the same as in an app. The other
participant generated one suggestion to do with the intervention
modality itself and how to present the intervention in a unique
way. The response was therefore included with the responses
to the question regarding engagement strategies.

Four of the 12 components (self monitoring, goal setting, action
planning, and feedback in relation to goals) had a mean ranking
score greater than the average rank (6 out of 12) and the lowest
mean agreement rating for these four BCTs was 4.3 (see Table
1). Overall the original group of experts displayed moderate
agreement (Kendall’s W=.465) in their ranking of intervention
components (χ2(11)=35.77, P<.001).

Table 1. Responses generated by the expert group on effective behaviour change techniques to reduce alcohol consumption.a
Agreement ratingb

Ranking scorec
Agree :

Responses generated

Equivalent BCTs

Self monitoring

Self monitoring of behaviore
e

Mean (SD)

Mode

Disagreed

Mean (SD)

Mode

4.6 (.54)

5

7:0

2.4 (1.81)

1

4.7 (.049)

5

7:0

2.6 (1.51)

1, 2

Goal setting

Goal setting (behavior)

Action planning

Action planninge

4.3 (.49)

4

7:0

4.3 (.95)

4

Feedback in relation to
goals

Provide feedback on performancef

4.6 (.54)

5

7:0

4.43 (2.70)

3

Behavior substitution

Behavior substitutionf

4.1 (.38)

4

7:0

6.3 (2.06)

5, 7

3.9 (.69)

4

5:2

7.3 (4.07)

2, 9

4.0 (.58)

4

6:1

7.4 (4.47)

12

4.0 (.58)

4

6:1

8.4 (1.90)

7

Motivational interviewing
Conduct motivational interviewingf

3.9 (1.07)

4

5:2

8.4 (3.41)

12

Inhibition training

3.6 (.54)

4

4:3

8.4 (3.51)

10

Environmental triggers
and drivers
Advise on environmental restructuringf
Provide information on consequences of
excessive alcohol consumption & reducing
Provide information

excessive alcohol consumptionf

Feedback in relation to
people

Provide normative information about others’ behavior and experiencesf

Provide rewards contingent on successfully reducing excessive alcohol consump-

a

Reward

tionf

3.9 (.69)

4

5:2

8.9 (2.12)

11

Habit reversal

Habit reversalf

3.4 (.79)

4

4:3

9.1 (1.68)

10

Responses ordered in terms of mean ranking score (from round 3).

b

Agreement rating (1: strongly disagree, 5: strongly agree).

c

Ranking score (1: highest, 12: lowest).

d

Agree:Disagree (ratio of (agree/strongly agree): (neither/disagree/strongly disagree) used as inclusion criteria for round 3.

e

BCTs as referred to in the 93-item BCT Taxonomy v1 [15]

f

BCTs as referred to in the 42-item excessive alcohol reduction specific taxonomy [26]

Of the 20 engagement strategies generated, six were similar to
at least one other and thus were combined, which resulted in
17 unique strategies (see Multimedia Appendix 2 for the
rationale for each of the 17 responses). Seven strategies (ease
of use, design aesthetic, feedback, function, ability to change
design to suit own preferences, tailored information and unique
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smartphone features) had a mean ranking score greater than
average rank (8 out of 16) and the lowest mean agreement rating
for these strategies was 3.6 (see Table 2). Overall the experts
showed a moderate degree of consensus in their ranking of the
strategies (Kendall’s W=.563, χ215=59.2, P<.001).
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Table 2. Responses generated by the expert group on engagement strategies.a
Agreement ratingb

Ranking scorec

Responses

Mean (SD)

Mode

Agree:Disagreed

Mean (SD)

Mode

Ease of use

4.9 (.38)

5

7:0

1.4 (.79)

1

Design – aesthetic

4.6 (.54)

5

7:0

3.1 (1.57)

2, 5

Feedback

4.6 (.54)

5

7:0

3.9 (1.68)

4

Function

4.0 (.82)

4

5:2

6.6 (3.60)

11

Design – ability to change design to suit own preferences

3.6 (.79)

4

5:2

6.9 (4.74)

3

Tailored information

4.3 (.76)

4, 5

6:1

7.9 (3.39)

6, 7

Unique smartphone features

4.4 (.54)

4

7:0

7.9 (5.79)

6

Prompts

4.1 (.38)

4

7:0

8.4 (2.44)

8

Graded tasks

4.0 (.82)

4

5:2

8.7 (3.50)

12

Gamification

4.1 (.69)

4

6:1

8.9 (5.30)

10

Social comparison

3.9 (.69)

4

5:2

10.4 (3.36)

9

Reward type Novelty

4.0 (.82)

4

5:2

11.6 (2.23)

12

Reward type Games

3.7 (.49)

4

5:2

11.9 (2.97)

11, 15

Reward type Positive messages 4.0 (.58)

4

6:1

12.1 (2.79)

8, 10, 11, 12, 13,
15, 16

Reward type Financial

3.6 (.98)

4

4:3

12.3 (1.98)

13

Social connectivity

4.0 (.58)

4

6:1

14.1 (1.95)

15, 16

3.4 (.98)

3

3:4

-

Reward type- cue signaling rewarde
a

Responses ordered in terms of mean ranking score (from round 3).

b

Agreement rating (1: strongly disagree, 5: strongly agree).

c

Ranking score (1: highest, 16: lowest).

d

Agree:Disagree (ratio of (agree/strongly agree): (neither/disagree/strongly disagree) used as inclusion criteria for round 3.

e

This response was not included in round 3 because there was not substantive agreement that it would be an effective engagement strategy in round 2
(defined as a minimum of 4 out of 7 of the participants agreeing (i.e., rating of 4 or above) that the technique was likely to be engaging).

Second Phase: External Validation
The ranking of the BCTs by the original group was validated
by an independent group of experts: there was a significant
correlation between their two rankings (see Table 3; ρ=.69,
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P=.01). Table 3 shows the ranking by the independent group
of experts of the intervention components generated and agreed
by the original group. There was modest but significant
agreement amongst the broader group of experts (Kendall’s
W=.320, χ211=151.52, P<.001).
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Table 3. Comparison between rankings of phase 1 expert group and larger expert group of effective behavior change techniques for alcohol use
reduction.a
Responses

a

Phase 1 experts

Phase 2 experts

N=7

N=43

Mean Rank (SD)

Mean Rank (SD)

Self monitoring

2.4 (1.81)

3.4 (2.88)

Goal setting

2.6 (1.51)

3.8 (3.00)

Action planning

4.3 (.95)

6.4 (2.72)

Feedback in relation to goals

4.4 (2.70)

4.1 (2.28)

Behavior substitution

6.3 (2.06)

7.6 (2.51)

Environmental triggers and drivers

7.3 (4.07)

5.1 (2.72)

Provide information

7.4 (4.47)

9.5 (2.87)

Feedback in relation to people

8.4 (1.90)

7.4 (3.27)

Motivational interviewing

8.4 (3.41)

7.2 (2.82)

Inhibition training

8.4 (3.51)

8.8 (2.15)

Reward

8.9 (2.12)

6.8 (3.44)

Habit reversal

9.1 (1.68)

7.9 (2.69)

Responses ordered in terms of mean ranking score for the original experts (from round 3)

Discussion
BCTs of self monitoring, goal setting, action planning, and
feedback in relation to goals were ranked most likely to be
effective for reducing alcohol use by a group of international
experts in the field of alcohol or behavior change or both. This
finding was validated by a larger independent group of alcohol
experts. None of the experts thought that the BCTs likely to be
effective in general would differ from those in an app, though
one participant suggested presenting information in a way that
was unique to an app. The most highly ranked engagement
strategies were ease of use, design-aesthetic, feedback, function,
design-ability to change design to suit own preferences, tailored
information and unique smartphone features.
There is empirical evidence for the effectiveness of some of the
BCTs identified in this study for reducing excessive alcohol
consumption. Self monitoring has been found to be effective in
brief interventions [26], and is also used in a number of apps
to reduce alcohol consumption [29] though none of these have
been evaluated. The BCT ‘feedback in relation to people’ is
often referred to as normative feedback in the alcohol behavior
change literature. There is evidence to suggest that this BCT
may have a small effect by several different modes of delivery:
face-to-face [30], via phone [31], mailed [32,33] and via digital
platforms [30,34,35]. However, this research is often limited to
college and university students [30,32,34,35]. The highest
priority engagement strategies of prompts, social connectivity
and tailored information have all been shown to result in
increased use of Web-based interventions [19-22].
The use of a Delphi approach to selecting intervention
components is clearly not guaranteed to result in the best
choices, but on a priori grounds it seems preferable to the more
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usual practice of drawing on expertise and interest within a
single research team. It may have been that no consensus would
be achieved so, while the level of agreement within each group
of experts was modest, the fact that the aggregate rankings of
the two expert groups showed a high level of concordance was
reassuring that the study tapped into a shared perspective on
the existing evidence.
It is possible that the results of the Delphi exercise could have
been biased by choosing an expert group with similar
backgrounds to those of the research team. Therefore, the use
of a second group of experts to validate the rankings provided
important support for this not being the case. The journal
Addiction has a very large pool of international experts on its
editorial team and arguably includes most of the leading
researchers in the field covering a wide range of expertise. The
question regarding user engagement was included for
exploratory purposes. As shown in this study, experts in the
academic field of research did not identify any BCTs as being
effective for an app compared with a traditional intervention.
This may be because they are not aware of the additional
functions an app can provide in terms of a behavior change
intervention. Future research is planned to compare the views
of experts in the relevant academic field with that of user
experience experts to see if there are any discrepancies between
these groups and if so, how their opinions differ.
The results of this study will be used to inform the building of
a prototype app that will be evaluated in a field experiment.
Following the principle of optimization [36] each component
will be included in a full form or minimal form using a factorial
design so that its effect can be assessed. The findings should
also be useful to other research teams considering developing
and evaluating apps in this area.
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Abstract
Background: Weight gained in young adulthood often persists throughout later life with associated chronic disease risk. Despite
this, current population prevention strategies are not specifically designed for young adults.
Objective: We designed and assessed the efficacy of an mHealth prevention program, TXT2BFiT, in preventing excess weight
gain and improving dietary and physical activity behaviors in young adults at increased risk of obesity and unhealthy lifestyle
choices.
Methods: A two-arm, parallel-group randomized controlled trial was conducted. Subjects and analyzing researchers were
blinded. A total of 250 18- to 35-year-olds with a high risk of weight gain, a body mass index (BMI) of 23.0 to 24.9 kg/m2 with
at least 2 kg of weight gain in the previous 12 months, or a BMI of 25.0 to 31.9 kg/m2 were randomized to the intervention or
control group. In the 12-week intervention period, the intervention group received 8 text messages weekly based on the
transtheoretical model of behavior change, 1 email weekly, 5 personalized coaching calls, a diet booklet, and access to resources
and mobile phone apps on a website. Control group participants received only 4 text messages and printed dietary and physical
activity guidelines. Measured body weight and height were collected at baseline and at 12 weeks. Outcomes were assessed via
online surveys at baseline and at 12 weeks, including self-reported weight and dietary and physical activity measures.
Results: A total of 214 participants—110 intervention and 104 control—completed the 12-week intervention period. A total of
10 participants out of 250 (4.0%)—10 intervention and 0 control—dropped out, and 26 participants (10.4%)—5 intervention and
21 control—did not complete postintervention online surveys. Adherence to coaching calls and delivery of text messages was
over 90%. At 12 weeks, the intervention group were 2.2 kg (95% CI 0.8-3.6) lighter than controls (P=.005). Intervention participants
consumed more vegetables (P=.009), fewer sugary soft drinks (P=.002), and fewer energy-dense takeout meals (P=.001) compared
to controls. They also increased their total physical activity by 252.5 MET-minutes (95% CI 1.2-503.8, P=.05) and total physical
activity by 1.3 days (95% CI 0.5-2.2, P=.003) compared to controls.
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Conclusions: The TXT2BFiT low-intensity intervention was successful in preventing weight gain with modest weight loss and
improvement in lifestyle behaviors among overweight young adults. The short-term success of the 12-week intervention period
shows potential. Maintenance of the behavior change will be monitored at 9 months.
Trial Registration: Trial Registration: The Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry ACTRN12612000924853;
https://www.anzctr.org.au/Trial/Registration/TrialReview.aspx?ACTRN=12612000924853 (Archived by WebCite at
http://www.webcitation.org/6Z6w9LlS9).
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e66) doi:10.2196/mhealth.4530
KEYWORDS
young adults; weight gain prevention; lifestyle behavior; mHealth

Introduction
More than 35% of adults globally are overweight or obese, and
in developed countries the peak prevalence of obesity is moving
to younger ages [1]. For example, younger Americans and
Australians are gaining more weight than any other adult age
group [2-4]. As body mass index (BMI) exceeds 23 kg/m2, risks
of cardiovascular disease, certain cancers, diabetes,
osteoarthritis, and chronic kidney disease increase [1]. The
Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA)
cohort study reported that weight maintenance over time (both
normal weight and overweight) in young adults protects against
cardiovascular risk, but weight gain increases the risk [5]. Thus,
interventions focused on prevention of weight gain in
overweight young adults may help prevent obesity and its
associated health consequences [6].
Coordinated prevention approaches aimed at improving
detrimental lifestyle behaviors have been proposed to prevent
obesity [7,8]. Compared with other age groups, young adults
eat the least amount of fruits and vegetables [9,10], drink the
most sugar-sweetened beverages (SSB) [11], more frequently
eat food prepared outside the home (ie, takeout food) [12], and
demonstrate declines in physical activity [13-15]. These adverse
behavioral lifestyle choices predict excessive weight gain and
increased risk of chronic disease later in life [16].
Several recent prevention programs have shown short-term
efficacy in young adults to prevent further weight gain [17], but
few investigated the use of mHealth (ie, mobile or cellular
phone) technology. Advantages of such technology include its
wide reach and, once created, its low costs compared with health
professional time. The 18- to 29-year-old age group is also the
most likely age group to own a mobile phone, with 83%
ownership in the US [18]. Interventions delivered via short
message service (SMS) text messaging show promise in
positively impacting health-related behavior change [19,20].
Our previous pilot study demonstrated the feasibility of
delivering an mHealth lifestyle program [21]. Participants in
the intervention group decreased their body weight and SSB
intake and increased their physical activity and vegetable
consumption, although changes were not significant. Qualitative
feedback facilitated improvements to the program and informed
the development of the TXT2BFiT mHealth program aimed at
improving weight management and weight-related dietary and
physical activity behaviors among young adults.
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Here we report on the efficacy of a randomized controlled trial
(RCT) of a larger mHealth lifestyle program, TXT2BFiT, among
young adults deemed at high risk for development of obesity.
We hypothesized that compared with young adults assigned to
a control condition, those who received the TXT2BFiT mHealth
intervention would maintain or lose a modest amount of weight
and improve lifestyle behaviors.

Methods
Overview
The TXT2BFiT study is a two-arm, parallel-design RCT in 18to 35-year-olds recruited from the Greater Sydney Area, NSW,
Australia, between November 2012 and July 2014. All study
materials were designed specifically for use in this study only.
The trial was approved by the University Human Research
Ethics Committee in September 2012 (approval number 15226)
and all the participants gave written informed consent. The trial
is registered with the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials
Registry (ACTRN12612000924853). Both the protocol and
recruitment methods have been previously published [22]. A
concise description appears below.

Subjects
Participants who responded to recruitment materials were
directed to complete an online screener survey. Eligible
participants were deemed at risk of excess weight gain if they
met the following inclusion criteria: had a BMI of 25.0 to 31.9
kg/m2, or 23.0 to 24.9 kg/m2with reported weight gain greater
than 2 kg over the previous 12 months; had a fruit intake of less
than two servings daily; had a vegetable intake of less than five
servings daily; had an SSB intake of at least 1 L weekly; had
energy-dense meals prepared away from home (ie, takeout food)
more than once per week; and/or engaged in moderate-intensity
physical activity of less than 60 minutes daily. Individuals were
excluded if they were pregnant or planning to fall pregnant
within the study period, were enrolled in an alternate weight
loss program, had lost greater than 10 kg in the past 3 months,
taken medications that have caused weight gain of greater than
2 kg, had medical conditions that precluded following dietary
or physical activity recommendations, and/or did not speak
English. Participants were also required to have a mobile phone
capable of receiving text messages and accessing the Internet
at least once a week.
Based on our previous meta-analysis [6], it appeared that a
difference of 1.7 kg could be expected. The sample size required
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for detection of a difference of 2 kg with 80% power,
significance level of .05, 10 kg standard deviation, and a
correlation between baseline and final weight of .8, was 354
subjects after allowing for a 20% dropout rate. Due to a
slower-than-expected recruitment rate, and with time and
funding constraints, recruitment was stopped at 250 participants.

Recruitment
Recruitment occurred via letters of invitation from participating
general practitioners (GPs) (ie, primary care physicians) in two
Medicare Locals—Australian primary health care services units
responsible for coordinating care over specified geographic
areas—or via electronic or print advertisements, including
Facebook and Google (ie, social media and advertising),
university electronic newsletters, printed posters, mailbox drops,
and newspapers. Participants provided informed written consent.
Young adults were compensated for their participation by
receiving gift vouchers for completing a 12-week online survey
and attending an in-person weigh-in.

Randomization
A random sequence was generated by an independent researcher
and concealed from those responsible for enrolling participants
into the intervention arm. Eligible participants were randomized
in a 1:1 ratio into intervention and control arms. Randomization
was based on a stratified randomized block design, where the
strata were the GP clinic and participant gender. While
participants were aware of another arm to the trial, every attempt
was made to ensure that the nature of this other arm was not
revealed.

Measurements
Demographic characteristics were collected by online survey
and included age, gender, postcode (for categorizing
socioeconomic status [23]), ethnicity (language spoken at home
[24]), education level [24], and income in Australian Dollars
(AUD) [24]. Body weight (kg) and height (cm) data were
collected to calculate BMI (kg/m2) at baseline via both measured
and self-report methods. Participants' GPs used a standardized
protocol to measure body weight to the nearest 0.1 kg and height
to the nearest 0.1 cm at baseline [25]. Participants in both arms
were invited for an optional in-person body weight (kg) and
height (cm) measurement at the University Metabolic Facility
within a 2-week window following the 12-week intervention
completion (ie, weeks 13 and 14). Measures were taken by two
higher-degree research students blinded to participant allocation.
Online surveys were administered at baseline and within a
2-week window following the 12-week intervention completion
(ie, weeks 13 and 14). Data collected included self-reported
weight (kg) and height (cm); short categorical questions to
assess usual weekly intake of SSB [26], daily intake of fruits
and vegetables [26], and weekly takeout meals [27]; and
questions about physical activity in the previous 7 days using
the short-form International Physical Activity Questionnaire
(IPAQ) [28]. The IPAQ was scored using established methods
[29] and data were reported as a continuous measure in
metabolic equivalent of task (MET)-minutes per week. All data
were reported by participants via the online deidentified survey
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website, SurveyMonkey, from which data were downloaded
for analysis.
Engagement with the intervention was assessed using text
message replies and number of coaching calls completed.
Intervention participants were asked to reply "OK" to 16
messages in the 12 weeks and control participants were asked
to reply "OK" to all 4 text messages. Text message delivery
reports were created from the text message service provider,
My MessageMedia, for delivery status and replies. Detailed
records of all coaching calls were collated in a database. The
12-week postintervention survey also asked participants about
their access to, and use of, program materials.

TXT2BFiT Program
The 12-week intervention program comprised the following: 8
weekly motivational text messages based on the transtheoretical
model of behavior change, whereby messages were matched to
stage-of-change for each of the individual lifestyle behaviors;
5 personalized coaching calls; weekly emails; and
password-protected access to purpose-designed mobile phone
apps that provided education and allowed self-monitoring [30],
community blog, and support resources available on a
password-protected website designed for the study [31] (see
Figure 1). Support resources included “easy, healthy eating on
a budget,” “emergency meal tool kit,” “meal planning
worksheet,” “commit yourself: physical activity planner,” “tips
for take-out meals,” “seasonal guide to fruit and vegetables,”
and “staying healthy over the holidays.” Text messages were
scheduled by two higher-degree research students. The text
messages, based on the transtheoretical model of behavior
change [32], consisted of 2 per week for each of the four
behaviors—SSB, fruits and vegetables, physical activity, and
food prepared away from home/takeout—for a total of 8
messages, weekly, tailored to the participant's stage of readiness
to change [22] and sent using the My MessageMedia program.
Two accredited practicing dietitians conducted the coaching
calls according to a standardized protocol and allowed the
participants to set goals, and to discuss barriers, enablers, and
their progress. Each call lasted approximately 10 to 15 minutes,
with 25 minutes allocated for the initial coaching call. The
mobile phone apps were educational, for example, providing
nutritional information on SSB and takeout meals, providing
serving sizes for fruits and vegetables, and allowing
self-monitoring of participants' behavior. One email was sent
each week reiterating the information in the text messages and
included links to the mobile phone apps to remind participants.
Intervention participants were also mailed a printed 18-page
booklet containing the two-page control handout summarizing
the Australian National Dietary and Physical Activity Guidelines
[33,34]. Additional information included sample meal plans,
recommendations for daily servings from the core food groups
with example serving sizes [34], and information about the four
target behaviors addressed by the program—physical activity
and sedentary behavior, intake of fruits and vegetables, intake
of energy-dense takeout meals prepared away from home, and
SSB intake.
Control participants received the mailed two-page handout, the
introductory call at week 0 to introduce the program (no
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e66 | p.246
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coaching given), 4 text messages (one every 3 weeks, during
weeks 1 to 12) that restated information in the handout, and
access to a website with only electronic versions of the two-page

Partridge et al
handout, consent form, study information statement, and contact
information.

Figure 1. TXT2BFiT program screenshots.
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Statistical Analysis
The primary outcomes, body weight (kg) and BMI (kg/m2) at
12 weeks, were compared between the two groups using analysis
of covariance models adjusting for baseline values, GP clinic,
and gender. Secondary outcomes that were continuous—physical
activity MET-minutes and physical activity days—were also
analyzed using analysis of covariance models. Robust regression
models were used for analyses where residuals indicated
nonnormality. Secondary outcomes that were categorical—fruit
and vegetable servings per day, SSB consumption per week,
and energy-dense takeout meal intake per week—were analyzed
using Mantel-Haenszel chi-square tests stratified by GP clinic
and gender. The analysis used the "intention-to-treat" principle
with multiple imputations to account for missing data. Five
imputed datasets were created and the results for continuous
outcomes pooled using Rubin’s rules. Chi-square statistics were
pooled, and P values estimated, using the method described by
Li et al [35]. A P value <.05 was considered statistically
significant. Researchers analyzing participant outcomes were
blinded to participant allocation.
We also compared baseline characteristics and baseline primary
or secondary outcomes between completers and noncompleters,
and between in-person weigh-in attenders and nonattenders,
using chi-square tests for categorical variables and
independent-sample t tests for continuous variables. We
compared self-reported weight and BMI with measured values
using paired t tests. Analyses were performed using SPSS
version 22.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA), Stata Statistical
Software: Release 13 (Stata Corp, College Station, TX, USA),
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and SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA) on
the full intention-to-treat sample.

Results
Participant Flow and Attrition
Recruitment resulted in 1181 enquires, of which 78.83%
(931/1181) were excluded or failed to complete screening
requirements (see Figure 2). A total of 250 young adults were
randomly assigned to the intervention or control group. A total
of 10 participants out of 125 (8.0%) dropped out of the
intervention group during the 12-week intervention. Reasons
for dropping out were as follows: 1 for lack of contact, 1 for
life changes, 1 for medical reasons, 2 for personal reasons, 2
moved overseas, 2 found the program unsuitable, and 1 for other
reasons not stated. An additional 5 participants out of 125 (4.0%)
failed to complete the postintervention online surveys in the
intervention group (see Figure 2). No participants dropped out
of the control group, and 21 participants out of 125 in the control
group (16.8%) did not complete the postintervention online
surveys. Completers and noncompleters did not differ
significantly in allocation, baseline demographic characteristics,
or baseline primary or secondary outcomes (P>.11), except for
noncompleters who consumed more takeout meals at baseline
(P=.004). Nearly half of all participants (124/250, 49.6%)
accepted the invitation for in-person weight and height
measurements—intervention, 56/125, 44.8%; control, 68/125,
54.4%. There were no significant differences in baseline
characteristics between participants that attended the in-person
weight and height measurements and those that did not (P>.34),
except that those attending ate less fruit at baseline (P=.03).
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Figure 2. Flow diagram of participants in the TXT2BFiT study from week 0 to week 12.

Baseline Characteristics
Baseline characteristics of participants are shown in Table 1.
Participants in the total randomized sample were mostly older
(30 years or older, 107/248, 43.1%), female (152/248, 61.3%),
English-speaking only (172/248, 69.4%), highly educated
(153/248, 61.7%), and living in a socioeconomically advantaged
area (187/248, 75.4%). Participants were overweight on the
basis of BMI classification (intervention, 27.3 kg/m2; control,
27.1 kg/m2) (see Tables 2 and 3). Table 4 shows that, by design,
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most participants did not meet the recommended servings of
fruit (intervention, 82/123, 66.7%; control, 77/125, 61.6%) or
servings of vegetables (intervention, 116/123, 94.3%; control,
121/125, 96.8%) [34]; consumed more than 1 L of SSB per
week (intervention, 16/123, 13.0%; control, 22/125, 17.6%);
and consumed two or more takeout meals per week
(intervention, 75/123, 61.0%; control, 79/125, 63.2%). All
participants reported above-average levels of recommended
physical activity [36] (intervention, 1619.9 MET-minutes per
week; control, 1646.8 MET-minutes per week) (see Table 5).
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Table 1. Baseline demographic characteristics for all randomized participants in the TXT2BFiT study by allocation (n=248)a.
Intervention group (n=123)a,

Control group (n=125),

Characteristic

mean (SD) or n (%)

mean (SD) or n (%)

Age in years, mean (SD)

28.1 (4.9)

27.2 (4.9)

Male

50 (40.7)

46 (36.8)

Female

73 (59.3)

79 (63.2)

0-60c

8 (6.5)

7 (5.6)

61-80

28 (22.8)

17 (13.6)

81-100 (highest)

87 (70.7)

101 (80.8)

English speaking

82 (66.7)

90 (72.0)

European

14 (11.4)

11 (8.8)

Asian

19 (15.4)

19 (15.2)

8 (6.5)

5 (4.0)

High school or below

27 (22.0)

21 (16.8)

Some university or technical school

22 (17.8)

25 (20.0)

University bachelor degree or higher

74 (60.2)

79 (63.2)

Nil or negative

9 (7.3)

13 (10.4)

$1-499

36 (29.3)

30 (24.0)

$500-999

19 (15.4)

25 (20.0)

$1000-1499

36 (29.3)

26 (20.8)

$1500-1999

14 (11.4)

22 (17.6)

≥ $2000

9 (7.3)

9 (7.2)

Gender, n (%)

SES b quintile, n (%)

Ethnicity, n (%)

Other

d

Education level, n (%)

e

Weekly income (AUD ), n (%)

a

All participants had measured variables including 2 participants who did not complete baseline self-report surveys.

b

Socioeconomic status (SES).

c

Bottom-three SES quintiles collapsed.

d

Pacific Islander and Arabic ethnicities collapsed.

e

Australian Dollar (AUD).

Table 2. Effect of the TXT2BFiT program on measured weight and BMI outcomes for all randomized participants in the study by allocation
(intention-to-treat analysis) (n=250).

Measured variable

a

Intervention group (n=125)a,

Control group (n=125),

Model βb

mean (SD)

mean (SD)

(95% CI)

P

Baseline

12 weeks

Baseline

12 weeks

Body weight, measured in kg

78.3 (11.4)

76.4 (11.1)

79.3 (12.7)

79.5 (12.4)

2.2 (0.8-3.6)

.005

BMIc, measured in kg/m2

27.3 (2.4)

26.4 (1.9)

27.1 (2.7)

26.8 (2.2)

0.5 (0.1-1.0)

.02

All participants had measured variables including 2 participants who did not complete baseline self-report surveys.

b

Model coefficients and P values were obtained from analysis of covariance models adjusting for baseline values, general practitioner clinic, and gender.
Missing baseline and follow-up values were imputed to create five datasets and results were pooled using Rubin’s rules.
c

Body mass index (BMI).
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Table 3. Effect of the TXT2BFiT program on self-reported weight and BMI outcomes for all randomized participants in the study by allocation
(intention-to-treat analysis) (n=248)a.

Self-reported variable

a

Intervention group (n=123)a,

Control group (n=125),

Model βb

mean (SD)

mean (SD)

(95% CI)

P

Baseline

12 weeks

Baseline

12 weeks

Body weight, self-reported in kg

78.4 (11.2)

76.2 (10.7)

79.3 (12.6)

79.1 (12.8)

2.1 (1.4-2.8)

<.001

BMIc, self-reported in kg/m2

27.3 (2.3)

26.5 (2.3)

27.0 (2.7)

26.9 (2.5)

0.6 (0.3-1.0)

<.001

All participants had measured variables including 2 participants who did not complete baseline self-report surveys.

b

Model coefficients and P values were obtained from analysis of covariance models adjusting for baseline values, general practitioner clinic, and gender.
Missing baseline and follow-up values were imputed to create five datasets and results were pooled using Rubin’s rules.
c

Body mass index (BMI).

Table 4. Effect of the TXT2BFiT program on secondary outcomes for diet for all randomized participants in the study by allocation (intention-to-treat
analysis) (n=248)a.
Variableb

Intervention group (n=123)a, n (%)

Control group (n=125), n (%)

Baseline

12 weeks

Baseline

12 weeks

≤1

82 (66.7)

30 (24.4)

77 (61.6)

50 (40.0)

2

31 (25.2)

75 (61.0)

31 (24.8)

55 (44.0)

≥3

10 (8.1)

18 (14.6)

17 (13.6)

20 (16.0)

≤1

35 (28.5)

12 (9.8)

34 (27.2)

25 (20.0)

2

46 (37.4)

32 (26.0)

46 (36.8)

40 (32.0)

3

23 (18.7)

36 (29.3)

27 (21.6)

32 (25.6)

≥4

19 (15.4)

43 (35.0)

18 (14.4)

28 (22.4)

Nil

22 (17.9)

37 (30.1)

33 (26.4)

32 (25.6)

ASDf

27 (22.0)

32 (26.0)

17 (13.6)

15 (12.0)

<500

37 (30.1)

45 (36.6)

31 (24.8)

43 (34.4)

500-999

21 (17.1)

8 (6.5)

22 (17.6)

26 (20.8)

≥1000

16 (13.0)

1 (0.8)

22 (17.6)

9 (7.2)

Nil

3 (2.4)

3 (2.4)

2 (1.6)

8 (6.4)

≤1

45 (36.6)

85 (69.1)

44 (35.2)

60 (48.0)

2-3

58 (47.2)

28 (22.8)

53 (42.4)

37 (29.6)

4-5

11 (8.9)

5 (4.1)

21 (16.8)

17 (13.6)

6-7

6 (4.9)

2 (1.6)

5 (4.0)

3 (2.4)

P

Fruit servings c per day
.18

Vegetable servings d per day
.009

SSB e intake per week in mL
.002

Takeout meal intake per week

a

.01

All participants had measured variables including 2 participants who did not complete baseline self-report surveys.

b

All questions were asked for average daily or weekly intake over the previous month. P values were adjusted for practice and gender. All variables
were analyzed using Mantel-Haenszel chi-square tests stratified by general practitioner clinic and gender. Five imputed datasets were created and the
results for the chi-square statistics were pooled, and P values estimated, using the method described by Li et al [35].
c

One serving of fruit is equivalent to one medium piece (eg, one apple or one orange), two small pieces (eg, two plums), or one cup of diced pieces
(fresh or canned).
d

One serving of vegetables is equivalent to half a cup of cooked vegetables (fresh, frozen, or canned) or one cup of raw salad vegetables.

e

Sugar-sweetened beverages (SSB).

f

Artificially sweetened drinks (ASD).
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Table 5. Effect of the TXT2BFiT program on secondary physical activity outcomes from the IPAQafor all randomized young adults in the study by
allocation (intention-to-treat analysis) (n=248)b.
Intervention group

Control group

(n=123)b, mean (SD)

(n=125), mean (SD)

Baseline

12 weeks

Baseline

12 weeks

METd-minutes per week

758.6 (1112.0)

1006.1
(1463.6)

840.0
(1072.1)

Days per week

1.5 (1.6)

2.1 (1.7)

1.8 (1.8)

MET-minutes per week

691.9 (867.5)

Days per week

Model βc(95% CI)

P

944.1 (958.3)

-20.0 (-195.9 to 155.9)

.80

2.0 (1.7)

-0.3 (-0.7 to 0.2)

.20

927.3 (1163.0) 630.0
(595.3)

777.3 (828.7)

-69.8 (-180.2 to 40.6)

.20

4.3 (2.0)

5.2 (1.9)

4.6 (2.2)

4.7 (2.2)

-0.6 (-1.1 to -0.1)

.02

MET-minutes per week

169.4 (359.8)

258.7 (417.9)

176.8
(393.9)

170.8 (222.4)

8.0 (-34.3 to 50.5)

.70

Days per week

0.8 (1.2)

1.4 (1.6)

0.9 (1.3)

1.0 (1.3)

-0.4 (-0.7 to 0.1)

.10

MET-minutes per week

1619.9 (1581.1)

2192.4
(2133.1)

1646.8
(1474.6)

1892.7
(1539.3)

-252.5 (-503.8 to -1.2)

.05

Days per week

6.6 (3.3)

8.8 (3.6)

7.4 (3.8)

7.7 (3.6)

-1.3 (-2.2 to -0.5)

.003

Variable

Vigorous physical activity

Walking physical activity

Moderate physical activity

Total physical activity

a

International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ).

b

All participants had measured variables including 2 participants who did not complete baseline self-report surveys.

c

Model coefficients and P values were obtained from analysis of covariance models adjusting for baseline values, general practitioner clinic, and gender.
Robust regression models were used for analyses where residuals indicated nonnormality. Missing baseline and follow-up values were imputed to create
five datasets and results were pooled using Rubin’s rules.
d

Metabolic equivalent of task (MET).

Engagement With the Program
The mean number of coaching calls completed in the
intervention group was 4.6 (SD 1.1) out of 5 (82.4% overall
completed all 5). All participants who completed the
postintervention survey reported engaging with coaching calls.
Of the 12,308 text messages sent during the 12-week
intervention (control, 500; intervention 11,808), only 2.27%
(280) were not delivered (control, 15/500, 3.0%; intervention,
265/11,808, 2.24%). Over half (66/123, 53.7%) of the
intervention participants replied to 8 or more of the 16 SMS
text messages with a requested response, with 25 of the 123
participants (20.3%) replying to all. Most control participants
replied to 2 or more of the 4 text messages (114/125, 91.2%),
with 62.4% (78/125) replying to all 4 of them. A total of 100
of the 110 (90.9%) intervention participants who completed the
follow-up survey self-reported that they used the SMS text
messages. Email delivery was 100%, with 84 of 110 (76.4%)
participants reporting that they used the email messages during
the study. A total of 82 out of 110 (74.5%) intervention
participants reported that they did not access the mobile phone
apps during the study. The mailed booklet was used by 72 of
the 110 (65.5%) intervention participants and only 7 out of 110
(6.4%) used the blog. Most intervention participants (65/110,
59.1%) did not use the resources available on the website. Of
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those that did, the takeout meal planner was reported as most
used by the intervention participants (28/110, 25.5%).

Body Weight (kg) and BMI (kg/m2)
Young adults in the intervention group were 2.2 kg lighter at
12 weeks compared to the control group using measured body
weight after adjusting for baseline-measured body weight (95%
CI 0.8-3.6, P=.005) (see Table 2). A similar pattern was
observed with BMI, which was 0.5 kg/m2less at 12 weeks (95%
CI 0.1-1.0, P=.02) for the intervention group compared to the
control group using measured BMI.
Using self-reported body weight measures, intervention
participants were 2.1 kg (95% CI 1.4-2.8, P<.001) and 0.6 BMI
units (kg/m2) (95% CI 0.3-1.0, P<.001) lighter than control
participants at 12 weeks (see Table 3).
At baseline, there was no significant difference between
measured and self-reported weight and BMI (248/250, 99.2%)
(P>.11). At 12 weeks, among participants with a measured
weight (124/250, 49.6%), average self-reported weight was 0.7
kg (SD 1.3) less than the measured weight (P<.001). However,
there was no difference between intervention (56/125, 44.8%;
0.8 kg, SD 1.2) and control groups (68/125, 54.4%; 0.6 kg, SD
1.4) (P=.44). There was no difference between measured and
self-reported BMI at 12 weeks (P=.26).
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Fruit and Vegetable Intake
The majority of participants reported consuming the
recommended two servings of fruit per day or more after 12
weeks (see Table 4), with a nonsignificant difference between
intervention group and control group (P=.18). Intervention
participants were more likely to consume greater quantities of
vegetables after 12 weeks compared to control participants
(P=.009). For example, 35.0% (43/123) of intervention
participants consumed four or more servings of vegetables
compared to 22.4% (28/125) of control participants.

Sugar-Sweetened Beverage and Takeout Meal Intake
Intervention participants consumed SSB less frequently after
12 weeks compared with the control participants (P=.002) (see
Table 4). For example, 92.7% (114/123) of intervention
participants consumed 500 mL or less of SSB compared to
72.0% (90/125) of control participants at 12 weeks.
After 12 weeks, intervention participants reported consuming
energy-dense takeout meals less frequently during the week
compared with the control participants—54.4% (68/125) of
intervention participants compared to 71.5% (88/123) of control
participants consumed one or fewer energy-dense takeout meals
per week (P=.01) (see Table 4).

Physical Activity
Intervention participants reported a mean increase of 563.1 (SD
1983.6) MET-minutes per week after 12 weeks. Control
participants reported a mean increase of 244.4 (SD 1510.6)
MET-minutes per week (see Table 5). These observed increases
in energy expenditure were predominantly due to increased
reported vigorous and walking activities, which increased by
an average 243.0 (SD 1073.3) and 231.8 (SD 1313.9)
MET-minutes per week among intervention participants,
respectively, and 102.5 (SD 1148.6) and 148.1 (SD 747.3)
MET-minutes per week among control participants, respectively.
After adjusting for baseline MET-minutes per week, GP clinic,
and gender there was a significant effect of the intervention on
average MET-minutes per week at 12 weeks (95% CI -503.8
to -1.2, P=.05). Total and walking physical activity days
increased more in the intervention group (95% CI -2.2 to -0.5,
P=.003) compared to the control group (95% CI -1.1 to -0.1,
P=.02).

Discussion
Principal Findings
This 12-week TXT2BFiT mHealth intervention was effective
in preventing unhealthy weight gain, resulting in modest weight
loss and improvement in lifestyle behaviors. Compared with
control participants, intervention participants consumed more
vegetables and less SSB, consumed fewer energy-dense meals
prepared away from home, and increased their physical activity,
with increased total and walking days of physical activity. As
far as we are aware, this is the first reported trial of a
multi-component mobile phone-based program conducted in
young adults.
Participants in the intervention program weighed 2.2 kg less
than control participants at 12 weeks. The prevention of weight
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gain is an important public health priority for this population,
given the likelihood of weight gain reported by prior
observational studies in young adult populations [37,38].
Furthermore, young adults have been born into an increasingly
"obesogenic environment" and are at a greater risk of becoming
obese [4]. If there is no effort to change these behavioral
patterns, it is likely that young adults and subsequent generations
will have a higher incidence of overweight and obesity.
A greater number of intervention participants reported increasing
vegetable servings compared with controls. While
recommendations for increased fruits and vegetables alone may
not prevent weight gain [39], intervention participants also
reported reductions in energy-dense meals prepared away from
home and in SSB intake, and further increased their physical
activity.
Most of the recent weight gain prevention interventions in young
adults have targeted improvements in healthy eating and
physical activity through in-person group interventions [17].
Two previous intervention studies in young adults were
conducted via an online tutorial-style platform [40,41]. Green
et al conducted a 3-month online curriculum-designed program
based on nondiet principles, with weekly goal setting to increase
fruit and vegetable intake and increase physical activity [40].
Intervention participants increased fruit and vegetable intake
and increased physical activity compared to controls, however,
no significant change in weight outcomes resulted. A shorter
social cognitive theory-based intervention of 6 weeks by Gow
et al focused on diet and physical activity habits pertinent to
the transition period to college [41]. BMI was lower in the
intervention group participating in the online activities and
receiving weekly emails, with no effects on diet and physical
activity outcomes. Other studies investigating the use of
technology in the prevention of weight gain for young adults
have published protocol papers, but there have been no reports
of efficacy to date [42].
This study was innovative in the use of text messages, already
demonstrated as successful in older adults in combination with
coaching telephone calls [43]. This study design did not test the
efficacy of the individual components, but the engagement data
suggested that the coaching calls and text messages were useful
to participants, with 100% and 90.9% reporting having used
these components, respectively. A text message intervention in
normal-weight young adults showed messages based on a habit
framework can improve fruit consumption, and simply
reminding young adults to be conscious of their food choices
may be sufficient to improve their overall vegetable
consumption [44]. Costs of delivering a mobile program could
be reduced without coaching calls, but our previous pilot
intervention did not detect effectiveness in dietary change with
text messages alone, without coaching calls.
An important strength of this study was low attrition (14.4% at
12 weeks), and the interventions were delivered according to
protocol, with 92% of coaching calls completed and only 2.3%
of SMS text messages failing to send. Primary health care
facilities and public advertisements increased reach in
recruitment. This study also recruited more males than is often
expected in studies of this type [45]. Another strength included
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analyzed outcomes being blinded to treatment allocation and
using intention-to-treat principles. The use of GPs to measure
height and weight on their scales could introduce measurement
error. However, GP clinic was one of the strata for participant
randomization, and observer and equipment error would have
been distributed equally across groups. Therefore, measurement
bias should not have impacted the results from the analysis of
covariance. It is acknowledged that using GP scales for baseline
weight and clinic scales with a trained dietitian for follow-up
measures was not ideal. As self-reported measures were used
for all studied outcomes, the data may be biased. Self-report
may underestimate weight, but has been shown to accurately
identify overweight and/or obesity in the majority of a sample
of young people [46]. An element of social desirability might
influence reporting of lifestyle behaviors. Both groups were
provided dietary and physical activity guidelines, however,
greater significant improvements in intervention participants

Partridge et al
were seen in this study. Further, the sample was mostly well
educated and from higher socioeconomic areas, which may
influence the generalizability of the results [47].

Conclusions
In conclusion, intervening in the lives of young adults with
unhealthy lifestyle behaviors, who have an increased risk of
weight gain and developing obesity, appears to have a beneficial
impact on preventing weight gain. While the short-term efficacy
of the 12-week TXT2BFiT intervention program is promising,
maintenance of outcomes in the longer term will be evaluated
at 9 months. The potentially wide reach and low delivery costs
of using mHealth, coupled with the growing problem of obesity
in younger adulthood, means translation and implementation
of this program to the community at large also warrants further
consideration.
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Abstract
Background: The explosion of mobile phones with app capabilities coupled with increased expectations of the patient-consumers’
role in managing their care presents a unique opportunity to use mobile health (mHealth) apps.
Objectives: The aim of this paper is to identify the features and characteristics most-valued by patient-consumers (“users”) that
contribute positively to the rating of an app.
Methods: A collection of 234 apps associated with reputable health organizations found in the medical, health, and fitness
categories of the Apple iTunes store and Google Play marketplace was assessed manually for the presence of 12 app features and
characteristics. Regression analysis was used to determine which, if any, contributed positively to a user’s rating of the app.
Results: Analysis of these 12 features explained 9.3% (R2=.093 n=234, P<.001) of the variation in an app’s rating, with only
5 reaching statistical significance. Of the 5 reaching statistical significance, plan or orders, export of data, usability, and cost
contributed positively to a user’s rating, while the tracker feature detracted from it.
Conclusions: These findings suggest that users appreciate features that save time over current methods and identify an app as
valuable when it is simple and intuitive to use, provides specific instructions to better manage a condition, and shares data with
designated individuals. Although tracking is a core function of most health apps, this feature may detract from a user’s experience
when not executed properly. Further investigation into mHealth app features is worthwhile given the inability of the most common
features to explain a large portion of an app’s rating. In the future, studies should focus on one category in the app store, specific
diseases, or desired behavior change, and methods should include measuring the quality of each feature, both through manual
assessment and evaluation of user reviews. Additional investigations into understanding the impact of synergistic features,
incentives, social media, and gamification are also warranted to identify possible future trends.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e40) doi:10.2196/mhealth.4283
KEYWORDS
mHealth; mobile apps; consumer preference; Affordable Care Act

Introduction
The impact of recent health reform efforts are far-reaching, with
perhaps one of the biggest shifts occurring in the convergence
of clinical care delivery and consumer health. The Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) is a health care
reform measure enacted in 2010 by the US Congress under
President Barack Obama that seeks to make access to health
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e40/
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care more affordable, efficient, and comprehensive for
Americans. New mandates and incentives within PPACA call
for a larger role for patients in health care, presenting an
opportunity to incorporate and integrate digital health (wireless
sensors, social networking, and mobile connectivity) into what
Americans consider institutional health care (hospitals,
physicians, and insurance plans). This has the potential to
fundamentally change how patients manage their own health.
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PPACA was intended to be the catalyst, and technology the
facilitator, that empowered patients to be more prominent
participants in their own health management.
Expectations of increased patient enablement through the use
of technology seem much more attainable since the introduction
and proliferation of the mobile phone. Today, 90% of American
adults own a cellular phone, and more than 70% own a mobile
phone with app capabilities [1]. Of those with mobile phones,
approximately 20% already use a mobile health (mHealth) app,
and by the end of 2015 that number is expected to rise to 33%
[2]. Although promising, mobile phones continue to present an
untapped opportunity to reach more patient consumers (“users”),
especially since 70% of adults track some sort of health indicator
for themselves or a loved one through paper logs or other means
[3].
The explosion of mobile phone ownership coupled with
increased expectations of the users’ role in managing their care
presents a unique opportunity for mHealth apps. Chronic
diseases account for 75% of the $2.7 trillion in annual US health
care spending [4], therefore tools like apps to help prevent, slow
the progression of, or manage chronic disease are seen as
valuable in helping to lower health care costs. Currently,
identifying which health apps would be most effective for a
population seems daunting, even more so for a specific
individual [5]. Few research efforts have focused on
understanding what a user values in a health app, a timely
question considering that there are over 100,000 apps in the
medical, health, and fitness sections of the Apple iTunes store
and Google Play marketplace [6]. Additionally, the sustained
use of any one app is low, where 68% of mobile phone users
open ≤5 apps at least once a week [7] while 80%-90% percent
of apps are used just once and then later deleted.
Early research in the digital health industry focused on
identifying and listing mobile app features and characteristics
for easy cataloguing [8,9], however, if users are expected to use
mHealth apps regularly in order to play a larger role in their
own care, then it is essential to gain a better understanding of
the qualities and approaches that lead to long-term app usage.
Arnhold et al examined the usability and functionality of a
subset of mHealth apps specifically designed for diabetics [10].
They evaluated the impact of different app functions on user
experience, and showed that although there are many apps that
address the diabetes condition, very few offer more than just
one or two basic functions. Those that offered more functions
fared considerably worse when assessed for usability.
In order to promote sustained usage and positively influence
health outcomes, it is critical that mHealth apps have a basis in
behavioral science. Several studies have evaluated mHealth
apps using frameworks rooted in behavior theory, with many
focusing on identifying features that facilitate one of the
following three basic psychological needs of the
Self-Determination Theory (SDT) (1) autonomy, (2)
competence, and (3) relatedness [11]. Autonomy refers to
individuals’ desires to regulate behavior based on their own
values and interests. In order for an mHealth app to encourage
autonomous motivation, it must accurately portray the value of
the associated behavior change, give users a choice in their
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interaction with the app, acknowledge users’ perspectives, and
provide an action plan to support individuals and their needs.
Competence refers to an individual’s need to feel capable and
confident to change his/her behavior, and can be facilitated by
providing relevant information, tools, resources, and feedback
throughout the health journey. Relatedness refers to the degree
of connectedness that an individual feels with others, and it can
be fostered through an mHealth app by creating virtual
communities, connecting to social media sites, or actively
attempting to better understand the individual user.
A recent study by Choi et al [12] evaluated smoking cessation
apps for both content and functionality using tenets from SDT.
Findings revealed that most of the smoking cessation apps
(94.3%) had at least one feature that employed one of the three
basic SDT needs, but few (10.3%) addressed all three. While
not specific to one theory, Dahlke et al recently investigated
the number of health behavior and communication constructs
applied in mobile phone cancer survivorship apps, and found
that while some of the apps utilized theoretical elements of
behavior change, there remains an overall need for more
theory-based apps in the mHealth space [13]. However, neither
of these studies examined the relative influence of the various
features on user satisfaction or sustained use.
Whereas most digital health studies, including those mentioned
above, have focused on apps targeting just one condition, Payne
et al systematically reviewed 24 studies that utilized a variety
of mHealth apps across a range of health behavior interventions
[14]. These apps were examined to identify features and
functions central to behavior change, and the findings suggested
that all of the apps included some element that addressed a
behavior change theory or strategy, although their relative
influence was not reported.
The foundation for digital health studies has been built on
cataloguing the number and types of features in apps addressing
a particular disease state, determining the theoretical impact of
certain features on user experience, and identifying the
behavioral theories expressed in a subset of mHealth apps.
Additional studies should explore specific app features across
a breadth of wellness and medical apps that lead to a positive
user experience and ultimately long-term behavior change. The
features investigated should closely align with SDT and common
usability principles, since these are two prominent components
of long-term engagement. Through analysis of a subset of
mHealth apps, this paper aimed to identify those features that
are aligned with SDT and common usability principles, and are
most-valued and have contributed positively to a user’s rating
of the app in order to ultimately provide a roadmap for future
mHealth app development.

Methods
General App Inclusion Criteria
First, a set of inclusion criteria was established to limit the scope
of apps being evaluated prior to attempting to identify app
features deemed valuable to a user. To create a group of
comparable apps from the more than 100,000 mHealth apps in
the Apple iTunes store and Google Play marketplace, the dataset
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was limited to apps that were associated with reputable health
organizations: these were defined as developers or evaluators
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with relationships with content-credible health care entities
(Textbox 1).

Textbox 1. Definitions of reputable health organization inclusion criteria.
Requirement and description
•

Clinical trial/research study
•

•

Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
•

•

Have been developed or endorsed by a board-certified US physician

Third-party payer-approved
•

•

Have been developed or endorsed by a national consumer company focused on health (eg, WebMD and Walgreens)

US physician-approved
•

•

Have been developed or endorsed by a non-profit health care organization (eg, American Diabetes Association and National Breast Cancer
Foundation)

Consumer organization with health focus-approved
•

•

Have been developed or endorsed by a medical specialty society (eg, American College of Cardiology and American Society of Clinical
Oncology)

Non-profit health care organization-approved
•

•

Have been developed or endorsed by a US academic medical institution (eg, Harvard Medical School and Vanderbilt University)

Medical specialty society-approved
•

•

Have been developed or endorsed by a US hospital system (eg, Cleveland Clinic and Carolinas Health System)

US academic medical institution-approved
•

•

Have been developed or endorsed by a non-FDA government agency (eg, US Department of Veterans Affairs and Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention)

US hospital system-approved
•

•

Have been approved by the US FDA

Government-approved
•

•

Have undergone a research study or clinical trial and had results published

Have been developed or endorsed by a private third-party insurance payer (eg, Aetna)

Pharmaceutical or medical technology company-approved
•

Have been developed by a pharmaceutical or medical technology company (eg, Novartis Consumer Health and Medtronic)

Between March 19 and April 8, 2014, a list of the apps that met
the inclusion criteria was compiled using information available
from several systems. Using the PubMed and mHealth Evidence
websites [15,16], the terms “iPhone,” “Android,” “Apple,” and
“Google Play” were used separately as search queries to identify
apps that had undergone a clinical trial or research study with
published results. A relational database was created using the
services of 42matters, a privately-held technology company
that provides services for app discovery and analytics. This
database contained the names, developers, and descriptions of
the 100,000 mHealth apps in the Apple iTunes store and Google
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Play marketplace, and was used to identify any apps that
referenced the name of any federal government agency, US
hospital system, US academic medical institution, medical
specialty society, private third-party insurance payer,
pharmaceutical company, or medical technology company, as
well as any notable non-profit health care organizations, national
consumer companies focused on health, and board-certified US
physicians that have a strong presence in mHealth. The apps
that satisfied the reputable health organization criteria were then
subjected to additional criteria related to purpose and
functionality (Textbox 2).
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Textbox 2. Additional purpose and functionality criteria.
Criteria
•

Individual user ratings (>25) exist for the app in the respective app store

•

Health consumers are its primary audience, as determined through active use and exploration of the app. Some apps, particularly in the “Medical”
category of the app stores, target health care professionals and students as a means of reference or supplementary training and were omitted from
analysis

•

Created for US audiences, sold in US app stores, and contain an English-language user interface (UI)

•

Ability to function independently of a medical device

•

No required special passwords or access codes associated with a provider or payer program (since access to these apps require the user to be a
patient of a particular provider or member of a payer program in order to obtain an access code, and without it, the app’s features and functions
could not be assessed)

Since the dataset used for analysis was pulled from two sources
(Apple iTunes store and Google Play marketplace, duplicate
apps (ie, identical features in the same app listed independently
in both app stores) were eliminated. However, apps by the same
developer, similarly named, but not having identical feature
sets were treated as two different apps. Furthermore, the ratings
were adjusted (Y2) to reflect a consistency in the presentation
of the ratings, (ie, Google Play has continuous values to one
tenth of a point, whereas Apple iTunes rounds ratings to the
nearest half point). The app store ratings were converted into
Bayesian Ratings (Y3) since there is growing support for the
use of Bayesian analysis to assess any user-generated content,
such as ratings, games, and cases that take into account
individual judgment [17]. Lastly, with a recent spotlight shone
on questionable techniques for increasing an app’s number of
ratings [18], any apps that received an unusually large number
of ratings (ie, >3000 individual user ratings) were deemed
outliers and eliminated from consideration.

Analysis of App Features and Characteristics
The remaining apps were downloaded and manually assessed
for the presence of certain features or characteristics that have
been studied in other published research [14] as a means to
engage and change behavior (Table 1).
Using a binary system, apps were assigned a “1” to indicate the
presence of a particular feature, or a “0” to indicate the absence.
Only one attribute, cost, was assessed on 3 parameters because
of the mutually exclusive cost options of free, free with in-app
purchases, and paid, which were assigned values of “0,” “0.5,”
and “1,” respectively. Usability, being a more subjective and
complex characteristic, required additional analysis before being
assigned a score. Each app was downloaded and functionality
explored before being rated against five of Jakob Nielsen’s
general principles for interaction design (Textbox 3) [19]. Apps
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that met a majority of the usability principles received a score
of “1,” otherwise a “0” was assigned.
Regression analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel to
investigate the features that influenced an individual user’s
rating of an app. Since users are most often asked to rate an app
only after they have begun using it regularly, ratings found in
the app stores can serve as a proxy for assessing an app’s value
to its users. In the end, all regressions were executed against
the following 3 separate dependent (Y) variables (1) Y1: ratings,
(2) Y2: adjusted ratings, and (3) Y3: Bayesian ratings.
The inclusion criteria variables were also evaluated as
independent variables to confirm that they were not confounders
and could be eliminated from consideration for further analysis.
At this point, multiple regression analysis could not be
performed because the number of variables under consideration
exceeded the maximum capacity of Microsoft Excel. Therefore,
simple linear regression analysis was performed with each
independent variable against Y1, Y2, and Y3 to gauge if any
app feature or inclusion criterion independently influenced the
dependent variables.
Using the independent variables that exhibited at least minimal
influence, multiple regression analysis was performed against
the same dependent variables to determine whether a
combination of features could explain a user’s rating of an app.
Using a 95% confidence level, independent variables were
eliminated based on P values, and the model was assessed for
accuracy based on F statistic (primarily) and R-squared values.
Correlation analysis was conducted to assess whether there were
any pairwise associations between variables. Finally, the user
reviews of a random sample of apps (10.3% of the total dataset
(n=24) were assessed to determine whether users focused on
the app features and characteristics addressed in the study.
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Table 1. App features and characteristics.
App feature or characteristic

Description of feature or characteristic

Relevant construct(s) & principle(s)

Export of Data

Feature that allows the user to communicate or send informa- Relatedness (care team collaboration and support)
tion/ data to a health care provider (eg, email and EHR/PHR)

Gamification

Feature that offers points, badges, or movement through levels Autonomy (extrinsic motivation, engagement)
as a health objective is achieved or the more a patient is engaged (see Figure 1)

General education

Feature that provides basic educational material about a disease/condition, including causes, treatment, or management

Plan or orders

Feature that provides a plan of action for reaching target goal, Competence [actionable insights]; Autonomy
including specific, executable steps to guide the process (see [goal-setting]
Figure 2)

Reminder

Feature that prompts the user to partake in a specific behavior Competence [cue to action]
through the use of a predetermined alert (see Figure 3)

Community forum

Feature that functions as a message board or chat room and Relatedness (social support, social norms); autonallows likeminded individuals, whether patients with similar omy (acknowledging individual perspectives)
health conditions or their caregivers, the opportunity to share
questions and experiences

Social media

Feature that connects the user to Facebook, Twitter, or other Relatedness (social support, contextualization)
social media platforms, thereby allowing the user to communicate progress with family, friends, colleagues, or others with
ties to the user

Addresses symptoms

Feature that addresses and assists in managing a disease that
is associated with pain or other noticeable symptom(s)

Tailored education

Feature that offers patient-specific education tailored to a
Relatedness (personalization); competence
person’s needs, interests and usage depending on his/her stage (knowledge, skill development)
or progression of disease (eg, week of pregnancy)

Tracker

Feature that allows for self-monitoring by recording informa- Autonomy (self-monitoring, self-regulation)
tion in order to modify personal attitudes or behaviors to
achieve a predetermined goal or outcome (see Figure 4)

Cost

Identification of cost of the app (free, upfront payment, and/or N/A
in-app purchases)

Usability

Identification of satisfactory usability based on compliance
with five interface design heuristics

Autonomy (intrinsic motivation); competence
(knowledge)

Competence (educate, inform); autonomy (selfmonitoring)

Nielsen’s usability heuristics for user interface
design

Textbox 3. Jakob Nielsen's five general principles for interaction design.
Principle
1.

Visibility of system status: app’s ability to keep users informed about what is going on and/or how they are progressing toward a goal.

2.

User control and freedom: app provides the ability to easily control interactions, such as exit, save, go back, or edit.

3.

Flexibility and efficiency of use: app provides the ability to accomplish intended tasks (eg, logging a meal or tracking blood pressure) quickly
and efficiently.

4.

Aesthetic and minimalist design: app is pleasant to look at and not overcrowded with irrelevant information.

5.

Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors: error messages within the app use plain language, simply state the problem, and outline
steps to fixing it.
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Figure 1. Gamification feature in the NFL PLAY 60 app.
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Figure 2. Plan or orders feature in the Couch-to-5K app.
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Figure 3. Reminder feature in the Glucose Buddy Diabetes Log app.
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Figure 4. Tracking feature in the Glow Fertility & Ovulation app.

Results
General App Inclusion Criteria
Initially, 392 apps were identified by PubMed and mHealth
Evidence, and the relational database provided by 42matters as
having met the reputable health organization inclusion criteria.
Figure 5 shows the elimination of apps at various stages
throughout the initial app inclusion evaluation. Of the 392 apps,
145 were eliminated after not meeting the inclusion criteria
related to purpose and functionality. Another 13 apps were then
eliminated from consideration either because they were
duplicates, or because of their unusually large number of reviews

(ie, >3000 individual user ratings). Eliminating those with an
unusually large number of reviews resulted in a slightly more
explanatory model (R2=.093 vs R2=.090), with little change to
the strength of the model (F=4.667 vs F=4.769) (Multimedia
Appendix 1). The number of apps included in the final analysis
was 234 (Multimedia Appendix 2). A breakdown of the total
number and percentage of the 234 apps that met each of the
inclusion criteria is displayed in Table 2. The reputable health
organization inclusion criteria were each also treated as
independent variables to confirm that they were not confounders,
and once the analysis of the inclusion criteria showed no
explanatory power (ie, <0.5%), those variables were eliminated
from further analysis.

Table 2. Reputable health organization inclusion criterion totals (N=234).
Inclusion criteria

Apps, n (%)

Clinical trial/ research study

45 (19.2)

FDA-approved

8 (3.4)

Government-approved

16 (6.8)

US hospital system-approved

12 (5.1)

US academic medical institution-approved

21 (9.0)

Medical specialty society-approved

7 (3.0)

Non-profit health care organization-approved

39 (16.7)

Consumer organization with health focus-approved

68 (29.1)

US physician-approved

49 (20.9)

Third-party payer-approved

2 (0.9)

Pharmaceutical or medical technology company-approved

14 (6.0)
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Figure 5. Flow Diagram of the app inclusion process.

Analysis of App Features and Characteristics
The 234 apps that remained were downloaded and manually
assessed for the presence of certain features or characteristics.
The findings of the app feature and characteristic assessment
are shown in Table 3.
Simple linear regression analysis did not show that any single
independent variable significantly impacted a user’s app rating.
However, the features plan or orders, usability, cost, tracker,
and gamification influenced the dependent variables to some
degree (R2 approximating ≥1% at a 95% significance level)
(Table 4).
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Multiple regression analysis was performed to investigate
whether a combination of features, in particular, the
aforementioned five features, could explain a user’s rating of
an app. The same dependent and independent variables were
used. The best model showed that 9.3% of the adjusted ratings
(Y2) could be explained by plan or orders, usability, cost,
tracker, and export of data (Tables 5 and 6).
The results of the correlation analysis are displayed in Table 7.
Findings show a moderate positive correlation between the
export of data and tracker features (.48), and a slight positive
correlation between the tracker and usability features (.36). Any
output <.2 or >-.2 was not considered significant.
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Table 3. Assessment of the app features and characteristics (N=234).
App feature or characteristic

Apps, n (%)

Export of data

108 (46.2)

Gamification

27 (11.5)

General education

82 (35.0)

Plan or orders

41 (17.5)

Reminder

74 (31.6)

Community forum

46 (19.7)

Social media

61 (26.1)

Addresses symptoms

79 (33.8)

Tailored education

34 (14.5)

Tracker

170 (72.6)

Cost (free)

151 (64.5)

Usability

190 (81.2)

Table 4. R2 and P value results for the simple linear regression analysis of individual app features at 95% significance level.
Y1a

a

Y2b

Y3c

App feature

R2, %

P values

R2, %

P values

R2, %

P values

Plan or orders

4.2

<.001

4.3

<.001

4.0

<.001

Usability

1.3

.07

1.3

.07

1.7

.04

Cost

1.2

.08

1.0

.11

1.4

.06

Tracker

0.8

.18

0.8

.15

0.2

.48

Gamification

0.6

.21

0.7

.17

1.1

.09

Tailored education

0.4

.35

0.5

.28

0.5

.28

Addresses symptoms

0.3

.38

0.2

.48

0.3

.41

Reminder

0.3

.42

0.2

.45

0.3

.42

Community forum

0.2

.48

0.2

.47

0.4

.34

Export of data

0.2

.41

0.1

.51

0.3

.27

Social media

0.1

.65

0.1

.64

0.2

.53

General education

0.0

.98

0.0

.98

0.0

.75

App store ratings

b

Adjusted ratings

c

Bayesian ratings

Table 5. Analysis of variance table with significance at the P<.05 level (N=234).

a

Sourcea

dfb

F

MSc

P

Regression

5

4.667

(2.347)

P<.001

Residual

229

(.503)

Microsoft Excel

b

Degrees of freedom

c

Mean square
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Table 6. Summary output for the multiple regression analysis to explain users’ app ratings (R2= 0.093, 95% confidence level).

a

Sourcea

Bb

SE Bc

βd

Cost

.172

0.111

.103

Usability

.279e

0.130

.154e

Plan or Orders

.357e

0.127

.184f

Tracker

-.373f

0.125

-.226f

Export of Data

.226e

0.109

.151e

Microsoft Excel

b

Regression coefficient (beta)

c

Standard Error of beta

d

Standardized beta

e

P<.05

f

P<.01

Table 7. Correlation analysis of variables in the best model.
Cost

Usability

Plan or orders

Tracker

Cost

1

Usability

-.06

1

Plan or orders

.17

.02

1

Tracker

.09

.36

-.10

1

Export of data

.02

.22

-.19

.48

Discussion
Principal Findings
It was found that 9.3% of a user’s rating of an app can be
explained by 5 app features or characteristics. Of these, plan or
orders, export of data, usability, and cost contributed positively
to a user’s rating, while the tracker feature impacted it
negatively. Users value an app that is simple and intuitive to
use, which aligns with Nielsen’s findings on usability [19].

Export of data

1

Furthermore, users value tailored information and actionable
insights regarding their condition and its management. This
touches on both the autonomy and competence needs associated
with SDT. Lastly, users want to be able to share their data with
designated individuals, supporting the last basic psychological
need of SDT, relatedness. In addition, the 4 app features that
contributed positively to a user’s rating share one common
theme: each provides a mechanism for care management that
would appear to be less time-consuming and more efficient than
current methods (Textbox 4).

Textbox 4. App features that contributed positively to a user's rating share a common theme.
Feature
•

Plan or orders
•

•

Export of data
•

•

Users understand the value of sharing their progress (and setbacks) with their health care provider, and appreciate the time saved by not
needing to input data into an email or having a member of the health care provider’s staff copy the results into a health record.

Usability
•

•

Users can save time by not having to investigate, decipher, and interpret the steps required to achieve a desired health goal, and in the process,
appreciate immediate access to viewing their progress.

Users value the layout of an app that is efficient, intuitive, and allows for easy input of information.

Cost
•

Users rate paid apps consistently higher than free apps, presumably because paid apps are usually void of advertisements, (ie, the main
revenue source for most free apps), which can lead to a more efficient experience.
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Although the fifth feature, tracker, returned a negative
coefficient, further analysis revealed that the tracker feature is
positively correlated with the export of data and the usability
features. The moderate positive correlation between the tracker
and export of data features (.48) may indicate that the ability to
track progress isn’t valuable to the user without the ability to
transfer the data collected. Since a large majority of apps are
able to both track and export data, an app that doesn't have both
components is likely outdated or lacks sophistication, and thus
may not be rated highly. It was determined that of the 234 apps
studied as part of this research, 180 (76.9%, 180/234) contained
a tracker feature. Of those, 62 (34.4%, 62/180) did not provide
a method to export the data to a website, email, or electronic
health record.

app store, specific diseases [8,21], or the desired behavior
change; eventually, it may be determined that different
evaluation criteria are needed for different types of apps.

A moderate positive correlation between the tracker and the
usability features (.36) strengthens the argument that the process
of entering information into the tracker function of an app, as
well as the value of the output display of the data collected, may
be of great importance when a user assesses the tracker feature.
Any further research to better understand the relationship
between the overall user experience and tracking should begin
by focusing on the differences between active tracking through
the manual input of information and passive tracking where
data is collected through sensors or devices.

Rating Systems

Interestingly, popular and well-studied features such as
gamification and the ability to connect to social media did not
appear to influence a user’s rating of apps in this analysis. These
results were unexpected, particularly since social media and
gaming apps are consistently the most downloaded and used
apps on mobile phones [20]. The findings do not conclude that
the aforementioned features are not valuable in engaging a
patient, changing behavior, or improving outcomes, but solely
that they do not seem to factor in the rating of the apps reviewed.
However, these features seem poised to play a pivotal role in
the future of digital health.

Quality
This investigation focused on the presence or absence of most
of the app features without evaluating the quality of the feature.
A brief, informal examination of app store reviews for 10.3%
(24/234) of the apps analyzed in this study (chosen randomly)
showed that users often expressed displeasure with features of
poor quality. The mere presence of a feature does not assure its
value to the user; future app feature research should likely
include a qualitative component, and overall user experience
should be taken into account.

The process of rating an app in the Apple iTunes store is more
complex than in the Google Play marketplace [22], which may
explain why the Google Play marketplace had, on average, a
higher number of user ratings for the same app. An attempt to
address this issue was made by omitting apps with <25 user
ratings in the app store, but it is possible that the differences in
rating processes may have impacted the results.

Patient-Consumers
The only apps included in this analysis were those intended for
use by patient-consumers. This determination was made by a
single reviewer, who downloaded each app, explored the
features and functions, and subjectively determined the intended
audience. Having had multiple reviewers participate in this
assessment would have helped the process be more objective.

Usability

Limitations

Although rooted in Nielsen’s usability heuristics, some of the
usability principles assessed are subjective by nature (eg,
aesthetic and minimalist design). Having multiple reviewers
participate in the assessment would have helped the process be
more objective.

Overview

Number of Ratings

Although the list of app features and characteristics compiled
in order to explain user ratings was fairly exhaustive, this
analysis does not account for >90% of an app rating. Potential
reasons for this discrepancy are discussed in the following
sections.

Reports have raised some concerns as to the legitimacy of the
quantity of ratings and reviews for some mobile apps, which
may confound results. Although precautions were taken by
omitting apps from the analysis that contained an unusually
large number of ratings (ie, >3000 individual user ratings) in
order to reduce the potential of confounding, some illegitimate
app ratings may have gone undetected and altered the findings.

One-Size Fits All
Similar to other solutions in health care, apps are not a
one-size-fits-all answer. Different users will value different
features, layouts, and approaches.

Combining Apps
This analysis intentionally combined and analyzed apps from
the medical, health, and fitness categories of the app stores. It
is likely that users may rate a feature as valuable for one
category of apps that may be irrelevant or detrimental to another,
thereby negating its value in the overall analysis. For example,
a reminder feature is essential for medication trackers, but it
may be counterproductive in a smoking cessation app.
Additional research is needed to focus on one category in the
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Future Research
Gamification deserves more attention and study, particularly
as a method to engage adults with chronic conditions. One-third
of adults between 30-49 years old have at least one chronic
condition compared with 60% of adults aged 50-64 years [23],
with the majority being female [24]. This would indicate that
mHealth app features that assist in disease management should
be tailored to an older demographic and slightly more to women.
Although some may postulate that gamification would not
appeal to older generations of adults, McKinsey's Global
iConsumer research found that approximately 50% of casual
gamers are between 35-64 years of age, 54% are female, and
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the majority will stick to the same casual games for >6 months
[25]. Lastly, at the time of the study, the app developers in the
examined dataset did not offer incentives or rewards for reaching
milestones. As such, further investigation into gamification
coupled with a rewards and/or incentive program is warranted.
Similarly, social media seems ideally suited for mHealth
engagement, even though the ability to access social media
through an app did not impact the app’s rating. Research by the
Pew Internet Project indicated that as of January 2014, nearly
75% of those accessing the Internet also use social media [26],
and a 2012 PwCHealth study showed that nearly one-third of
those surveyed would be interested in having their social media
conversations monitored if it would help them improve their
health or better coordinate care [27]. Even at its lowest levels
of adoption, approximately 65% of individuals between the
ages of 50-65 use some form of social media (compared to
nearly 90% in younger demographics) [26]. Therefore, age does
not seem to be a limiting factor for integrating social media into
health.
However, social media’s role in this analysis may not be
representative of its true value. Until recently, third-party private
health insurance plans could deny coverage to patients with
pre-existing conditions or insure them at significantly higher
premiums. Sharing personal health information publicly carried
financial concerns related to insurance status, potentially
explaining why people would be more hesitant to share their
health information in the same way that they share other
personal information. With the implementation of PPACA and
the elimination of pre-existing condition exclusions, social
media may yet play a much larger role in transforming and
managing care. Undoubtedly, deeper exploration is necessary
to gain a better understanding of the roles that social media and

Mendiola et al
gamification can play in unlocking the true potential of mHealth
solutions for better health management.
Clearly, additional research must be conducted to expand the
scope of mHealth apps reviewed and better understand what
aspects and features are most valuable to its users. Deeper
investigations and varied approaches are necessary to determine
the roles of future versions of gamification, incentive programs,
social media, and trackers within defined app categories in the
app store, specific diseases, and desired behavior changes.
Furthermore, similar analyses examining apps within only one
condition or wellness category (eg, asthma management or
nutrition) is necessary. This would allow for the investigation
of more specific app features and has the potential to yield
stronger findings. Lastly, a deeper dive into the impact of
usability on user ratings is warranted. Since this study chose to
focus largely on behavioral science features, it may also be
useful to better understand the relative impact of each of
Nielsen’s 10 usability principles on a user’s rating of health
apps.

Implications and Recommendations
The field must keep working to move toward developing more
sophisticated and better integrated digital tools in order to gain
overall user acceptance, sustained engagement, and ultimately,
clinical value and behavior change. As the digital health industry
evolves, users will be able to collect more data and achieve
better results while having to actively coordinate, input, and
transmit less activity. Based on ratings of apps associated with
reputable health organizations, users find some value in apps
and features that save them time and effort, but additional
research is critical in order to maximize digital health’s potential
while advancing the triple aim of health care to improve access
and increase patient satisfaction while lowering overall costs.
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Abstract
Background: Intensive remote monitoring programs for congestive heart failure have been successful in reducing costly
readmissions, but may not be appropriate for all patients. There is an opportunity to leverage the increasing accessibility of mobile
technologies and consumer-facing digital devices to empower patients in monitoring their own health outside of the hospital
setting. The iGetBetter system, a secure Web- and telephone-based heart failure remote monitoring program, which leverages
mobile technology and portable digital devices, offers a creative solution at lower cost.
Objective: The objective of this pilot study was to evaluate the feasibility of using the iGetBetter system for disease
self-management in patients with heart failure.
Methods: This was a single-arm prospective study in which 21 ambulatory, adult heart failure patients used the intervention
for heart failure self-management over a 90-day study period. Patients were instructed to take their weight, blood pressure, and
heart rate measurements each morning using a WS-30 bluetooth weight scale, a self-inflating blood pressure cuff (Withings LLC,
Issy les Moulineaux, France), and an iPad Mini tablet computer (Apple Inc, Cupertino, CA, USA) equipped with cellular Internet
connectivity to view their measurements on the Internet. Outcomes assessed included usability and satisfaction, engagement with
the intervention, hospital resource utilization, and heart failure-related quality of life. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize
data, and matched controls identified from the electronic medical record were used as comparison for evaluating hospitalizations.
Results: There were 20 participants (mean age 53 years) that completed the study. Almost all participants (19/20, 95%) reported
feeling more connected to their health care team and more confident in performing care plan activities, and 18/20 (90%) felt
better prepared to start discussions about their health with their doctor. Although heart failure-related quality of life improved
from baseline, it was not statistically significant (P=.55). Over half of the participants had greater than 80% (72/90 days) weekly
and overall engagement with the program, and 15% (3/20) used the interactive voice response telephone system exclusively for
managing their care plan. Hospital utilization did not differ in the intervention group compared to the control group (planned
hospitalizations P=.23, and unplanned hospitalizations P=.99). Intervention participants recorded shorter average length of hospital
stay, but no significant differences were observed between intervention and control groups (P=.30).
Conclusions: This pilot study demonstrated the feasibility of a low-intensive remote monitoring program leveraging commonly
used mobile and portable consumer devices in augmenting care for a fairly young population of ambulatory patients with heart
failure. Further prospective studies with a larger sample size and within more diverse patient populations is necessary to determine
the effect of mobile-based remote monitoring programs such as the iGetBetter system on clinical outcomes in heart failure.
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Introduction
The Burden of Congestive Heart Failure
Congestive heart failure is a chronic condition that is associated
with significant morbidity, mortality, and reductions in quality
of life, particularly among older adults ≥ 65 years of age.
Hospital readmission rates for heart failure are among the
highest of any chronic disease, and account for much of the
financial burdens on the health care system. Upon discharge
from the hospital, half of heart failure patients experience
rehospitalization within 6 months [1]. In 2009, the total cost of
heart failure-related treatment in the United States was about
US $39 billion; by 2030, this number is projected to double as
a result of our aging population [2].

Our Aims
In this study, we pilot-tested a Web- and telephone-based
self-management intervention that leverages personal digital
health monitoring devices in a population of ambulatory, adult
heart failure patients. Our primary aim was to evaluate the
feasibility and acceptability of use of the intervention in patients
with heart failure. In addition, we assessed patient engagement
with the program, and its impact on patients’ quality of life. We
also examined the effect of the intervention on hospital
utilization by comparing patients who used the program with a
matched set of passive controls obtained from the electronic
medical record (EMR) system.

Methods

Remote Monitoring for Congestive Heart Failure

Study Design

Remote monitoring by structured telephone support or
telemonitoring has been commonly explored as a promising
strategy for improving heart failure outcomes [3]. These
programs offer the potential to provide access to specialist care
for a much larger number of patients across a much greater
geography, assist health care providers in patient management,
and effectively lower the burden of care from providers by
engaging and supporting patients in self-care practices [3].
Nevertheless, to date, remote monitoring programs that have
achieved success in improving clinical outcomes and reducing
hospital readmissions are highly intensive (ie, requiring close
clinical oversight and follow-up), and may therefore not be
appropriate for all patient groups, especially those who have
less severe disease. Furthermore, the scalability of remote
monitoring programs has often been limited by high equipment
costs and the logistics and time delay associated with initial
patient set-up on these programs. Considering that a high
proportion of 30-day readmissions occur relatively soon after
patients are discharged, there is a need for a solution that can
help facilitate smoother transitions in care from the hospital to
the home environment [4].

This feasibility pilot was designed as a single-arm prospective
study in which participants used the intervention for heart failure
self-management over a 90-day study period.

It is widely accepted in the heart failure literature that patients
who are actively involved in their own care and adhere to
treatment regimens are more likely to have improved survival,
decreased readmission rates, and experience better quality of
life [5,6]. The nearly ubiquitous penetration of wireless Internet,
adoption of mobile phones, and availability of portable and
affordable consumer-facing personal health monitoring devices
offer a potential means of addressing the demands and burdens
associated with disease self-management, while reducing heart
failure-associated health care costs. To date, a number of studies
have evaluated mobile device-based telemonitoring programs
for heart failure, but no existing system that we are aware of
has incorporated a patient-facing Web portal and leveraged
consumer-facing digital devices to engage and empower patients
in disease self-management [7-10].
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e33/
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Study Participants
Participants were recruited from the outpatient clinic of two
cardiologists of the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH)
Heart Center’s Heart Failure and Cardiac Transplant Program.
As this was a pilot study, a convenience sample was used,
consisting of patients who had scheduled outpatient visits over
the course of a 4-month period between February and May 2013.
Patients were deemed eligible if they were ambulatory,
English-speaking adults ≥18 years of age with a current
diagnosis of heart failure. Patients were required to have regular
access to a telephone and be able to navigate a simple website,
understand the scope of the study, and provide written informed
consent. Patients who were admitted to the hospital and/or
enrolled in another remote monitoring program, as well as those
with significant visual, hearing and/or cognitive impairments,
and those with significant medical or psychiatric comorbidities
were excluded. The Partners HealthCare Institutional Review
Board approved all study procedures.

Study Procedures
After obtaining informed consent at an initial study visit, patients
were set up with an account on the Web platform (their own
“patient” portal) and were trained on how to use all components
of the intervention.At the visit, demographic and other baseline
data were collected using an enrollment questionnaire and digital
devices were provided as part of the study. In addition to
baseline demographics, the questionnaire also captured patients’
baseline technology use and baseline social health using the
emotional, informational, and instrumental support domains of
the Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information
System measures, and heart failure-related quality of life using
the Minnesota Living with Heart Failure Questionnaire
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(MLHFQ). Given that depression is a known risk factor of poor
outcomes in heart failure, in addition, we also assessed levels
of baseline depression using the 8-item Patient Health
Questionnaire (PHQ-8) [11].
Patients were provided with a step-by-step reference guide, and
instructed to take their measurements and log their care plan
activities daily through the patient portal and/or the interactive
voice response (IVR) telephone system. They were also
instructed to notify study staff in advance if they expected any
interruptions in study procedures (ie, planned hospital
admissions) so that their study timeline could be adjusted
appropriately. Following completion of the 3-month study,
patients completed a closeout questionnaire by mail. All other
relevant study data were collected from the EMR system and
the Web platform.
Matched controls were identified from the EMR system, via
the Partners HealthCare Research Patient Data Repository, for
comparison with study participants on hospital resource
utilization. Patients receiving the intervention were matched
1:1 with controls by age (±2 years), gender, race, and diagnosis.

Study Intervention
The iGetBetter system is comprised of a Web platform, IVR
system, and portable consumer-facing digital devices that
measure and collect key vital signs. Patients were enrolled in
the intervention following a regular scheduled outpatient
appointment with their cardiologist at the MGH Heart Failure
Clinic, and began using the system at home the following
morning.
Patients were instructed to take their weight, blood pressure,
and heart rate measurements each morning using the provided
devices (see Figure 1), which included a WS-30 bluetooth
weight scale and self-inflating blood pressure cuff (Withings
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LLC, Issy les Moulineaux, France). Patients were also provided
with an iPad Mini tablet computer (Apple Inc, Cupertino, CA,
USA) equipped with cellular Internet connectivity for the
accessibility and convenience of being able to view their
measurements online.
Measurements taken by patients were transmitted onto the Web
platform, where they were stored and displayed in a graphical
fashion (see Figure 2). Patients were instructed to log into the
patient portal (see Figure 3) to check off their care plan activities
using the iPad Mini provided or their own computer at home.
Patients who did not complete one or more of the listed steps
prior to their self-selected morning reminder call time would
receive a reminder phone call from the IVR system prompting
them to log their care activities and/or manually enter in their
measurements using their phone keypad. The IVR system
essentially provided patients an alternative, manual means of
recording their measurements and care activities, which were
similarly uploaded and stored on the centralized Web platform.
Study participants’ cardiologists had access to the Web platform
through a “clinician” portal to view their patients’ progress over
time, but were not required to perform any active role in the
study aside from recommending a predefined range of
acceptable values for vital signs, which were input into the
system for each patient during enrollment. During the study, if
a patients’ measurement fell outside of the preset range, a system
alert would be triggered; research study staff monitored the Web
platform for these alerts during regular business hours. Study
staff made follow-up calls to patients if their measurements fell
outside of their predefined range, and all clinically relevant
alerts were routed to a patient’s cardiologist and their care team.
We emphasized to patients that the system was not to be used
for reporting emergencies and did not serve as a substitute to
their usual care regimen and clinic visits.
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Figure 1. Portable devices provided to participants as part of the intervention (from left: iPad Mini, bluetooth weight scale, auto-inflating blood pressure
cuff).
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Figure 2. Screenshot of a sample progress report on the Web portal displaying a graphical representation of a patient’s vitals taken using study devices.
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Figure 3. Screenshot of the patient-facing Web portal upon logging in.

Outcome Measures
Primary Outcome
Usability and satisfaction with the intervention was assessed
through self-reported patient questionnaires.

Secondary Outcomes
Hospital resource utilization encompassed visits to the
emergency room/urgent care clinic, as well as heart
failure-related inpatient hospitalizations. The primary source
of data for this measure was the EMR system for both the
intervention group and their matched controls, but the
intervention group was asked to self-report any additional
out-of-system hospitalizations in the study closeout
questionnaire. Heart failure-related quality of life was assessed
pre and postintervention using the MLHFQ [12]. Previous
studies have shown this questionnaire to be sensitive to quality
of life changes in the heart failure patient population [13,14].
Engagement with the intervention was assessed objectively via
daily care plan logging and Web portal log-ins.

overall engagement indices. Data analysis was performed using
Stata version 12 with an alpha of .05 set a priori.

Results
Study Recruitment and Baseline Characterisitics
Of 32 patients assessed for eligibility, 21 agreed to participate
and were enrolled into the study. There were 11 patients that
were excluded from the study: 1 did not meet eligibility criteria,
as they were no longer receiving care from an MGH
cardiologist; 8 declined to participate due to either transportation
limitations or lack of interest in the study; and 2 were
unreachable (see Figure 4). Of the 21 enrolled, 20 completed
the study.

Data Analysis

The mean age of study participants was 53 years (SD 17); these
patients were predominantly male, white, married, and had
received higher education (ie, > 1 year of college-level
education). One-third of participants were employed full-time
at the time of enrollment (see Table 1). EMR-matched control
demographics were similar to that of study participants and are
reported in Table 1.

Baseline characteristics for the intervention group and
EMR-matched control group were summarized with percentages
for categorical variables and means and SD for continuous
variables. The frequency and duration of hospitalizations for
patients receiving the intervention were summarized and
compared with EMR-matched control data. Descriptive statistics
were used to analyze and summarize usability and satisfaction
measures, heart failure-related quality of life measures, and

Of the 21 enrolled participants, 11 (52%) reported no depression
as measured by the PHQ-8, while 3 (14%) reported
moderate-severe levels of depression (see Table 1). The vast
majority of participants scored well on social health; all reported
adequate informational support, while the mean scores for
emotional support and instrumental support were 96% and 94%,
respectively. Participants’ baseline technology use is displayed
in Table 2.
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Table 1. Baseline demographic characteristics of study participants.
Baseline demographic characteristics

Intervention group, N=21

Matched control group, N=20

Mean

53 (17)

53 (17)

Range

21-81

22-81

Average # in household

2.4

-

Male gender, n (%)

15 (71)

14 (70)

Married

19 (90)

7 (35)

Single

1 (5)

6 (30)

Divorced

1 (5)

2 (10)

1

5 (24)

-

2

9 (43)

-

3

7 (33)

-

34.6 (14.9)

-

4+ yrs of college

12 (57)

-

1-3 yrs of college

3 (14)

-

12th grade, GED

3 (14)

-

9th-11th grade

1 (5)

-

1st-8th grade

1 (5)

-

White

19 (90)

16 (80)

Black/African American

2 (10)

2 (10)

Other

0 (0)

2 (10)

Employed full-time

7 (33)

-

Retired

7 (33)

-

Disabled

4 (19)

-

Employed part-time

1 (5)

-

Homemaker

1 (5)

-

Unemployed

1 (5)

-

None (0-4)

11 (52)

-

Mild (5-9)

5 (24)

-

Moderate (10-14)

2 (10)

-

Moderate-severe (15-19)

3 (14)

-

Severe (20-24)

0 (0)

-

Emotional

96

-

Informational

100

-

Age, years (SD)

Marital status, n (%)

New York Heart Association class, n (%)

Left ventricular ejection fraction, mean (SD)
Education, n (%)

Race, n (%)

Employment status, n (%)

(includes self-employment)

(includes self-employment)

PHQ-8, n (%)

Social support (mean score %)
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Baseline demographic characteristics
Instrumental

Intervention group, N=21

Matched control group, N=20

94

-

Table 2. Baseline technology use of study participants (N=21).
Baseline technology use

n (%)

Method of accessing the Internet
Broadband

12 (60)

Cellular network

10 (50)

Wireless network

10 (50)

Dial-up telephone

2 (10)

Email

19 (95)

Looking for health/medical information

17 (85)

Banking

17 (85)

Sharing photos

16 (80)

Instant messaging/online chat

15 (75)

Accessing social networking sites

9 (45)

Tracking weight, diet, or exercise routine

4 (20)

Tracking other health indicators (eg, blood pressure, sleep, headaches)

4 (20)

Laptop computer

15 (75)

Desktop computer

14 (70)

Tablet computer

8 (40)

Landline phone

15 (75)

Cellular phone

17 (85)

Mobile phone

15 (75)

Text messaging

16 (80)

Sharing photos

15 (75)

Accessing the Internet

14 (70)

Email

14 (70)

Banking

12 (60)

Looking for health/medical information on the Internet

10 (50)

Accessing social networking sites

6 (30)

Tracking weight, diet, or exercise routine

3 (15)

Tracking other health indicators (eg, blood pressure, sleep, headaches)

2 (10)

Have used the Internet for...

Computer ownership

Telephone ownership

Have used a cellular phone for...
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Figure 4. Participant enrollment and inclusion in to the study.

Usability and Satisfaction With the Intervention

intervention, and whether they would recommend the
intervention to friends and family members (see Table 3).

Overall, all 20 study participants reported high levels of
satisfaction with the intervention. Of these participants, 19
(95%) agreed “mostly” if not “definitely” with statements
evaluating whether they felt comfortable using the intervention,
whether they were satisfied with how easy it was to use the

All participants also rated the intervention highly on usability,
with the majority expressing definite agreement to statements
regarding how easy it was to learn the system and carry out their
home care activities using the system (see Table 4).

Table 3. Overall usability and satisfaction with the intervention as reported by study participants (N=20).
Survey question

Likert response, n (%)
Definitely true

Mostly true

I felt comfortable using this system

18 (90)

2 (10)

I was able to easily perform my home care activities using this system

16 (80)

4 (20)

It was easy learning to use this system

15 (75)

4 (20)

I am satisfied with how easy it was to use this system

13 (65)

7 (35)

I would recommend the system to a friend or family member

12 (60)

7 (35)

A little bit true Definitely not true

1 (5)

1 (5)

Table 4. Usability and satisfaction with specific components of the intervention as reported by study participants (N=20).
Survey question

Likert response, n (%)
Definitely true

Mostly true

The measurement devices were easy to use

14 (70)

6 (30)

The iPad Mini was easy to use

14 (70)

5 (25)

1 (5)

It was easy to enter my data and log care plan activities on the website

7 (35)

6 (30)

2 (10)

3 (15)

The alert function was very useful when my measurements were out of range 7 (35)

4 (20)

3 (15)

4 (20)

Perceived Effect of the Intervention on Care
All but one of the final 20 participants (95%) reported feeling
more confident in performing home care activities, and more
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e33/
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connected to their health care team. Of these participants, 18
(90%) felt that the system helped them in starting discussions
about their health with their doctor, and 16 (80%) also believed
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that their disease was better controlled as a result of using the

intervention (see Table 5).

Table 5. Patients’ perceived effect of the intervention on heart failure related care (N=20).
Survey question

Likert response, n (%)
Definitely true

Mostly true

A little bit true

Definitely not true

Feel more confident in performing my home care
activities

12 (60)

5 (25)

2 (10)

1 (5)

Feel more connected to my care team

10 (50)

4 (20)

5 (25)

1 (5)

Start discussions about my health with my doctor

8 (40)

4 (20)

5 (25)

2 (10)

Better control my disease

6 (30)

7 (35)

3 (15)

4 (20)

1 (5)

5 (25)

6 (30)

The intervention helped me...

Remember to take my medications more regularly 8 (40)

Feedback on Intervention Components
All participants “liked” the measurement devices (ie, blood
pressure cuff and weight scale) that were part of the intervention,
and reported that they found the devices easy to use. With

respect to the telephone component, 7 of the 20 participants
(35%) “liked” the automated IVR reminder phone calls, and 14
(70%) reported that they found the follow-up phone calls from
study staff helpful whenever they recorded an out-of-parameter
measurement (see Table 6).

Table 6. Participants’ (N=20) ratings of statements regarding use of the intervention components.
Survey question

Likert response, n (%), N=20
I like it very much

I like it

I like it a little bit Not at all

Checking weight

13 (65)

5 (25)

2 (10)

Blood pressure monitoring

12 (60)

6 (30)

2 (10)

Out-of-range alerts for measurements

8 (40)

5 (25)

1 (5)

5 (25)

Viewing measurements on the website

7 (35)

3 (15)

5 (25)

3 (15)

IVR reminder phone calls

3 (15)

1 (5)

3 (15)

13 (65)

Use of the Web Platform
Of the 20 participants, 11 (55%) reported that they logged in to
the patient portal to view their measurements. Of the 11
individuals, 7 (64%) viewed their measurements daily, and 8
(73%) believed that being able to view their measurements
inspired more interest in their own health, and helped them
better manage their health condition. All but one of the 11
participants (91%) reported discussing the system with others,
while only 6 (55%) reported discussing the system with their
doctor.

Engagement With the Intervention
The overall engagement with the two main components of the
intervention (ie, the IVR system and the Web platform) was
assessed by participants’ daily care plan logging trends. Over
half of study participants had 80% or greater adherence to care
plan logging over the course of the study (ie, logged data for
more than 72/90 days). Although most participants engaged
through the patient portal, 3 participants (15%) who displayed
high adherence to care plan logging were found to have used
the IVR system exclusively. Upon breaking down patient
engagement with the intervention by study week, we found that
overall care plan logging engagement decreased following the
first 4 weeks, but 15 of the 20 participants continued to engage
with care plan logging throughout each week of the study.
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The median number of Web portal log-ins was 28 log-ins per
day in the first week of the study; log-ins decreased in
subsequent weeks, but remained above 12 log-ins per day for
the duration of the study period. Although 4 participants (20%)
were found to have stopped logging in to their patient portal
after the first week, 14 (70%) appeared to have consistently
accessed the patient portal for the duration of the study.

Hospital Resource Utilization
The breakdown of all hospital encounters for the intervention
group and EMR-matched control group are displayed in Table
7. Within the intervention group of 20 participants, 2 patients
(10%) recorded unplanned hospital visits, and 3 (15%) recorded
planned hospital admissions during the study. Only one of these
hospital encounters was found to be a 30-day readmission. In
addition, 3 patients (15%) from the intervention group were
admitted to the hospital for planned procedures during the study
period. Within the EMR-matched control group, one patient
(5%) recorded hospitalizations within the study timeframe; this
individual was found to have been hospitalized 3 times, and
recorded two 30-day readmissions (see Table 7).
The mean unplanned length of hospital stay for the intervention
group was 3.4 days compared to 8.7 days in the EMR-matched
control group, although no significant differences were observed
between the two groups (P=.30). Overall, no significant
differences were observed between the intervention group and
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015 | vol. 3 | iss. 2 | e33 | p.283
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control group in the number of admissions, length of hospital

stay, or frequency of 30-day readmissions.

Table 7. Aggregate hospital encounter data for study participants and EMR-matched controls.
Intervention, N=20

Control, N=20

P value

Planned

5 (3)

0

.23

Unplanned

2 (2)

3 (1)

.99

2 (2)

1 (1)

.99

Inpatient hospital admissions, # of encounters (# of patients)

Emergency room/urgent care visits, # of encounters (# of patients)

difference was not found to be statistically significant (P=.83)
(see Table 8).

Change in Self-Reported Quality of Life and Health
On the MLHFQ, a lower score indicates improvement in quality
of life. Study participants’ score on the MLHFQ decreased by
approximately 4 points from pre to postintervention (see Table
8). This difference did not reflect a clinically meaningful change,
and was not found to be statistically significant (P=.55).
Participants’ score on the general self-rated health question item
increased by 0.05 points from pre to postintervention, but this

In addition to measures of heart failure-related quality of life,
patients were also asked validated question items evaluating
one’s confidence in their ability to perform home care activities,
take medications, and attend scheduled medical appointments.
We found that the responses of patients to these questions did
not change as a result of the intervention, and no statistically
significant changes were detected.

Table 8. Quality of life measures pre and postintervention for study participants (N=20).
Self-reported health measure

Preintervention score, mean (SD) Postintervention score, mean (SD) Difference, mean (SD)

P value

Minnesota Living with Heart Failure Questionnaire Scale
Overall

43 (26)

39 (27)

-4 (31)

.55

Physical

19 (12)

17 (13)

-2 (13)

.46

Emotional

9 (7)

8 (7)

-1.7 (9.0)

.44

2.70 (1.22)

2.75 (1.21)

0.05 (1.05)

.83

General self rated health item
Overall

Discussion
Principal Findings
We report the results of a formative evaluation of a Web- and
telephone-based intervention, leveraging portable consumer
health technologies, for low intensive heart failure
self-monitoring in a population of ambulatory, adult heart failure
patients recruited from the cardiology clinic of an academic
medical center. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study evaluating the use of such a program incorporating
portable consumer-facing digital devices to engage heart failure
patients in self-managing their disease outside of the hospital
setting.
Overall, patients reported high acceptability of the iGetBetter
system, and found the intervention highly feasible and applicable
to their care. Although the intervention encouraged patients to
take their vitals, which were automatically transferred to a
centralized Web portal, we also offered patients the option of
using an IVR telephone system to report data to the Web
platform (albeit by manual input of measurements), and set
automated daily reminder calls for their care plan items. Our
most significant finding was that 80% of patients (16/20)
maintained a consistent pattern of reporting and viewing their
data over the course of the 90-day follow-up period. In contrast,
other studies have found engagement levels to be lower, and
also taper off over time [7-10,15]. A possible explanation for
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e33/
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our observed findings is that the portability and user-friendliness
of study devices played an important role in fostering patient
engagement compared to often outdated conventional remote
monitoring devices (which rely on telephone lines to transmit
data) that have been used in previous studies.
To gain further understanding of patients’ use of the system,
we examined the means by which patients engaged with
different components of the intervention. In doing this, we found
that 55% of study participants (11/20) consistently logged in to
their patient portal to view their data; and that among these
individuals, 64% (7/11) logged in using the iPad Mini provided
and viewed their data daily. In addition, 73% of these patients
(8/11) believed that being able to view their measurements
inspired more interest in their own health, and that this in turn
helped them better manage their health condition. These
numbers show that despite low overall engagement, all patients
who did engage appeared to have reported some benefit as a
result of using the system. Furthermore, although only 35% of
patients (7/20) reported finding the IVR system helpful, 15%
(3/20) continued to use the IVR to log their data during the
study. Given that the majority of the population today owns a
mobile phone and mobile phone adoption rates are on the rise
in older adults, the development of a Web platform that is
compatible across multiple devices including a mobile phone
interface may prove to be more useful and engaging for a wider
spectrum of patient populations [16].
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With respect to hospital resource utilization, although the total
number of unplanned inpatient and emergency room/urgent care
visits was comparable between the two groups, the mean
duration of hospital stay for unplanned admissions in the
EMR-matched control group was over twice as long as that of
patients using the intervention. Furthermore, patients using the
intervention also recorded fewer 30-day readmissions than
controls, although these differences were not statistically
significant. Nevertheless, a number of patients visited the
hospital for scheduled procedures during the study period. It is
possible that as a result of being more connected with their care
team, the intervention helped facilitate better communication
between patients and their care providers, resulting in more
timely care management decisions. It is also possible that the
ability to view patients’ physiologic trends over time, in addition
to alert notifications, could have provided clinicians with more
data that allowed them to determine when an intervention or
follow-up with a patient was warranted. In accordance with our
findings, a previous study by Wu et al has also reported trends
toward increased hospitalizations for planned procedures among
users of a Web-based heart failure management platform
compared to nonusers receiving standard care [17].
Quality of life, a major issue in heart failure and a key focus of
treatment, is affected by the functional capabilities, symptoms,
and psychosocial perceptions of patients [5]. Although not
statistically significant, the final quality of life measure
improved from baseline, suggesting that the intervention may
have had a positive effect on patients’ self-perceived disease
burden. Eighty-percent of patients (16/20) believed that their
heart failure was better controlled as a result of using the
intervention; this, along with other feedback we received from
patients, suggests that the majority felt more empowered to
carry out their self-care activities at home with the help of the
system. Although more impressive and significant improvements
in quality of life have been observed in studies using Web-based
heart failure self-management programs, in our study, we
enrolled patients in the outpatient setting while they were
clinically stable, and patients were also only followed up for a
90-day study period, so it is possible that observing a change
in quality of life under these circumstances was more difficult
[15,18,19].
The fact that over half of our study population had greater than
80% adherence to daily care plan logging throughout the study
period is encouraging and somewhat unprecedented when
compared with previous Web-based self-management programs

Zan et al
for heart failure. Nevertheless, a few patients did not engage
with the system for reasons that may range from a lack of insight
regarding their condition, not being sufficiently “activated” for
self-management, or potentially, if they were already satisfied
with their level of knowledge regarding self-care.

Limitations
A limitation to our study is in the small sample size. Because
we designed the study as a feasibility pilot, we did not conduct
a formal sample size calculation, and our study was not powered
to detect the effects of the intervention on clinical outcomes.
Additionally, since patients were identified through purposeful
sampling from two cardiologists to participate in the study,
selection bias cannot be ruled out. Although one patient reported
not having an Internet connection at home, the majority of
patients were more likely to be familiar with technology at
baseline; it may well be the case that patients who may not have
been as tech savvy, but who were at least more open to trying
out a new program were more likely to enroll and engage with
the system. Furthermore, those who comprised our study sample
were predominantly married, white male, ambulatory heart
failure patients with varying socioeconomic and educational
backgrounds; this limits the generalizability of our findings and
precludes us from extrapolating findings from this study to other
populations. Finally, due to the relatively low intensity of the
remote monitoring component, the current system may not be
suitable for patients with more severe disease; further
investigation involving a more diverse heart failure patient
population with varying degrees of disease severity is necessary
to evaluate the true impact of the intervention.

Conclusions
Our study demonstrates the feasibility and acceptability of a
Web-based telemonitoring system that incorporates personal
digital health monitoring devices in a group of ambulatory heart
failure patients. Although this study is a small sample pilot not
powered for statistical inference, our findings suggest the
potential for improved health outcomes in similar patient
populations who use the system. The portability and convenience
offered by the consumer-facing digital devices provided as part
of the remote monitoring system likely contributed to patient
satisfaction and high engagement levels, while dissatisfaction
with the IVR system and technical difficulties likely affected
adoption and engagement in certain patients. Further study
within a larger sample size is needed to determine the extent of
the benefits of the system on heart failure outcomes.
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Abstract
Background: The mobile phone-based physical activity education (mPED) trial is a randomized controlled trial (RCT) evaluating
a mobile phone-delivered physical activity intervention for women. The study includes a run-in period to maximize the internal
validity of the intervention trial, but little is known about factors related to successful run-in completion, and thus about potential
threats to external validity.
Objective: Objectives of this study are (1) to determine the timing of dropout during the run-in period, reasons for dropout,
optimum run-in duration, and relevant run-in components, and (2) to identify predictors of failure to complete the run-in period.
Methods: A total of 318 physically inactive women met preliminary eligibility criteria and were enrolled in the study between
May 2011 and April 2014. A 3-week run-in period was required prior to randomization and included using a mobile phone app
and wearing a pedometer. Cross-sectional analysis identified predictors of dropout.
Results: Out of 318 participants, 108 (34.0%) dropped out prior to randomization, with poor adherence using the study equipment
being the most common reason. Median failure time was 17 days into the run-in period. In univariate analyses, nonrandomized
participants were younger, had lower income, were less likely to drive regularly, were less likely to have used a pedometer prior
to the study, were generally less healthy, had less self-efficacy for physical activity, and reported more depressive symptoms than
randomized participants. In multivariate competing risks models, not driving regularly in the past month and not having used a
pedometer prior to the study were significantly associated with failure to be randomized (P=.04 and .006, respectively), controlling
for age, race/ethnicity, education, shift work, and use of a study-provided mobile phone.
Conclusions: Regular driving and past pedometer use were associated with reduced dropout during the prerandomization run-in
period. Understanding these characteristics is important for identifying higher-risk participants, and implementing additional help
strategies may be useful for reducing dropout.
Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01280812; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01280812 (Archived by WebCite
at http://www.webcitation.org/6XFC5wvrP).
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Introduction
Given the exponential growth of mobile phone use—both basicand advanced-feature mobile phones—across all age groups
[1], mobile health technology has become a popular way to
deliver physical activity interventions and monitor physical
activity. Applying mobile phone technologies to a randomized
controlled trial (RCT) has great potential to improve
measurement and intervention methodologies. However, several
important methodological questions, such as the value and
limitations of run-in procedures for mobile technology-based
RCTs, have not been adequately addressed [2], particularly for
physical activity interventions.
An RCT is the gold standard for examining intervention efficacy
and effectiveness. RCTs tend to focus on internal validity at the
expense of external validity, and thus, study findings can have
limited external validity (ie, generalizability) [3]. A run-in
procedure has been proposed for RCTs [4] to minimize the
challenges of attrition and nonadherence to the intervention
being evaluated, which can be significant threats to trials’
internal validity [4]. Several RCTs have used this design [5,6].
Using a run-in period as part of mobile app-based physical
activity intervention trials allows researchers to screen out
ineligible (eg, already active) or noncompliant (eg, low
adherence to app use) research participants prior to
randomization, and thereby improve the internal validity of
these RCTs. Run-in periods can be especially useful with
technology-based interventions, since individuals often adopt
and discontinue technology use at different speeds [4].
The mobile phone-based physical activity education (mPED)
study [7] is an RCT with a run-in procedure and is designed to
evaluate the efficacy of a mobile app-delivered physical activity
intervention—for both basic- and advanced-feature mobile
phones—for physically inactive women. An overall goal of this
paper was to describe the process of selecting mPED participants
prior to randomization and their characteristics. Generally,
factors affecting run-in attrition include environmental factors
(ie, physical and social environment, such as social support and
program location), program factors (eg, design, recruitment
processes, and eligibility criteria), and person-based factors (eg,
demographics and beliefs about exercise) [8]. Understanding
such characteristics among the physically inactive women who
were randomized and those who were not is a critical part of
evaluating the mPED study’s external validity, and could also
yield useful information for guiding the implementation and
possible dissemination of this mobile phone-delivered physical
activity intervention. In addition, evaluating the timing and
patterns of ineligibility can inform the design of run-in periods
in future RCTs by determining optimum duration and relevant
components.
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Thus, the aims of this study were to (1) describe the timing of,
and reasons for, nonrandomization in the mPED trial and (2)
identify predictors of failure to complete the run-in period.

Methods
Study Design
The mPED study is an RCT that included a preliminary
telephone screening call, a screening/baseline study visit, and
a 3-week run-in period to determine participants’ eligibility for
randomization. In this paper, mPED data from this
prerandomization phase of the study were analyzed to compare
the characteristics of randomized versus nonrandomized
participants and to evaluate the timing of ineligibility during
the 3-week run-in period. The study protocol was approved by
the University of California, San Francisco Committee on
Human Research and the mPED Data and Safety Monitoring
Board. The study protocol was published in 2011 [7]. All
potential participants received a copy of the informed consent
form electronically or by mail after completion of telephone
screening and were asked to review it before the
screening/baseline visit. All participants provided written
consent prior to study enrollment. This RCT was registered at
ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT01280812).

Subject Recruitment
Physically inactive women were recruited from the San
Francisco Bay Area from May 2011 to April 2014. With the
aim of recruiting a diverse and representative sample, four broad
types of subject recruitment strategies were used: (1) media
advertising (eg, newspaper, radio, Craigslist and Facebook ads,
commercial email distribution lists, and study, clinic, and
ClinicalTrials.gov websites), (2) posting fliers in the community
(eg, stores, bus stops, medical and dental clinics, community
centers, university campuses, and churches), (3) random mailing
of the study announcement to women aged 25 to 69 who live
in San Francisco, and (4) referral from friends, family members,
health care providers, or others contacts.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Preliminary inclusion criteria were assessed during the telephone
screening and included the following: (1) female, aged 25 to
69 years, (2) body mass index (BMI) of 18.5-43.0 kg/m2, (3)
physically inactive lifestyle as indicated by a Stanford Brief
Activity Survey [9] score indicating inactivity or light activity
during leisure time and at work, if employed, (4) intent to
become physically active, (5) willingness to use the pedometer
and intervention app every day for 9 months, (6) access to a
home telephone or mobile phone, and (7) ability to speak and
read English. Preliminary exclusion criteria included the
following: (1) known medical conditions or physical problems
that require special attention in an exercise program, (2)
planning an international trip during the next 4 months, which
could interfere with daily server uploads of mobile phone data,
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(3) pregnant/gave birth during the past 6 months, (4) severe
hearing or speech problem, (5) history of an eating disorder, (6)
current substance abuse, (7) current participation in lifestyle
modification programs or research studies that may confound
study results, and (8) history of bariatric surgery or plans for
bariatric surgery in the next 12 months. Women who had never
used a mobile phone or were not current mobile phone users
were not excluded.
Additional inclusion criteria were assessed at the
screening/baseline visit or during/after the run-in period and
included the following: (1) a physical exam confirming BMI
and medical eligibility information obtained during the initial
telephone screening (eg, height, weight, resting blood pressure),
(2) a fasting blood test confirming medical eligibility, (3) a
baseline average of <8500 daily steps measured during the
run-in period, and (4) at least 80% adherence to all run-in
activities (described below). Participants were also assessed
using the Mini-Cog test [10,11] and were excluded if there was
evidence of mild cognitive impairment.

Telephone Screening
During the initial screening call, a trained study staff member
screened potential participants for preliminary eligibility.
Potential participants who met preliminary eligibility criteria
were invited to attend a screening/baseline visit and were sent
the study consent form, public transportation and parking
information, directions to the research office, and a list of study
requirements, which included a picture of the pedometer they
would be asked to wear.

Screening/Baseline Visit
The screening/baseline visit was scheduled approximately 1
week after completion of the telephone screening. The primary
goal of the screening/baseline visit was to further determine the
participant’s eligibility. Once written informed consent was
obtained, participants were screened for mild cognitive
impairment using the Mini-Cog test and were asked to complete
baseline questionnaires (described in the Measures section
below) and a physical exam. Eligible participants were issued
a mobile phone and a pedometer (described below)—training
was provided to ensure participants could successfully use both
devices. The mean training time for the use of the mobile phone
and pedometer was 14.1 (SD 6.3) minutes.

Run-in Period
Overview
The run-in period lasted approximately 3 weeks. During that
time, participants were asked to wear the pedometer, use the
mobile phone app, and have a fasting blood test.

Pedometer
The Omron Active Style Pro HJA-350IT with triaxial
accelerometer was selected for this trial because it has
well-established reliability and validity, has been used in similar
studies, and records 150 days of activity data. Its dimensions
are 74x46x34 mm (width/height/depth) including the clip, and
it weighs 60 grams (2.1 oz), including batteries. The pedometer
was set to record and store physical activity (eg, steps), but not
to display the step counts—only date and time were displayed
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e34/
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to limit reactivity. Participants were asked to wear the pedometer
all day, except when showering/bathing, swimming, or sleeping,
from the time they got up in the morning until they went to bed
at night for the duration of the run-in period. Participants were
asked to wear the pedometer on their waist, aligned with their
dominant knee.

Mobile Phone App
A run-in mobile phone app was created specifically for this
phase of the study—it was designed to mimic the intervention
app without any content to encourage or support increasing
physical activity. A Java 2 Platform Micro Edition (J2ME) app
for basic-feature mobile phones was initially developed for the
study, and later iPhone (iOS) and Android apps were developed.
None of the delivery platforms (ie, J2ME, iOS, and Android)
required Internet connectivity. The run-in app sent daily
messages unrelated to physical activity throughout the run-in
period (eg, “Did you eat breakfast today?”), and participants
were instructed to respond to each message. In addition,
participants were instructed to enter an estimate of their daily
step count into the app’s daily activity diary every day of the
run-in period. Adherence to these instructions was monitored
remotely, and participants with low adherence were contacted
by project staff to troubleshoot problems and alert them that
they were at risk for not meeting the run-in criteria. The app
could be installed on a participant’s personal phone if they had
a compatible mobile phone, and the study reimbursed the cost
of upgrading their text and data plans to cover study-related
use. Alternatively, participants were provided with a mobile
phone for the purpose of the study. Study-issued mobile phones
had unlimited data and text messaging and 70 minutes of voice
calls per month, and no restrictions on personal use.

Fasting Blood Test
Participants were also asked to complete a fasting blood test in
a clinical research lab during the first week of the run-in period.
Blood samples were assayed to obtain a lipid profile, fasting
plasma glucose, and hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) values.
The run-in period had three purposes: (1) to determine a baseline
average number of daily steps, (2) to determine the participant’s
level of adherence to the study procedures, and (3) to obtain
baseline fasting blood test results to evaluate the potential risks
or benefits of participating in the study. If a participant had five
or more cardiovascular risk factors, research staff, with the
participant’s permission, sent a study enrollment notification
letter to their health care provider.

Randomization Visit and Adherence Indicators
At the conclusion of the run-in period, participants were
scheduled for a randomization visit. At this visit, the pedometer
data were downloaded and reviewed to ensure that the
participant met the criterion for a daily average of <8500 steps
across the run-in period. Adherence indicators for both the
pedometer and mobile phone app were also reviewed to ensure
80% adherence to each of the following criteria: (1)
pedometer-wearing time of at least 8 hours per day, (2)
responding to the app’s daily messages, and (3) using the app’s
daily activity diary. In addition to consistently using the
pedometer and mobile phone app throughout the run-in period,
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participants were required to successfully complete the fasting
blood test to be eligible for randomization.

Participant Payments
Participants ineligible to start the run-in were paid US $10 in
cash at the screening/baseline visit. Participants who completed
the run-in, but were not randomized were paid US $20 in cash
at the randomization visit. Randomized participants received a
US $40 check when they completed the 3-month study visit.
Parking was provided at the research office, and participants
were reimbursed for parking expenses for the blood draw. Those
who took public transportation did not receive specific
reimbursement for their transportation.

Measures
Overview
Sociodemographics, lifestyle and health characteristics, and
past digital technology use were assessed during the telephone
screening or screening/baseline visit and are summarized in
Table 1. Total television and computer usage (hours per week)
was assessed using a questionnaire developed by the research
team based on a thorough review of the literature. In addition,
the following four standardized and validated questionnaires
were administered at the screening/baseline visit.

Self-Efficacy for Physical Activity Scale
A 6-item modified version of the original 5-item Self-Efficacy
for Physical Activity Scale [12] was used to assess confidence
in one’s ability to exercise, an important determinant of the
stages of change for exercise behavior. The scale assesses one’s
perceived ability to exercise despite common challenges (ie,
bad weather, limited time, feeling tired, bad mood, or being on
vacation). Based on a pilot study [13], the scale was modified
to include a sixth item assessing one’s ability to exercise during
times of stress. Total scores can range from 6 to 30, with higher
scores indicating greater self-efficacy for physical activity.

Social Support for Exercise Survey
The Social Support for Exercise Survey consists of 13 items
assessing the level of perceived support from family and friends
for behavior changes related to exercise [14]. Each item is scored
separately for family and friends, and scores can range from 13
to 65, with higher scores indicating greater support.

Barriers to Being Active Quiz
The Barriers to Being Active Quiz consists of 21 items assessing
seven types of barriers to physical activity: lack of time, lack
of social influence, lack of energy, lack of willpower, fear of
injury, lack of skill, and lack of resources [15]. Scores can range
from 0 to 63, with higher scores indicating more barriers to
physical activity.

Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale
The Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale
(CES-D) is a 20-item questionnaire widely used for assessing
symptoms of depression [16]. Scores can range from 0 to 60,
with higher scores indicating more depressive symptoms.
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Definition of Time to Drop Out
The primary outcome was time to drop out, defined as the
number of days between the screening/baseline visit and the
earliest indicator of run-in failure. This outcome was measured
using the following: (1) the date a participant called or emailed
to withdraw from the study, or (2) the date a participant entirely
stopped wearing the pedometer or using the mobile phone app.
For participants who completed the run-in period, the time to
drop out was defined as the number of days between the
screening/baseline visit and the randomization visit.

Statistical Analysis
Sample size was based on the primary outcomes of the RCT
[7]. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize participant
characteristics. Comparisons of randomized and nonrandomized
participants were conducted using chi-square tests or
independent sample t tests, as appropriate. Fine-Gray competing
risk models [17] were used to estimate adjusted covariate effects
on dropout during the run-in period, accounting for successful
randomization as a competing risk. All variables in Table 1
were evaluated as potential predictors. The final adjusted model
was obtained using forward selection with an entry criterion of
P<.10 except that age, race/ethnicity, education, shift work, and
use of a study-provided mobile phone were included and
retained by default for face validity. Cumulative incidence of
dropout was estimated by the baseline cumulative incidence
function of a simple Fine-Gray model with no covariates.
Analyses were conducted using Stata version 13.1 (Stata Corp,
College Station, TX).

Results
Subject Enrollment and Dropout
A total of 1063 potential participants were screened by telephone
for initial eligibility. Of these, 745 (70.08%) did not meet the
initial eligibility criteria or did not attend the screening/baseline
visit, and the remaining 318 (29.92%) women were initially
eligible, enrolled in the study, and completed the
screening/baseline visit. Of the 318 participants enrolled in the
study, 210 (66.0%) successfully completed the run-in period
and were randomized to one of the three groups, and the
remaining 108 (34.0%) were not randomized for various reasons,
as listed in Figure 1. The most common reasons for
nonrandomization were issues related to the pedometer, study
phone, and/or mobile app (55/108, 50.9%). Among the 108
participants who were not randomized, the median failure time
was 17 days into the run-in period. Issues/adherence problems
with the pedometer included not wanting to wear it because it
was bulky, uncomfortable, or difficult to wear and failing to
wear it 8 hours per day on at least 80% of the run-in days.
Issues/adherence problems with the mobile app included not
liking aspects of it (eg, the timing of the messages and diary),
not understanding the instructions, not meeting the 80%
adherence rate, as well as mobile app glitches. Issues with the
phone included not liking the study-provided mobile phone and
finding it difficult to use.
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the mPED run-in period.

Comparisons of Randomized and Nonrandomized
Participants
Table 1 summarizes univariate comparisons between the 210
randomized participants and 108 nonrandomized participants.
Compared to randomized participants, nonrandomized
participants were younger, had lower income, had a lower
self-rating of general health, reported less self-efficacy for
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physical activity and more depressive symptoms, were less
likely to drive on a regular basis, and were less likely to have
used a pedometer prior to the study. Downloading the mPED
app to one’s own phone was not associated with randomization
or age (P=.33). Although not statistically significant,
nonrandomized participants were slightly less likely to have
participated in a weight-loss or diet program and had slightly
higher scores on the Barriers to Being Active scale.
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Table 1. Univariate comparisons of randomized and nonrandomized participants (n=318).
Measure

Nonrandomized participants
(n=108),

Randomized participants
(n=210),

n (%) or mean (SD)

n (%) or mean (SD)

49.0 (12.4)

52.4 (11.1)

P

Sociodemographics and lifestyle characteristics
Age (years), mean (SD)
Race/ethnicity, n (%)

.01 a
.69

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

1 (0.9)

0 (0.0)

Black/African American

9 (8.3)

17 (8.1)

Hispanic/Latino

7 (6.5)

13 (6.2)

Asian

24 (22.2)

41 (19.5)

White (non-Hispanic)

60 (55.6)

119 (56.7)

More than one race/ethnicity

7 (6.5)

20 (9.5)

Education, n (%)

.81

Completed high school or some college

25 (23.1)

52 (24.8)

Completed college

42 (38.9)

86 (41.0)

Graduate school

41 (38.0)

72 (34.3)

Household income (annual), n (%)

.03

≤ US $40,000

30 (27.8)

32 (15.2)

US $40,001 to $75,000

27 (25.0)

50 (23.8)

> US $75,000

42 (38.9)

111 (52.9)

Don’t know/declined to state

9 (8.3)

17 (8.1)

Marital status, n (%)

.82

Never married

35 (32.4)

64 (30.5)

Currently married/cohabitating

51 (47.2)

107 (51.0)

Divorced/widowed

22 (20.4)

39 (18.6)

Employment and shift work, n (%)

.66

Full- or part-time job with no shift work

52 (48.1)

108 (51.4)

Full- or part-time job with shift work

23 (21.3)

48 (22.9)

No paid employment

33 (30.6)

54 (25.7)

Has a dog, n (%)

22 (20.4)

44 (21.0)

.90

Smoked a cigarette during the past 7 days, n (%)

3 (2.8)

4 (1.9)

.62

Drove at least once a week during the last month, n (%)

80 (74.1)

176 (83.8)

.04

Prior weight-loss or diet program participation, n (%)

56 (51.9)

132 (62.9)

.06

Used a pedometer prior to the study, n (%)

38 (35.2)

109 (51.9)

.005

Used a mobile phone at least once a week during the last month

104 (96.3)

200 (95.2)

.66

Used a computer or accessed the Internet at least once a week during the
last month

106 (98.1)

208 (99.0)

.49

Owns advanced mobile phone

70 (64.8)

125 (59.5)

.36

88/108 (81.5)

158/208 (76.0)

.66

64/98 (65.3)

140/205 (68.3)

.60

36/103 (35.0)

70/210 (33.3)

.78

Technology use, n (%)

Subscribed to text messaging plan (n=316)b
Used Facebook during the last month (n=303)

b

Used their own phone for the study (n=313)c
Type of mobile phone used during the study (n=313) c
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Nonrandomized participants
(n=108),

Randomized participants
(n=210),

P

n (%) or mean (SD)

n (%) or mean (SD)

Motorola

12/103 (11.7)

16/210 (7.6)

Pantech

31/103 (30.1)

51/210 (24.3)

iPhone

59/103 (57.3)

142/210 (67.6)

Android

1/103 (1.0)

1/210 (0.5)

Overall rating of general health (scale 1-7), mean (SD)

4.74 (1.14)

5.00 (1.05)

.01

Measured body mass index (kg/m2), mean (SD)

29.2 (6.1)

29.9 (6.2)

.34

Self-reported high blood pressure, n (%)

28 (25.9)

52 (24.8)

.98

Self-reported high cholesterol, n (%)

26 (24.1)

71 (33.8)

.16

Self-reported prediabetes or type 2 diabetes, n (%)

7 (6.5)

16 (7.6)

.71

18.0 (5.1)

19.2 (4.6)

.04

Family

31.8 (9.7)

32.1 (9.7)

.81

Friend

32.2 (7.8)

31.5 (8.4)

.43

Barriers to Being Active: total score

25.5 (9.7)

23.4 (10.1)

.08

Depressive symptoms (CES-Dd)

12.1 (9.6)

9.7 (7.6)

.02

28.5 (20.2)

27.5 (18.5)

.67

Health characteristics

Self-report questionnaires, mean (SD)
Self-Efficacy for Physical Activity Scale
Social Support for Exercise Survey

Total television and computer usage (hours per week), mean (SD)
Participant recruitment strategies, n (%)

a

.67

Media advertising

29 (26.9)

66 (31.4)

Posting fliers in the community

36 (33.3)

62 (29.5)

Selective mailing

31 (28.7)

53 (25.2)

Referral from friends, family members, health care providers, or other
contacts

12 (11.1)

29 (13.8)

P values <.05 appear in italics.

b

Missing data.

c

Study mobile phones were not issued to 5 excluded participants at the start of the run-in period.

d

Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D).

Predictors of Time to Failure During the Run-in Period
Table 2 summarizes the adjusted subdistribution hazard ratios
(SHRs) for covariate effects on failure during the run-in period,
accounting for the competing risk of successful randomization.
In models adjusting for all variables in Table 2, not driving and
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not having used a pedometer before were the only predictors
that remained statistically significant (P<.05). Sensitivity
analyses excluding the 9 participants ineligible to start the run-in
period indicated no meaningful change in the results reported
in Table 2.
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Table 2. Multivariate subdistribution hazard models predicting time to failure during the run-in period (n=313).
Predictors

SHRa (95% CI)

P

0.98 (0.97-1.00)

.09

Face validity predictors
Age
Race/ethnicity
Otherb (reference)

1

White (non-Hispanic)

1.12 (0.74-1.70)

Completed high school (reference)

1

Completed college

1.14 (0.66-1.96)

.65

Completed graduate school

1.58 (0.91-2.76)

.11

Employed, day shift (reference)

1

Employed with shift work

1.23 (0.72-2.12)

.45

Unemployed

1.52 (0.97-2.37)

.07

1.05 (0.70-1.59)

.81

Drove at least once a week in the past month

0.61 (0.38-0.98)

.04 c

Used a pedometer prior to the study

0.56 (0.37-0.85)

.006

Self-efficacy for physical activity

0.96 (0.91-1.00)

.05

.60

Education

Employment status

Used their own phone for the study
Other predictors

a

Subdistribution hazard ratio (SHR).

b

Includes Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, black/African American, Hispanic/Latino, Asian, and more than one race/ethnicity.

c

P values <.05 appear in italics.

Discussion

potential participants understand all study requirements before
the screening/baseline visit.

Principal Findings

Women who drove regularly in the month prior to study
enrollment were more likely to be randomized compared to
those who did not. This finding could be explained by the fact
that the study provided parking stickers to participants who
drove to the study office, but no reimbursement was provided
for public transportation. As reported in other studies [3,18],
providing transportation/parking to study participants appeared
to be critical to participant retention in this physical activity
trial. In addition, receiving a separate reimbursement for travel
may increase study retention, even when the total amount is the
same as when provided in a single payment [19]. Providing
door-to-door service or no-cost transportation appears to be
important, particularly for nonwhite women. Basing studies in
the communities they aim to serve may also reduce
transportation barriers for women who do not drive regularly.
The participant retention rate in relation to the research costs
associated with these services needs to be evaluated when
designing a study.

To our knowledge, this study represents the first report to
examine participant characteristics in relation to the timing of
dropout during the run-in period of an intervention trial utilizing
both mobile phone and pedometer technology. Overall, 34.0%
(108/318) of the women who successfully completed the
screening/baseline visit were not randomized, and the median
time from the screening/baseline visit to dropout was 17 days.
Equipment issues were the most common reasons for not being
randomized, specifically trouble using the study phone or mobile
phone app and refusal or failure to consistently wear the
pedometer. Furthermore, women who had never used a
pedometer prior to the trial were more likely not to be
randomized, compared to those with a prior history of pedometer
use. This finding could be explained by the study requirement
of wearing a large pedometer all day throughout the 3-week
run-in period. Wearing a relatively large pedometer every day
for 9 months can be a considerable challenge for some women,
particularly those who wear dresses or do not like the appearance
of a large device clipped to their clothing. Although a picture
of the pedometer was sent to participants immediately after the
telephone screening, those who had never used a pedometer
before may not have realized what they looked like or what it
would be like to wear one every day. This finding highlights
the importance of assessing past pedometer usage and helping
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e34/
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In contrast, neither older age nor use of one’s own mobile phone
for the study had a significant effect on attrition during the
run-in period, even though a small proportion 14/318 (4.4%)
of enrolled women did not regularly use a mobile phone.
Researchers often assume that older participants and subjects
who do not download the study app onto their own mobile phone
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will have high attrition rates, but neither of these assumptions
was supported by the findings of this study. Other recent papers
on weight-loss interventions also concluded that younger women
were more likely to drop out from weight-loss clinical trials
compared to older women [20,21]. In this study, a similar trend
was observed. We believe that providing a brief mPED app
training session, as well as the simple app design and use of the
app prior to the run-in period, helped older women to start and
continue the run-in period.
Mobile phone technologies are evolving at an exponential rate
to better meet the needs of consumers, and these technological
improvements can also be incorporated into clinical trials to
improve the experience of study participants. However, rapid
adaptation to these changing technologies in the middle of a
clinical trial can be challenging, if not impossible. Despite this
challenge, three versions of the mPED app were developed and
used over the 3-year study period. Yet, only 106/313 (33.9%)
of the participants used the mPED app on their own mobile
phone during the run-in period, while the remaining participants
used an mPED study mobile phone.

Strengths and Limitations
The findings from this study have methodological implications
for researchers who design clinical trials involving mobile phone
and pedometer technologies. The inclusion of subjects with
diverse characteristics and the extensive technology information

Fukuoka et al
collected allowed us to explore these factors in relation to
attrition during the run-in period. However, several study
limitations need to be acknowledged. Only women aged 25 to
69 years were included, and thus, the findings may not
generalize to men or children. Also, the study provided free
parking, but did not provide a separate reimbursement for public
transportation costs, which may have decreased retention,
particularly among lower-income participants who are less likely
to drive. In addition, San Francisco Bay Area’s extensive public
transportation network makes it possible to access the research
office without a car, and thus, the effect of driving status on
attrition might be different in areas with more limited public
transportation. Finally, the study was not able to distinguish
between the different types of nonadherence because participants
who struggled with one form of technology often gave up on
the others as well. Future studies should develop more rigorous
ways of independently assessing adherence to different
technologies.

Conclusions
In conclusion, regular driving and pedometer use prior to the
study were associated with reduced dropout from the mPED
trial’s prerandomization run-in period. Understanding these
characteristics is important when interpreting results of the
mPED trial or when designing a similar physical activity trial
in the future.
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Abstract
Background: Most mHealth tools such as short message service (SMS), mobile apps, wireless pill counters, and ingestible
wireless monitors use mobile antennas to communicate. Limited signal availability, often due to poor antenna infrastructure,
negatively impacts the implementation of mHealth tools and remote data collection. Assessing the antenna infrastructure prior
to starting a study can help mitigate this problem. Currently, there are no studies that detail whether and how the antenna
infrastructure of a study site or area is assessed.
Objective: To address this literature gap, we analyze and discuss the use of a cartographic analysis of antennas and towers
(CAAT) for mobile communications for geographically assessing mobile antenna and tower infrastructure and identifying signal
availability for mobile devices prior to the implementation of an SMS-based mHealth pilot study.
Methods: An alpha test of the SMS system was performed using 11 site staff. A CAAT for the study area’s mobile network
was performed after the alpha test and pre-implementation of the pilot study. The pilot study used a convenience sample of 11
high-risk men who have sex with men who were given human immunodeficiency virus test kits for testing nonmonogamous
sexual partners before intercourse. Product use and sexual behavior were tracked through SMS. Message frequency analyses
were performed on the SMS text messages, and SMS sent/received frequencies of 11 staff and 11 pilot study participants were
compared.
Results: The CAAT helped us to successfully identify strengths and weaknesses in mobile service capacity within a 3-mile
radius from the epicenters of four New York City boroughs. During the alpha test, before CAAT, 1176/1202 (97.84%) text
messages were sent to staff, of which 26/1176 (2.21%) failed. After the CAAT, 2934 messages were sent to pilot study participants
and none failed.
Conclusions: The CAAT effectively illustrated the research area’s mobile infrastructure and signal availability, which allowed
us to improve study setup and sent message success rates. The SMS messages were sent and received with a lower fail rate than
those reported in previous studies.
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Introduction
Short message service (SMS) text messaging is one of the most
ubiquitous digital forms of communication in the world—an
average of 350 billion text messages a month are sent across
the world’s mobile networks [1]. A recent US survey reported
that 84.06% (1914/2277, margin of error 3 percentage points)
of adults own mobile phones and of those 73.00% (1212/1914)
send and receive SMS text messages. Young adults age 18 to
24 lead this trend, exchanging an average of 109.5 messages
daily [2]. Due to the ubiquity of mobile communication
networks, mHealth—particularly the use of SMS—is growing
as an innovative remote data collection and intervention method
in biomedical research.
Searches performed on the National Library of Medicine’s
MEDLINE/PubMed database indicate that the biomedical
literature on SMS nearly doubles each year. Title and abstract
searches for the terms ”short message service” and “text
messaging” yielded 563 articles published between December
2000 and January 2013 (Table 1). Sorting these results by
publication year revealed the yearly growth in the number of
publications on these topics, indicating a substantial increase
in the implementation of SMS in biomedical research. There
was a 43.2% increase in the number of papers in 2010 compared
to 2009, a 92.1% increase in 2011 compared to 2010, and a
94.2% increase in 2012 compared to 2011.
Researchers studying the use of remote data collection and
transmission in biomedical research have demonstrated the
potential for data collection efficiency and accuracy, real-time
behavioral reporting, and assisting adherence to biomedical
protocols [3-9]. However, multiple systematic literature reviews

on SMS applications for disease prevention in developing
countries reported several barriers to SMS system use [5,10].
One barrier is mobile network signal fluctuations, often due to
tower positioning and obstructions. The second is short signal
ranges. Both of these barriers affect feasibility, implementation,
and acceptability [5,10-12]. As an example, one study included
9000 youth using SMS for seeking and reporting health
information. Of the 2160/9000 (24%) dissatisfied users,
259/2160 (12.00%) did not receive a response to their SMS due
to mobile network fluctuations, and 1080/2160 (50.00%)
complained about related timing delays in receiving responses
[5].
Identifying areas with a greater number of antenna towers and
more optimal positioning of antenna towers can address signal
fluctuations and short signal ranges. Currently, there are no
studies in the literature that detail if and how the mobile
infrastructure of a study area was assessed. We sought to fill
this gap in the literature by conducting a cartographic analysis
of the mobile infrastructure in our area prior to the
implementation of a SMS pilot study assessing the utility of
SMS text messaging to improve adherence and data collection
to a biomedical protocol. Though the pilot study used SMS, the
standardized communication protocols used by SMS are
identical to those used to transmit data to and from most
mHealth tools in biomedical research [8,13-15]. As such, the
aim of this paper is to describe the use of a cartographic analysis
of antennas and towers (CAAT) for mobile communications
for geographically assessing mobile antenna and tower
infrastructure and identifying signal availability for mobile
devices. The findings from this study are widely applicable to
other studies using mHealth tools.

Table 1. SMS articles published between December 2000 and January 2013.
Publication year

Number of PubMed publications

Annual increase from previous Year (%)

Dec 2000-Jan 2013

563

—

2012

235

94.2%

2011

121

92.1%

2010

63

43.2%

2009

44

—

Methods
SMS System Alpha Test
Before conducting the pilot study, a test team at the research
site conducted simulated operational testing. Eleven staff
members were asked to test the system and act as alpha test
participants (N=11). Each of the eleven staff
members/participants reported mock behavior via SMS once a
day for one week and answered three to five branched questions
per reporting session. Questions varied based on the answers
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that were given. After participants finished their reporting
period, they were prompted for general feedback via email.
Participants were asked, open-endedly, to discuss thoughts,
ideas, suggestions, and concerns. Topics reported included
system speeds, errors, system typos, reporting typos, question
structure changes, SMS algorithm changes, reporting session
length, and overall acceptability. Descriptive statistics were
calculated on SMS text message sent and received data.
Analysis of SMS sent and received data from the alpha test
identified several failed message deliveries that were due to
weak mobile service signals. A failed message status, as
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indicated by our open-source SMS system, means the message
was unable to be sent to the mobile service provider for delivery.
After confirming all hardware and software was functioning
correctly, weak mobile service signal was the last possible
reason for failed messages. Weak signal was confirmed using
the signal strength gauge on a mobile phone with the same
service provider. Thus, signal strength was a potential barrier
to the successful implementation and collection of the SMS
data. To better determine the feasibility of implementing the
pilot study in New York City and to identify geographic areas
of mobile service signal strength and weakness, we assessed
the robustness of antenna tower networks within the research
area.

Cartographic Methods
The research area that was alpha tested for the pilot study was
New York City, which has five boroughs and a varied landscape
of buildings, foliage, and altitudes. The site and location of our
text messaging system was the HIV Center for Clinical and
Behavioral studies at the Columbia University Medical Center
(CUMC) in the northern region of the borough of Manhattan.
Data collection success depends on both sending messages as
well as each participant receiving messages. Therefore, it was
important to assess the research area where the participants live
and conduct most of their daily activities. Thus, in addition to
upper Manhattan, cartographic analyses were performed on
lower Manhattan and the other three most populous of the five
boroughs of New York City (Brooklyn, Queens, and the Bronx).
Each borough was assessed in a 1 to 3 mile radius (depending
on borough) of each outer borough’s epicenter. Areas of mobile
service signal strengths and weakness were identified, and our
implementation strategy for the subsequent pilot study was
modified accordingly.

Pilot Study
This pilot study was approved by the New York State
Psychiatric Institute-Columbia University Department of
Psychiatry Institutional Review Board. The pilot study drew its
biomedical protocol and study population from a parent study
“HIV Home Test and Decision-Making Among HIV-Negative
Men" [16]. Eleven participants from the parent study were
recontacted and enrolled in the pilot study. Study participants
comprised an ethnically diverse sample of men who reported
frequently engaging in unprotected anal intercourse with
nonmonogamous male partners. All men were New York City
residents at the time of enrollment, male, 18 years of age or
older, fluent in English, human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV)-negative (confirmed at enrollment), and aware that
unprotected anal intercourse (UAI) with a partner of
HIV-positive or unknown serostatus carries risk of HIV
transmission.
Participants were then enrolled in the study and given 12
OraQuick Rapid HIV-1/2 test kits, with the option to use them
to test their nonmonogamous sexual partners and/or themselves
before intercourse over the course of the 10-week study period.
Condoms were provided with each test kit.
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Pilot Study SMS Procedures
Participants were trained to use an SMS system to report their
HIV test kit use. Participants reported their sexual behavior and
HIV test kit use daily via SMS. They were also asked to specify
which time of the day they preferred to receive text messages
reminding them to send their report into the system. After the
first 3-week period of HIV test kit use and SMS reporting,
participants were asked to stop reporting for one month so that
researchers could do a preliminary system assessment. During
this month participants were allowed to continue HIV test kit
use. After the 1-month period, participants were asked to
continue reporting to the system for another 3-week period. In
case of a positive HIV test result or other problems, participants
could contact study staff via an emergency hotline or SMS text
message.
One dollar in compensation was provided for each SMS report
completed, plus an additional $25 to offset participant SMS
sending and receiving costs. The maximum possible
compensation per participant was $165.

Open Source SMS System
We used FrontlineSMS to send and receive text messages.
FrontlineSMS was chosen based on its versatility and breadth
of system features. The SMS system consisted of four
components: (1) an open source computer-based application
where researchers logged in and managed sending and receiving
messages, contact information, user preferences, and passcodes;
(2) a message database; (3) a module to set message reminder
frequency; and (4) a global system for mobile communications
(GSM) modem to send and receive text messages.
To ensure the privacy of study participants, messages were
processed through a third-party SMS gateway carrier with
message encryption capability. All sent and received messages
were encrypted. In addition, the service contract included an
agreement that the messages processed on their servers would
be encrypted and protected and that privacy would be
maintained. At the study site a record of all the messages was
stored on a password-protected server in a secured location.

Social Network Environmental Scan of GSM Modems
The GSM modem provides the direct link from the computer
to the GSM network. FrontlineSMS provides a detailed list of
tested GSM modems (and phones that can be used as GSM
modems) that are compatible with FrontlineSMS’s open-source
software [17]. An environmental scan was performed within
FrontlineSMS’s user social network community on GSM modem
use, which helped to designate the most effective modem to use
for the study. We systematically searched the social network
community forum discussion threads with the following
keywords: modem, United States, works, GSM, price, Falcom,
Huawei, Wavecom, Sierra Compass, Onda, ZTE Incorporated,
Samba, E Series, Fastrack, 885, MC8781, mini modem, and
MF627. After aggregating search results and analyzing the
success rates and functionalities described in the forum, we
chose the Huawei E Series GSM modem because it had the best
reported performance and most positive responses, and we
purchased it from a non-FrontlineSMS vendor.
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Cartographic Analysis of Antennas and Towers
We conducted our cartographic analysis to develop a geographic
map of the study area’s antennas and towers and to obtain
detailed service provider information. We used AntennaSearch,
which provides information on service providers, antennas, and
both existing and future towers, to facilitate the analysis.
Antennas are the actual emitters of radio signals. Antennas can
be placed on towers (multiple) or can be installed to stand alone
on top of existing buildings. Stand-alone antennas are usually
small (under 200 ft). It is also possible to check multiple
antennas to determine which cell phone carriers are located on
a particular tower. Existing towers can be registered or
nonregistered structures where antennas are placed. Towers
may be used for various services including cellular, paging, and
microwave. Future towers indicate newly filed (or pending)
applications to construct new towers. Application information
includes location coordinates and detailed ownership data [18].
Our cartographic analysis of antennas and towers consisted of
sorting mobile carriers by geographic proximity, distance
imputation, and general urban topology. These methods were
applied to detect geographic mobile service changes, identify
resources, analyze proximities, and assess the general robustness
of the study area’s mobile service infrastructure. This involved
identifying an address location as the true epicenter of the area
to be surveyed and imputing that address into a web-based
mobile service tower search and mapping engine. The data
collected included information on service ownership, antenna
and tower locations, distance from the specified site, owner
contact information for antennas and existing towers, and
projections for the development of future towers.

SMS Message Frequency Analysis
We calculated descriptive statistics of the SMS messages. For
the data analysis, we analyzed all messages in both the alpha
test phase and pilot study. Alpha test and SMS pilot data were
analyzed together, disaggregated, and categorically. Messages

Brown III et al
were sorted first by message type (pending, sent, received,
failed), then by date and time, and finally by message content.

Results
Results From Cartographic Analysis of Antennas and
Towers
One hundred and sixteen towers (3 registered, 113 not
registered) were found within three miles of our study site; in
addition, applications for three future towers were found. There
were a total of 965 antennas found. Though the general area
was robust and had a significant amount of towers within a mile
of the study site, the building that the study was housed in was
located in a service gap (Figures 1-3). For the alpha testing
phase of implementation, messages were serviced by T-Mobile
USA, Inc. The cartographic analysis showed service providers
within a three-mile radius of the study site and the number of
antennas they owned. At the time of our analysis, Nextel
Communications, Inc. was the largest commercial service
provider, followed by Clearwire Spectrum Holdings, Northrop
Grumman Systems Corp, and ATT Corp (Table 2). There were
no antenna towers privately owned and serviced by T-Mobile.
Nextel had no text-message-only service plans and required a
contract beyond the life of the study, which would not have
been cost effective. Therefore, for the actual pilot study we
switched to ATT Corp for its robustness and signal strength at
the study site as determined by the cartographic analysis.
The images below demonstrate the breadth of service provided
in the cartographic analysis. Zoomed images provide a
magnified view of service gaps that may not be evident at lower
magnifications and broader geographic views. Blue/single
antennas indicate a small (below 100ft) stand-alone antenna on
top of a structure, and a red/double antenna indicates multiple
antennas sharing a high tower structure. Black circles indicate
gaps in service—areas where mobile service antennas are either
not present or distant.

Table 2. Service providers and antennas in the study area.
Service providers

Number of antennas

City Of New York

58

Nextel of New York Inc.

57

New York City Police Department

56

Horizon Communications

33

Clearwire Spectrum Holdings III LLC

31

Northrop Grumman Systems Corp

28

New York City Transit Authority

19

ATT Corp

13

FCI 900 Inc.

12

New York City of Manhattan

12

In Queens, there were 242 towers (4 registered, 238 not
registered), 3 new tower applications, and 762 antennas detected
(Figure 4). In Brooklyn, there were 121 towers (3 registered,
118 not registered), 3 new tower applications, and 648 antennas
detected (Figure 5). The study site was located in upper
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Manhattan. Thus, we assessed the mobile service topology for
upper Manhattan around the study site (Figures 1-3). In lower
Manhattan, the radius of analysis was reduced to one mile to
compensate for its narrow latitude. There were 183 tower
structures (8 registered, 175 not registered), 7 new tower
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applications, and 2618 antenna locations detected (Figure 6).
In the Bronx there were 105 tower structures (5 registered, 100
not registered), 2 new tower applications, and 805 antenna
locations detected (Figure 7). All four boroughs and sites
qualified as high volume signal areas and were deemed robust
enough to support the study needs.

Brown III et al
Unlike the cartographic analysis of the study site, the
cartographic analysis of the boroughs only demonstrates
analyses and views of large geographic areas (Figures 4-7). This
was done because there was no specific location from which
participants were expected to always send and receive messages.
Thus, a general assessment of the area was most appropriate
and provided enough content and context to assess the
availability of mobile signal to study participants.

Figure 1. Antenna sites: 1050 Riverside Dr, New York, NY 10032. [Magnification 1]. Blue/single antennas indicate a small (below 100ft) stand-alone
antenna on top of a structure, and a red/double antenna indicates multiple antennas sharing a high tower structure.
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Figure 2. Antenna sites: 1050 Riverside Dr, New York, NY 10032. [Magnification 2].
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Figure 3. Antenna sites: 1050 Riverside Dr, New York, NY 10032. [Magnification 3].
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Figure 4. Antenna sites: Queens Borough, New York. Black circles indicate gaps in service.
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Figure 5. Antenna sites: Brooklyn Borough, New York. Black circles indicate gaps in service.
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Figure 6. Antenna sites: Manhattan Borough, New York. Black circles indicate gaps in service.
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Figure 7. Antenna sites: Bronx Borough, New York. Black circles indicate gaps in service.

is still being processed by the program’s algorithm and/or the
message has yet to be sent to the mobile service provider. A
failed message status means the message was unable to be sent
to the mobile service provider for delivery to the participant. A
received message status means the system successfully received
the participant’s message from the mobile service provider.

Results From SMS Message Frequency Analysis
We downloaded data from FrontlineSMS as a .csv file and
organized the data in Microsoft Excel. For the SMS message
frequency analysis we separated the data into two main
categories, message type and message status, which work
together to characterize a performed action. Message type
describes the kind of message and is divided into two
subcategories, sent and received. Message status describes the
state or action of the message and is divided into four
subcategories: sent, received, pending, and failed. Sent, pending,
or failed message statuses are only applied to sent message
types. The received message status is only applied to the
received message type. A sent message status means the
message was successfully transmitted to the mobile service
provider for delivery to participants. Pending means the message

Over the course of the alpha test and the pilot study there were
a total of 6223 messages, excluding miscellaneous messages
used for pinging or programming the system (see Table 3). Of
the 6223 messages, 4136 (66.46%) were sent messages that
originated from the FrontlineSMS program and 2087 (33.53%)
were received messages that originated from alpha test or pilot
study participants. Of the 4136 messages sent, 4109 (99.35%)
were sent successfully, 26 (0.63%) failed to be sent, and 0 were
pending or unprocessed. Of the 2087 messages received, all
were received properly with no message processing errors.

Table 3. Comparison of the alpha test and pilot study SMS data.
SMS messages

Alpha test (%)

Pilot study (%)

Total (%)

All sent

1202/1817 (66.15)

2934/4406 (66.59)

4136/6223 (66.46)

All received

615/1817 (33.85)

1472/4406 (33.41)

2087/6223 (33.54)

Successful sent

1176/1202 (97.84)

2934/2934 (100.00)

4109/4136 (99.35)

Successful received

615/615 (100.00)

1472/1472 (100.00)

2087/2087 (100.00)

Failed sent

26/1202 (2.16)

0

26/4136 (0.63)

Failed received

0

0

0

Total

1817

4406

6223

Comparison of the alpha test and pilot study data showed system
improvement in successful data transmission. Of the 1817
messages processed for the alpha test, there were 1202 (66.15%)
messages sent to participants and 615 (33.85%) received from
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participants. Of the total sent messages, 1176 (97.84%) had a
sent status and 26 (2.16%) had a failed status, with 0 pending.
There were 615 received messages and all had a received status.
In contrast, 4406 messages were processed in the pilot study.
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Of those, 2934 (66.59%) were sent and 1472 (33.41%) were
received. All sent messages had a sent message status, and all
received messages had a received message status, which means
all 4406 messages (100.00%) were processed successfully.
Thus, after performing a cartographic analysis for antennas and
towers we were able to choose the optimal service provider in
the area, resulting in zero failed messages.

Discussion
Synthesis and Findings
The use of SMS text messaging in health research is growing
exponentially, as is the number and diversity of mHealth tools.
As mobile technology becomes a staple of everyday life,
researchers, practitioners, and interventionists continue to find
ways to leverage these technologies to improve the way we
advance the health sciences. Since the state of health science
and by proxy the state of public health depends on the
information collected from those served, then speed, accuracy,
and completeness become imperative.
The goal of the SMS pilot study was to understand the feasibility
and acceptability of using SMS technology to improve data
collection, participant behavior reporting, and adherence to
biomedical protocols in research studies. Signal fluctuations
and short signal ranges are major challenges to implementing
SMS text messaging and other mHealth tools as research
technologies. Though the literature on applying SMS technology
to research is growing, no studies have scientifically and
systematically addressed this challenge until now. We have
demonstrated that signal fluctuations and short signal ranges
can be mitigated by performing a cartographic analysis to
identify areas with a greater number of antennas and towers
where the mHealth technology will be used.
Assessing the mobile service infrastructure of the study site and
research areas was fundamental to optimizing both data
transmission and collection. After performing the cartographic
analysis of antennas and towers, we modified our SMS pilot
study protocol to take advantage of areas with stronger service
and greater numbers of antennas and towers by locating our
open-source SMS system in an area with greater signal strength
and choosing the provider that had the most service antennas
in our research areas. Since areas with greater numbers of
antennas and towers provided greater signal strength, we saw
an increase in the number of messages that were successfully
sent and received. Other factors precipitated by the service
provider or participant can have an impact on sent and received
success rates. Thus, it was not possible to determine a causal
or statistically significant relationship between adjusting the
service provider according to the results of the cartographic
analysis and the sent/received success rates. However, our
analysis indicates a strong correlation between the two. These
results elucidate the need and usefulness of performing a
cartographic analysis prior to implementing mHealth technology
in a research study.
Limitations in mobile service infrastructure could have
prevented some messages from being sent and associated
messages from being returned during our pilot study. This could
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also have prevented the behavioral reminders from going out
on time, impacting participants’ adherence to study protocol.
The cartographic analysis not only informed us of whether our
participants and study site would have enough signal availability
to send and receive data, but also helped us to choose the optimal
service providers in the area. Understanding the service
availability of a geographic area is also important for
international studies, particularly those in rural and/or less
industrialized locations.
During the alpha test the SMS system’s messages were serviced
by T-Mobile USA Inc. The cartographic analysis showed that
Nextel was the largest commercial service provider in the
three-mile radius of the study site, followed by Clearwire
Spectrum Holdings, Northrop Grumman Systems Corp, and
ATT Corp, respectively. There were no antenna towers privately
owned and serviced by T-Mobile. Thus, there was a greater
chance for our T-Mobile service to have issues. Moreover,
message send and receive data suggested there was a problem
with service availability. Nextel had the most antennas in the
area and is operated by Sprint Corp. However, at the time of
the study, Sprint/Nextel had no text-message-only service plans
and required a contract beyond the life of the study. Ultimately,
using Sprint/Nextel would not have been cost effective. As a
result, we switched to ATT Corp, which was determined by the
cartographic analysis to have the second largest number of
antennas in the area from a brand name carrier. It also had a
cost effective, terminable text-message-only service plan.
Another important outcome of this study is the importance of
alpha-testing mHealth tools before implementing them in
research. Pilot testing can lead to the identification of bugs in
the system that may negatively impact the feasibility and
acceptability of a system and allow for troubleshooting prior to
deployment. Our alpha test identified study-planning issues that
would have a direct impact on our ability to get complete data
and may have negatively impacted the experience of the
participants. Issues included elements of sentence construction
in the SMS message text and comprehension issues. Most
importantly, the SMS sent and received data from the alpha test
helped us discern that there were mobile service issues.
Conducting an alpha test of the system not only helped to
identify issues but helped us develop and test solutions to
address those issues.

Limitations and Future Work
AntennaSearch, the information resource used for the
cartographic analysis for antennas and towers, only reports data
on US states and territories and thus is a limitation for translating
these results to future international studies. For researchers
wishing to use this technique internationally, cartographic
analysis can also be performed using comparable digital
resources or paper-based mobile service maps. Though our
CAAT depicts antennas with assumed distances and assumed
identical capabilities, other factors may affect signal strength,
including power of the transmitter or the user cellular phone,
antenna positioning, high use periods, and refraction and
absorption by buildings and other structures. Thus, it is
recommended that researchers be mindful of the information
provided by cartographic resources and choose a cartographic
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resource that best fits their studies’ mobile system and
geographic needs.
Moreover, no power analysis was conducted due to the small
pool of potential candidates from the parent study (n=27 from
“HIV Home Test and Decision-Making Among HIV-Negative
Men"), as well as the budgetary constraints of our pilot funds,
which only allowed for enrollment of a fraction of the parent
study’s participants. Thus, the pilot study was not powered for
statistical significance, limiting the generalizability of the
findings. Nevertheless, the cartographic analysis demonstrated
in this study is unique in implementation and method of
application. Future work should include a larger sample size
and power calculation and identifying alternative resources for
cartographic analysis outside of the US. This method should
also be retested in research studies with other mHealth tools.
Lastly, our CAAT was performed in New York City, a heavily
urban environment. AntennaSearch is likely to yield different
results in a rural setting due to differences in elevation and
natural and manmade barriers.

Conclusions
As the literature in health research is beginning to demonstrate,
SMS is quickly growing as a desired tool for real-time data
collection and monitoring of biomedical adherence in research
protocols. Since SMS works on a lowest common denominator

Brown III et al
mobile technology, it has potential to reach more people and to
be user friendly when conducting research internationally, with
marginalized populations, or across different languages. If
properly implemented and scaled, SMS provides efficient data
collection and reliable surrogate markers of adherence to assess
viability, safety, acceptability, or efficacy of new biomedical
and behavioral interventions.
This study contributes to the growing literature on mHealth use
in research and informs the development and improvement of
mHealth data collection and adherence tools for biomedical
research. The significance of this paper rests in its use of
innovative analytics, specifically the use of a cartographic
analysis to assess antennas and towers for mobile service
availability at our study site and in our broader study area.
Comparison of the alpha test and pilot study data show the utility
of this type of cartographic analysis in improving SMS system
success rates for sent messages. Due to the vast geographic
reach of mHealth studies, as well as the large amount of data
transmission events, it is imperative to assess mobile service
infrastructure and robustness for mHealth studies. The results
from this study suggest that cartographic analysis of antennas
and towers for mobile service can be used to improve study
planning and implementation for mHealth research studies using
mobile tools.
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Abstract
Personal Health Intervention Toolkit (PHIT) is an advanced cross-platform software framework targeted at personal self-help
research on mobile devices. Following the subjective and objective measurement, assessment, and plan methodology for health
assessment and intervention recommendations, the PHIT platform lets researchers quickly build mobile health research Android
and iOS apps. They can (1) create complex data-collection instruments using a simple extensible markup language (XML) schema;
(2) use Bluetooth wireless sensors; (3) create targeted self-help interventions based on collected data via XML-coded logic; (4)
facilitate cross-study reuse from the library of existing instruments and interventions such as stress, anxiety, sleep quality, and
substance abuse; and (5) monitor longitudinal intervention studies via daily upload to a Web-based dashboard portal. For
physiological data, Bluetooth sensors collect real-time data with on-device processing. For example, using the BinarHeartSensor,
the PHIT platform processes the heart rate data into heart rate variability measures, and plots these data as time-series waveforms.
Subjective data instruments are user data-entry screens, comprising a series of forms with validation and processing logic. The
PHIT instrument library consists of over 70 reusable instruments for various domains including cognitive, environmental,
psychiatric, psychosocial, and substance abuse. Many are standardized instruments, such as the Alcohol Use Disorder Identification
Test, Patient Health Questionnaire-8, and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Checklist. Autonomous instruments such as battery
and global positioning system location support continuous background data collection. All data are acquired using a schedule
appropriate to the app’s deployment. The PHIT intelligent virtual advisor (iVA) is an expert system logic layer, which analyzes
the data in real time on the device. This data analysis results in a tailored app of interventions and other data-collection instruments.
For example, if a user anxiety score exceeds a threshold, the iVA might add a meditation intervention to the task list in order to
teach the user how to relax, and schedule a reassessment using the anxiety instrument 2 weeks later to re-evaluate. If the anxiety
score exceeds a higher threshold, then an advisory to seek professional help would be displayed. Using the easy-to-use PHIT
scripting language, the researcher can program new instruments, the iVA, and interventions to their domain-specific needs. The
iVA, instruments, and interventions are defined via XML files, which facilities rapid app development and deployment. The
PHIT Web-based dashboard portal provides the researcher access to all the uploaded data. After a secure login, the data can be
filtered by criteria such as study, protocol, domain, and user. Data can also be exported into a comma-delimited file for further
processing. The PHIT framework has proven to be an extensible, reconfigurable technology that facilitates mobile data collection
and health intervention research. Additional plans include instrument development in other domains, additional health sensors,
and a text messaging notification system.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2015;3(2):e46) doi:10.2196/mhealth.4202
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intervention studies; mHealth; mobile apps; platform; software engineering; telemedicine; tool; toolkit
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Introduction
With 968 million units sold worldwide, mobile phones
accounted for 53.6% of the overall mobile phone sales in 2013
[1]. In the United States in 2013, 56% of adults own mobile
phones [2] and 34% own tablets [3]. Because mobile devices
have become more prevalent, mobile health care (mHealth)
apps will play a growing role for those managing their health
concerns [4]. Nielsen’s Connected Life Report from November
2013 indicates that approximately 46 million users in the United
States have accessed apps in the fitness and health category, an
18% increase over the previous year [5]. Unfortunately, many
of the available mHealth apps are not evidence based. For
example, a review of 98 smoking-cessation apps found most to
have a low level of adherence to proven methods defined by
the US Public Health Service’s Clinical Practice Guidelines for
Treating Tobacco Use and Dependence [6].Therefore, mHealth
app development and evaluations should be conducted in
collaboration with a health researcher who understands the
science and can objectively transfer this knowledge to the app
developer. Although researchers desire to build quality
evidence-based apps to test the mHealth interventions, app
development may impose costs of US $50,000-150,000 [7]. For
grant-funded research, this can be a significant fraction of
project funds, leaving fewer resources for validation studies and
efficacy trials. Personal Health Intervention Toolkit (PHIT)
helps address this problem by providing a common platform
and reusable content for both development and evaluation.
The PHIT platform was conceived to support the PHIT for Duty
research projects addressing secondary prevention of
psychological and behavioral health problems in persons
experiencing symptoms of post-traumatic stress that had not
yet risen to the level of a psychological disorder, such as
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). In doing this work, we
soon realized that a common process model could be derived
for mHealth intervention research and implemented in a way
to support cost-effective reuse in other health domains and
research apps [8]. We therefore set out to design and develop
our PHIT framework, with the following goals:
•
•

Creating a common platform from which other mHealth
intervention apps can be developed;
Standardizing how data collection instruments and
interventions are implemented, fostering reuse from a
common cross-study library; and
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•

Masking the complexities of software development to
reduce development time and enable researchers to focus
on the research aims.

This paper describes the PHIT platform and illustrates our
high-level programming tool set, which facilitates
implementation of mHealth apps through reuse of existing
software content and easy development of new content
according to study requirements.

Methods
PHIT Model
Overview
The PHIT architectural model is based on the subjective and
objective measurement, assessment, and plan note methodology
[9] for health status analysis, intervention recommendation,
self-help activities, and data presentation, creating a feedback
loop of personalized health (Figure 1). All data collection,
analysis, and planning are performed locally on the mobile
device, rather than via Internet services, with secure local data
storage. PHIT has the following primary features:
•
•
•
•

•

Integrates self-reported and physiological sensor
instruments;
Analyzes the data in real time on the device via an
intelligent virtual advisor (iVA);
Presents a suite of custom self-help activities and
interventions;
Collects data and adjusts the activities and interventions
over time, tailoring the app to the individual needs of each
user; and
Transparently transfers data to a centralized database for
conducting data analysis.

Research studies are supported using data objects that tag data
with information on the study, protocol, participant
identification, and other related information to facilitate analysis.
Data access is facilitated using a website dashboard allowing
the researcher to monitor the state of longitudinal studies and
download study data into comma-separated files for easy
analysis. Furthermore, 90% of the app configuration is done
via extensible markup language (XML) making it easy to change
the behavior of the app.
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Figure 1. Personal Health Intervention Toolkit model utilizing the subjective, objective, assessment, and plan note methodology.

Instrumentation System: Data Collection
The PHIT architecture allows the researcher to reuse
data-collection instruments or create their own instruments.
Using XML, each instrument has a series of forms (screens)
composed of data-collection entities, which represent a data
point the researcher wants to collect. For example, a user history
instrument may ask for age, weight, and gender information on
the first screen and vital signs such as blood pressure and body
temperature on the second. These two screens are considered
forms in PHIT, and age, weight, gender, systolic and diastolic
measures, and temperature are entities. Entities represent the
data the researcher is collecting and have two facets to them,
namely, (1) the internal, logic side and (2) the graphical user
interface. If the app is configured for data storage, the user’s
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responses are automatically saved. If desired, a researcher may
configure the PHIT app to periodically upload data from the
local secure database to a backend server, thereby allowing the
researcher to examine the collected data and monitor study
progress.
The majority of instruments are data-entry instruments, using
familiar entities such as text fields, checkboxes, and selection
lists. Many of these implement well-established subjective health
screeners and assessment instruments previously administered
through paper forms. Others had been developed ad hoc as
needed for a particular study, such as the military deployment
history instrument for the PHIT for Duty project. These also
can be reused, or adapted as needed, to support new studies.
PHIT has a library of over 50 such standardized instruments,
including the examples in Table 1.
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Table 1. Some of the standardized instruments the Personal Health Intervention Toolkit platform has implemented.
Category

Self-report data instrument

Alcohol use

Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test [10]

Anger

Clinical Anger Scale [11]

Anxiety

General Anxiety Disorder-7 [12]

Combat exposure

Combat Exposure Scale [13]

Coping

Brief Coping Scale [14]

Concussion

Rivermead Post-Concussion Questionnaire [15]

Depression

Patient Health Questionnaire-8 [16-18]

Emotion regulation

Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale [19]

Mindfulness

Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire [20,21]

Pain

Brief Pain Inventory [22]

Post-traumatic stress disorder

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Checklist-Military Version [23]

Resilience

Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale [24]

Sleep quality

Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index [25,26]

Stress

Perceived Stress Scale-10 [27,28]

Stressors

Impact of Event Scale [29,30]

In addition to the standard data entry fields, radio buttons, and
checkboxes, other entities provided by PHIT include audio
playback, charts, date picker, image display, Likert scale, and
specialty entities, such as game-like cognitive tests (eg, reaction
time). These can be combined in various ways for building both
data-collection and intervention instruments. For example,
following several alcohol reduction-related screens, a series of
slides can be combined with audio narration for constructing
an integrated multimedia alcohol education instrument.

Instrument Coding
By coding the entire instrument in XML, the question
definitions, codebook responses, data validation, skip logic, and
overall flow of the instrument are defined in one place, making
it easy to adjust as necessary. The XML definition in Textbox
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1 drives the first form from the PTSD checklist instrument used
in our “Flight Attendant Wellness” app (Figure 2).
Using simple descriptive text, the form is made up of a single
entity, named Q1, comprising a question with a series of radio
buttons for the responses. The codebook values are defined in
the code attribute of the item element and both the user text and
the code are stored in the database. When the user selects one
of the five radio buttons, a variable is created as
instrumentName_entityName (ie, PCL_Q1), and the variable,
a string type, is set to the selected code attribute.
Forms are not restricted in the number of entities they can
contain. For purposes of this paper, the form example was kept
simple. Textbox 2 shows a more complex example showing 4
entities on a form and the use of the vertical and horizontal
elements to control user interface layout (Figure 3).
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Textbox 1. XML definition.
<form name="F1">
<entity name="Q1" type="radio" required="true">
<text>
To what extent are you bothered by repeated, disturbing
memories, thoughts, or images of a stressful experience
from the past?
</text>
<item code="1">Not at all</item>
<item code="2">A little bit</item>
<item code="3">Moderately</item>
<item code="4">Quite a bit</item>
<item code="5">Extremely</item>
</entity>
<logic event="onFormExit">
<![CDATA[
if ("{PCL_Q1}">="3") then
set {PCL_Bcount} = "{PCL_Bcount}" + "1";
]]>
</logic>
</form>
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Textbox 2. A more complex example showing 4 entities on a form and the use of the vertical and horizontal elements to control user interface layout.
<form name="f2" title="Multiple Entities”>
<vertical styleName="layoutVGroup1">
<text name="sometextname" save="true" styleName="layoutTextLabel">
Tell us about your family</text>
<text styleName="layoutTextLabel2">First the adults</text>
<horizontal styleName="layoutHGroup100Percent">
<entity name="mom" layout="itemHorizontal" type="radio"
styleName="radioWidget" required="true">
<text>Mom</text>
<item code="yes">Yes</item>
<item code="no">No</item>
</entity>
<entity name="dad" type="radio">
<text>Dad</text>
<item code="yes">Yes (showing word wrap)</item>
<item code="no">No</item>
</entity>
</horizontal>
<text styleName="layoutTextLabel2">And about those siblings</text>
<entity name="sib" layout="fullHorizontal" type="radio">
<text>Do you have any?</text>
<item code="Y">Yes</item>
<item code="N">No</item>
</entity>
<entity name="numSibs" layout="itemHorizontal" type="text">
<text>How many?</text>
</entity>
</vertical>
</form>

In addition to the instrument and form definitions, business
logic is included. There are a number of different events that
are triggered during the course of an instrument (Figure 4).
Consider again the first form of the Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder Checklist (PCL) instrument. When the user presses
the next arrow, the form’s onFormExit code is executed before
the next form is displayed. In this case, when the user responds
with “Moderately” or higher, the variable PCL_Bcount is
incremented by 1.
In Figure 4, the second form (F2) is expanded to highlight the
different events. Of particular note are the onValueChanged
and onValidate events. The event is first sent to the entity where
the data change occurred to provide specific entity-level
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processing, and then passed up to the form itself where the form
can look at all the entities collectively. All scripted logic is
written with simple commands (Textbox 3).
Logic within the instrument XML file allows the researcher to
decide exactly what validation and skip logic to have, to set
initial conditions for instrument variables, and to execute code
when the instrument terminates, such as calculating an overall
score or saving data to the local secure database. With the
instrument completely defined in the XML file, it becomes a
reusable object to be shared across apps with the same expected
behavior. Other than content used by the instrument, no other
dependencies are required.
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Textbox 3. Commands for scripted logic.
set {userHx_ageMonths} = "-1"; // initialize user age

if ("{userHx_userID}" == "" && "{userHx_userID_YN}" == "not asked") then
call message("Are you sure you don't wish to personalize the
application instrument? If so, hit Next again.");

if ("{userHx_ageMonths}" < "0") then
begin;
call message("User's birthday must be before today.");
goto F1_Birthday;
end;

Figure 2. Definition of the first form of the Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Checklist (PCL) instrument from the Flight Attendant Wellness app.
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Figure 3. A form containing multiple entities.

Figure 4. The various events that are triggered during the course of an instrument’s lifetime.
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Sensors
In addition to form-based data entry, the PHIT platform can
also collect objective data from internal device sensors (eg,
global positioning system coordinates) and external Bluetooth
sensors (eg, heart rate monitor or fitness accelerometer). In the
PHIT for Duty study, where individuals with post-traumatic
stress are taught mindfulness exercises for stress reduction, the
mobile app uses a heart rate monitor during the mindfulness
meditation to calculate heart rate variability (HRV) and
graphically show whether the user is achieving a more calm
state. This is illustrated in the middle-line chart of Figure 5.

Eckhoff et al
Notice the rise in the middle graph after the onset of meditation
as the user goes from a stressful state to a calm state.
Whenever sensor data are acquired (eg, the heart pulse rate) and
processed to produce a derived measurement (eg, the HRV
index), the PHIT software allows for saving interim data at each
stage of data processing. Such storage facilitates verification of
data-processing algorithms and supports both reanalysis and
alternative analysis of raw data at a later date without repeating
the data-collection activities. This facilitates exploratory
analyses of mHealth data for determining optimal processing
methodologies without the expense and effort of repeated field
studies, saving a considerable amount of both cost and time.

Figure 5. During mindfulness training, an external heart rate monitor captures heart rate data to objectively determine if the user is relaxing or not.

Background Tasks
In addition to user-facing instruments, PHIT provides a means
for performing background tasks using instruments without a
user interface. Some examples are (1) querying the battery state,
(2) uploading data, and (3) retrieving the current global
positioning system location. These script instruments, because
they run in the background, do not have forms or entities but
they do have the onInstrumentEnter and onInstrumentExit events
for which custom logic can be written. Such tasks can be
developed to execute singularly on demand, or execute
repeatedly at a specified interval, like every 5 minutes.

Home Screen
Tying it all together, the PHIT platform interprets the instrument
definitions and creates the user experience, displaying the
appropriate instruments in a task list on the “Home” screen.
Attributes of the instrument such as title, description, icon
filename, and menu index determine exactly what the user sees
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e46/
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and in what order. To reflect a change in state, an XML logic
can be written to modify these attributes to highlight changing
conditions, alert the user to perform a critical task, or simply
change from day to day according to a protocol.
To avoid overwhelming the user with many instruments,
instruments can be scheduled. This minimizes burden on the
user by cleaning up the user interface and only displaying what
is currently relevant. Using the built-in scheduler and the hide
and show commands callable from the XML logic, only those
tasks appropriate at a certain point in time will be displayed.
The PHIT scheduler extends RFC5545, the Internet Calendaring
and Scheduling (iCalendar) specification [31], specifically the
DTSTART, DTEND, DURATION, and RRULE properties of
the VEVENT calendar component. For example, the PHIT
scheduler can set an instrument to be scheduled to be on the
task list each Friday at 8 am.
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Virtual Advisor: Tailoring the App for the Users Based
on Their Input
PHIT’s iVA is an expert system logic layer where data are
analyzed and plans are created in real time on the mobile device.
The iVA tailors its analysis so that the help the user receives is
personal and timely, with reanalysis occurring as frequently as
the researcher wants it to happen (ie, daily, weekly, or monthly)
using the PHIT scheduling function. The iVA program modules
are used to stratify health assessments (eg, normal, moderate
dysfunction) and to prescribe and schedule self-help activities
(eg, exercise, meditation, alcohol reduction) according to the
evidence-based criteria provided by the mHealth app researcher.
Consider this example in which a person with a sleep disorder
is being evaluated using the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index

Eckhoff et al
(PSQI) instrument. Upon completing the PSQI, the sleep
improvement protocol may recommend the following activities
whenever the score exceeds a value of 16:
•
•
•

Display a slide show on improving the sleeping
environment;
Provide a narrated meditation exercise at bedtime for stress
relaxation; and
Schedule the PSQI instrument to run every 3rd day at 8 am
for reassessment until a downward trend is established in
the PSQI score.

Just like the instrument logic, iVA logic is defined in XML that
is organized by domain for easy reuse. Continuing the
aforementioned example, the sleep assessment portion of the
iVA script is shown in Textbox 4.

Textbox 4. Sleep assessment iVA script.
<assess domain="sleep">
<logic>
<![CDATA[
// Assess the sleep risk
if ("{PSQI_complete}" == "true") then begin;
set {iVA_sleepIntervene} = "false";
if ("{PSQI_score}"<="7") then set {iVA_sleepRisk} = "1";
if ("{PSQI_score}">="8" && "{PSQI_score}"<="15") then
set {iVA_sleepRisk} = "2";
if ("{PSQI_score}">="16" && "{PSQI_score}"<="19") then
set {iVA_sleepRisk} = "3";
if ("{PSQI_score}">="20") then set {iVA_sleepRisk} = "4";
if ("{iVA_sleepRisk}">"1") then set {iVA_sleepIntervene} = "true";
set {iVA_scheduleSleep} = "true";
end;
if ("{iVA_sleepRisk }" >= "3") then begin;
// Plan the sleep self-help intervention
// See the Planning section below for details

end;
]]>
</logic>
</assess>

Planning is also handled within the iVA logic. Continuing the
previous sleep example where the PSQI score is above 16, the
iVA sets the iVA_sleepRisk variable based on the PSQI_score
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and tests that condition as defined by the protocol in Textbox
5.
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Textbox 5. Protocol for testing the PSQI score.
<assess domain="sleep">
<logic>
<![CDATA[
// Assess the sleep risk
if ("{PSQI_complete}" == "true") then begin;

// See the Virtual Advisor section above for details

end;

if ("{iVA_sleepRisk }" >= "3") then begin;

// Plan the sleep self-help intervention

// List the sleep environment and mindfulness meditation tasks
call scheduleTask("sleep%environment");
call scheduleTask("mindfulness%bodyScan");

// Reschedule the PSQI assessment according to protocol
call scheduleTask("PSQI", "P1DTA8H", null, "FREQ=DAILY,INTERVAL=3");
end;
]]>
</logic>
</assess>

The PHIT interventions and activities are implemented using
the same scripting and script-processing methods as
data-collection instruments; the XML constructs are identical.
An intervention might display a series of slides, collect heart
rate data during a relaxation exercise, or support behavior
modification. For example, a series of images can be combined
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with audio narration to create an alcohol education module that
can be reused across different PHIT apps. Interventions are
study and protocol specific and with PHIT’s library of reusable
interventions (Table 2), many can be easily tweaked to be
content specific for specific intervention needs.
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Table 2. A partial list of Personal Health Intervention Toolkit (PHIT) interventions used in the PHIT for Duty [8] mobile app.
Category

Self-report data instrument

Stress relaxation

Relaxation breathing

Stress relaxation

Body scan meditation

Stress relaxation

Sitting meditation

Stress relaxation

Walking meditation

Stress relaxation

Loving kindness meditation

Stress relaxation

Heart rate variability biofeedback

Sleep quality

Improving your sleep

Sleep quality

Preparing for sleep

Sleep quality

Personal and environmental factors

Sleep quality

Reclaiming your bedroom

Sleep quality

Sleep smarter skills

Sleep quality

Nightmares

Risk alerts

Post-traumatic stress (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Checklist-Military version score > 50)

Risk alerts

Sleep quality (Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index score > 22)

Risk alerts

Alcohol (Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test score > 20)

Risk alerts

Anxiety (General Anxiety Disorder-7 score> 15)

Risk alerts

Depression (Patient Health Questionnaire-8 > 10)

Stress management

Arousal control

Stress management

Attention absorption

Alcohol use

Alcohol and stress

Alcohol use

Calories, costs, and consequences

Alcohol use

Drink smarter skills

Alcohol use

Blood alcohol level simulator

Alcohol use

Drinking reduction goals and action plan

Logic Processing
The logic written for either instruments or advisor coding is
processed by the same logic processor. It supports common
programming constructs in a simplified language format. Each
logic statement reads like a sentence that ends with a semicolon.

Variables are used to keep track of information in the system,
can be accessed globally across XML scripts, and persist until
the app terminates. The PHIT naming convention for a variable
is <objectName>_<variableName>, which provides a somewhat
object-oriented variable naming construct. The PHIT variables
are wrapped in “{}” (curly braces) to simplify runtime parsing
of the logic code as in Textbox 6.

Textbox 6. PHIT variables in curly braces to simplify runtime parsing.
if ("{ptHx_status}"=="new") then
begin;
set {ptHx_status} = "started";
set {ptHx_done} = "false";
end;

When processing this example code statement, PHIT looks up
the value of ptHx_status, compares it with the string new and
if they are equal, sets ptHx_status to the string started. The
variable ptHx_status refers to the instrument named ptHx
(patient history), and the status entity within the ptHx
instrument. As no other instrument, or object, may have the
same name, the identity of the global variable is assured.
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e46/
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When a variable is evaluated, an attempt is made to determine
whether it is a number, and if so, evaluates it as a number.
Otherwise, it is treated as a string. If ptHx_age is set to 1, then
if (“{ptHx_age}” <= “2”) becomes if (1 <= 2). The PHIT logic
processor is not rigid; it will automatically convert a quoted
number to a real number object when the evaluation is
performed, allowing the nonprogrammer who is writing this
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logic to have more flexibility. Boolean variables remain
represented as strings, with “true/false” being the default,
designated Boolean values.
A variety of programming statements are supported (Table 3),
which are sufficient to meet most programming requirements.

Eckhoff et al
These statements are supplemented by the PHIT application
programming interface (API), a set of global functions to
provide scripted access to frequently used processes such as
data conversion, database storage, and retrieval, playing sounds
for effects and notifications, displaying pop-up messages, and
formatting number variables as strings.

Table 3. A sample of Personal Health Intervention Toolkit logic statements and application programming interface function calls.
Statement

Example

Set a variable

set {ptHx_age} = “15”;
set {ptHX_gender} = “M”;

Call a function

set {age_m} = call calculateAgeInMonths("{ptHx_birthday}");
call Message("Patient birthday must be before today.");
set {iVA_height}=call formatNumber({iVA_height}, 0);

Conditional logic

if ("{ptHx_ageMonths}">="0" && "{ptHx_ageMonths}"<="48" &&
"{iVA_isExposed}")then
set {iVA_tobaccoCode}="Under4Exposure";

Skip logic

if ("{ptHx_ptID}"=="") then goto F0_PtID;

Exit the instrument

exit;

Move to next form in form if (("{ptHx_today}"-"{ptHx_birthday}")<"{ptHx_one_week}")
stack
then nextForm;
Nested ifs and while

set {randytest_collectId1} = call generateCollectionId();
if ("{randytest_collectId1}">="0") then begin;
set {iVA_alcoholInstr} = "CAGE";
set {iVA_alcoholInstrWording} = "past two weeks";
if ("{randytest_collectId1}" == "0") then begin;
set {iVA_another} = "foobar";
end;
set {iVA_alcoholOnQueue} = "foobar";
set {iVA_alcoholStatus} = "monitoringScheduled";
set {iVA_i} = 0;
while ({iVA_i} < 3) begin;
set {iVA_i} = {iVA_i} + 1;
if ("{iVA_i}" == "1") then
set {randytest_zzzz} = "zzzz";
end;
end;
set {randytest_collectId2} = call generateCollectionId();
var {randytest_abar} = "";

Statement blocks

begin;
set {ptHx_status} = "started";
set {ptHx_done} = "false";
end;

To analyze historical trends, the API provides query functions
to the local database as the following shows:
•
•
•
•

“findLatest” retrieves the last saved value
“findLatestN” retrieves the last N saved values
“findByDate” retrieves values based on data range (eg,
everything between June and September)
“findByPlacement” retrieves values based on placement
range (eg, everything between the fourth and eighth save)
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Should a particularly complex XML script cause performance
problems due to runtime compilation, you may recode the XML
script in native code as an API function as
“isPSQITrendingDownward.”
Although not common, any native code you write is
automatically compiled into your PHIT app when the app is
built.
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Creating Your Own PHIT App: How the Pieces Fit
Together

be used for that protocol (Figure 6). In this way, different
treatment groups are automatically embodied in the app.

Unlike most mHealth apps, PHIT apps can be configured to
support
specific
research
requirements
including
multiple-treatment research studies. Using XML configuration
files, you further define the app into studies and protocols. Each
PHIT study contains one or more protocols and each protocol
contains the instruments, virtual advisor, and interventions to

With customization at the protocol level, each protocol in a
study can have very different instruments, interventions, and
virtual advisor; thus, creating a very different app. One example
is a study in which Protocol A collects data and runs the virtual
advisor to display appropriate interventions based on assessment
scores, whereas Protocol B may merely collect data and have
neither a virtual advisor nor any interventions.

Figure 6. Personal Health Intervention Toolkit app configuration.

Data Storage
Instrument-defined entity data are optionally saved in a local
database with each record tagged with project id, study id,
protocol id, case id, observation id, and a date-timestamp.
Although not required, the PHIT platform supports, and strongly
recommends that all data be stored using encryption to ensure
data privacy. If the database is encrypted, PHIT automatically
enforces the use of a password to access the app.
Although apps usually require a single database, the PHIT
framework allows for multiple databases, including both create,
update, and delete and read-only databases. A read-only database
might be a lookup table to support app requirements, such as
percentile growth chart for a pediatric wellness check [32].

Data Upload
In addition to the local data store, PHIT provides a data upload
capability to a backend database. The following two upload
options are available: (1) a user-initiated upload function, which
initiates transfer and provides status feedback via an upload
progress bar, and (2) a utility instrument for uploading to the
server in the background. Because instruments can be scheduled,
the mobile app can be configured to initiate a background data
transfer on a prescheduled time, such as once a day at 12 am,
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e46/
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thereby providing little disruption to the user. Of course, the
app must be running on the device for this to occur. For privacy,
data are uploaded over hypertext transfer protocol secure
(HTTPS) with the option to encrypt the data before being
uploaded over HTTPS, providing a doubly encrypted upload.
Uploading data to a central server is an optional feature, which
is most useful for research studies; however, use of a central
data store is not a required element of a PHIT app.
To accommodate the typical software development process,
three-dimensional different upload URLs can be specified to
mimic the different phases of software development:
•
•
•

Development;
Test/staging; and
Production.

This has the benefit of not polluting the production database
with test data.
When merged into one dataset on a backend data server, data
can be visualized, studied, and extracted. Access to the project
data is controlled via an access control list to ensure data
privacy. By default, PHIT uploads no personally identifiable
information (PII) ensuring that all data are deidentified but
allowing for data to be reported up to the case id level. However,
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it is up to the app development team creating the mobile app to
ensure that PII data are not misidentified, leading to accidental
upload.

User Interface Customization
Mobile app developers need to address differences in screen
size and density, and differences across mobile device software

Eckhoff et al
platforms. Each platform has a distinct user experience and
human interface guidelines. The technology PHIT is built on
uses a neutral look and feel across these platforms. The
appearance of the mobile app can be changed through the use
of cascading style sheets (CSS), custom skins, and icons, giving
each app its own unique look and feel (Figures 7-10).

Figure 7. Flight Attendant Wellness app home screen.
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Figure 8. Flight Attendant Wellness app blood alcohol concentration calculator.

Figure 9. Clinical decision support tool for Pediatric Cardiovascular Risk Reduction app home screen.
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Figure 10. Clinical decision support tool for Pediatric Cardiovascular Risk Reduction app integrated assessment screen.

What Skills Do You Need?
With minimal customization of the app, only knowledge of
XML and workflow logic is required to implement most
mHealth apps. Custom apps require various software
engineering skills. Some of these optional skills are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mobile app development familiarity;
Graphics, video, and audio content design;
CSS;
Adobe Integrated Runtime, Apache Flex, and ActionScript;
Java for Android native code;
Objective-C for iOS native code;
Encryption; and
HTTP programming

other data-collection instruments and evaluations [8]. Self-help
interventions have been developed for stress, sleep problems,
and alcohol abuse, including multimedia health information
modules, stress relaxation exercises, and cognitive behavior
therapies for sleep and alcohol.

Clinical Decision Support for Cardiovascular Health
and Risk Reduction in Children and Adolescents
This app implements data collection, risk assessment, and
intervention recommendation requirements of a subset of the
Guidelines on Pediatric Cardiovascular Health and Risk
Reduction [33]. The mobile app, intended for use by
pediatricians aids to facilitate their use of the guidelines in daily
clinical practice, is easy to use, and available for both Android
and iOS devices.

Results

Pre-Deployment Stress Inoculation Training (PRESIT)

Overview

This is a desktop app for training in stress reduction techniques
as a preventative measure for reducing incidence of
post-traumatic stress in service men and women.

To date, we have completed 4 mobile apps and 1 desktop app
using the PHIT platform. Several additional apps are in
development and a half-dozen are in the concept phase. We
have found that the time from concept to completion and the
cost of implementation were substantially reduced in the later
projects, compared with the initial work attesting to the
flexibility of the PHIT platform and the reusability of developed
components. Examples of our completed apps are as follows:

PHIT for Duty, a Personal Health Intervention Tool
for Psychological Health and Traumatic Brain Injury

ActiSleep
An app used for collecting research data in a study of sleep
habits, sleep quality, and substance use in teenagers. The app
includes daily diaries for prebedtime activities, substance use,
and sleep quality. It also provides step-by-step multimedia
instructions to enable participants to carry out biosample
collection (ie, saliva) and facilitate use of a sleep activity
monitor, thereby maintaining data quality in these ancillary
data-collection processes.

PHIT for Duty, deployed on Android devices, includes over 30
psychometric, personal/medical history, trauma exposure, and
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e46/
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Flight Attendant Wellness
An app providing screeners and education to support the
prevention of prescription drug abuse, the federal model
drug-free workplace, and the Workplace Prevention Research
initiative.
Use of the PHIT framework for your apps does not limit you
in how you distribute your apps nor do they require any
oversight or verification. You are in complete control in
distributing your PHIT app, whether it is made available via a
public app store or a private distribution. The PHIT for Duty
and ActiSleep apps are both for private research studies with a
private distribution. The Flight Attendant Wellness app and the
Clinical Decision Support for Cardiovascular Health and Risk

Eckhoff et al
Reduction in Children and Adolescents app are in the process
of being made publically available and should be in the app
stores soon.

Discussion
The PHIT framework has proven to be an extensible, reusable,
and reconfigurable technology that facilitates mobile data
collection and health intervention research. In addition to
specific project requirements to enhance the platform, plans are
to grow the library of instruments and interventions, add simple
texting service prompting and notification, provide distributed
advisor processing on the backend, and improve the Bluetooth
layer for access to sensors, including wearable sensors.
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